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Abstract
A large number of electronic transactions involve querying databases. While service
providers need to have access controls in place to ensure that data is properly protected, users are concerned about the amount of information that service providers
and also third parties can infer from a transaction. For example, statistics about
patent search queries can reveal sensitive information about the company’s research
strategy. Therefore, privacy-preserving access control protocols are a key ingredient of the modern IT infrastructure. In this dissertation, we provide new efficient
cryptographic protocols for privacy-preserving access control.
First, we present protocols that provide anonymous and oblivious access to
databases. We consider a database, where every record has an access control policy.
We propose an oblivious transfer with access control protocol that allows only authorized users to access a record, while the database provider does not learn which
record was accessed and by whom. Moreover, the users’ access rights can be revoked. We further extend this work for a practical application of buying records
from a database in a privacy-preserving way with the first unlinkable priced oblivious transfer protocol with rechargeable wallets. We also provide an option of hiding
the access control policies from the users and propose the first oblivious transfer
protocol that supports hidden access control policies.
Second, we improve our protocols to provide strong security guarantees. We
develop efficient oblivious transfer protocols that guarantee security under concurrent composition in the standard model and under well-established cryptographic
assumptions. To achieve that, instead of using discrete logarithm based primitives,
including interactive Schnorr proofs, we employ a recent framework that makes use
of the non-interactive Groth-Sahai proofs and compatible cryptographic primitives
that are called structure-preserving.
Third, we contribute to the above framework by developing new methods and
primitives and proving a number of impossibility results. Namely, we present new
methods for performing multiplicative homomorphisms and proof optimizations for
Groth-Sahai proofs. We propose a new structure-preserving signature scheme, a
new vector commitment scheme, and an unlinkable quotable signature scheme. The
latter we use to construct an efficient non-interactive anonymous credential system, where a presentation proof is independent of the number of attributes in a
credential. Finally, we show that it is impossible to construct structure-preserving
i
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verifiable unpredictable functions, or more precise, algebraic structure-preserving
deterministic primitives that satisfy provability, uniqueness, and unpredictability.
This result extends to structure-preserving verifiable random functions, unique signatures, pseudorandom functions and deterministic public key encryption that are
key building blocks in many cryptographic protocols.

Zusammenfassung
Heutzutage involviert eine grosse Anzahl elektronischer Transaktionen Datenbankabfragen. Während Dienstanbieter den Zugang zu den Daten vor unberechtigem
Zugriff schützen wollen, liegt die Sorge der Benutzer in der Information, welche die
Dienstanbieter aus den durchgeführten Transaktionen herleiten können. Statistische Informationen die aus Suchanfragen auf Patentdatenbanken extrahiert werden,
können beispielsweise Informationen über die Forschungsstrategie des zugreifenden
Unternehmens enthüllen. Daher sind datenschutzerhaltende Zugriffskontrollprotokolle ein wichtiger Baustein moderner IT-Infrastrukturen. In dieser Dissertation
präsentieren wir neuartige effiziente Algorithmen für Zugriffskontrolle in Datenbanken, welche die Privatsphäre schützen.
Erstens zeigen wir Protokolle zum anonymen Zugriff auf Datenbanken, die vergessliche Datenbankabfragen ermöglichen, also Oblivious-Transfer-Protokolle zulassen. Wir legen dabei die Annahme zugrunde, dass in den entsprechenden Datenbanken jeder Eintrag eine Zugriffskontrollregel assoziiert hat. Wir schlagen ein
Oblivious-Transfer-Protokoll mit Zugriffskontrolle vor, welches nur autorisierten Benutzern erlaubt, einen Eintrag abzufragen. Gleichzeitig lernt der Datenbankanbieter keinerlei Information (nach informationstheoretischer Definition) darüber,
auf welchen Eintrag oder von welchem Benutzer zugegriffen wurde. Die Zugriffsrechte von Benutzern können dabei durch den Anbieter wiederrufen werden. Wir
erweitern dieses Resultat für den praktischen Anwendungsfall des datenschutzerhaltenden kommerziellen Zugriffes auf Datenbankeinträge im Rahmen des ersten unverknüpf-baren Oblivious-Transfer-Protokolles mit Preisangaben und wiederaufladbaren Geld-börsen. Wir ermöglichen das optionale Geheimhalten der Zugriffskontrollregeln vor den Benut-zern und schlagen das erste Oblivious-Transfer-Protokoll
mit geheimgehaltenen Zugriffskontrollregeln vor.
Zweitens verbessern wir unsere Protokolle dahingehend, dass sie stärkere Sicherheitseigenschaften aufweisen. Wir entwickeln effiziente Oblivious-Transfer-Protokolle, welche Sicherheit unter nebenläufiger Protokollkomposition im Standardmodell und unter wohletablierten kryptographischen Annahmen garantieren. Um dies
zu erreichen, haben wir anstelle von diskreten-Logarithmus-basierten Primitiven,
wie beispielsweise interaktiven Schnorr-Beweisen, ein neues Framework verwendet,
welches nichtinteraktive Groth-Sahai-Beweise und damit kompatible kryptographische Primitive, welche als strukturerhaltend bezeichnet werden, nutzt.
iii
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Drittens erweitern wir obengenanntes Framework durch neue Methoden und
Primitive und beweisen eine Reihe von Unmöglichkeitsresultaten. Konkret präsentieren wir neue Methoden zum Berechnen von multiplikativen Homomorphismen
und zeigen Optimierungen von Groth-Sahai-Beweisen. Wir präsentieren ein neues
strukturerhaltendes Signaturverfahren, ein neues Vektor-Commitmentverfahren und
ein unverknüpfbares zitierbares Signaturverfahren. Letzteres benutzen wir dazu,
ein effizientes nichtinteraktives anonymes Zertifikatssystem zu konstruieren, welches
sich dadurch auszeichnet, dass ein Präsentationsbeweis unabhängig von der Anzahl
der Attribute des zu präsentierenden Zertifikats ist. Schliesslich zeigen wir, dass es
unmöglich ist, strukturerhaltende verifizierbare unvorhersagbare Funktionen zu konstruieren, oder, präziser ausgedrückt, algebraische strukturerhaltende deterministische Primitive, welche die Eigenschaften der Beweisbarkeit, Einzigartigkeit und Unvorhersagbarkeit aufweisen. Dieses Resultat kann auf strukturerhaltende verifizierbare Zufallsfunktionen, einzigartige Signaturen, Pseudozufallsfunktionen und deterministische Public-Key-Kryptosysteme erweitert werden, welche wichtige Bausteine
von vielen kryptographischen Protokollen sind.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
More and more transactions in our daily lives are performed electronically. Many of
these transactions involve accessing data and vary from buying music and movies to
querying patent and medical databases. Since information has become a valuable
good, service providers are concerned with security of their data. Clearly, proper
encryption and access control mechanisms need to be in place to protect such data.
However, while retrieving the data, users reveal their personal information both
directly by filling out registration forms and indirectly by disclosing which particular data they are interested in. Although people use online services with the belief
that small amounts of information cannot reveal enough to impact them in a negative way, they can give away much more information about themselves than they
may care to admit, and definitely much more than it is actually needed. With recently unveiled surveillance, it became clear that it is possible to build a complete
picture of someone’s movements, transactions, locations, preferences, strategy, and
relationships from the trail left from interaction with websites and querying various
databases.
Indeed, the source of obtaining personal data is not only social networks, where
people disclose personal information intentionally by sharing their location geotags,
family pictures, places and dates of their holidays, copies of important documents,
such as a newly received visa or a driving license. Current advances in data mining
and eavesdropping technologies allow one to gather from the electronic transactions a
lot of sensitive business and personal information that is not intended to be disclosed.
While just collecting the information might not be a threat by itself, improper
handling of sensitive data is a serious issue. Of course, the users can also benefit
from the service providers aggregating and analyzing personal data, for example, for
conducting clinical studies and statistical analysis, for preventing terrorist attacks,
or for providing contextual services. All this, however, should be done upon the
user’s agreement and without the misuse. Thus, handling personal information
nowadays is strictly regulated, also by law.
It became clear that one has to take both privacy and security into account
throughout the whole process of constructing an information system. Such “privacy
by design” approach also means that an access control mechanism should reveal a
minimal amount of personal information required for a transaction to proceed se1
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curely. Therefore, the need in privacy-enhancing technologies is increasing. Such
technologies not only allow the users to have control over the data by minimizing information disclosure, but they also allow the service providers to stay compliant with
privacy laws and regulations. Hence, privacy-preserving access control protocols became a key ingredient of a modern IT infrastructure and are started to be widely
used in practice. For example, the German ID card implements privacy features.
Furthermore, there are a number of International Organization for Standardization
bodies standardizing privacy-enhancing protocols.
A large number of electronic transactions involve querying databases. Therefore,
in this thesis, we first focus on minimizing information disclosure while querying a
database under access control restrictions. Namely, we provide efficient cryptographic solutions for privacy-preserving access control and payments in databases.
Second, we develop an anonymous credentials system that supports efficient selective
disclose of attributes. It can be used for privacy-preserving authentication outside of
the scope of databases as well. While doing so, we contribute to the cryptographic
framework by developing new cryptographic primitives and proving a number of
impossibility results.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We start with defining privacy
and security requirements for privacy-preserving access control protocols and then
discuss current cryptographic tools and frameworks to be used for constructing such
protocols. Finally, we summarize the contribution of this thesis.
Privacy Requirements. We construct protocols satisfying the following basic
(1-3) and optional (4-6) requirements:
1. Enabling attribute-based access control. We consider a database where every
record has an access control policy (ACP) associated with it. ACP is a list of
attributes, roles, or rights that the user needs to have in order to access the
record.
2. Hiding identities and attributes of the users. The user should be able to
prove that she is authorized to access a particular record without revealing
her identity or her attributes.
3. Hiding query patterns of the users. The user should be able to query a record
from the database without revealing her choice of the record to the database
provider.
(4). Enabling payments. Many databases are not sold as a whole but rather users
are charged per record. Therefore, the users should be able to buy records
anonymously.
(5). Hiding access control policies. There are cases when the access control policy
by itself may leak sensitive information. Therefore, the database provider
should have an option of hiding ACPs from the users.
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(6). Revocation. The database provider or another authority should be able to
revoke users’ rights in case of misuse, breaching a contract, etc.
We now discuss a few scenarios, where the above requirements are necessary.
For example, DNA databases contain valuable information that is accessible on a
“per record” basis. Mere access control is not enough in this case, however. The list
of queried records reveals sensitive information about the customers’ intentions - a
pharmaceutical company’s search queries in such a database may reveal its research
strategy and future product plans. Therefore, it is desirable that such databases
can be queried anonymously, so that the database administrator remains oblivious
as to who accesses which record and at which time.
The same requirements are valid for patent databases, as users have a strong
interest to keep their patent queries hidden since they can reveal company’s sensitive
business information and current research activities. When accessing or buying the
content from media databases that contain electronic books, music, movies, pictures,
etc., the user may be interested in hiding her preferences from the server as well.
Another example is a medical database containing patients’ medical records.
Different access control policies may apply to different records, ensuring that only
relevant specialists and the treating medical staff have access to a patient’s record.
Given the frequent changes in medical personnel at hospitals, a role-based or attribute-based approach supporting revocation of users seems to be a natural solution.
First, we also need to provide a possibility for querying the database obliviously, because the query pattern for a particular record may reveal considerable information
about the seriousness of the patient’s condition or the phase of the treatment. But
here even the access control policy by itself may leak sensitive information about
the patient’s illness. For example, the nature of a patient’s health problem is pretty
clear if an oncologist has access to his or her record. The treating medical staff
may also have an interest in hiding the access control policies, e.g., to avoid being
approached by the press when treating celebrities. So hiding access control policies
from users is an additional requirement for such databases.
Similar example is a military setting, where a database may contain classified,
i.e., “top secret”, “secret”, “confidential”, and “public” information. Knowing which
files are classified “top secret”, or even just the percentage of “top secret” files in the
system, may help an attacker to focus his attack. Also in a multi-user file system,
where the access control list of a file contains a list of users and groups with different
permissions, it may be desirable to hide the owner of a file or the groups that have
access to it to prevent social engineering attacks, coercion, and bribery.
Security Requirements. When designing solutions that satisfy the requirements
described above using cryptographic tools, it is crucial to provide strong security
guarantees. We first discuss the three main choices that define the security level of
cryptographic protocols.
Cryptographic assumptions. Cryptography has been tremendously developed over
the last decades. Thereby numerous new cryptographic assumptions have been
introduced. Sometimes it is hard to assess the level of security they provide. Besides
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pairing-based variants of standard assumptions such as the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
(BDH) [BF01] assumption, the new assumptions include quite a few so-called “qtype” [BB08] assumptions, for which the size of the instance of the assumption grows
linearly with the number of the attacker’s queries, as well as interactive assumptions
- which are even stronger than “q-type” ones as they are not falsifiable [Nao03].
The “q-type” assumptions say that given q solutions to the underlying problem,
one cannot come up with a new solution. For example, in the security proof of
a signature scheme secure under a “q-type” assumption, these solutions allow one
to sign q messages and then to create a new solution out the adversary’s forgery.
Thus, the size of the instance of the assumption problem is linked to the security
parameter of the signature scheme; furthermore, the security of the signature scheme
is directly derived from the “q-type” assumption itself. This is unfortunate, and
it is preferable to construct cryptographic schemes that rely on weaker and wellestablished assumptions.
Composable security. Unfortunately, many existing schemes are proven secure in
standalone models that guarantee security only if no other protocols are run concurrently, which is not the case for a real environment. On the contrary, in a
composability framework, security is preserved even if the protocols are used as
components of a complex system, enabling the modular design and analysis of cryptographic protocols.
Several models and frameworks have been developed implementing the composability paradigm. These include universal composability (UC) by Canetti [Can01b],
reactive simulatability by Backes, Pfitzmann and Waidner [PW00], GNUC by Hofheinz and Shoup [HS11], abstract cryptography by Maurer and Renner [MR11] and
its application - constructive cryptography by Maurer [Mau11], Inexhaustible Interactive Turing Machine (IITM) by Kuesters and Tuengerthal [KT13]. Although some
of them have different limitations or drawbacks or are still under development, the
basic ideas and principles behind them are quite similar. Therefore, in many cases
the results can be carried over between different frameworks without substantial
changes.
Security models. A lot of protocols that use Fiat-Shamir heuristic [FS86] and hash
functions are secure in the so-called “random oracle model” (ROM), which cannot
always be securely instantiated [CGH98]. This means that a cryptographic scheme
that is proven secure in ROM looses all provable security guarantees for the concrete
construction where the random oracle is instantiated by a hash function [CGH98].
Security in the so called generic group model (GGM) is also not-preferable since
GGM is an idealized cryptographic model as well and suffers from similar drawbacks
as ROM [Den02] once the random group encoding is replaced with any efficiently
computable instantiation of the encoding function.
We formulate the following security requirements for the cryptographic solutions:
1. Weak cryptographic assumptions. It is desirable to base security of the protocols on (weak) assumptions that are well studied and established, e.g., the
DDH assumption and its variants in pairing groups.
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2. (Universal) Composability. Following the (universal) composability paradigm
allows for the modular design and analysis of cryptographic protocols.
3. Standard model. To prevent loosing security guarantees for a concrete realworld instantiation of the cryptographic protocol, it is desirable to prove security of the protocols in the standard model, without random oracles or generic
groups.
Unfortunately, quite often achieving composability in the standard model under
standard assumptions comes at the price of loosing efficiency, due to the limitations
of existing cryptographic building blocks. Below we discuss cryptographic building blocks and tools to be used for constructing complex protocols satisfying the
described security and privacy guarantees.
Designing Cryptographic Protocols: Frameworks and Tools. Complex
cryptographic protocols are often designed in a modular way from primitives such
as signatures, commitments, and encryption schemes, verifiable random functions,
etc., together with zero-knowledge proofs ensuring that these primitives are properly
orchestrated by the protocol participants.
Discrete logarithm based framework. Over the past decades a framework of discrete logarithm based primitives, such as CL-signatures [CL02, CL04], Pedersen
Commitments [Ped91], ElGamal encryption [ElG84], and generalized Schnorr protocols [Sch91, CKY09], has evolved. This framework gave rise to the construction
of many efficient cryptographic protocols. Examples of such constructions include
anonymous credential systems [CL01, BCKL08], oblivious transfer [CGH09], group
signatures [BMW03, BSZ05, KY05], or e-cash [CHL05]. The non-interactive versions of generalized Schnorr protocols are secure only in the random oracle model
as they are obtained via the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [FS86]. Consequently, many protocols constructed in this framework could, unfortunately, be proven secure in the
random oracle model only. Furthermore, many of them are based on strong cryptographic assumptions and become inefficient when satisfy the requirements of the
composability framework.
For example, signature schemes are a fundamental cryptographic primitive and
a key component of privacy-preserving protocols [Fis06, AO09, BMW03, BSZ05,
KY05, HS00, CNS07, CDNZ11, CFN88, BCKL08]. The efficient constructions of
such protocols, however, demand special properties of a signature scheme, in particular, when the protocol needs to achieve strong privacy guarantees. One of most
important such properties is unlinkablility between the issuance of a signature and
its later usage in a protocol, when typically a user convinces a third party that she
possesses a valid signature from the signer on some message. Another important
property is the ability to sign blocks of messages.
The first signature scheme that fulfilled these requirements is a blind signature
scheme by Brands [Bra93]. The drawback of such schemes, however, is that when
the user uses a signature later on in the protocol, she needs to reveal the actual
signature so that the third party can verify the authenticity of the signature. Thus,
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such a signature can typically be used only once, which turns out to be quite limiting
for many applications.
Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [CL02, CL04] were the first to propose signature
schemes (CL-signatures) that overcome these drawbacks. Their schemes are secure
under the Strong RSA or the q-SDH assumption, respectively, and allow for an
alternative approach of using a signature in a protocol: instead of revealing the
signature to a third party, the user can employ zero-knowledge proofs to convince
the third party that she possesses a valid signature from the signer. While in theory
this is possible for any signature scheme, CL-signatures were the first that allowed
one to do this efficiently with generalized Schnorr proofs of knowledge of and about
discrete logarithms. This is achieved because of the algebraic properties of CLsignatures, in particular because no hash function is applied to the message and the
messages are discrete logarithms.
With the advent of CL-signatures, the area of privacy-preserving protocols flourished considerably and numerous new protocols based on them have been proposed.
This has also made it apparent, that CL-signatures still have a number of the following drawbacks. First, in order to make generalized Schnorr proofs of knowledge
non-interactive (which is often required in applications), one needs to resort to the
Fiat-Shamir heuristic, i.e., the random oracle model. Second, when designing a
protocol to be secure in a universal composability framework, where no rewinding
can be used to prove security, witnesses in the generalized Schnorr proofs of knowledge need to be encrypted under a public key that is part of a common reference
string (CRS). As the witnesses (messages signed with CL-signatures) are discrete
logarithms, such encryption is rather expensive [BKS+ 09, CKY09] and most often
renders the overall protocol unpractical. Finally, when proving ownership of a CLsignature on many messages, all the messages are needed for the proof of possession
of a signature, even when only some of them are explicitly disclosed.
Structure-preserving framework. A seminal step towards a framework for constructing practical cryptographic protocols with strong security guarantees was the introduction of GS-proofs by Groth and Sahai [GS08]. GS-proofs are efficient noninteractive proofs of knowledge or language membership and guarantee security in
the standard model under well-established cryptographic assumptions. Furthermore, GS-proofs allow for witness extraction without rewinding, a property that
is essential for constructing (universally) composable protocols. Unfortunately, the
types of statements that can be proven with GS-proofs are limited. Namely, GSproofs are proofs of knowledge only for witnesses that are group elements but not
exponents as for the Schnorr proofs. So it is not always possible to just replace
generalized Schnorr proofs with GS-proofs, and use the latter together with the
existing discrete logarithm based primitives. Therefore, the research community
has engaged on a quest for alternative cryptographic primitives that can be easily
composed with GS-proofs.
One way to achieve compatibility with GS-proofs is to construct primitives,
for example, signature schemes, that are F -unforgeable [BCKL08]. Informally, F unforgeability prevents the adversary from outputting a forgery not on a message
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m directly, but on F (m), where F (·) is some function. This allows one to map
exponents to group elements and operate with the latter. Such signatures are called
P-signatures [BCKL08]. For such signatures the signature possession can be proven
with non-interactive GS-proofs. However, the mapping from the exponent to a group
element requires additional commitments and proofs and makes such constructions
less efficient.
To avoid this, a new type of cryptographic primitives that operate directly in
the group elements space was introduced [AFG+ 10]. Such primitives are called
structure-preserving and have group elements as public inputs and outputs, while
operations being limited to the group and bilinear map operations. In case of signatures, this implies that messages and signatures have to consist only of group
elements, and proscribes the use of hash-functions as the signature verification have
to use only group operations. These new primitives enable a new “GS-proofs based
framework” for the construction of efficient and provably secure cryptographic protocols. Constructing such primitives became an important open problem.
Contributions and Outline. In this dissertation, we contribute to both Discrete logarithm and GS-proofs based frameworks by developing new cryptographic
primitives and protocols. Namely, we make a step towards designing efficient cryptographic solutions, while preserving strong security and privacy guarantees.
First, we present efficient oblivious transfer protocols that provide privacy-preserving access control for databases. Our protocols are discrete logarithm based and
satisfy requirements (1-6) that we defined in the beginning of this chapter.
Second, we improve our protocols to provide strong security guarantees by
switching to the GS-proofs based framework. Name-ly, we develop oblivious transfer protocols that guarantee security under concurrent composition in the standard
model and under well-established cryptographic assumptions.
Third, we contribute to the GS-proofs based framework by developing new methods for proof optimizations, constructing new efficient signature and anonymous
credential schemes, and proving a number of impossibility results for unique signatures, (verifiable) pseudorandom and unpredictable functions, and deterministic
public key encryption.
In more detail, our contributions can be summarized as follows:
Oblivious transfer with attribute-based access control protocols. In Chapter 3, we
solve the problem of accessing databases in an oblivious and anonymous way while
enabling access control and payments.
We first design a protocol for the oblivious transfer of data with access control
mechanisms (ACOT) [CDN09]. It allows the database owner to protect each record
with a different access control policy over a user’s certified attributes so that the
identity, the attributes of the user and her choice of records are hidden from the
database.
We further extend this work for a practical application of buying records from
a database privately with an unlinkable priced oblivious transfer protocol with
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rechargeable wallets (UPOT) [CDN10]. Users can have prepaid accounts from
which the appropriate amount is debited when querying a record, without leaking
the price of the queried record or the remaining balance of the user to the database.
Our priced OT protocol is the first to offer improved privacy guarantees where
multiple purchases by the same user cannot be linked and users can recharge their
wallets without leaking the remaining balance.
We also provide an option of hiding the access control policy from the user. We
proposed the first oblivious transfer with hidden access control policies (HACOT)
[CDNZ11] protocol. In addition to ACOT functionality, HACOT ensures that the
access control policy is hidden from the user and the user only knows that whether
he was granted access to the queried record, and if so, the content of the record.
Furthermore, the users’ access rights can be revoked.
We build another HACOT protocol [CDEN12] from the hidden attribute based
encryption (HABE) that naturally fits the hidden policies scenario as well. HACOTABE from [CDEN12] offers more expressive policies and improved efficiency compare
to [CDNZ11]. We do not provide the full protocol in this dissertation and refer to
[CDEN12] for details.
Universally composable adaptive oblivious transfer with access control from standard assumptions.
In Chapter 4, we propose the first universally composable
adaptive oblivious transfer with access control (UC ACOT) [ACDN13]. It is secure
in the standard model (without random oracles) and is proven secure under wellestablished cryptographic hardness assumptions. To the best of our knowledge, this
protocol is the most efficient one from those that provide the same level of security.
Structure-preserving primitives and anonymous credentials. We contribute to the
GS-proofs based cryptographic framework not only by developing complex privacypreserving protocols for quering databases, but also by creating protocols First,
we develop new methods and techniques for GS-proofs. Namely, in Chapter 5, we
show how to make use of algebraic properties of the building blocks to minimize
the witness size of the non-interactive proofs of knowledge. Although our main target is Groth-Sahai proofs, we also discuss extensions for optimizing the efficiency
of generalized Schnorr proofs of knowledge in case one is willing to accept random
oracles. We apply these techniques and present a new efficient structure-preserving
signature scheme secure under standard assumptions [CDH12]. A method for performing multiplicative homomorphisms for GS-proofs is presented in Chapter 3 and
is used to implement the hidden access control policies functionality.
Second, in Chapter 5, we consider structure-preserving building blocks that were
not yet covered by the existing “GS-proofs-based” framework. Namely, we look
into structure-preserving deterministic primitives such as (verifiable) pseudorandom
functions that play an important role in the construction of many cryptographic
protocols. We show that it is impossible to construct structure-preserving verifiable
unpredictable functions, or, more precise, algebraic structure-preserving deterministic primitives that provide provability, uniqueness, and unpredictability [ACDD14].
This result implies the impossibility of constructing structure-preserving verifiable
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random functions and unique signatures. We further extend our negative result
to pseudorandom functions and deterministic public key encryption as well as non
strictly structure-preserving primitives, that also have target group their ranges and
public keys.
Third, in Chapter 6, we review the design principles of anonymous credential
systems and propose a new kind of signature scheme, a two-tiered quotable blocksignature (QBsig) scheme [CDHK] as a new building block for privacy-enhancing
protocols within the GS-proofs-based framework. Briefly, the QBsig scheme allows a
user who possess a tier 1 signature on a block of messages to derive (quote) a (tier 2)
signature on a subset of messages from a tier 1 signature without any help from the
signer. Furthermore, even the signer cannot tell if two tier 2 signatures that contain
the same subset of messages were derived from the same or from different tier 1
signatures, i.e., the derived signatures are unlinkable. We give both property-based
security definitions and a UC functionality for QBsig and validate the former by
showing that they imply the latter. We show how our new signature scheme can be
used to construct anonymous credentials and obtain the first non-interactive efficient
credential scheme, for which a presentation proof is independent of the number of
attributes in a credential.
We define the notation and recall the cryptographic hardness assumptions and
the existing cryptographic primitives that are used in this dissertation in Chapter
2. Finally, we summarize our results and point out future research directions in
Chapter 7.

Chapter 2

Preliminaries
In this chapter, we define the notation, cryptogrpahic hardness assumptions, recall
the interfaces, security properties and realizations of the existing building blocks
that are used in this dissertation.

2.1

Notation

If λ ∈ N, then 1λ is the string consisting of λ ones. The empty string is denoted .
For a bitstring a ∈ {0, 1}∗ we denote the bit-length of a by ||a||. If A is a randomized
$
algorithm, then y ← A(x) denotes the assignment to y of the output of A on input
x when run with fresh random coins.
Unless noted, all algorithms are probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) and we
implicitly assume they take an extra parameter 1λ in their input, where λ is the
security parameter.
We say that a function is negligible in the security parameter λ (negl(λ)) if it is
asymptotically smaller than the inverse of any fixed polynomial in λ. More formally
ν : N → [0, 1] is negligible if for all c ∈ N there exists a λc ∈ N such that ν(λ) < λ−c
for all λ > λc . Otherwise, the function is said to be non-negligible in λ. We say
that an event happens with overwhelming probability if it happens with probability
p(λ) ≥ 1 − negl(λ), where negl(λ) is a negligible function of λ.
$

We denote by Y ← F(X ) a probabilistic algorithm that takes an input X and
outputs Y . A similar notation Y ←F(X ) is used for a deterministic algorithm with
input X and output Y . By PT we abbreviate polynomial time.
We also recall the notions of indistinguishability due to [Gol01].
Definition 1 (Indistinguishability). Let {A(x)}x∈L and {B(x)}x∈L be two random
ensembles, i.e., families of random variables, indexed by elements of a language
L ⊆ {0, 1}∗ . Then they are called:
• perfectly indistinguishable, if the distributions of A(x) and B(x) are identical
for all x ∈ L,
11
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• statistically indistinguishable, if
X
| Pr[A(x) = α] − Pr[B(x) = α]|
α∈{0,1}∗

is a negligible function in ||x||, and
• computationally indistinguishable, if for every 0/1-valued PPT algorithm D
it holds that
| Pr[D(x, A(x)) = 1] − Pr[D(x, B(x)) = 1]|
is a negligible function in ||x||.

2.2

Bilinear Maps

Let G be a bilinear group generator that takes as an input a security parameter
1λ and outputs the descriptions of multiplicative groups Λ = (p, G, G̃, GT , e, G, G̃)
where G, G̃, and GT are groups of prime order p, e is an efficient, non-degenerating
bilinear map e : G × G̃→GT , and G and G̃ are generators of the groups G and G̃,
respectively. We denote Λ∗ = (p, G, G̃, GT , e) as Λ without group generators. By
Λsym we denote the symmetric setting where G = G̃ and G = G̃. In the symmetric
setting we simply write G for both G and G̃, and G for G and G̃.
We use an upper-case, multiplicative notation for group elements. By G, G̃ we
denote source groups, and by GT a target group.
We also denote a set of all possible combinations of group elements from G and G̃
as {G, G̃}∗ , and from G, G̃ and GT as {G, G̃, GT }∗ . For example, if H1 ∈ G, H2 ∈ G̃
then (H2 , H1 ) ∈ {G, G̃}∗ and (H1a , H2b , H2c , H1d ) ∈ {G, G̃}∗ for a, b, c, d ∈ Zp .

2.2.1

One-Side Pairing Randomization Technique

Abe et al. [AFG+ 10] introduced techniques to randomize elements in a symmetric pairing without changing their value in GT . One of these useful techniques is
called one-side randomization and allows one to replace an element from the target
group by a set of elements from the source groups. We use this technique in our
schemes and provide the details of the randomization algorithm RandOneSide below.
RandOneSide({Gi , Fi }ki=1 ) → {Fi0 }ki=1 . Let Gi be an element in G∗ of symmetric
setting Λ = (p, G, GT , e, G). A pairing product A = e(G1 , F1 ) e(G2 , F2 ) . . . e(Gk , Fk )
is randomized into A = e(G1 , F10 ) e(G2 , F20 ) . . . e(Gk , Fk0 ) as follows.
1
Let (t1 , . . . , tk−1 )←Zk−1
. First, multiply 1 = e(G1 , Gt21 ) e(G2 , G−t
p
1 ) to both
sides of the formula. We thus obtain
1
A = e(G1 , F1 Gt21 ) e(G2 , F2 G−t
1 ) e(G3 , F3 ) . . . e(Gk , Fk ).
2
Next multiply 1 = e(G2 , Gt32 ) e(G3 , G−t
2 ). We thus have

t2
−t2
1
A = e(G1 , F1 Gt21 ) e(G2 , F2 G−t
1 G3 ) e(G3 , F3 G2 ) . . . e(Gk , Fk ).
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This continues until tk−1 and we finally have A = e(G1 , F10 )e(G2 , F20 ) . . . e(Gk , Fk0 ).
Observe that every Fi0 for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 is distributed uniformly in G due to the
i
. In the k-th pairing, Fk0 follows the distribution
uniform multiplicative factor Gti+1
determined by A and the preceding k −1 pairings. Thus (F10 , . . . , Fk0 ) is uniform over
Gk under constraint of being evaluated to A when paired entry-wise with G1 , . . . Gk .

2.3

Cryptographic Hardness Assumptions

To formally state the cryptographic assumptions, we consider an infinite sequence
$
of groups as defined by a group-generation algorithm G and let Λ ← G(1λ ) be the
descriptions of multiplicative groups G, G̃, and GT of prime order p generated by G.
We provide the formal definitions below. However, later, for simplicity, we say
that the assumptions hold for groups (G, G̃, GT ) that is output by G.
Definition 2 (CDH). The Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem is hard
relative to G, if for all PPT algorithms A, the following advantage
AdvCDH
(λ) =
G
h
i
$
$
Pr (p, G, G) ← G ; a, b ← Zp ; A(1λ , p, G, G, Ga , Gb ) = Gab ≤ negl(λ).
The Computational Diffie-Hellman assumption is that there exists a G relative
to which the CDH problem is hard.
Definition 3 (DDH). The Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption states that
there exists a G that for all algorithms A, the following advantage
h
i
$
$
λ
x
y
xy
AdvDDH
(λ)
=
Pr
(p,
G,
G)
←
G
;
x,
y
←
Z
;
A(1
,
p,
G,
G,
G
,
G
,
G
)
=
1
−
p
G
h
i
$
$
$
Pr (p, G, G) ← G ; Z ← G ; x, y ← Zp ; A(1λ , p, G, G, Gx , Gy , Z) = 1 ≤ negl(λ).
For the asymmetric setting, there are two variants of DDH. The first is the exter$
nal Diffie-Hellman (XDH) assumption that states that there exists G → (p, e, G, G, G̃,
G̃) such that the decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption holds for G or G̃. The
second is the Symmetric XDH assumption (SXDH) that states that there exists
$
G → (p, e, G, G, G̃, G̃) such that the decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption
holds for both G and G̃.
Definition 4 (DLIN). The Decisional Linear (DLIN) assumption states that there
exists a G that for all algorithms A, the following advantage

$
$
$
AdvDLIN
(λ) = Pr (p, e, G, G) ← G ; F, H ← G∗ ; x, y ← Zp ;
G

A(1λ , p, G, G, F, H, F x , H y , Gx+y ) = 1 −

$
$
$
$
Pr (p, e, G, G) ← G ; F, H ← G∗ ; Z ← G, ; x, y ← Zp ;

A(1λ , p, G, G, F, H, F x , H y , Z) = 1 ≤ negl(λ).
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Similar to XDH, the external DLIN (XDLIN) assumption is defined [ACD+ 12].
We denote XDLIN1 and XDLIN2 the XDLIN assumption that holds for G and G̃,
respectively.
Both DDH and DLIN can be viewed as instances of a more general assumption,
the K-linear assumption [HK07], for K = 1 and K = 2, respectively. We provide it
here as well.
Definition 5 (K-linear). The K-linear assumption states that there exists a G that
for all algorithms A, the following advantage

$
$
$
AdvKlin
(λ) = Pr (p, e, G, G) ← G ; G0 , G1 , . . . , GK ← G ; r1 , . . . , rK ← Zp ;
G
PK

r
A(1λ , p, G, G, G0 , G1 , . . . , GK , Gr11 , . . . , GrKK , G0 i=1 i ) = 1 −

$
$
$
Pr (p, e, G, G) ← G ; G0 , G1 , . . . , GK ← G ; r0 , r1 , . . . , rK ← Zp ;

A(1λ , p, G, G, G0 , G1 , . . . , GK , Gr11 , . . . , GrKK , Gr00 ) = 1 ≤ negl(λ).
Definition 6 (`-SDH). The `-strong Diffie-Hellman (`-SDH) assumption [BB04]
states that there exists a G that for all algorithms A, the following advantage

$
$
(λ) = Pr (p, e, G, G) ← G ; x, c ← Zp ;
Adv`SDH
G

`
A(1λ , p, G, G, Gx , . . . , Gx ) = (c, G1/(x+c) ) ≤ negl(λ).
Definition 7 (`-BDHE). The decision `-bilinear Diffie-Hellman exponent (`-BDHE)
assumption [BGW05] states that there exists a G that for all algorithms A, the following advantage

$
$
$
(λ) = Pr (p, e, G, GT , G) ← G ; H ← G∗ ; α ← Zp ;
Adv`BDHE
G

`−1
`+1
2`
`
A(1λ , p, e, G, GT , G, H, Gα , . . . , Gα , Gα , . . . , Gα , e(G, H)α ) = 1 −

$
$
$
$
Pr (p, e, G, GT , G) ← G ; H ← G∗ ; S ← G∗T ; α ← Zp ;

`−1
`+1
2`
A(1λ , p, e, G, GT , G, H, Gα , . . . , Gα , Gα , . . . , Gα , S) = 1 ≤ negl(λ).
Definition 8 (`-PDDH). The `-power decision Diffie-Hellman (`-PDDH) assumption [CNS07] states that there exists a G that for all algorithms A, the following
advantage

$
$
Adv`PDDH
(λ) = Pr (p, e, G, GT , G) ← G ; α ← Zp ;
G

`
2
`
A(1λ , p, e, G, GT , G, Gα , . . . , Gα , H, H α , H α . . . , H α ) = 1 −

$
$
$
Pr (p, e, G, GT , G) ← G ; H, H1 , . . . , H` ← G∗T , α ← Zp ;

`
A(1λ , p, e, G, GT , G, Gα , . . . ; Gα , H, H1 , . . . , H` ) = 1 ≤ negl(λ).
The `-PDDH assumption is actually implied by the simpler `-BDHE assumption
[CDN09] as it was kindly pointed out to us in personal communication by Brent
Waters. For ease of presentation we use the PDDH assumption in security proofs;
security under the BDHE assumption automatically follows.
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$

Theorem 1. If the (` + 1)-BDHE assumption holds for G → (p, e, G, GT , G), then
the `-PDDH also holds for G. More precisely,
(`+1)BDHE

Adv`PDDH
(λ) ≤ ` · AdvG
G

(λ).

Proof. The proof employs a hybrid argument. Consider the sequence of games
2
Game i for i = 1, . . . , ` where an adversary A is given as input a tuple (G, Gα , Gα ,
`
2
i
$
. . . , Gα , H, H α , H α , . . . , H α , Hi+1 , . . . , H` ), where H, Hi+1 , . . . , H` ← GT and the
other inputs are as in the `-PDDH game.
The `-PDDH assumption says that it is hard to distinguish between Game 0
and Game `. If algorithm A breaks the `-PDDH assumption with advantage ,
then there must exist some i ∈ {0, . . . , `} such that A distinguishes Game i from
Game (i + 1) with probability /`. Given this algorithm A, consider the following
adversary B against the (` + 1)-BDHE assumption.
2
`
`+2
2`+2
On input (G, H , Gα , Gα , . . . , Gα , Gα , . . . , Gα
, S), algorithm B has to de`+1
`−i
`−i+j
cide whether S = e(G, H )α or random. It sets H←e(Gα , H), Hj ←e(Gα
, H)
$
for j = 1, . . . , i, and chooses Hj ← GT for j = i + 2, . . . , `. It then runs A on input
2
`
(G, Gα , Gα , . . . , Gα , H, H1 , . . . , Hi , S, Hi+2 , . . . , H` ) to A.
`+1
It is clear that if S = e(G, H )α
then B perfectly simulates Game i , while if
S is random then it perfectly simulates Game i + 1. It can therefore win its own
game with probability /` simply outputting whatever A outputs.
Definition 9 (DBP). The Double Pairing Assumption (DBP) assumption [AFG+ 10]
states that there exists a G that for all algorithms A, the following advantage

$
$
AdvDBP
= Pr (p, e, G, G̃, G, G̃) ← G ; GZ , GR ← G∗ ;
G



A 1λ , p, e, G, G̃, GZ , GR = (Z, R) ≤ negl(λ),
where (Z, R) ∈ G̃∗ × G̃∗ satisfy the following equation: e(GZ , Z)e(GR , R) = 1.
$

$

$

Definition 10 (`-SFP). Let A, B ← G, Ã, B̃ ← G̃ and GZ , FZ , GR , FU ← G∗ . For
j ∈ N ∗ [` + 1] let Pj ← Zj , Rj , Sj , Tj , Uj , Vj , Wj that satisfies:
e(A, Ã) = e(GZ , Zj )e(GR , Rj )e(Sj , Tj ) ∧

(2.1)

e(B, B̃) = e(FZ , Zj )e(FU , Uj )e(Vj , Wj )

(2.2)
+

The `-Simultaneous Flexible Pairing `-SFP assumption [AFG 10] states that
there exists a G that for all algorithms A, the following advantage
Adv`SFP
=
G

$
$
$
$
Pr (p, e, G, G̃, G, G̃) ← G ; A, B ← G, GZ , FZ , GR , FU ← G∗ , Ã, B̃ ← G̃ ;


`

A 1λ , p, e, G, G̃, GZ , FZ , GR , FU , A, B, Ã, B̃, Pj j=1 = P`+1 ≤ negl(λ),
where P`+1 satisfies 2.1 and 2.2, Z`+1 6= 1 ∧ ∀i ∈ N ∗ [` + 1] : Z`+1 6= Zi .
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We define `-SFP in G̃ analogously by exchanging the groups G and G̃ above.
This assumption is parameterized by ` (unlike the other assumptions which are
static), where a larger ` means a stronger assumption. This assumption was proven
√
to hold in the generic bilinear group model [AFG+ 10], as long as `  p (quadratic
bound).

2.4

Proof-of-Knowlegde Systems

In this section, we describe both interactive and non-interactive proof systems and
define their interfaces. A proof of a statement protocol is run between a prover P
and a verifier V, where P tries to convince V that the statement is valid. We first
define the notation we use to express the statements.

2.4.1

Notation

Let R be a polynomially bounded binary relation. For pairs (W, S) ∈ R we call S
the statement and W the witness. Let L be the language consisting of statements
in R.
We now explain the notation that we use to describe witnesses W and statements
S. We call extractable (non-extractable) witnesses that can (cannot) be extracted
from the corresponding proof, respectively, using the extraction functionality defined
later in this section. To express the “extractability” property of the witnesses we
use notation introduced by Camenisch et al. [CKS11]. Namely, for the extractable
witnesses we use “knowledge” notation (K ), and for the non-extractable witnesses
we use “existence” (E ) notation. We define K as a set of extractable witnesses and
E as a set of non-extractable witnesses that we can only prove existence about. For
example for the proofs for multiexponentiation (for existence) and pairing products
(for existence and knowledge) equations the witness and the statement can look as
follows:
W = ({Yi , Ỹi }ni=1 , {xj }m
j=1 ;

n
m
S = K Yi , Ỹi i=1 ; E {xj }j=1 ) :

V
Q xj
Q
i (Zi =
j G ) ∧ e(G, G̃) =
i,j e(Yi , B̃i )e(Ai , Ỹi ) .
We see that in this case ({Yi , Ỹi }ni=1 ⊂ K, {xj }m
j=1 ⊂ E.
Since in this dissertation we are concerned with relations that are group homomorphisms [Mau09], we would like to first recall the definition of a (group) homomorphism. Let hG, ?i, hH, ⊗i be groups. Similar to Maurer [Mau09], we use special
symbols ?, ⊗ for the group operations.
Definition 11 (Homomorphism). A mapping φ : G → H : x 7→ φ(x) is called
a (group) homomorphism if and only if for all A, B ∈ G the relation φ(A ? B) =
φ(A) ⊗ φ(B) is satisfied.
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Interactive Proof-Of-Knowledge System

We start with interactive proofs of knowledge. Feige, Fiat, and Shamir [FFS88] were
the first to formalize the proof of knowledge, while the concept of zero-knowledge
was introduced by Goldwasser et al. [GMR85]. We give a definition due to Feige,
Fiat, and Shamir [FFS88].
Definition 12 (Proof of Knowledge). An interactive protocol (P, V) is a proof of
knowledge for relation R if the following holds:
• (Completeness). If (W, S) ∈ R, V accepts when P has W as input.
• (Soundness.) There exists a probabilistic expected polynomial-time machine E,
called knowledge extractor, such that for every (possibly dishonest) P̂ with nonnegligible probability of making V accept, E can interact with P̂ and outputs
(with overwhelming probability) a W such that (W, S) ∈ R.
The probability is taken over all random choices of V, P̂, E.
Basically, the soundness property guarantees the extractability of the witness.
The knowledge extractor is given rewindable black-box access to the prover, which
means that E can reset and rerun P̂ on input S.
Definition 13 (Zero-knowledge). A protocol (P, V) is perfect/statistical/computational zero-knowledge if for every efficient program V̂ there exists an efficient program
S, the simulator, such that the output of S is perfectly/statistically/computationally
indistinguishable from a transcript of the protocol execution between P and V̂.
We use various zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge [BG92, CDM00, GS08] protocols to prove statements about group homomorphisms [Mau09]. When referring to
the interactive proofs, one usually uses the notation introduced by Camenisch and
Stadler [CS97] and formally defined by Camenisch, Kiayias, and Yung [CKY09]. For
instance, PK {(a, b, c) : Y = Ga H b ∧ Ỹ = G̃a H̃ c } denotes a “zero-knowledge Proof
of Knowledge of integers a, b, c such that Y = Ga H b and Ỹ = G̃a H̃ c holds,” where
y, g, h, Ỹ , G̃, and H̃ are elements of some groups G = hGi = hHi and G̃ = hG̃i = hH̃i.
The convention is that the letters in the parenthesis (a, b, c) denote quantities of
which knowledge is being proven, while all other values are known to the verifier.
In general, this notation corresponds to the K notation defined above. Following
the example,
PK {(a, b, c) : Y = Ga H b ∧ Ỹ = G̃a H̃ c }
is equal to the following statement in [CKS11] notation:

W = (a, b, c) ; S = K a, b, c : Y = Ga H b ∧ Ỹ = G̃a H̃ c .
In some cases, however, the knowledge statements can be replaced with the
existence statements, resulting into more efficient proofs. Therefore, and also for
consistency, we use only “existing-knowledge” notation from [CKS11] for both interactive and non-interactive proofs. For the former the example will look as follows.
PK {K a, b, c : Y = Ga H b ∧ Ỹ = G̃a H̃ c }.
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Proof of Knowledge of a Preimage of a Group Homomorphism. Rather
than giving a full zero-knowledge protocol, we give Σ-protocols for the relation
φ : X → Y, which is a group homomorphism.
We denote as C the challenge space and present a “three-move” protocol on
Figure 2.1.
V(φ, y) :

P(φ, x, y) :
$

r ← X;
t←φ(r)
t

$

c←C
s = r ? xc



c
s

?

t ⊗ y c = φ(s)

Figure 2.1: Σ-protocol for the group homomorphism φ
As an example, we consider the following two homomorphisms that are used in
this dissertation: the representation (1) and a pairing product (2).
(1) φ(x) : (x1 , . . . , xn ) 7→ Gx1 1 · . . . · Gxnn ;
For the first homomorphism φ : Znp → G, ( where ? is + and ⊗ is ·) we can apply
Theorem 3 from Maurer [Mau09] with the following parameters: ` is the group order
p, u = (0, . . . , 0), and C is an arbitrary subset of [0, p − 1] (p is prime).
(2) φ(X) : (X1 , . . . , Xn ) 7→ e(G1 , X1 ) · . . . e(Gn , Xn ).
In the second case, where φ : Gn → GT , (where ? is · and ⊗ is ·)), similarly,
Theorem 3 from Maurer [Mau09] applies with the following parameters: ` and C are
the same, u is the vector of the identity elements of a source group G.
Cramer, Damgaard, and MacKenzie [CDM00] present a framework for constructing four-round perfect zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge for a special class of
languages that have efficient Σ-protocols—which in particular, includes the four
discrete-log-based languages used in our protocols: (1) proof of knowledge of a
discrete logarithm modulo a prime [Sch91], (2) proof of knowledge of equality of
(elements of) representations [CP93], (3) proof that a commitment opens to the
product of two other committed values [Bra97, CM99, Cam98], and also (4) proof
of the disjunction or conjunction of any two of the previous [CDS94]. Two remarkable properties of their construction are that it is unconditional, i.e., the protocol
does not require any additional computational assumptions, and that the extraction
error is exponentially small.
We note that the rewinding that is used for extraction can be avoided by committing to the witnesses using the pubic parameters - the common reference string
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(CRS). Then the extractor can use the trapdoors to extract witnesses. Such CRSbased interactive proofs are called Ω-protocols and were introduced by Garay et
al. [GMY03]. We do not use Ω-protocols in this dissertation, instead we use noninteractive proofs that also make use of a CRS instead of rewinding. We present
them in the following section.

2.4.3

Non-Interactive Proof-Of-Knowledge System

Definition 14 (Non-interactive Proof-Of-Knowledge System). A non-interactive
proof system Π for a language L consists of the following algorithms and protocols:
$

$

Π.Setup(Λ) → CRS . On input Λ ← G(1λ ), it outputs common parameters (a common reference string) CRS for the proof system.
$

Π.Prove(CRS ; W ; S) → π. On input a statement S and a witness W , it generates a
zero-knowledge proof π that the witness satisfies the statement.
Π.Verify(CRS ; π; S) → 0/1. On input S and π, it outputs 1 if π is valid, and 0
otherwise.
$

Π.Rand(CRS ; π; S) → π 0 . On input a statement S and a proof π, it generates a rerandomized zero-knowledge proof π 0 that the same witness satisfies the same
statement.
To define the security properties we introduce the following algorithms and protocols:
$

Π.ExtSetup(Λ) → (CRS , tdext ). On input Λ, it outputs a common reference string
CRS (its distribution is identical to one of CRS generated by Π.Setup) and a
trapdoor tdext for extraction of valid witnesses from valid proofs.
$

Π.SimSetup(Λ) → CRS . It outputs a simulated CRS and a trapdoor tdsim . A simulated CRS is computationally indistinguishable from a CRS output by
Π.Setup(Λ).
$

Π.SimProve(CRS ; tdsim ; S) → π. On input CRS and a trapdoor tdsim , it outputs a
simulated proof π such that Π.Verify(CRS ; π; S) = 1.
Π.Extract(CRS ; tdext ; π; S) → W. On input a proof π and a trapdoor tdext , it extracts
a witness W that satisfies the statement S of the proof π.
A non-interactive proof system Π is required to satisfy perfect correctness, perfect soundness, and (composable) zero knowledge defined as follows:
Definition 15 (Perfect Correctness). A proof system Π is called perfectly correct if
for any PPT adversary A and a security parameter λ
$

$

Pr[CRS ← Π.Setup(1λ ); A(CRS ) → (W, S); π ← Π.Prove(CRS , W, S) :
(W, S) ∈ R ∧ Π.Verify(CRS , π, S) = 0] = 0.
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Definition 16 (Perfect Soundness). A proof system Π is called perfectly sound if
for any PPT adversary A and a security parameter λ
$

Pr[CRS ← Π.Setup(1λ ); A(CRS ) → (W, π) :
Π.Verify(CRS , π, S) = 1 ∧ S ∈
/ L] = 0.
Definition 17 ((Composable) Zero-Knowledge). A proof system Π is called zeroknowledge if for any PPT adversaries A and B and security parameter λ there exists
a negligible function negl(·) such that both following statements hold:
$

$

$

Pr[(CRS 0 , td sim ) ← Π.SimSetup(1λ ); CRS 1 ← Π.Setup(1λ ); b ← {0, 1};
1
A(SP (b) ) → b0 : b = b0 ] ≤ + negl(λ).
2
$
$
λ
Pr[(CRS , td sim ) ← Π.SimSetup(1 ); (S, W, state)←B(CRS ) ; b ← {0, 1};
$

$

π0 ← Π.Prove(CRS , W, S) ; π1 ← Π.SimProve(CRS , td sim , S) ;
1
B(state, π(b) , td sim ) → b0 : b = b0 ∧ (W, S) ∈ R] ≤ + negl(λ).
2
If we let B be computationally unbounded and require B to output the correct bit with
1
probability , then we say that Π has a perfect zero-knowledge simulation.
2
Definition 18 ((Composable) Witness-Indistinguishability). A proof system Π is
called witness-indistinguishable if for any PPT adversaries A and B, and a security
parameter λ there exists a negligible function negl(·) such that
$

$

$

Pr[(CRS 0 , td sim ) ← Π.SimSetup(1λ ); CRS 1 ← Π.Setup(1λ ); b ← {0, 1};
1
A(SP (b) ) → b0 : b = b0 ] ≤ + negl(λ).
2
$
$
Pr[(CRS , td sim ) ← Π.SimSetup(1λ ); (S, W0 , W1 , state)←B(CRS ) ; b ← {0, 1};
π ← Π.Prove(CRS , W(b) , S) ; B(state, π, td sim ) → b0 :
$

b = b0 ∧ (W0 , S) ∈ R ∧ (W1 , S) ∈ R] ≤

1
+ negl(λ).
2

To distinguish between different types of non-interactive proofs Π, we define
the following notation: NIZK.∗ for non-interactive ZK proofs and NIWI.∗ for noninteractive witness-indistinguishable proofs.
We also explicitly formulate CRS indistinguishability property that ensures that
a CRS produced by Setup and a CRS produced by Π.ExtSetup (Π.SimSetup) have
the same distribution. It can be formally define as follows:
Definition 19 (CRS Indistinguishability). A proof system Π is called CRS indistinguishable if for any PPT adversary A and security parameter λ there exists a
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negligible function negl(·) such that
$

$

$

Pr[(CRS 0 , td ext ) ← Π.ExtSetup(1λ ); CRS 1 ← Π.Setup(1λ ); b ← {0, 1};
1
A(SP (b) ) → b0 : b = b0 ] ≤ + negl(λ).
2
The same definition holds if we replace Π.ExtSetup algorithm with Π.SimSetup.
Groth-Sahai Non-Interactive Proof System. We use Groth-Sahai NIZK and
NIWI proofs [GS08] that we denote as GS.∗ in our constructions.
Theorem 2. The Groth-Sahai NIZK (NIWI) proof system is a non-interactive zeroknowledge (witness-indistinguishable) proof system with perfect correctness, perfect
soundness, and composable zero-knowledge (witness-indistinguishability) for satisfiability of a set of equations over bilinear groups where the K-linear problem is
hard.
We refer to Groth and Sahai [GS08] for the security proofs and instantiations for
different types of statements in different group settings. We, however, recall a concrete instantiation of the GS-proofs when presenting the extensions for GS-proofs
in Section 3.3, for convenience.

2.5

Commitment Schemes

A commitment scheme [BCC88, Ped91] allows one to commit to a chosen value
while keeping it hidden, and then to reveal the committed value later.
Definition 20 (Commitment Scheme). A commitment scheme Com is a triple of
polynomial time algorithms Com = (Setup, Commit, Check), where
$

Com.Setup(1λ ) → pp is a common parameter generator that takes a security parameter 1λ and outputs a set of public parameters pp that determine the message
space MCom .
$

Com.Commit(pp, m) → (C, O) is a commitment function that takes common parameters pp and a message m and outputs a commitment C and opening
information O.
Com.Check(pp, C, m, O) is a verification function that takes parameters pp, the
commitment C, the message m and the opening O as input and outputs 1 or
0 representing acceptance or rejection, respectively.
We say that a commitment scheme Com is secure if it satisfies the following
definitions of perfect hiding and computational binding.
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Definition 21 (Perfect Hiding). A commitment scheme Com is perfectly hiding if
any adversary A and security parameter λ the following holds:
$

$

Pr[pp ← Com.Setup(1λ ); (m0 , m1 , state)←A(pp) ; b ← {0, 1};
(C, O) ← Com.Commit(pp, m(b) ) ; A(state, C) → b0 : b = b0 ] =
$

1
.
2

Definition 22 (Computational Binding). A commitment scheme Com is computationally binding if any adversary A and security parameter λ there exists a negligible
function negl(·) such that
$

Pr[pp ← Com.Setup(1λ ); A(pp) → (C, m0 , m1 , O0 , O1 ) : (m0 6= m1 ) ∧
Com.Check(pp, C, m0 , O0 ) = Com.Check(pp, C, m1 , O1 ) = 1] ≤ negl(λ).
We also provide the definition of a Structure-Preserving Commitment Scheme
from Abe et al. [AHO12].
Definition 23 (Structure-Preserving Commitment Scheme [AHO12]). A commitment scheme Com is structure-preserving (SPCom) with respect to a bilinear group
generator G if
• SPCom.Setup outputs public parameters pp that consist of the group description Λ = (p, G, G̃, GT , e, G, G̃) and group elements in G and G̃;
• the message space MSPCom consists of group elements in G and G̃;
• SPCom.Commit outputs the commitment and the opening that consist of group
elements in G and G̃;and
• SPCom.Check performs only evaluating membership in G and G̃ and evaluating
pairing product equations over Λ.
The authors of [AHO12] call such schemes “strictly” structure-preserving, since
parameters (except the group description), messages, commitments, and openings
are allowed to consist only of the group elements from G and G̃. Some works,
however, for example [AFG+ 10], relax this definition and also allow the target group
elements (from GT ) to be present in the output spaces of the algorithms.

2.5.1

Vector Commitments

Vector commitments (VC) [CF13, LY10] allow to commit to a vector of values in
such a way that it is possible to open a commitment only w.r.t. specific positions.
Definition 24 (Vector Commitment Scheme). A Vector Commitment scheme is a
non-interactive primitive that consists of the following algorithms:
$

VC.Setup(1λ , `) → pp. Given the security parameter λ and the size ` of the committed vector (with ` = poly(λ)), the key generation outputs some public parameters pp, which implicitly define the message space MVC .
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$

VC.Commit(pp, m,
~ r) → C. On input a sequence (vector) of ` messages m
~ =
(m1 , . . . , m` ), randomeness r and the public parameters pp, the committing
algorithm outputs a commitment string C.
$

VC.Open(pp, i, m,
~ r) → w. This algorithm is run by the committer to produce a
witness w that m is the ith committed message.
VC.Check(pp, C, x, i, w) → 0/1. The verification algorithm accepts (i.e., outputs 1)
only if w is a valid witness that C was created to a vector m1 , . . . m` such that
x = mi .
We call batch opening the ability to run Open and Check algorithms on a subvector of messages, instead of just one message, as in definition above.

2.6

Encryption Schemes

We consider only public key encryption in this dissertation. More precisely, we
consider public key encryption with labels that was introduced under different names
by [LL93, SG98, CS03, MRY04, Kil06, RS06]. Informally, a label L ∈ {0, 1}∗ is a
public data that is non-malleably attached to the ciphertext. We denote as MEnc
a message space and give the formal definitions below. We give a formal definition
based on ones from Shoup [Sho01] and Katz and Lindell [KL07].
Definition 25 (Encryption Scheme with Labels). An encryption scheme Enc with
labels is a tuple of the following PPT algorithms Enc = (KeyGen, Encrypt, Decrypt):
$

Enc.KeyGen(1λ ) → (sk , pk ) is an algorithm that takes as input a security parameter
λ and outputs a public key pk and a corresponding secret key sk . We assume
for convenience that pk and sk each have length at least λ, and that λ can be
determined from pk , sk .
$

Enc.Encrypt(pk , L, m) → CT is an algorithm that takes as input a public key pk ,
a label L ∈ {0, 1}∗ , which consists of public data non-malleably attached to a
ciphertext, and a message m ∈ MEnc and outputs a ciphertext CT .
Enc.Decrypt(sk , L, CT ) → m/⊥ is an algorithm that takes as input a secret key
sk , a label L, and a ciphertext CT and outputs a message m or ⊥ denoting a
failure.
We assume, without loss of generality, that Decrypt is deterministic.
Definition 26 (Correctness of Encryption Scheme with Labels). An encryption
scheme Enc with labels is correct if for all m ∈ MEnc and for all L ∈ {0, 1}∗ ,
Decrypt(sk , L, Encrypt(pk , L, m)) = m,
except with possibly negligible probability over (sk , pk ) output by KeyGen(1λ ) and any
randomness used by Sign.
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We also define a structure-preserving encryption scheme according to Camenisch
et al. [CHK+ 11]. A structure-preserving encryption scheme has a public key, messages, and ciphertexts consist entirely of group elements. Moreover, the encryption
and decryption algorithms perform only group and bilinear map operations.
We recall one of the fundamental security notions for the public key encryption
schemes - indistinguishability under adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (IND-CCA2).
Like in [Sho01], we provide an extended definition that addresses labels as well.
Definition 27 (Indistinguishability under adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (IND-CCA2)). An encryption scheme Enc = (KeyGen, Encrypt, Decrypt) is indistinguishable against adaptive chosen ciphertext attack, if for any polynomial-time adversary A and a security parameter λ, there exists a negligible function negl(·) such
that A wins with probability (over the random choices of KeyGen, Encrypt, ODec (·)
1
and A) at most + negl(λ) the following game:
2
$

Step 1. (sk , pk ) ← KeyGen(1λ ). Adversary A is given a public key pk .
Step 2. Adversary adaptively queries a decryption oracle ODec (·) that takes a ciphertext CT and a label L and returns a message m = Decrypt(sk , L, CT ).
Step 3. Adversary outputs (L0 , m0 , m1 , state).
$

$

Step 4. Pick b ← {0, 1}. Compute CT 0 ← Encrypt(pk, L0 , mb ).
Step 5. Adversary adaptively queries the decryption oracle ODec (·), which, after b
is chosen, returns m = Decrypt(sk , L, CT ) only if (L, CT ) 6= (L0 , CT 0 ). If A
tries to submit (L0 , CT 0 ) to the oracle, the query gets rejected.
Step 6. Adversary outputs b0 ←AODec (·) (state, CT 0 ).
A wins if b = b0 .

2.6.1

Camenisch et al. Structure-Preserving
Encryption Scheme

In this dissertation, we make use of a structure-preserving encryption scheme proposed by Camenisch et al. [CHK+ 11] that supports labels. The scheme works in a
symmetric setting Λsym = (p, G, GT , e, G). Since both messages and labels are in G
we use the capital letter notation. The scheme is as follows:
$

KeyGen(1λ ) → (sk , pk ):
$
$
Pick G1 , G2 , G3 ←G, x1 , x2 , x3 ← Zp ; ~y0 , . . . , ~y5 ← Z3p .
x1 x3
x2 x3
Compute H1 = G1 G3 , H2 = G2 G3 ,
y
y
y
y
{Fi,1 = G1i,1 G3i,3 , Fi,2 = G2i,2 G3i,3 }5i=0 .
Return sk = (~x, {~yi }5i=0 ); pk = (G1 , G2 , G3 , H1 , H2 , {Fi,1 , Fi,2 }5i=0 ).
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$

Encrypt(pk , L, M ) → CT :
$

r s
Pick r, s ← Zp . Compute U1 = Gr1 , U2 = Gs2 , U3 = Gr+s
3 , C = M H1 H2 ,
Q3
r
s
r
s
r
s
V = i=0 e(Fi,1
Fi,2
, Ui )e(F4,1
F4,2
, c)e(F5,1
F5,2
, L).

Return CT = (U1 , U2 , U3 , C, V ).
$

Decrypt(sk , L, CT ) → M/⊥:
Parse CT as (U1 , U2 , U3 , C, V ).
Q3
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
If V = i=0 e(U1 i,1 U2 i,2 U3 i,3 , Ui )e(U1 4,1 U2 4,2 U3 4,3 , c)e(U1 5,1 U2 5,2 U3 5,3 ,
L) return M = C · (U1x1 U2x2 U3x3 )−1 ;
else return ⊥.
Theorem 3 ([CHK+ 11]). The above scheme is IND-CCA2 secure if the DLIN
assumption holds in G.
We refer to [CHK+ 11] for the security proof.

2.6.2

A Variant of ElGamal Encryption Scheme

We also employ a variant of ElGamal cryptosystem [ElG85] in our constructions.
ElGamal encryption takes place over the group G, over which it is hard to compute
discrete logarithms. We denote G as a published generator of G. Let Y = Gx
be the public key for the secret key x. The encryption of a message m ∈ {0, 1}
$
is E(m) = (E (1) (m), E (2) (m)) = (Gm y r , Gr ) for r ← [1, p]. The decryption of a
m
(1)
(2)
ciphertext is done as follows: G ←E (m)/(E (m))x .
The ElGamal cryptosystem is semantically secure [GM84] under the Decision
Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption [DH76] over G. We use the additive homomorphism of this variant of an ElGamal cryptosystem: E(m1 ) · E(m2 ) = E(m1 + m2 ).

2.7

Signature Schemes

Definition 28 (Digital Signature Scheme). A digital signature scheme Sig is a set
of PPT algorithms Sig = (KeyGen, Sign, Verify):
$

Sig.KeyGen(1λ ) → (sk , vk ) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as input a security
parameter and outputs a verification key vk and a corresponding secret key sk .
Message space MSig is associated with vk .
$

Sig.Sign(sk , m) → σ is an algorithm that takes as input a private key sk and a
message m and outputs a signature σ.
Sig.Verify(vk , m, σ) → 1/0 is an algorithm (in case Verify is deterministic, the
adjustment to the definition is straightforward) that takes as input a public
key pk , a message m and a signature σ and outputs 1 for acceptance or 0 for
rejection according to the input.
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Definition 29 (Correctness of Signature Scheme). A signature scheme Sig is correct
if for all m ∈ MSig
h
i
$
$
Pr (sk , vk ) ← KeyGen(1λ ) ; σ ← Sign(sk , m) : Verify(vk , m, σ) = 0 = 0.
We define structure preserving signatures formally as follows [AGHO11]:
Definition 30 (Structure-preserving Signature Scheme). A signature scheme Σ
over a bilinear group Λ generated by G(1λ ), that outputs system parameters (p, G, G̃,
GT , e, G, G̃), is said to be structure preserving if:
(1) the verification key vk consists of the group parameters and group elements in
G and G̃;
(2) the messages and the signatures consist of group elements G and G̃, and
(3) the verification algorithm
membership G and G̃ and pairing product
Q evaluates
Q
equations of the form i j e(Yi , Yj )aij = 1GT , where a11 , a12 , . . . ∈ Zp are
constants, Y1 , Y2 , . . . ∈ {G, G̃}∗ are group elements appearing in the group
parameters, verification key, messages, and signatures.
Similar to the commitment schemes, some works, for example, [AGHO11], relax the definition of structure-preserving signatures so that arbitrary target group
elements could be included in the signature and verification key and appear in the
verification equations. However, this is useful only when witness-indistinguishable
proofs are sufficient, as Groth-Sahai proofs [GS08] are zero-knowledge when the
verification equations contain group elements only from the base group.
We use the standard notion of existential unforgeability against adaptive chosen
message attacks formally defined as follows.
Definition 31 (Existential unforgeability against adaptive chosen message attacks
(EUF-CMA)). A signature scheme Σ is existentially unforgeable against adaptive
chosen message attacks, if any polynomial time adversary after making at most q
signing queries wins with a negligible probability (over the random choices of KeyGen,
OSign , and A) the following game:
$

Step 1. Sig.KeyGen(1λ ) → (sk , vk ). Adversary A is given a verification key vk .
Step 2. Adversary adaptively queries the signing oracle OSign q times with messages
{mi }qi=1 , and obtains a signature σi on mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ q.
Step 3. Adversary outputs a forgery (m∗ , σ ∗ ) and halts.
A wins if Sig.Verify(vk , m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1 and m∗ ∈
/ {m1 , . . . , mq }.
In this dissertation, we also use a signature scheme that provides a weaker security, namely, that is secure against weak chosen-message attack. The security against
weak chosen-message attack is defined through the following game. The adversary
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begins by outputting N messages (m1 , . . . , mN ), mi ∈ MSig . The challenger then
generates the key pair and gives the public key to the adversary, together with signatures S1 , . . . , SN on the messages. The adversary wins if he succeeds in outputting
a valid signature S on a message m∗ 6∈ (m1 , . . . , mN ).
The scheme is said to be unforgeable under weak chosen-message attack if no
PPT adversary has non-negligible probability of winning this game.

2.7.1

Modified Boneh-Boyen Signature Scheme

We use the following modification of the short signature scheme by Boneh and
Boyen [BB04] that is secure against weak chosen-message attack. The scheme uses
a pairing generator G as defined above. For convenience and consistency of notation
with the protocols that make use of this signature scheme, we define the message
|M |
space to consist of the following tuples: {(mi , ci,1 , . . . , ci,l )}i=1Sig .
$

$

Sig.KeyGen(1λ ) → (sk , vk ): The signer’s secret key is sk = (xm , x1 , . . . , xl ) ← Zp ,
the corresponding public key is pk = (G, Ym = Gxm , Y1 = Gx1 , . . . , Yl = Gxl ),
where G is a random generator of G.
$

Sig.Sign(sk , m) → σ: The signature on a tuple (m, c1 , . . . , cl ) is the following
S ←G1/(xm +m+x1 c1 +...+xl cl ) .
Sig.Verify(vk , m, σ) → 1/0: Verification is done by checking whether the following
equation holds:
e(S , Ym · Gm · Y1c1 · . . . · Ylcl ) = e(G, G).
Theorem 4. The above signature scheme is unforgeable under weak chosen-message
attacks if the (N + 1)-SDH assumption holds.
Proof. We adapt the proof of [BB04] as follows. We consider two types of forger
breaking the weak chosen-message security of the signature scheme. First type of
adversary B1 forges (m, c1 , . . . , cl ) such that for all i
m + x1 c1 + . . . + xl cl 6= mi + x1 ci,1 + . . . + xl ci,l
and the second type of adversary B2 forges on (m, c1 , . . . , cl ) such that for some i
xm + m + x1 c1 + . . . + xl cl = xm + mi + x1 ci,1 + . . . + xl ci,l .
We prove the scheme by reducing both types of adversary to the SDH problem
directly.
So we also consider the two following algorithms: A1 , which solves the (N + 1)SDH problem using B1 and A2 , which solves the (N + 1)-SDH problem using B2 .
2
N +1
When given as input values G, Gxm , Gxm , . . . , Gxm , algorithm A1 runs B1 until
it outputs tuples of messages (m1 , c1,1 , . . . , c1,l ), . . . , (mN , cN,1 , . . . , cN,l ). Then A1
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$

chooses x1 , . . . , xl ← Zp and defines di = mi + x1 ci,1 + . . . + xl ci,l . If xm = di for
some 1 ≤ i ≤ N then A1 can trivially solve the (N + 1)-SDH problem.
QN
PN
Consider the polynomial f (X) = i=1 (X + di ) = i=0 αi X i . Algorithm A1
QN
QN
i+1 αi
i αi
computes G0 ←Gf (xm ) = i=0 (Gxm ) and Ym ←Gxm f (xm ) = i=0 (Gxm ) ,
Y1 = (G0 )x1 f (x1 ) , . . . , Yl = (G0 )xl . It feeds (G0 , Ym , Y1 , . . . , Yl ) as the public key to
B1 .
To compute the signatures for (m1 , c1,1 , . . . , c1,l ), . . . , (mN , cN,1Q
, . . . , cN,l ), consider for each 1 ≤ i ≤ N the polynomial fi (X) = f (X)/(X + di ) = j6=i (X + dj ) =
βj
PN −1
QN −1
j
j
fi (xm )
= j=0 (Gxm ) .
j=0 βj X . Then A1 can compute the signature as Si ←G
Eventually, B1 outputs a message-signature pair ((m, c1 , . . . , cl ), S ) so that
xm + m + x1 c1 + . . . + xl cl 6= xm + mi + x1 ci,1 + . . . + xl ci,l , and
e(S , Ym · (G0 )m · Y1c1 · . . . · Ylcl ) = e(G0 , G0 ).
If d = −xm then A1 can trivially solve the (N + 1)-SDH problem. Otherwise, since
G0 = Gf (xm ) and Ym = Gxm f (xm ) we have that
S = (G0 )1/(xm +d) = Gf (xm )/(xm +d) .
PN −1
Let γ(X) = i=0 γi X i be the polynomial such that f (X) = (X + d) · γ(X) + γ ∗ for
∗
some γ ∗ ∈ Zp . We have that S = Gγ(xm ) · Gγ /(xm +d) , so that when A1 computes

 ∗
QN −1
i γi 1/γ
w← S / i=0 (Gxm )
we have that w = G1/(xm +d) . Algorithm A1 outputs (d, w) as its solution to the
(N + 1)-SDH problem. The advantage of A1 in solving the (N + 1)-SDH problem
is equal to that of B1 in breaking the weak security of the signature scheme.
2
N +1
When given as input values G, Gx , Gx , . . . , Gx
, algorithm A2 runs B2 until
it outputs tuples of the messages (m1 , c1,1 , . . . , c1,l ), . . . , (ml , cl,1 , . . . , cN,l ). Then A2
$
chooses xm , r1 , . . . , rl ← Zp .
PN
Pl
QN
Consider the polynomial f (X) = i=1 (X( j=0 (ci,j ri ))+xm +mi ) = i=0 αi X i .
α
QN
xi i
and Ym0 ←Gxm f (x) =
Algorithm A2 computes G0 ←Gf (x) =
i=0 (G )
QN
i αi xm
x
, Y 0 1 = (G0 )xr1 , . . . , Y 0 l = (G0 )xrl . It feeds (G0 , Ym0 , Y10 , . . . , Yl0 ) as
i=0 (g )
the public key to B2 .
To compute the signatures for (m1 , c1,1 , . . . , c1,l ), . . . , (mN , cN,1 , . . . , cN,l ), conPl
sider for each 1 ≤ i ≤ N the polynomial fi (X) = f (X)/(X( j=0 (ci,j ri )) + xm +
Q
Pl
PN −1
mi ) = k6=i (X( j=0 (ck,j rk )) + xm + mk ) = j=0 βj X j . Then A2 can compute
QN −1
j βj
the signature as Si ←Gfi (x) = j=0 (Gx ) .
Eventually, B2 outputs a tuple of messages-signature pair ((m, c1 , . . . , cl ), S ) so
that
xm + m + x1 c1 + . . . + xl cl = xm + mi + x1 ci,1 + . . . + xl ci,l
(2.3)
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and
e(S , Y 0 m · G0

m

c

c

· Y 0 11 · . . . · Y 0 l l ) = e(G0 , G0 ).

So A2 has to find such i that an equation 2.3 holds. As it knows all ri , xm and
$
xi = x · ri it computes x. And then it choses c ← Zp and computes w = G1/(x+c)
Algorithm A2 outputs (c, w) as its solution to the (N + 1)-SDH problem. The
advantage of A2 in solving the (N + 1)-SDH problem is equal to that of B2 in
breaking the weak security of the signature scheme.
So the advantage of B in breaking the weak security of the signature scheme can
be defined by the advantages of the forger B1 (which advantage is equal to A1 in
solving the SDH problem) and B2 (which advantage is equal to A2 in solving the
SDH problem).

2.7.2

Efficient Signature Scheme from Bilinear Maps

We use the signature scheme that is proposed by Lysyanskaya [Lys04] and proven
secure by Au et al. [ASM06], which is based on the schemes of Camenisch and
Lysyankaya [CL04] and of Boneh et al. [BBS04].
It assumes cyclic groups G and GT of order p and a bilinear map e : G×G → GT .
$

$

Sig.KeyGen(1λ ) → (sk , vk ): The signer’s secret key is a random element x ← Zq .
$
The public key contains a number of random bases G, H0 , . . . , H` , H`+1 ← G,
x
where ` ∈ N is a parameter, and y←G .
$

Sig.Sign(sk , m) → σ: A signature on messages m0 , . . . , m` ∈ Zp is a tuple (A, r, s)
$
where r, s ← Zp are values chosen at random by the signer and
r
A = (GH0m0 · · · H`m` H`+1
)1/(x+s) .

Sig.Verify(vk , m, σ) → 1/0: Such a signature can be verified by checking whether
the following equation holds:
r
e(A, Gs y) = e(GH0m0 · · · H`m` H`+1
, G).

Now assume that we are given a signature (A, r, s) on messages m0 . . . , m` ∈ Zp
and want to prove that we indeed possess such a signature. To this end, we need
to augment the public key with values U, V ∈ G such that logG U and logG V are
$
not known. This can be done by choosing random values t, t0 ← Zp , computing
0
Ã = AU t , B = V t U t and executing the following proof of knowledge
0

PK{K α, β, s, t, t0 , m0 , . . . , m` , r : B = V t U t ∧ 1 = B −s V α U β ∧
Q`
e(Ã,Y )
−s
e(U, Y )t e(U, G)α e(H`+1 , G)r i=0 e(Hi , G)mi },
e(G,G) = e(Ã, G)
where α = st and β = st0 .
It was proved in [ASM06] that the above signature is unforgeable under adaptively chosen message attack if q-SDH assumption holds, where q is the number of
signature queries.
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2.7.3

Abe et al. Structure-Preserving Signature Scheme
from the DFP Assumption

In our constructions we need a signature scheme that allows for zero-knowledge
proof-of-possession. To be able to use Groth-Sahai NIZK proofs, we employ the
structure-preserving signature scheme by Abe et al. [AFG+ 10].
This signature scheme allows the user to re-randomize the signature and prove
in zero-knowledge that this is still a correct signature. The scheme, besides KeyGen,
Sign, and Verify has a re-randomization algorithm Rand, that takes as input a signature σ of a message m and outputs a re-randomized signature σ 0 , which is also a
valid signature on m.
For a message space Gn , the signature algorithms are defined as follows:
$

Sig.KeyGen(Λ) → (sk , vk ): Pick at random gr , hu ←Z∗p to compute Gr = Ggr , Hu =
Ghu , G̃grr , H̃uhu . For i ∈ [1..n] pick at random xi , yi ←Z∗p and compute G̃i =
G̃xr i , H̃i = H̃uyi . Choose xz , yz ←Z∗p and compute G̃z = G̃xr z , H̃z = H̃uyz . Also
choose a, b←Z∗p and compute A = e(Gr , G̃a ) and B←e(Hu , G̃b ). Return the
verification key
pk = (Λ, Gr , Hu , G̃r , H̃u , G̃z , H̃z , {G̃i , H̃i }ni=1 , A, B))
and the signing key
sk = (pk , a, b, xz , yz , {xi , yi }ni=1 ).
$

Sig.Sign(sk , (M1 , . . . , Mn )) → σ: Pick random z, r, t, u, w←Z∗p , and set:
Z = Gz , R = Ga−rt−xz z

n
Y

Mi−xi , S = Grr , T̃ = G̃t ,

i=1

U = Gb−uw−yz z

n
Y

Mi−xi , V = Huu , W̃ = G̃w .

i=1

Output σ = (Z, R, S, T̃ , U, W̃ ) as a signature.
Sig.Verify(pk, σ, (M1 , . . . , Mn )) → 0/1: Parse σ as (Z, R, S, T̃ , U, V, W̃ ) and check
that
e(Z, G̃z )e(R, G̃r )e(S, T̃ )

n
Y

e(Mi , G̃i ) = A

∧

i=1

e(Z, H̃z )e(U, H̃u )e(V, W̃ )

n
Y

e(Mi , H̃i ) = B.

i=1
$

Sig.Rand(pk , σ) → σ 0 Parse σ as (Z, R, S, T̃ , U, V, W̃ ) and return σ 0 = (Z, R0 , S 0 , T̃ 0 ,
U 0 , V 0 , W̃ 0 ), where
1

1

R0 = RS −ρ , S 0 = S τ , T̃ 0 = (T̃ Gρr )τ , U 0 = U V −µ , V 0 = V ϕ , W̃ 0 = (W̃ Huµ )ϕ ,
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for randomly chosen ρ, τ, µ, ϕ←Zp .
The scheme is existentially unforgeable against adaptive chosen message attack
(EUF-CMA) if the Strong Flexible-Pairing assumption (see Def. 9) holds [AFG+ 10].

2.7.4

Abe et al. Structure-Preserving Signature Scheme
from the SXDH Assumption

We also present a slightly less efficient structure-preserving signature scheme, which
is, however, secure under a weaker assumption than the scheme above. Namely it
is secure under the standard SXDH assumption. We provide the details below.
We consider an asymmetric group setting Λ. For X in G, X̃ denotes for the
element in G̃ that log X = log X̃ where logarithms are with respect to default bases
that are uniformly chosen during setup and are implicitly associated to Λ.
$

Sig.KeyGen(1λ , k) → (sk , vk ): On input the security parameter λ and the number
$
of group elements to sign k, run Λ = (p, G, G̃, GT , G, G̃, e) ← G(1λ ); choose u,
$
f2 , f3 ← Z∗p , and compute
F2 = Gf2 , F3 = Gf3 , F̃2 = G̃f2 , F̃3 = G̃f3 , U = Gu , Ũ = G̃u .
$

Choose wr ← Z∗p and compute G̃r = Gwr . For i = 1, . . . , k, uniformly choose
$

χi , γi ← Zp , compute G̃i = Gχi G̃γr i , and set
vko = (G̃r , G̃1 , . . . , G̃k ) ∈ G̃k+1 ; sko = (χ1 , γ1 , . . . , χk , γk , wr ).
$

$

Next, choose generators V, V 0 , H ← G, and Ṽ , Ṽ 0 , H̃←G̃ exponents a, b, α ←
$
Zp and ρ ← Z∗p , compute R = V (V 0 )a , R̃ = Ṽ (Ṽ 0 )a , and set
skr = (vkr , Gα , Ga , Gb ) ;
vkr = (gk , G̃b , G̃a , G̃ba , R̃, R̃b , H, H̃, V, Ṽ , V 0 , Ṽ 0 , Gρ , G̃αb/ρ ).
Output vk = (vko , vkr ) and sk = (sko , skr ).
$

$

Sig.Sign(sk, msg) → σ: Choose a0 ← Zp and set
0

0

0

opk = (T̃2 , T̃3 , T̃0 ) = (F̃2a , F̃3a , Ga ) ∈ G̃3 .
Set osk = a0 . Parse msg into (M1 , . . . , Mk ) ∈ Gk . Take a0 and wr from osk
$
and sk o , respectively. Choose ρ ← Zp and compute ζ = a0 −ρ wr mod p. Then
compute one-time signature
σo = (Z, R) ∈ G2 ,
where Z = U ζ

Qk

i=1

Mi−χi

and R = U ρ

Qk

i=1

Mi−γi .
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$

Next, choose r1 , r2 , z ← Zp , set r = r1 + r2 , compute
σ0 = (T̃0 H̃)r1 , σ1 = Gα V r , σ2 = (V 0 )r G−z ,
σ3 = (Gb )z , σ4 = (Gb )r2 , σ5 = Gr1 .
Set σr = (σ0 , σ1 , . . . , σ5 ) ∈ G̃ × G5 . Output σ = (opk , σo , σr ).
Sig.Verify(vk, σ, msg) → 0/1: Parse σ as (opk , σo , σr ), σo as (Z, R) ∈ G2 , msg
as (M1 , . . . , Mk ) ∈ Gk , and opk as (T̃2 , T̃3 , T̃0 ). Output 1 if the following
equations hold, otherwise output 0.
e(σ5 , T̃0 H̃) = e(G, σ0 )
e(U, T̃0 ) = e(Z, G) e(R, G̃r )

k
Y

e(Mi , G̃i )

i=1

e(F2 , T̃0 ) = e(U, T̃1 )
e(F3 , T̃0 ) = e(U, T̃2 )
b

ba

e(σ1 , G̃ )e(σ2 , G̃ )e(σ3 , G̃a ) = e(σ4 , R̃)e(σ5 , R̃b )e(Gρ , G̃αb/ρ ).
Theorem 5. [ACD+ 12] The above scheme is existentially unforgeable against adaptive chosen message attacks (EUF-CMA) if the SXDH (see Def. 3) and XDLIN (see
Def. 4) assumptions hold.

2.7.5

Set Membership Scheme

We use a signature-based set membership protocol suggested by Camenisch, Chaabouni and shelat [CCS08]. They consider a zero-knowledge protocol which allows a
prover to convince a verifier that a digitally committed value is an element of a
given public set. The verifier signs the individual elements and sends the signatures
to the prover. The prover proves in zero-knowledge that he has a valid signature
(by the verifier) on the element that he holds. The scheme of [CCS08] employs the
weak signature scheme by Boneh and Boyen [BB04]. Camenisch et al. prove that
their protocol is a zero-knowledge argument of set membership for a set Φ, if the
|Φ|-SDH assumption holds.

2.8

Deterministic Primitives

In this section, we recall the definitions of the deterministic cryptographic primitives,
i.e., pseudorandom functions, verifiable random functions, verifiable unpredictable
functions, unique signatures, and deterministic encryption. To make the notation
consistent we slightly adjust the original definitions of the primitives described in
this subsection. Also, for all primitives we assume that a group description is a
public parameter and is given as an input to a setup algorithm.
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For all definitions we consider the following. Let G be a bilinear group generator
that takes as input a security parameter 1λ and outputs a description of bilinear
groups Λ = (p, G, G̃, GT , e, G, G̃). Let SK, PK, X , Y be the secret key space, public
key space, domain, and range, respectively.

2.8.1

Pseudorandom Functions

Pseudorandom functions (PRFs) were introduced in [GGM84]. Below we give an
adaptation of the original definition to the notation used in this dissertation.
Definition 32 (Pseudorandom Function). A function family F : SK × X →Y is
called a pseudorandom function (PRF) if there are probabilistic PT algorithms Setup
and KeyGen and a deterministic PT algorithm Comp there exists a negligible function
negl(λ) such that such that:
$

Setup(Λ) → CP is an algorithm that takes as input a group description Λ and
outputs the common parameters CP .
$

KeyGen(CP ) → SK is an algorithm that takes as input the common parameters
CP and outputs a (secret) key SK ∈ SK.
Comp(X, SK )←Y is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input X ∈ X and
SK ∈ SK and outputs the function value Y = FSK (X) ∈ Y.
The following property is required from a PRF:
Pseudorandomness: For all probabilistic PT distinguishers D = (D1 , D2 ) and
security parameter λ there exists a negligible function negl(·) such that


$
$
CP ← Setup(Λ) ; SK ← KeyGen(CP ) ;
 1
 (X, state)←D Comp(·,SK ) (CP ) ;


1
0
b
=
b
∧
X
∈
/
S
Pr 
 ≤ + negl(λ),
$
$
 2
 Y(0) ←FSK (X) ; Y(1) ← Y ; b ← {0, 1} ;
Comp(·,SK )
0 $
b ← D2
(Y(b) , state)
where S is the set of queries to the oracle Comp.

2.8.2

Verifiable Random Functions and Verifiable
Unpredictable Functions

Verifiable random functions [MRV99] are similar to pseudorandom functions, except
that it is also possible to compute a proof of the correctness of the computation that
can then be verified using a public key. I.e, there is a public key associated with
each secret key (seed) and using the secret key it is possible to compute a proof
that an output indeed corresponds to some input; this proof can be used together
with the public key to verify the correctness of the computation. We give a formal
definition below. Note that a VRF cannot be constructed simply by combining a
PRF with NIZK proofs [MRV99, HW10] because the latter assume a trusted setup
(for example, a common reference string is used for GS-proofs, see Section 2.4.3),
which is incompatible with the definition of a VRF.
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Definition 33 (Verifiable Random Function). A function family F : SK × X →Y
is called a verifiable random function (VRF) if there are probabilistic PT algorithms
Setup, KeyGen, and Prove, and deterministic PT algorithms Comp and Verify such
that:
$

Setup(Λ) → CP is a common parameter generation algorithm that takes as input
a group description Λ and outputs the common parameters CP .
$

KeyGen(CP ) → (PK , SK ) is a key generation algorithm that takes as input the
common parameters CP and outputs a public key PK and the corresponding
secret key SK .
Comp(X, SK ) → Y is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input X ∈ X , SK ∈
SK and outputs the function value Y = FSK (X) ∈ Y.
$

Prove(X, SK ) → π is a (possibly probabilistic) algorithm that as input X ∈ X , SK ∈
SK and outputs a proof that Y = FSK (X).
Verify(X, Y, π, PK ) → 0/1 is a verification algorithm that takes as input a public
key PK , X ∈ X , Y ∈ Y and a proof π and verifies whether Y = FSK (X).
The following properties are required from a VRF:
$

$

1. Provability: For all CP ← Setup(Λ) ; (PK , SK ) ← KeyGen(CP ) ; X ∈
$
X ; Y ←Comp(X, SK ); π ← Prove(X, SK ) it holds that Verify(X, Y, π, PK ) = 1.
2. Uniqueness: There are no values (PK , X, Y, Y 0 , π, π 0 ) such that Y 6= Y 0 and
Verify(X, Y, π, PK ) = Verify(X, Y 0 , π 0 , PK ) = 1.
3. Pseudorandomness: For all probabilistic PT distinguishers D = (D1 , D2 )
there exists a negligible function negl(λ) such that


$
$
CP ← Setup(Λ) ; (PK , SK ) ← KeyGen(CP ) ;
 (X, state)←D Comp(·,SK ),Prove(·,SK ) (PK ) ;

b = b0 ∧  1

1
Pr 
 ≤ +negl(λ),
$
$
X∈
/S  2
 Y(0) ←FSK (X) ; Y(1) ← Y ; b ← {0, 1} ;
$
b0 ← D2 Comp(·,SK ),Prove(·,SK ) (Y(b) , state)
where S is the set of queries to the oracles Comp and Prove.
Verifiable Unpredictable Functions [MRV99] relax the pseudorandomness requirement of the VRF, so that an efficient attacker should not be able to predict
the output of Comp on a fresh input when given oracle access to Comp, Prove.
Definition 34 (Verifiable Unpredictable Function). A function family F : SK ×
X →Y is called a verifiable unpredictable function (VUF) if there are probabilistic
PT algorithms Setup, KeyGen and Prove, and deterministic PT algorithms Comp
and Verify that are the same as for VRF, except instead of the pseudorandomness,
the unpredictability property is required:
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Unpredictability: For all PPT algorithms A there exists a negligible function
negl(λ) such that the following probability


$
CP ← Setup(Λ) ;
Y = Comp(X, SK ) 

$
Pr  (PK , SK ) ←
 ≤ negl(λ),
KeyGen(CP ) ;
∧X∈
/S
(X, Y )←AComp(·,SK ),Prove(·,SK ) (PK )
where S is the set of queries to the oracles Comp, Prove.

2.8.3

Unique Signatures

Definition 35 (Unique Signatures [Lys02]). A function family σ : SK × X →Y is
an unique signature scheme (USig) if there exists probabilistic PT algorithms Setup
and KeyGen, and deterministic PT algorithms Sign and Verify (in case Verify is
probabilistic, the adjustment to the definition is straightforward) such that:
$

Setup(Λ) → CP is a common parameter generation algorithm that takes as input
a group description Λ and outputs the common parameters CP .
$

KeyGen(CP ) → (PK , SK ) is a key generation algorithm that takes as input the
common parameters CP and outputs a public key PK and the corresponding
secret key SK .
Sign(X, SK ) → Y is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input X ∈ X , SK ∈ SK
and outputs the signature Y = σSK (X) ∈ Y.
Verify(X, Y, PK → 0/1) is a verification algorithm that takes as input a public key
PK , X ∈ X , Y ∈ Y and verifies whether Y = σSK (X).
The following properties are required from an unique signature scheme:
1. Uniqueness of the signature: There are no values (PK , X, Y, Y 0 ) such that
Y 6= Y 0 and Verify(X, Y, PK ) = Verify(X, Y 0 , PK ) = 1.
2. Security: For all probabilistic PT adversaries A there exists a negligible function negl(λ) such that


$
CP ← Setup(Λ) ;


$
Pr  (PK , SK ) ←
/ S  ≤ negl(λ),
KeyGen(CP ) ; Verify(X, Y, PK ) = 1 ∧ X ∈
(X, Y )←ASign(·,SK ) (PK )
where S is the set of queries to the oracle Sign.
As mentioned by Lysyanskaya [Lys02], Goldwasser and Ostrovsky [GO92] proposed a relaxed definition for USig. Namely, they require a proof that the signature
is correct as an additional input to the verification algorithm. This proof is also an
output of the signing algorithm together with the signature, but it might not be
unique. This definition is sufficient to construct a VRF from USig [MRV99].
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Deterministic Encryption

Deterministic encryption was introduced by was introduced by Bellare, Boldyreva,
and O’Neill in [BBO07]. Here we provide a slightly adapted definition of structurepreserving deterministic encryption.
Definition 36 (Deterministic Encryption). A function family F : PK × X →Y is
called a deterministic encryption (SPDE) if there are probabilistic PT algorithms
Setup and KeyGen, and a deterministic PT algorithms Enc amd Dec such that:
$

Setup(Λ) → CP is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as input the security parameter and outputs the common parameters CP that consists of the group
description Λ = (p, G, G̃, GT , e, G, G̃) generated by G(1λ ) and possibly also
constants in Zp .
$

KeyGen(CP ) → (PK , SK ) is a probabilistic key generation algorithm that takes as
input the common parameters and outputs a public key PK and a secret key
SK . It is assumed without loss of generality that SK includes PK .
Enc(X, PK ) → Y is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input X ∈ X and a
public key PK and outputs a ciphertext Y ∈ Y.
Dec(Y, SK ) → X is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input a ciphertext
Y ∈ Y and a secret key SK and outputs a plaintext X ∈ X .
Intuitively, the security notion for deterministic encryption, called a PRIV game,
that was introduced in [BBO07], states that it should be hard to guess any public key
independent information of a list of messages given their encryptions, as long as the
list has component-wise high min-entropy. Or, in other words, the adversary should
not be able to distinguish ciphertexts that correspond to messages that come from
two message distributions with high min-entropy. We refer the reader to [BBO07]
for the formal definition of the game.

Chapter 3

Oblivious Transfer with
Access Control Protocols
In this chapter, we solve the problem of accessing databases anonymously. We
propose several efficient oblivious transfer with attribute-based access control protocols (ACOT) that also support hidden access control and payments. We prove
our protocols to be secure in the standard model (without random oracles) following
ideal-real world indistinguishability paradigm as was introduced by the UC framework [Can95, Can01b] and the reactive systems security models [PW00, PW01].
We first build protocols that satisfy privacy and efficiency requirements using the
existing discrete logarithm based primitives and interactive Schnorr proofs. Therefore, the protocols in this chapter are secure in a stand-alone model and do not
satisfy all requirements of the UC framework. In the next chapter, we switch to the
GS-proofs based framework and build a UC-secure version of ACOT from standard
assumptions.
Protocol Requirements. We consider a database where every record has an
access control policy (ACP) associated with it. ACP is a list of attributes, roles, or
rights that the user needs to have in order to access the record. We construct efficient
cryptographic protocols, which satisfy the following basic and optional requirements
from Chapter 1 that we now define more formally:
1. Enabling attribute-based access control:
– the user can only access those records for which she has permissions;
– the user can only obtain a single record per query.
2. Hiding identities and attributes of the users:
– the database learns neither who queries a record, nor the attributes the
user has.
3. Hiding query patterns of the users.
37
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– the database learns neither which record is being queried, nor the access
control policy of that record.
(4). Enabling payments:
– each record in the database may have a different price;
– the user can purchase a record from the database, only if she has enough
money in her wallet;
– the database does not know anything either about the price of purchased
record, or the user’s balance.
(5). Hiding the access control policies:
– the user does not learn any other information about the database structure and the access control policies other than whether she was granted
access to the queried record, and if so, the content of the record;
– the database does not learn whether a user’s attempt to access a record
was successful or not.
(6). Revocation:
– the users’ rights can be revoked.
Our Approach. We now describe the main ideas underlying our protocols. We
build our schemes upon the oblivious transfer protocol by Camenisch, Neven, and
shelat [CNS07], which we describe first. In their scheme, the server first encrypts
each record with a unique key and publishes these encryptions. The encryption key
is derived from the index of the record and a secret of the database server. Although
the secret of the database is the same for all record keys, it is not possible to derive
the encryption key for one record from that of another record. Thus, to be able to
access a record, a user needs to retrieve the corresponding key from the server. To
this end, Camenisch et al. give a protocol ensuring that
• the user can retrieve exactly one key per protocol run and
• the server does not learn which key the user obtained.
We extend this scheme to support access control and payments as follows. Each
record in the database now has a (possibly hidden) access control list, which is a
set of categories. By the term “category” we mean a price to pay, a right, role, or
an attribute that a user needs to have in order to access a record.
First, we issue anonymous credentials [Cha85, CE87, Che95, Bra99, LRSW99,
CL01] to a user, each certifying a category (or an attribute) of records the user is
allowed to access or the amount of money that the user puts on his prepaid account.
Recall that anonymous credentials allow the user to prove that she possesses a
credential without revealing any other information whatsoever.
To allow the user oblivious access to a record for which she has the necessary
credentials, we modify the Camenisch et al. oblivious transfer protocol in two ways:
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1. The keys for a record are derived not only from the index of the record and
the secret key of the server but also from the categories in the access policy
of the record or from its price.
2. We extend the protocol so that the user, while retrieving a key, gives a zeroknowledge proof of knowledge that she possess credentials on all categories
that are encoded into the key that she wants to retrieve, or that she has
enough money in her wallet to pay for a queried record. Using anonymous
credentials and the specific features of the Camenisch et al. protocol, we can
do this without letting the server learn the categories or price nor any other
information about the key which the user obtains trough the protocol.
Security Analysis. In this chapter, we define security of our protocols through
indistinguishability of a real-world and an ideal-world experiment as introduced
by the UC framework [Can95, Can01b] and the reactive systems security models [PW00, PW01]. The definitions we give, however, do not entail all formalities
necessary to fit one of these frameworks; our goal here is solely to prove security of
our schemes.
We define the ideal functionality that ensures the security properties that the
protocols are entitled to satisfy and then prove that our protocols securely implement
the ideal functionality. Below we summarize the ideas underlying these models.
In the real world there are a number of players, who run some cryptographic
protocols with each other, an adversary A, who controls some of the players, and
an environment E. The environment provides the inputs to the honest players and
receives their outputs and interacts arbitrarily with the adversary. The dishonest
players are subsumed into the adversary.
In the ideal system, we have the same players. However, they do not run any
cryptographic protocols but send all their inputs to and receive all their outputs
from an ideal all-trusted party T . This party computes the output of the players
from their inputs, i.e., applies the functionality that the cryptographic protocol(s)
are supposed to realize. The environment again provides the inputs to and receives
the output from the honest players, and interacts arbitrarily with the adversary
controlling the dishonest players.
A (set of) cryptographic protocol(s) is said to securely implement a functionality
if for every real-world adversary A and every environment E there exists an idealworld simulator A0 controlling the same parties in the ideal world as A does in the
real world such that the environment cannot distinguish whether it is run in the real
world interacting with A or whether it is run in the ideal world interacting with the
simulator A0 .
Definition 37. Let RealE,A (λ) denote the probability that E outputs 1 when run in
the real world with A and IdealE,A0 (λ) denotes the probability that E outputs 1 when
run in the ideal world interacting with A0 , then the (set of ) cryptographic protocols
is said to securely implement the functionality T if
RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ)
is a negligible function in λ.
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3.1

Oblivious Transfer with Attribute-Based
Access Control

We start with a basic protocol for querying a database in a privacy-preserving
way under attribute-based access control conditions. We propose the first Oblivious Transfer with Access Control (ACOT) protocol [CDN09], satisfying all basic
requirements described in the beginning of this chapter. In the next sections we
extend ACOT to support payments and hidden access control policies. We prove
that our protocol is secure in the standard model (i.e., without random oracles) under the bilinear Diffie-Hellman exponent (see Def. 7) and the strong Diffie-Hellman
assumptions (see Def. 6).
As we mentioned in Section 1, one real-life example where such a protocol is
important are DNA databases, containing information about the purpose of each
gene. Such databases are extremely valuable and thus they are not sold on a whole,
but rather customers are charged per access to the database. However, the particular DNA sequences accessed by a customer reveal a lot of information about her
interests, e.g., for which disease she is developing medication.
Other examples of databases where users have an interest to keep their queries
hidden are stock quotes, since they can reveal information about their investment
strategy, and patent search, since they can reveal sensitive business information.
Our protocol directly addresses these problems and provides a practical solution for
it.
Construction Overview. Oblivious transfer with access control protocol is run
between the following parties:
• users (U1 , . . ., UM ) known by pseudonyms;
• an issuer I providing access credentials to users for the data categories that
they are entitled to access. In case of the priced OT the issuer, who
• a database DB hosting the list of records and giving users access to those
records that they are entitled to access.
First, we note that the name “category” is inspired by the different data categories that a user is allowed to access. However, the category could just as well
encode the right, role, or attribute that a user needs to have in order to access a
record. In the following we will only use the word category, however. Also, note that
if a record has several categories attached to it, then the user must have a credential
for all these categories, basically implementing an AND condition. If one would
want to specify an OR condition, one could duplicate the record in the database
with a second set of categories.
In a nutshell, oblivious transfer protocols (with access control) work as follows.
1. The issuer I generates his key pair for issuing credentials and publishes the
public key as a system-wide parameter.
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2. The database server initiates a database containing records protected by access
control lists: generates the encrypted database and makes it available to all
users, e.g. by posting it on a website.
3. Users contact the issuer to obtain credentials for the data categories that they
want or are entitled to access.
4. When a user wants to access a record in the database, she proves to the
database, in a zero-knowlege way, that she possesses credentials for all categories associated with this record. If she succeeds then she can decrypt that
record, otherwise, she cannot. The database learns nothing about the index
of the record that is being accessed, nor about the categories associated to the
record.
Related Work. There is a large body of works on oblivious transfer which offers
users access to a database without the server learning the contents of the query. In
its basic form, oblivious transfer puts no restrictions on which records a particular
user can access, i.e., all users can access all records. There are a couple of papers
that consider oblivious transfer with access control, each of them, however, aiming
at a goal different from ours.
Aiello, Ishai, and Reingold [AIR01] present priced oblivious transfer. Here, each
record has a (possibly different) price. The user holds an encrypted balance which is
reduced with each transfer. The user can only retrieve records as long as her balance
is positive. Another related flavor is conditional oblivious transfer, proposed by Di
Crescenzo, Ostrovsky, and Rajagopolan [DOR99], where access to a record is only
granted if the user’s secret satisfies some given predicate. However, none of these
protocols offer anonymity to the users.
Herranz [Her08] proposes restricted oblivious transfer, which also protects each
record with an access control policy. In his case the policy consists of a list saying
which user has access to which record, and the user authenticates to the server
openly. In contrast, our protocol employs a more powerful attribute-based access
control paradigm, and guarantees user anonymity.
The only paper considering oblivious transfer with access control is the work by
Coull, Green, and Hohenberger [CGH09]. They propose a scheme for controlling
access to records using state graphs. With each access a user transitions from one
state to another, where the transition is defined by the index of the record the
user has accessed. By restricting the transitions between states, a user being in a
particular state can only access the records corresponding to the possible transitions.
An exact comparison between our protocol and that of [CGH09] depends on
the particular access structure of the database and on how the ACOT primitive is
translated into a graph structure. In general however, our protocol is more efficient
because it avoids re-issuing user credentials at each transfer. We discuss two ways
of implementing ACOT using Coull et al.’s protocol below.
One approach (see Approach 1 on Figure 3.1) could be to assign a state to
each subset of categories that a user could have access to, with a self-loop for each
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Figure 3.1: Access control graphs when implementing ACOT using Coull et al.’s
protcol for database (R1 , {c1 }), (R2 , {c2 }), (R3 , {c1 , c2 }), (R4 , {c1 , c3 }).
record that can be accessed using this subset. When given access to a new category,
the user is re-initialized in the state representing her new set of categories. For a
database of N records and C different categories, this yields a graph of 2C nodes
and up to N edges per node, yielding an encrypted database size of O(2C N ) using
Coull et al.’s protocol, versus O(N ) using ours.
Another approach (Approach 2 on Figure 3.1) could be to assign a state to each
subset of categories that appears as an access control policy in the database, and
a self-loop for each record having that access control policy. Users are in multiple
states simultaneously, namely in all those corresponding to access control policies
that they satisfy. This yields a graph of up to N nodes and N edges total, reducing
the encrypted database size to O(N ), but requires users to store up to min(2C , N )
different credentials, and partly destroys the intuitive aspect of using data categories
for access control.

3.1.1

Definitions of ACOT

We consider a setting with one issuer, one database, and one or more users. Data
categories are bit strings taken from the category universe C ⊆ {0, 1}∗ . A database
consists of a list of N pairs ((R1 , ACP 1 ), . . . , (RN , ACP N )), containing database
records R1 , . . . , RN ∈ {0, 1}∗ and associated access control policies ACP 1 , . . . ,
ACP N ⊆ C. The semantics of the access control policies is that only users who
have credentials for all data categories in ACP i can access Ri . In other words,
the access control policy is a conjunction of keywords; disjunctions can be realized
by letting the same record appear multiple times in the database. Finally, users
interact with the database directly to obtain those records that they are entitled to
receive. We denote as ACP j ⊆ CU the fact that the user’s attributes CU satisfy the
policy ACP j .
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An adaptive oblivious transfer protocol with access control (ACOT) for category
universe C ⊆ {0, 1}∗ is a tuple of polynomial-time algorithms and protocols ACOT =
(ISetup, Issue, DBSetup, Transfer).
$

ISetup : I(C) → (pk I , sk I ).
The issuer runs the randomized ISetup algorithm to generate a public key
pk I and corresponding secret key sk I for security parameter λ and category
universe C. He publishes the public key as a system-wide parameter.
$

Issue : I(pk I , c, sk I ) →  ; U: (pk I , stU ) → cred c or ⊥, stU 0 .
A user obtains an access credential for data category c ∈ C by engaging in
the Issue protocol with the issuer. The issuer’s public key pk I and the data
category c are common inputs. The issuer uses his secret key sk I as an input
and the user possibly maintains his state stU . At the end of the protocol, the
user obtains the access credential cred c and the updated state stU 0 .
 $

DBSetup : DB pk I , DB = (Ri , ACP i )i=1,...,N → (pk DB , ER 1 , . . . , ER N ), sk DB .
To initiate a database containing records R1 , . . . , RN protected by access control policies ACP 1 , . . . , ACP N , the database server runs the DBSetup algorithm. This generates the encrypted database consisting of a public key pk DB
and encrypted records ER 1 , . . . , ER N . The encrypted database is made available to all users, e.g. by posting it on a website.1 The server keeps the secret
key to the database sk DB for itself.
Transfer : U(pk I , pk DB , ρ, ER ρ , ACP ρ , {cred c }c∈ACP ρ , stU ) → Rρ or ⊥ ;
DB (pk I , pk DB , sk DB ) → , stU 0 .
When the user wants to access a record in the database, she engages in a
Transfer protocol with the database server. Common inputs are the issuer’s
public key pk I and that of the database pk DB . The user has as a secret
input her selection index ρ ∈ {1, . . . , N }, the required credentials cred c for all
c ∈ ACP ρ , and possibly state information stU . The database server uses its
secret key sk DB as a private input. At the end of the protocol, the user obtains
the database record Rρ or ⊥ indicating failure, and updated state stU 0 .
We assume that all communication links are private. We also assume that the
communication links between a user and the issuer are authenticated, so that the
issuer always knows which user it is handing a credential to. The communication
links between a user and the database are assumed to be anonymous however, so
that the database does not know which user is making a query. (Authenticated
communication channels between users and the database would obviously ruin the
strong anonymity properties of our protocol.)
1 We assume that each user obtains a copy of the entire encrypted database. It is impossible to
obtain our strong privacy requirements with a single database server without running into either
computation or communication complexity that is linear in the database size.
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Security Definitions. We define the ideal and real-world functionalities as follows:
The real world. We first describe how the real world algorithms presented
in Section 3.1.1 are orchestrated when all participants are honest, i.e., honest realworld users U1 , . . . UM , an honest issuer I, and an honest database DB. Parties
controlled by the real-world adversary A can arbitrarily deviate from the behavior
described below.
$
All begins with the issuer I generating a key pair (pk I , sk I ) ← Issue(1λ , C) and
sending pk I to all users U1 , . . . , UM and the database DB.
• When the environment E sends a message (initdb, DB = (Ri , ACP i )i=1,...,N )
$
to the database DB, the latter encrypts DB by running (EDB , sk DB ) ←
DBSetup(pk I , DB ), and sends the encrypted database EDB = (pk DB , ER 1 , . . . ,
ER N ) to all users U1 , . . . , UM .
• When E sends a message (issue, c) to user Uj , Uj engages in an Issue protocol with I on common input pk I and category c, with I using sk I as its
secret input, at the end of which Uj obtains the access credential cred c . User
Uj returns a bit b to the environment indicating whether the issue protocol
succeeded (b = 1) or failed (b = 0).
• When E sends a message (transfer, ρ) to user Uj , then Uj first checks whether
it has the necessary credentials {cred c }c∈ACP ρ to access record Rρ . If so,
she engages in a Transfer protocol with DB on common input pk I , pk DB , on
Uj ’s private input ρ and the relevant credentials {cred c }c∈ACP ρ , and on DB’s
private input sk DB , until Uj obtains the record Rρ , or ⊥ indicating failure. If
the transfer succeeded she returns Rρ to the environment; if it failed, or the
user didn’t have the appropriate credentials, she returns ⊥ to the environment.
We note that I and DB do not return any output to the environment, besides
notifying that they ran the protocol.
The ideal world. In the ideal world all participants communicate through a
trusted party T which implements the functionality of our protocol. On Figure 3.2
0
, the
we describe the behavior of T on the inputs of the ideal-world users U10 , . . . , UM
0
0
ideal-world issuer I , and the ideal-world database DB .
0
The ideal-world parties U10 , . . . , UM
, I, DB simply relay inputs and outputs between the environment E and the trusted party T .
Security Properties. Let us discuss some of the security properties that the
ideal world (and therefore also any secure real-world implementation) offers to the
parties. It is easy to verify that these properties hold for the ideal world.
User Privacy : The database cannot tell which user makes a query, nor can it
tell which record is being accessed. That is, the database only gets to know
that some user accesses some record for which the user priorly obtained the
necessary credentials. If the database colludes with the issuer and potentially
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The trusted party T maintains an initially empty set Ci for each user Ui0 and
sets DB ←⊥. It responds to queries from the different parties as follows.
• Upon receiving (initdb, (Ri , ACP i )i=1,...,N ) for all i = 1, . . . , N ,
from DB 0 , T sets DB ←(Ri , ACP i ) and sends a message
(initdb, (ACP i ))i=1,...,N ) to all users.
• Upon receiving (issue, c) from Ui0 , T sends (issue, Ui0 , c) = arg to I 0 who
sends back a bit b. If b = 1 then the T adds c to Ci and sends b to Ui0 ;
otherwise it simply sends b to Ui0 .
• Upon receiving (transfer, ρ) from Ui0 , T proceeds as follows. If DB 6= ⊥,
it sends transfer to DB 0 , who sends back a bit b. If b = 1 and ACP ρ ⊆ Ci ,
then it sends the record Rρ to Ui0 . If b = 0 or DB = ⊥ it sends ⊥ to Ui0 .

Figure 3.2: Ideal-World functionality for ACOT.
with other users, then they can only try to identify the user or her selection
based on which credentials were issued to whom, and which credentials are
necessary to successfully access which record.
Database Security : A cheating user alone cannot access a record for which she
does not have the necessary credentials. Colluding users cannot pool their
credentials, meaning that they cannot access any records that none of them
would have been able to obtain individually. If the issuer colludes with one or
more users, they can only obtain as many records from the database as the
number of transfer queries that were performed.

3.1.2

ACOT Construction

We now describe our scheme in detail. We model access control lists as tuples of
exactly ` categories ACP i = (ci1 , . . . , ci` ) ∈ C ` . A record can therefore be associated with at most ` categories; unused entries are filled with a dummy category
cij = dummy for which we assume every user is given a credential for free. To issue
anonymous credentials we employ the signature scheme presented in Section 2.7.2.
and to implement the oblivious access control we extend the protocol by Camenisch
et al. [CNS07]. We will also use a number of proof protocols about discrete logarithms as described in Section 2.4.2.
Initial Setup. We now describe the setup procedures of the issuer and the database
provider. Users do not have their own setup procedure.
To set up its keys, the issuer runs the randomized ISetup algorithm displayed in
3.3. This will generate groups of prime order p, a public key pk I and corresponding
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ISetup(C):
$

$

λ

∗

∗

$

(e, G, GT , p) ← G(1 ); Gt , Ht ← GT ; G1 , H0 , H1 , H2 , U, V ← G
$
xI ← Zp ; YI ←Gx1 I
sk I ←xI ; pk I ←(G1 , H0 , H1 , H2 , U, V, W, Gt , Ht , YI )
Return (sk I , pk I )

Figure 3.3: Issuer Setup algorithm
secret key sk I for security parameter λ and category universe C. He publishes the
public key as a system-wide parameter.

DBSetup pk I , DB = (Ri , ACP i )i=1,...,N :
$

$

(G, GT ) ← G(p); G, H ← G∗ ; HDB ←e(G, H)
$
xDB ← Zp ; YDB ←GxDB
For i = 1, . . . , ` do
$
xi ← Zp ; Yi ←Gxi
sk DB ←(H, xDB , x1 , . . . , x` ); pk DB ←(G, HDB , YDB , Y1 , . . . , Y` )
For i = 1, . . . , N do
Parse ACP i as (ci1 , . . . ci` )
x

+i+

1
P`

x ·c

j=1 j ij ; F ←e(H, E ) · R
Ei ←G DB
i
i
i
ER i ←(Ei , Fi )

Return (pk DB , ER 1 , . . . , ER N ), sk DB

Figure 3.4: Database Setup algorithm
To set up the database, the database provider runs the algorithm shown in
Figure 3.4. That is, it uses the issuer’s public key and a pairing group generator
to create goups of the same order p and generate keys for encrypting records. First
the database provider chooses its secret key xDB . Next he encrypts each record
Ri as (Ei , Fi ), each with its own key. These keys not only depend on the database
provider’s secret key (xDB ), but also on the index of the record (i) and the categories
defined in the access control policy for the record ({xc }c∈SN
). The pairs
i=1 ACP i
(Ei , Fi ) can be seen as an ElGamal encryption [ElG85] in GT of Ri under the public
key H. But instead of using random elements from GT as the first component,
1
P`

our protocol uses verifiably random [DY05] values Ei = G xDB +i+ j=1 xj ·cij . It is
this verifiability that during the transfer phase allows the database to check that
the user is indeed asking for the decryption key for one particular records with a
particular access control policy for which user has appropriate credentials.
Issuing Credentials. To be able to make database queries, a user needs to obtain
credentials for the categories she is allowed to access. To this end, the user runs
the Issue protocol with the issuer as depicted in Figure 3.5. We leave open how the
issuer determines which user has access to which categories, but we do assume that
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the communication links are authenticated so that the issuer knows which user it is
talking to.
Issue :
U(c, stU , pk I ) :

I(sk I , pk I , c, [P ]) :

If (stU = ⊥) then
z
$
P
zU ← Zp ; P ←H0 U
stU ←(zU , P, 0, ∅, ∅)
Parse stU as (zU , P, fDB , CU , Credυ )
z
PK {K zU : P = H0 U }
e(Ac , Gs1c YI )



e(G1 P H1c H2rc , G1 )

sc , rc , Ac

-

If P already assigned
then return ⊥

-

sc , rc ← Zp

$

1

Ac ←(G1 P H1c H2rc ) xI +sc

then
=
CU ←CU ∪ {c}; Credυ ←Credυ ∪ {(Ac , sc , rc )}
Return stU ←(zU , P, fDB , CU , Credυ )

If

Figure 3.5: Issuance protocol for ACOT
Apart from the issuer’s public key, the user’s input also includes her state
stU = (zU , P, fDB , CU , Credυ ), which is a tuple containing her master secret, her
pseudonym, a bit fDB indicating whether she already accessed the database, the set
of categories CU to which she currently has access, and the corresponding credentials Credυ . The input of the issuer contains his secret and public key, the category
c for which the user wants a credential, and the pseudonym P of the user, if she
registered one before.
If the user runs the issuing protocol for the first time, her input will contain the
empty state (stU = ⊥). In this case, the user first generates her master secret zU
z
and calculates her pseudonym P = H0 U , sends P to the issuer, and then initializes
her state as stU = (zU , P, 0, ∅, ∅).
As a result of the issuing protocol, the user will obtain an access credential for
the category c ∈ C. This credential is a tuple cred c = (Ac , sc , rc ) which can be
verified by checking e(Ac , Gs1c YI ) = e(G1 P H1c H2rc , G1 ). We assume that the user
and the issuer run the issuing protocol for each category for which the user is allowed
to obtain a credential individually. It is not hard to see how to issue the credentials
for all of the user’s categories at once.
We note that credential (Ac , sc , rc ) is a signature as defined in Section 2.7.2 on
the set of messages (zU , c), where zU is the user’s master secret.
Accessing a Record. When the user wants to access a record in the database,
she engages in a Transfer protocol (Figure 3.6) with the database server.
The input of the database server is her secret and public key as well as the public
key of the issuer. The input of the user is the index ρ of the record that she wants
to access, the encryption ER ρ = (Eρ , Fρ ) of that record, the access control policy
of the records, her state (containing all her credential), and the public keys of the
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Transfer :

U ρ, stU , pk I , pk DB , ER ρ , ACP ρ :

DB(sk DB , pk DB , pk I ) :

Parse stU as (zU , P, fDB , CU , Credυ )
If ACP ρ 6⊆ CU then abort
$

k ← Zp ; K←(Eρ )k
K, fDB

-

If(fDB = 0) then

PK {K H : HDB = e(G, H)}


fDB ←1
Parse ACP ρ as {c1 , . . . , c` }
For i = 1, . . . , ` do
0

$

ti , t0i ← Zp ; Ãi ←Aci U ti ; Bi ←V ti U ti
(Ãi , Bi )i=1,...,`

PK K ρ, k, zU , (ci , sci , rci , ti , t0i , αi , βi )i=1,...,` :
Q`
ρ
ci = e(G, G)k
e(K, YDB
i=1 e(K, Yi )
 )e(K, G)
V`
−sci α
0
t
t
i
i
V i U βi ∧
∧ 1 = Bi
i=1 Bi = V U
e(Ãi , YI )
= e(Ãi , G1 )−sci e(U, YI )ti e(U, G1 )αi e(H2 , G1 )rci e(H0 , G1 )zU e(H1 , G1 )ci
e(G1 , G1 )
-



L←e(H, K)
L, PK {K H : HDB = e(G, H)
∧L = e(H, K)}


Rρ ←Fρ /(L1/k )
Return Rρ

Return 

Figure 3.6: Transfer protocol for ACOT

issuer and the database.
If this is the first transfer protocol she executes with this database (i.e., fDB = 0),
then the user asks the database to execute a proof of knowledge of the database
secret key H. This zero-knowledge proof will enable to decrypt the contents of the
database in the security proof.
Then the user randomizes Eρ and sends this randomized version K to the
database. Note that Eρ is derived from the database provider’s secret key, the
index of the records, and, most importantly all the categories of the record.
Next the user proves by running PK with the database that K is correctly formed
as a randomization of some Ei (equation 3.1) for which she possesses all necessary
credentials (equation 3.2).

e(K, YDB )e(K, G)ρ

`
Y
i=1

e(K, Yi )ci = e(G, G)k

(3.1)
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` 
^
0
e(Ãi , YI )
−sc
Bi = V ti U t i ∧ 1 = Bi i V αi U βi ∧
=
e(G
1 , G1 )
i=1

e(Ãi , G1 )

−sci

ti

αi

e(U, YI ) e(U, G1 ) e(H2 , G1 )

rc i

zU

e(H0 , G1 ) e(H1 , G1 )

ci


(3.2)

If the database provider accepts the proof, it computes L from H and K, sends L
to the user, and proves that L was computed correctly. The protocol is easily seen
to be correct by observing that L = e(H, Eρ )k , so therefore Fρ /L1/k = Rρ .

3.1.3

Security Analysis

The security of our protocol is analyzed by proving indistinguishability between
adversary actions in the real protocol and in an ideal scenario that is secure by
definition.
Given a real-world adversary A, we construct an ideal-world adversary A0 such
that no environment E can distinguish whether it is interacting with A or A0 . We
organize the proof in sublemmas according to which subset of parties are corrupted.
We do not consider the cases where all parties are honest, where all parties are
dishonest, where the issuer is the only honest party, or where the issuer is the only
dishonest party, as these cases have no real practical interest.
For each case we prove the indistinguishability between the real and ideal worlds
by defining a sequence of hybrid games Game 0, . . . , Game n. In each game we
define a simulator S that runs A as a subroutine and that provides E’s entire view.
(i)
We define HybridE,S (λ) to be the probability that E outputs 1 when run in the
world provided by the simulator in Hybrid(i) that we denote as Si . The games are
always constructed such that the first simulator S0 runs A and all honest parties
(0)
exactly like in the real world, so that HybridE,S (λ) = RealE,A (λ), and such that
the final simulator Sn is easily transformed into an ideal-world adversary A0 so that
(n)
HybridE,S (λ) = IdealE,A0 (λ). By upper-bounding and summing the mutual game
(i)

(i+1)

distances HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) for i = 0, . . . , n − 1, we obtain an upper
bound for the overall distance RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ) .
Theorem 6. If the (N + 2)-BDHE assumption holds in G, GT , the (N + 1)-SDH
assumption holds in G, and the qI -SDH assumption holds in G then the ACOT
protocol depicted in Figures 3.3–3.6 securely implements the ACOT functionality,
where N is the number of database records, qI is the number of issued credentials.
We prove the theorem by separately proving it for all relevant combinations of
corrupted parties in the lemmas below.
Lemma 7. For all environments E and all real-world adversaries A controlling the
issuer and the database there exists an ideal-world adversary A0 such that
RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ) ≤ 2−λ
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Proof. Since the adversary can always simulate additional users himself, we can
simplify the setting to a single honest user U.
Game 1: Simulator S1 , at the first transfer query dictated by E, runs the extractor
for the proof of knowledge PK {K H : HDB = e(G, H)} to extract from A the
element H such that e(G, H) = HDB . If the extractor fails, then S1 outputs
⊥ to E; otherwise, it continues to run A interacting with the honest user
algorithm. The difference between the two games is given by the knowledge
error of the proof of knowledge, i.e.,
(0)

(1)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ 2−λ .
Game 2: Simulator S2 runs exactly like S1 , except that during each transfer phase
it lets the user algorithm query a record Rj chosen at random among those
for which it has the necessary credentials, rather than querying ρi as imposed
by E. We claim that
(1)

(2)

HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
The claim follows from the (perfect) zero-knowledgeness of the proof of knowledge of (ρ, k, zU , . . .) [ASM06].
We now construct, based on the real-world adversary A, an ideal-world adversary A0 that plays the simultaneous roles of the issuer and the database, and that
incorporates all steps from the last game. The adversary A0 simply relays all messages between the environment E and A. A0 runs A to obtain the issuer’s public key
pk I and the encrypted database EDB = (pk DB , (E1 , F1 ), . . . , (EN , FN )). Upon receiving (issue, U 0 , c) from T , it executes the user’s side of the issue protocol with A,
maintaining state as necessary. If the resulting credential is valid, A0 returns b = 1
to T , otherwise it returns b = 0. The first time it receives a message transfer
from T , A0 extracts h from A in the first proof of knowledge, uses it to decrypt Ri
as Fi /e(H, Ei ) for i = 1, . . . , N and sends (initdb, Ri , ACP i )i=1,...,N to T . It then
simulates an honest user querying for record Rj chosen at random among those for
which it has the necessary credentials. If the transfer succeeds, A0 sends b = 1 back
to T ; if it fails, it sends back b = 0. Later transfer queries are treated the same
way, but without the first step of decrypting the database.
One can see that A0 provides A with exactly the same environment as S2 did,
so we have
(2)
IdealE,A0 (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
Summing up all the above equations yields the lemma statement.
Lemma 8. For all environments E and all real-world adversaries A controlling only
the database there exists an ideal-world adversary A0 such that
RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ) ≤ 2−λ
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Proof. Since the adversary can always simulate additional users himself, here we
also consider a simplified model with a single honest user U.
Game 0: Simulator S0 runs the adversary A, the honest user U and the honest
issuer I exactly as in the real world, based on the input queries dictated by
E, so that
(0)

HybridE,S (λ) = RealE,A (λ) .
Game 1: Simulator S1 , at the first transfer query dictated by E, runs the extractor
for the proof of knowledge PK {(H) : H = e(G, H)} to extract from A the
element H such that e(G, H) = HDB . If the extractor fails, then S1 outputs
⊥ to E; otherwise, it continues to run A interacting with the honest user
algorithm. The difference between the two games is given by the knowledge
error of the proof of knowledge, i.e.,
(0)

(1)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ 2−λ .
Game 2: Simulator S2 runs exactly like S1 , except that during each transfer phase
it lets the user algorithm query a record Rj chosen at random among those
for which it has the necessary credentials, rather than querying ρi as imposed
by E. We claim that
(1)

(2)

HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
The claim follows directly from the zero-knowledgeness of the proof of knowledge of (ρ, k, zU , ..) which includes perfect zero-knowledge proof of possessing
a credential signature.
We now construct, based on the real-world adversary A, an ideal-world adversary A0 that plays only the role of the database, and that incorporates all steps from
the last game. The adversary A0 simply relays all messages between the environment E and A. A0 runs A to obtain the issuer’s public key pk I and the encrypted
database EDB = (pk DB , (E1 , F1 ), . . . , (EN , FN )). The first time it receives a message transfer from T , A0 extracts h from A in the first proof of knowledge, uses it
to decrypt Ri as Fi /e(H, Ei ) for i = 1, . . . , N and sends (initdb, Ri , ACP i )i=1,...,N
to T . It then simulates an honest user querying for record Rj chosen at random
among those for which it has the necessary credentials. If the transfer succeeds, A0
sends b = 1 back to T ; if it fails, it sends back b = 0. Later transfer queries are
treated the same way, but without the first step of decrypting the database.
One can see that A0 provides A with exactly the same environment as S2 did,
so we have
(2)
IdealE,A0 (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
Summing up all the above equations yields the lemma statement.
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Lemma 9. For all environments E and all real-world adversaries A controlling only
some of the users, there exists an ideal-world adversary A0 such that
RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ) ≤ 2−λ · qT + AdvqGI -SDH (λ)
(N+1)SDH

+ AdvG

(N+2)BDHE

(λ) + (N + 1) · AdvG,GT

(λ) ,

where qT is the total number of transfer queries, qI the number of issue queries, and
N the number of records in the database.
Proof. Since the ACOT functionality prevents users from pooling their credentials,
we have to consider multiple users here, some of which are corrupted, and some of
which are honest.
Game 1: Simulator S1 , at each transfer query by a corrupted user dictated by
E, runs the extractor for the proof of knowledge PK {(ρ, k, zU , . . .)} to extract
from A the witness (ρ0 , k, {cred 0 c0 }, {c0 }). If the extractor fails, then S1 outputs
⊥ to E; otherwise, it continues to run A interacting with the honest database
algorithm. The difference between the two games is given by t times the
knowledge error of the proof of knowledge, i.e.,
(0)

(1)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ 2−λ · t .
Note that the time required to execute these t extractions is t times the time
of doing a single extraction, because the transfer protocols can only run sequentially, rather than concurrently.
Game 2: Simulator S2 runs exactly like S1 , except that S2 outputs ⊥ to E, if at
least one of the extracted values {cred 0 c0 } was not issued during any of the Issue
protocols. One can see that in this case Ac0 is a forged credential signature on
c0 . Note that this also includes the case that corrupted users manage to pool
their credentials. Since only a single value zU is extracted, one of the pooled
credentials must have a different zU value than when it was issue, and hence
must be a forged credential. The difference between Game 1 and Game 2 is
bounded by the following claim:
Claim 3.1.1. We have that
qI -SDH
HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvG
(λ) ,
(1)

(2)

It is obvious that if the extracted credentials were not legally issued then
adversary A broke the credential signature scheme. By the security proof given
in [ASM06], this directly gives rise to an expected polynomial-time adversary
with non-negligible advantage in solving the qI -SDH problem, where qI is the
number issue queries made by the adversary.
Game 3: Simulator S3 runs exactly like S2 , except that S3 outputs ⊥ to E, if
the extracted number of the record ρ0 ∈
6 {1, . . . , N } or the extracted set of
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categories {c0 } does not match ACP 0ρ during any of the transfers. One can
see that in this case S = K 1/k is a forged modified Boneh-Boyen signature
(described in Section 3.3) on record Rρ0 .
The difference between Game 2 and Game 3 is bounded by the following
claim; we postpone the proof of the claim until later.
Claim 3.1.2. We have that
(2)

(3)

(N+1)SDH

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvG

(λ) .

Game 4: Simulator S4 , at the first transfer query dictated by E, runs the simulated
proof of knowledge PK {(H) : HDB = e(G, H)} The value L returned in each
transfer query is computed as L←(Fρ /Rρ )k , and the final P K in the transfer
phase is replaced by a simulated proof.
Note that now the simulation of the transfer phase no longer requires knowledge of H. However, all of the simulated proofs are proofs of true statements
and the change in the computation of L is purely conceptional. Thus by the
perfect zero-knowledge property, we have that
(3)

(4)

HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
Game 5: Simulator S5 replaces the values F1 , . . . , FN sent to A during DBSetup
phase with random elements from GT . Now at this point, the second proof
in the previous game is a simulated proof of a false statement. Intuitively, if
these changes enable an environment E to separate the experiments, then one
can solve an instance of the BDHE problem. This is captured in the following
claim, that we will prove later:
Claim 3.1.3. We have that
(4)

(5)

(N+2)BDHE

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ (N + 1) · AdvG,GT

(λ) .

We now construct, based on the real-world adversary A, an ideal-world adversary
A0 that plays the role of the cheating user and performs all of the changes to the
experiments described in the previous games except that at the time of the transfer,
after having extracted the value of ρ from A, it queries credentials from the trusted
third party T for all categories in ACP ρ . Next, A0 queries T to obtain record Rρ .
Then he uses this record to compute L←(Fρ /Rρ )k , and the final P K in the transfer
phase is replaced by a simulated proof.
One can see that A0 provides A with exactly the same environment as S5 did,
so we have
(5)
IdealE,A0 (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
The running time of A0 is that of A plus that of O(N 2 ) exponentiations, l
extractions and l proof simulations, so is polynomial in the security parameter.
Summing up all the above equations yields the lemma statement. We have left
to prove the claims used above.
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Proof of Claim 3.1.2. We prove the claim by constructing an adversary B that
breaks the unforgeability under weak chosen-message attack of the modified BonehBoyen signature scheme. By the security proof given in Section 2.7.1, this directly
gives rise to an expected polynomial-time adversary with non-negligible advantage
in solving the (N + 1)-SDH problem.
Given an adversary A for that distinguishes between Game 1 and Game 2, consider the forger B that outputs message tuples (1, c1,1 , . . . , c1,l ), . . . , (N, cN,1 , . . . , cN,` ).
When given public key (YDB , Y1 , . . . , YM ) and signatures E1 , . . . , EN it creates an
$
encrypted database using these values E1 , . . . , EN and a self-chosen value H ← G.
At the i-th transfer it extracts from A values (ρ, k, {ci }) such that
e(K, YDB )e(K, G)ρ

`
Y

e(K, Yj )ci,j = e(G, G)k

j=1

(This extraction is guaranteed to succeed since we already eliminated failed extractions in the transition from Game 0 to Game 1.) When ρ 6∈ {1, . . . , N } or
cρ,j 6∈ ACP ρ for some j then B outputs S←K 1/k as its forgery on message tuple
(ρ, cρ,1 , . . . , cρ,` ).
Proof of Claim 3.1.3. Given algorithms E, A with non-negligible advantage in distinguishing Game 4 and Game 5, consider the following algorithm B solving the
(N + 1)-PDDH problem. The claim follows by the reduction from the PDDH to the
BDHE problem in Theorem 1.
N +1
On input G, Gx , . . . , Gx
, H0 , H1 , . . . , HN +1 , B runs E and A as S4 does until
E instructs to create database DB = ((R1 , ACP 1 ), . . . , (RN , ACP N )). At this point
$
B chooses x1 , . . . , x` ← Zp and computes di = i + x1 ci,1 + . . . + x` ci,` for i =
QN
PN
1, . . . , N . Let f (X) = i=1 (X + di ) = i=0 αi X i and let fi (X) = f (X)/(X +
PN −1
QN
i αi
j
0
f (x)
di ) =
= i=0 (Gx ) ,
j=0 βi,j X for i = 1, . . . , N . B computes G ←G
QN
i+1 αi
x
YDB ←Gxf (x) = i=0 (Gx ) , and Yi ←G0 i for i = 1, . . . , `. For i = 1, . . . , N ,
1
QN −1
QN −1
j
it computes Ei ←G0 x+di = j=0 (Gx )βi,j and Fi ← j=0 (Hj )βi,j . Algorithm B

feeds pk DB = (G0 , H0 , YDB , Y1 , . . . , Y` ), (E1 , F1 ), . . . , (EN , FN ) as the encrypted
database to A, and continues running E and A as under S4 . If E outputs a bit b,
then B outputs the same bit b.
i
It is clear that if Hi = H0x then the database is distributed exactly as in
Game 4, while if H1 , . . . , HN are random it is distributed exactly as in Game 5.
The advantage of B in breaking the (N + 1)-PDDH assumption is the same as E’s
advantage in distinguishing Game 4 from Game 5.

The proof of the following lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 9, except that
Game 2 is no longer needed.
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Lemma 10. For all environments E and all real-world adversaries A controlling
the issuer and one or more users, there exists an ideal-world adversary A0 such that
RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ) ≤ 2−λ · q +
(N+1)SDH

+ AdvG

(N+2)BDHE

(λ) + (N + 1) · AdvG,GT

(λ) ,

where q is the total number of transfer protocols, and N the number of records in
the database.
Proof. Since the issuer is controlled by the adversary, the corrupted users can obtain
all the credentials they want, so without loss of generality we can restrict the setting
to a single corrupted user.
Game 0: Simulator S0 runs the adversary A and the honest database DB exactly
as in the real world, based on the input queries dictated by E so that
(0)

HybridE,S (λ) = RealE,A (λ) .
Game 1: Simulator S1 , at each transfer query dictated by E, runs the extractor
for the proof of knowledge PK {(ρ, k, zU , . . .)} to extract from A the witness
(ρ, k, {cred c }, {c}). If the extractor fails, then S1 outputs ⊥ to E; otherwise,
it continues to run A interacting with the honest database algorithm. The
difference between the two games is given by q times the knowledge error of
the proof of knowledge, i.e.,
(0)

(1)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ 2−λ · q .
Note that the time required to execute these q extractions is q times the
time of doing a single extraction, because the transfer protocols can only run
sequentially, rather than concurrently.
Game 2: Simulator S2 runs exactly like S1 , except that S2 outputs ⊥ to E, if the
extracted value ρ 6∈ {1, . . . , N } or the extracted set of categories {c} does
not match ACP ρ during any of the transfers. One can see that in this case
S = K 1/k is a forged modified Boneh-Boyen signature (described in section
3.3) on the record Rρ0 . The difference between Game 1 and Game 2 is
bounded by the following claim. The proof is identical to that of Claim 3.1.2
and hence omitted.
Claim 3.1.4. We have that
(1)

(2)

(N+1)SDH

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvG

(λ) .

Game 3: Simulator S3 , at the first transfer query dictated by E, runs the simulated
proof of knowledge PK {(H) : HDB = e(G, H)}. The value L returned in each
transfer query is computed as L←(Fρ /Rρ )k , and the final P K in the transfer
phase is replaced by a simulated proof.
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Note that now the simulation of the transfer phase no longer requires knowledge of H. However, all of the simulated proofs are the proofs of true statements and the change in the computation of L is purely conceptional. Thus
by the perfect zero-knowledge property, we have
(2)

(3)

HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
Game 4: Simulator S4 replaces the values F1 , . . . , FN sent to A during DBSetup
phase with random elements from GT . Now at this point, the second proof
in the previous game is a simulated proof of a false statement. Intuitively, if
these changes enable an environment E to separate the experiments, then one
can solve the BDHE problem. This is captured in the following claim. The
proof is identical to that of Claim 3.1.3 and therefore omitted.
Claim 3.1.5. It holds that
(3)

(4)

(N+2)BDHE

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ (N + 1) · AdvG,GT

(λ) .

We now construct, based on the real-world adversary A, an ideal-world adversary
A0 that plays the simultaneous roles of the issuer and the user and performs all of the
changes to the experiments described in the previous games except that at the time
of the transfer, after having extracted the value of ρ0 from A, he queries T for the
credentials for the all categories from ACP 0ρ . As the adversary simultaneously plays
the role of the issuer it sends bit 1 to T for granting all the necessary credentials.
After that A0 queries T the index ρ0 to obtain the record Rρ0 . Then he uses this
record to compute L←(Fρ0 /Rρ0 )k , and the final P K in the transfer phase is replaced
by a simulated proof.
One can see that A0 provides A with exactly the same environment as S4 did,
so we have
(4)
IdealE,A0 (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
Summing up all the above equations yields the lemma statement.

3.2

Unlinkable Priced Oblivious Transfer
with Rechargeable Wallets

In this section, we extend the ACOT protocol presented in the previous section
by adding the pricing functionality and present the first truly unlinkable priced
oblivious transfer (UPOT) protocol.
Let us start with a motivating example. Suppose a user Alice wants to buy a
digital item from a website that charges per purchased item, and that sells different
items at different prices. Alice might have reasons to believe, however, that the
website is making a lucrative parallel business out of selling information about her
shopping behavior to her competitors. For example, she may work for a pharmaceutical company and buy information about particular DNA genome sequences from a
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database, or she may work for a high-tech company and buy patents from a patent
database. The list of purchased records from either of these databases certainly
reveals precious information about her company’s research strategies. How does she
prevent the database from gathering information about her shopping behavior while
still allowing the database to correctly charge her for the purchased items?
What is needed here is a priced oblivious transfer (POT) protocol [AIR01], satisfying the basic and optional payment requirements that we listed in Section 3.
Namely, with the POT protocol, customers load an initial amount of money into
their pre-paid accounts, and can then start downloading records so that:
• the database does not learn which record is being purchased, nor the price of
the record that is being purchased;
• the customer can only obtain a single record per purchase, and cannot spend
more than his account balance; and
• the database does not learn the customer’s remaining balance.
All known POT protocols require the database to maintain customer-specific state
information across the different purchases by the same customer to keep track of his
(encrypted or committed) account balance. Different transactions by the same customer thereby necessarily become linkable. Thus, none of these protocols allows the
customer to purchase records anonymously: even if an anonymous payment system
is used to pre-charge the initial balance, the customer could be at most pseudonymous, partially defeating the purpose of protecting the customer’s privacy. For
example, the database still learns the number of records bought by each customer,
the time that these records were bought, and their average price. This clearly reveals
information about the customer and might lead to identification of the customer or
of the records she’s buying. To overcome this, we further require that the POT
additionally guarantees that
• the database does not learn any information about who purchases a record.
Existing POT protocols also lack a recharge functionality: once a customer’s
balance does not contain enough credit to buy a record, but is still positive, the
customer cannot use up the balance, but will have to open a new account for further
purchases. Even if the protocol can be extended so that the customer can reveal
and reclaim any remaining credit, he will leak information about his purchases by
doing so.
We propose the first truly anonymous priced oblivious transfer protocol with
recharge functionality. Rather than having the database keep track of account
balances, in our protocol the customers maintain their own balance. Of course,
precautions are taken to ensure that they cannot tamper with their balance, or
rewind it to a previous state. Furthermore, we offer a protocol that allows customers
to recharge their balances. Lastly, we present an enhanced protocol where records
are transferred using an optimistic fair exchange protocol [ASW97, ASW98], thereby
preventing a cheating database from decreasing a customer’s wallet without sending
the desired record.
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Construction Overview. We consider a database where each record may have
a different price. The database provider encrypts each record with a key that is
derived from not only its index but also from its price. It then publishes the entire
encrypted database.
To be able to access records, a customer first contacts the provider to create a
new, empty wallet. Customers can load more money into their wallet at any time.
The payment mechanism used to recharge customers’ wallets is outside the scope of
this dissertation; for full customer anonymity, we advise the use of an anonymous
e-cash scheme.
When a customer wants to purchase a record with index ρ and price p from the
database, the provider and the customer essentially run a two-party protocol, at the
end of which the customer will have obtained the decryption key for the record ρ
as well as an updated wallet with a balance of p units less. This is done is such
a way that the provider does not learn anything about ρ or p. More precisely, we
model wallets as one-time-use anonymous credentials with the balance of the wallet
being encoded as an attribute. When the customer buys a record (or recharges
her wallet), she basically uses the credential and gets in exchange a new credential
with the updated balance as an attribute, without the provider learning anything
about the wallet’s balance. The properties of one-time-use credentials ensure that
a customer cannot buy records worth more than what she has (pre-)paid to the
provider. We prove our protocol secure in the standard model (i.e., without random
oracles).
Related Work. Relative to the enormous body of work that has appeared on
oblivious transfer, only a few priced oblivious transfer protocols have been proposed. The concept of POT was introduced by Aiello et al. [AIR01] who presented
a scheme based on homomorphic encryption and symmetrically private information retrieval (SPIR) [GIKM98]. The protocol by Tobias [Tob03] is based on ElGamal, and a recent protocol by Rial et al. [RKP09] builds on the OT protocol
of [CNS07]. The protocols of [AIR01, Tob03] come only with heuristic security considerations, while that of [RKP09] was proved secure in the universal composability
(UC) model [Can01b]. All three of these protocols share a common principle that
the database maintains an encryption or commitment of each customer’s balance
that gets updated at each purchase. Purchases by the same customer are therefore
necessarily linkable, as the database has to know which ciphertext or commitment
to use. Neither of these protocols enables customers to recharge their wallets.
While by itself not being a POT protocol, the recent work by Coull et al. [CGH09]
could be cast into one. They propose an OT scheme where access to records is
controlled by using a state graph. With each access a user transitions from one
state to another, where the allowed records are defined by the possible transitions
from the current state. One could implement a (fully anonymous) POT protocol
by defining a separate state for each possible balance in a customer’s wallet. The
allowed transitions between states b and b0 are those records with price exactly b−b0 .
When using this approach however, the size of the encrypted database is O(bmax ·N ),
where bmax is the maximum wallet balance and N is the number of records in the
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database, as opposed to O(bmax + N ) in our scheme.

3.2.1

Definitions of UPOT

An unlinkable priced oblivious transfer (UPOT) scheme is parameterized by a security parameter λ ∈ N, a maximum wallet balance bmax ∈ N and a maximum
record price pmax ≤ bmax . We consider a setting with one database and one or more
customers. A database consists of a list of N couples ((R1 , p1 ), . . . , (RN , pN )), containing database records R1 , . . . , RN ∈ {0, 1}∗ and associated prices p1 , . . . , pN ∈
{0, . . . , pmax }. A UPOT scheme is a tuple of polynomial-time algorithms and protocols UPOT = (DBSetup, CreateWallet, Recharge, Purchase) run between customers
U1 , . . ., UM and a database provider DB in the following way:
 $

DBSetup: DB DB = (Ri , pi )i=1,...,N → (pk DB , ER 1 , . . . , ER N ), sk DB .
The database provider executes the randomized DBSetup algorithm to initiate a database containing records R1 , . . . , RN with corresponding prices
p1 , . . . , pN . It generates a pair of a secret and corresponding public key
(sk DB , pk DB ) for security parameter λ, and uses it to encrypt the individual records. The encrypted database consists of the public key pk DB and the
encrypted records ER 1 , . . . , ER N . The encrypted database is made available
to all customers, e.g., by publishing it on a website or by distributing it on
DVDs. 2 The database provider keeps the secret key sk DB to himself.
CreateWallet: DB(pk DB , sk DB ) → (); U(pk DB ) → W0 or ⊥.
A customer creates an empty wallet with a zero balance, signed by the database
provider, by engaging in the CreateWallet protocol with the database provider.
The provider’s public key pk DB is a common input, the corresponding secret
key sk DB is a secret input to the provider. At the end of the protocol, the
customer outputs an empty wallet W0 , or ⊥ to indicate failure.
Recharge: DB(pk DB , m, sk DB ) → (); U(pk DB , m, Wi ) → Wi+1 or ⊥.
When the customer wants to add money to her wallet Wi (which may or
may not be her initial wallet W0 ) she can engage in a Recharge protocol with
the database provider. The database’s public key pk DB and the amount of
money m that the customer wants to add to her balance are common inputs.
The database’s secret key sk DB and the customer’s current wallet Wi are
private inputs to the database and the customer, respectively. Eventually the
customer outputs the new wallet Wi+1 or ⊥ to indicate failure.
Purchase: DB(pk DB , sk DB ) → ();
U(pk DB , ρ, ER ρ , pρ , Wi ) → (Rρ , Wi+1 ) or (⊥, Wi+1 ) or (Rρ , ⊥) or (⊥, ⊥).
2 We assume that each customer obtains a copy of the entire encrypted database. It is impossible
to obtain our strong privacy requirements with a single database server without running into
either computation or communication complexity that is linear in the database size. We focus on
amortizing the complexity of the purchase protocol to keep it constant, i.e., independent of N .
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To purchase a record from the database, a customer engages in a Purchase
protocol with the database provider. The database’s public key pk DB is a
common input. The customer has as a private input her selection index ρ ∈
{1, . . . , N }, the encrypted record ER ρ and its price pρ , and her current wallet
Wi . The database provider uses its secret key sk DB as a private input. At
the end of the protocol, the customer outputs the database record Rρ and an
updated wallet Wi+1 . An output containing Rρ = ⊥ or Wi+1 = ⊥ indicates
that the record transfer or the wallet update failed, respectively.
We assume that all communication links are private and anonymous, to that
cheating customers cannot eavesdrop on honest customers’ conversations, and so
that the database does not know which customer he’s interacting with.
Security Definitions. We define the ideal and real-world functionalities as follows:
The real world. We first describe how the real world algorithms presented
above are orchestrated when all participants are honest, i.e., honest real-world customers U1 , . . . UM and an honest database DB. Parties controlled by the real-world
adversary A can arbitrarily deviate from the behavior described below.
Upon receiving (initdb, DB = (Ri , pi )i=1,...,N ) from E, the database generates
$
a key pair and encrypts the records by running ((pk DB , EDB ), sk DB ) ←
DBSetup(DB ), and sends (pk DB , EDB , (pi )i=1,...,N ) to all customers U1 , . . . , UM .
Upon receiving (create wallet) from E, customer Uj obtains an empty wallet by
engaging in a CreateWallet protocol with the database provider on common
input pk DB . The provider uses his secret key sk DB as a private input. At the
(j)
end of the protocol, the customer obtains the empty wallet W0 with zero
balance or ⊥ indicating failure. In the former case Uj returns a bit 1 to E, in
the latter it outputs 0. DB does not return anything to the environment.
Upon receiving (recharge, m) from E customer Uj engages in a Recharge protocol
(j)
with DB on common input pk DB , m, using sk DB and Wi as private inputs
(j)
to DB and Uj , respectively, where Wi is Uj ’s current wallet. At the end of
(j)
the protocol, Uj either obtains the new wallet Wi+1 or ⊥. In the former case,
it returns a bit 1 to E, in the latter it outputs 0. DB does not return anything
to the environment.
Upon receiving (purchase, ρ) from E, customer Uj engages in a Purchase protocol
(j)
with DB on common input (pk DB ), on Uj ’s private input ρ, ER ρ , pρ , Wi , and
on DB’s private input sk DB , until Uj obtains the record Rρ and a new wallet
(j)
Wi+1 . The customer returns two bits to the environment, the first indicating
whether the record transfer succeeded (i.e., 0 if Rρ = ⊥ and 1 otherwise), the
(j)
second indicating whether the wallet update succeeded (i.e., 0 if Wi+1 = ⊥
and 1 otherwise). DB does not return anything to the environment.
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The ideal world. In the ideal world all participants communicate through a
trusted party T which implements the functionality of our protocol. On Figure 3.7
0
we describe the behavior of T on the inputs of the ideal-world customers U10 , . . . , UM
0
and the ideal-world database DB .
The trusted party T maintains the database DB and an array W [·] to keep track
of the balance in customer’s wallets. Initially all entries are unspecified, i.e.,
DB ← and W [j]← for j = 1, . . . , M . The trusted party responds to queries
from the different parties as follows.
• Upon receiving (initdb, (Ri , pi )i=1,...,N ) from DB 0 , T checks whether 0 ≤
pi ≤ pmax for i = 1, . . . , N . If so, it sets DB ←(Ri , pi )i=1,...,N and sends a
message (initdb, {pi }i=1,...,N )) to all customers.
• Upon receiving (create wallet) from Uj0 , T sends (create wallet) to
DB 0 who sends back a bit b. If b = 1 then T sets W [j]←0 and sends 1 to
Uj0 ; otherwise it simply sends 0 to Uj0 .
• Upon receiving (recharge, m) from Uj0 , T first checks that W [j] 6=  and
W [j] + m ≤ bmax . If either of these checks fails, it sends back a bit 0 to
Uj0 , otherwise it proceeds as follows. T sends (recharge, m) to DB 0 who
sends back a bit b. If b = 1 then the T sets W [j]←W [j] + m and sends a
bit 1 to Uj0 ; otherwise it simply sends 0 to Uj0 .
• Upon receiving (purchase, ρ) from Uj0 , T proceeds as follows. If W [j] < pρ
then T simply returns a pair (⊥, 1) to Uj0 . Otherwise, it sends a message (purchase) to DB 0 , who sends back a pair of bits (b1 , b2 ) indicating
whether or not the record transfer and the wallet update succeeded. Party
T sends a pair (R, b) back to Uj0 that is composed as follows. If b1 = 1
and DB 6=  then it sets R←Rρ , otherwise it sets R←⊥. If b2 = 1 then T
sets W [j]←W [j] − pρ and b←1; else it sets W [j]← and b←0.

Figure 3.7: Ideal-World functionality for UPOT.
0
The honest ideal-world parties U10 , . . . , UM
, DB simply relay inputs and outputs
between the environment E and the trusted party T . Dishonest parties can deviate
arbitrarily from this behavior.
Note that in the ideal world the database cannot tell which customer makes a
purchase, which record she is querying, or what the price of this record is, therefore
guaranteeing perfect customer privacy. At the same time, customers in the ideal
world can only purchase records that they can afford, they can only obtain one record
per purchase, and even colluding customers cannot obtain records that they wouldn’t
have been able to afford individually, thereby guaranteeing perfect database security.
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DBSetup DB = (Ri , pi )i=1,...,N :
If bmax > 2λ−1 or E i : pi > pmax then abort
$
$
$
$
(e, G, GT , q) ← G(1λ ) ; Gt , Ht ← GT ∗ ; G, H, G1 , H1 , H2 , H3 ← G∗ ; xR , xp , xb , xw ← Zq
xw
xR
xp
xb
HDB ←e(G, H); YR ←G ; Yp ←G ; Yb ←G ; Yw ←G1
1

For i = 1, . . . , N do Ei ←G xR +i+xp ·pi ; Fi ←e(H, Ei ) · Ri ; ER i ←(Ei , Fi )
(i)
For i = 0, . . . , bmax do Yb ←G1/(xb +i)
(0)
(b
)
sk DB ←(H, xR , xp , xb , xw ) ; pk DB ←(g,H, G1 , H1 , H2 , H3 , YR , Yp , Yb , Yb , . . . , Yb max , Yw )
Return (pk DB , ER 1 , . . . , ER N ), sk DB

Figure 3.8: Database setup algorithm for UPOT

3.2.2

UPOT Construction

We now describe our scheme in detail. To issue wallets and update customers’
balances, we employ the signature scheme presented in Section 2.7.2. To implement
the oblivious transfer with anonymous payments we extend the OT protocol by
Camenisch et al. [CNS07]. We will also use a number of zero-knowledge proofs
about discrete logarithms as described in Section 2.4.2.
Initial Setup. In Figure 3.8 we describe the setup procedure of the database
provider, who also issues wallets to customers. Customers do not have their own
setup procedure.
The database provider runs the randomized DBSetup algorithm to initiate a
database containing records R1 , . . . , RN with corresponding prices p1 , . . . , pN . It
generates a pairing group of prime order q for security parameter λ, a number of
random generators, and four secret keys xR , xp , xb , and xw with corresponding
public keys YR , Yp , Yb , and Yw . Intuitively, xR is used as a randomness seed to
encrypt the records, xp securely links prices to records, xb authenticates all possible
balances, and xw authenticates the balance in customers’ wallets.
The database provider encrypts each record Ri with its own key to a ciphertext
(Ei , Fi ). These keys are in fact signatures on the index i and the price pi of the
record under the database provider’s secret keys xR and xp . The pairs (Ei , Fi ) can
be seen as an ElGamal encryption [ElG85] in GT of the record Ri under the public
key HDB . But instead of using random elements from GT as the first component,
1
our protocol uses verifiably random [DY05] values Ei = G xR +i+xp ·pi . It is this
verifiability that during the purchase protocol allows the database to check that the
customer is indeed asking for the decryption key of a single record with a price that
is within his current balance.
Let pmax ≤ bmax < 2λ−1 < q/2 be the maximal balance that can be stored
in a customer’s wallet. To prove that the customer’s new balance after buying
a record remains positive and is not more than the maximum balance, we use a
signature-based set membership protocol of Section 2.7.5. Here the set contains
all possible balances from the customer’s wallet {0, . . . , bmax }. So for each possible
(i)
balance 0 ≤ i ≤ bmax the database provider uses xb to compute a signature {Yb }.
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CreateWallet :
U(pk DB ) :

DB(pk DB , sk DB ) :

$

n0 , r00 ← Zq
r0

A00 ←H1n0 H3 0

r0

A00 , PK {K n0 , r00 : A00 = H1n0 H3 0}
A0 , r000 , s0

r0 ←r00 + r000 mod q 
If e(A0 , Gs10 Yw ) = e(G1 H1n0 H2b0 H3r0 , G1 )
Then returnW0 ←(A0 , r0 , s0 , n0 , 0)
Else return ⊥

$

s0 , r000 ← Zq
00
r0

1

A0 ←(G1 A00 H2b0 H3 ) xw +s0

Return 

Figure 3.9: Create wallet protocol for UPOT
These values are included in the database’s public key; they will be used by the
customer to prove that her balance remains positive after subtracting the price of
the purchased record.
The encrypted database consists of a public key pk DB and the encrypted records
ER 1 , . . . , ER N . It is made available to all customers, e.g., by publishing it on a
website or by distributing it on DVDs. The server keeps the database secret key
sk DB to itself.
Obtaining wallets. Before purchasing any records, customers first need to create
empty wallets and then charge them with money. To create a wallet, the customer
runs the CreateWallet protocol with the database provider depicted in Figure 3.9.
The database provider’s public key pk DB is a common input. The database
provider has his secret key sk DB as a private input. At the end of the protocol,
the customer obtains a wallet W0 = (A0 , r0 , s0 , n0 , b0 = 0) signed by the database
provider. Here, (A0 , r0 , s0 ) is essentially a signature as per the scheme of Section 2.7.2 of a serial number n0 chosen by the customer and the initial balance of
the wallet b0 = 0. Next, the customer verifies the wallet’s signature and outputs
W0 if the check is successful.
Recharge protocol. Customers can recharge the balance of their wallets by engaging in a Recharge protocol (Figure 3.10) with the database server. Doing so does
not reveal the remaining balance in the wallet, nor whether this is a freshly created
wallet or an updated wallet obtained after purchasing a record. The common inputs
are the database provider’s public key pk DB and the amount of money m that the
customer wants to add to her balance. The database’s secret key sk DB and the
customer’s current wallet Wi are private inputs to the database and the customer,
respectively.
If the customer already obtained a wallet earlier (her state is not empty), she
updates her balance to bi+1 = bi + m and generates a fresh serial number ni+1 and
0
a randomizer ri+1
for a new wallet. Then she chooses from the set of database
(0)
(b
)
signatures Yb , . . . , Yb max of possible balances the signature corresponding to her
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Recharge :
U(pk DB , m, Wi ) :

DB(pk DB , m, sk DB ) :

If Wi =  then return ⊥
Parse Wi as (Ai , ri , si , ni , bi )
bi+1 ←bi + m; If bi+1 > bmax then return ⊥
n

$

r0

b

0
ni+1 , ri+1
← Zq ; A0i+1 ←H1 i+1 H2 i+1 H3 i+1
0
0 $
ti , ti ← Zq ; Ãi ←Ai U ti ; Bi ←V ti U ti
00
(b
) ti
$
ni , Ãi , Bi , A0i+1 , Vb
t00i ← Zq ; Vb ←(Yb i+1 ) 
0
0 00
PK K ri , si , ni+1 , bi+1 , ri+1 , ti , ti , ti , αi , βi :
n

b

r0

00

A0i+1 = H1 i+1 H2 i+1 H3 i+1 ∧ e(Vb , Yb ) = e(Vb , G)−bi+1 e(G, G)ti ∧
Bi = V ti U t

0

i

∧ 1 = Bi−si V αi U βi ∧


e(Ãi , Yw )
bi+1
−si αi
ri
ti
= e(U, Yw ) e(Ãi U H3 H2
, G1 )
e(G1 H1ni H2−m , G1 )
Check if ni is fresh
r 00

00
Ai+1 , ri+1
, si+1
00
0
(mod q)

+ ri+1
ri+1 ←ri+1
si+1
ni+1
bi+1
ri+1
If e(Ai+1 , Yw G1 ) = e(G1 H1
H2 H3 , G1 )
Then return Wi+1 ←(Ai+1 , ri+1 , si+1 , ni+1 , bi+1 )
Else return ⊥

1

Ai+1 ←(G1 A0i+1 H3 i+1 ) xw +si+1

Return 

Figure 3.10: Recharge protocol for UPOT
(b

)

00

new balance and blinds it as V = (Yb i+1 )ti . This allows her to prove that her
new balance bi+1 is positive and less than bmax with the set membership scheme
from [CCS08]. The customer further proves that she correctly increased her balance
by the amount m being deposited. The database provider checks whether the proof
is valid and whether the serial number ni is fresh, i.e., whether he previously saw
the number ni . If not, then the database decides that the customer is trying to
overspend and aborts. Otherwise, if the database provider accepts the proof, he
signs the customer’s new wallet with updated balance and sends it to the customer.
The customer checks the validity of the signature on her new wallet, and if it verifies
correctly, outputs an updated state containing the new wallet Wi+1 .
Purchase Protocol. When the customer wants to purchase a record from the
database, she engages in a Purchase protocol (Figure 3.11) with the database server.
The only common input is the database’s public key pk DB . The customer has as a
private input her selection index ρ ∈ {1, . . . , N }, the encrypted record ER ρ and its
price pρ , and her current wallet Wi . The database provider uses its secret key sk DB
as a private input.
The customer blinds the first part of the chosen encrypted record Eρ and sends
this blinded version K to the database. Note that Eρ is derived from the database
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Purchase :

U pk DB , ρ, ER ρ , pρ , Wi :

DB(pk DB , sk DB ) :

If Wi =  then return (⊥, ⊥)
Parse Wi as (Ai , ri , si , ni , bi )
If bi < pρ then return (⊥, Wi )
$
bi+1 ←bi − pρ ; k ← Zq ; K←(Eρ )k

r0

b

n

$

0
ni+1 , ri+1
← Zq ; A0i+1 ←H1 i+1 H2 i+1 H3 i+1
0
0 $
t, t ← Zq ; Ãi ←Ai U t ; Bi ←V t U t
$

V, K, ni , Ãi , Bi , A0i+1

(bi+1 ) t00

t00 ← Zq ; Vb ←(Yb

)

0

PK K k, ρ, pρ , ri , si , t, t , t
n

0
ri+1

b

A0i+1 = H1 i+1 H2 i+1 H3

00

−bi+1

∧ e(Vb , Yb ) = e(Vb

:

00

Gt , G) ∧

0

−pρ

)e(G, G)k ∧ Bi = V t U t ∧ 1 = Bi−si V α U β ∧

(bi+1 +pρ )
α ri
i
= e(U, Yb )t e(Ã−s
U
H
H
,
G
)
1
3
2
i

e(K, YR ) = e(K , G−ρ Yp
e(Ãi , Yb )
e(G1 H1ni , G1 )

-

0
, α, β, ni+1 , bi+1 , ri+1

Check ni is fresh
$
00
← Zq
L←e(H, K); si+1 , ri+1
r 00



1

Ai+1 ←(G1 A0i+1 H3 i+1 ) xw +si+1
00
L, Ai+1 , ri+1 , si+1

PK 
{K H : HDB = e(G, H) ∧ L = e(K, H)}

If PK verifies correctly
Then Rρ ←Fρ /(L1/k ) else Rρ ←⊥
0
00
ri+1 ←ri+1
+ ri+1
(mod q)
s
n
b
r
If e(Ai+1 , Yw G1i+1 ) = e(G1 H1 i+1 H2 i+1 H3 i+1 , G1 )
Then Wi+1 ←(Ai+1 , ri+1 , si+1 , ni+1 , bi+1 ) else Wi+1 ←
Return (Rρ , Wi+1 )

Return 

Figure 3.11: Purchase protocol for UPOT
provider’s secret key, the index and the price of the record. Next, the customer
updates her balance to bi+1 = bi − pρ , generates a fresh serial number ni+1 and a
randomizer for the new wallet. Then she chooses from the set of database signatures
(0)
(b
)
Yb , . . . , Yb max of possible balances the signature corresponding to her new balance
(b
) t00
and blinds it as Vb = (Yb i+1 ) i . This allows her to prove that her new balance bi+1
is positive by employing the set membership scheme from [CCS08] briefly described
in Section 2.7.5. The customer further proves that K is correctly formed as a
blinding of some Eρ and that she correctly reduced her balance by the price of
requested record. The database provider checks if the serial number ni is fresh,
i.e., whether it previously saw the number ni . If not, then the database decides
that the customer is trying to double-spend and aborts. Otherwise, if the database
provider accepts the proof, it computes L from H and K, sends L to the customer,
and executes a proof of knowledge of the database secret key H and that L was
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computed correctly. In our security proof, this zero-knowledge proof will enable us
to extract H and decrypt the contents of the database. Also database provider signs
the customer’s new wallet with updated balance and sends it to the customer. The
customer checks the validity of the zero-knowledge proof and of the signature on her
new wallet. ⊥ as the record; if the wallet signature is invalid, then it returns  as
the new wallet; if all goes correctly, she outputs the record Rρ and the new wallet
Wi+1 . The protocol is easily seen to be correct by observing that L = e(H, Eρ )k ,
so therefore Fρ /L1/k = Rρ .
Notice that PK {K H : HDB = e(G, H) ∧ L = e(K, H)} can be realized in the
standard way as e(G, ·) is a group (one-way) homomorphism that maps G onto GT ,
as described in Section 2.4.2.
We finally remark that the database has to calculate a signature of every element in the set of all possible balances in the customer’s wallet {0, . . . , bmax } and
encrypt all records (1, . . . , N ) only once at the setup phase, and the customer has to
download the entire encrypted database and balance signatures only once as well.
So the communication and computation complexity of the protocol depends on a
cardinality of a set of all possible balances in the customer’s wallet and a number of
the records in the database only at the setup phase. The other parts of the protocol
(create wallet, recharge and purchase), however, require only a constant number of
group elements to be sent and a constant number of exponentiations and pairings
to be computed.

3.2.3

Security Analysis

The security of our protocol is analyzed by proving indistinguishability between
adversary actions in the real protocol and in an ideal scenario that is secure by
definition. Given a real-world adversary A, we construct an ideal-world adversary
A0 such that no environment E can distinguish whether it is interacting with A or
A0 .
Theorem 11. If the (N + 2)-BDHE assumption holds in G, GT and the max(qW ,
bmax +1, N +1)-SDH assumption holds in G,then the UPOT protocol depicted in Figures 3.8–3.11 securely implements the UPOT functionality, where N is the number
of database records, bmax is the maximum possible balance in a customer’s wallet,
and qW is the number of created wallets.
We prove the theorem by separately proving it for two cases when one of two
parties is corrupted in two lemmas below. We do not consider the cases where
all parties are honest and where all parties are dishonest as these cases have no
practical interest. For each case we prove the indistinguishability between the real
and ideal worlds by defining a sequence of hybrid games Game 0, . . . , Game n. In
each game we define a simulator S that runs A as a subroutine and that provides E’s
(i)
entire view. We define HybridE,S (λ) to be the probability that E outputs 1 when
run in the world provided by the simulator in Hybrid(i) that we denote as Si . The
games are always constructed such that the first simulator S0 runs A and all honest
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(0)

parties exactly like in the real world, so that HybridE,S (λ) = RealE,A (λ), and such
that the final simulator Sn is easily transformed into an ideal-world adversary A0
(n)
so that HybridE,S (λ) = IdealE,A0 (λ). By upper-bounding and summing the mutual
(i)

(i+1)

game distances HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) for i = 0, . . . , n − 1, we obtain an
upper bound for the overall distance RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ) .
Lemma 12. For all environments E and all real-world adversaries A controlling
the database there exists an ideal-world adversary A0 such that
RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ) ≤ 2−λ
Proof. Since the adversary can always simulate additional customers himself, we
can simplify the setting to a single honest customer U.
Game 1: Simulator S2 , upon receiving a recharge query (recharge, U, m) dictated
by E, replaces V with a random element from G and exploits the full zero0
knowledge property of the proof of knowledge PK {(ri , si , ni+1 , bi+1 , ri+1
, . . .)}
to prove a false statement. Likewise, at each (purchase, U, ρ) query dictated
by E, S2 replaces V with a random element from G and runs a simulated proof
0
of knowledge PK (k, ρ, pρ , ri , si , ni+1 , bi+1 , ri+1
, . . .). Intuitively, through this
change, the simulator can fake the range proof, so that he can always perform
Recharge and Purchase protocols without having to worry about his wallet
balance or the price of the purchased record. Since Vb was blinded by raising
it to a random exponent t00i that is not used anywhere else in the protocol,
the new distribution of Vb is identical to that in a real attack, so this game
hop does not rely on any computational assumption. By the perfect zeroknowledge property, we therefore have that
(0)

(1)

HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
Game 2: Simulator S2 runs exactly like S1 , except that at the first purchase query
dictated by E, it runs the extractor for the proof of knowledge PK {(H) :
HDB = e(G, H) ∧ L = e(K, H)} to extract from A the element H such that
e(G, H) = H. If the extractor fails, then S2 outputs ⊥ to E; otherwise,
it continues to run A interacting with the honest customer algorithm. The
difference between the two games is given by the knowledge error of the proof
of knowledge, i.e.,
(1)

(2)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ 2−λ .
Game 3: Simulator S3 runs exactly like S2 , except that upon receiving a message
(purchase, U, ρ) from E it lets the customer always query record R1 instead
of Rρ . We claim that
(2)

(3)

HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
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The claim follows from the (perfect) zero-knowledgeness of the proof of knowledge of (k, ρ, pρ , . . .) [ASM06]. Note that the balance in the simulator’s wallet
is always “sufficient” to purchase R1 since it fakes the range proof.
We now construct, based on the real-world adversary A, an ideal-world adversary A0 that plays the role of the database, runs the real-world adversary A as a
subroutine, and that incorporates all modifications of the games sketched above.
The adversary A0 simply relays all messages between the environment E and A.
A0 runs A to obtain the database’s public key pk DB and the encrypted database
EDB = (pk DB , (E1 , F1 ), . . . , (EN , FN )).
Upon receiving a message (create wallet) from T , it executes the customer’s
side of the create wallet protocol with A, maintaining state as necessary. If the
created empty wallet is valid, A0 returns b = 1 to T , otherwise it returns b = 0.
Upon receiving (recharge, m) from T , it executes the customer’s side of the
recharge protocol for amount m with A, but replaces the value V with a random
element from G and simulates the PoK protocol. If the protocol returns a valid
wallet, then A0 returns b = 1 to T ; if the protocol returns ⊥ then A0 returns b = 0.
The the first purchase message from T , A0 simulates an honest user querying
for R1 , but replaces V with a random value from G and simulates the proof of
knowledge. Then it extracts H from A in the last proof of knowledge, uses it to
decrypt Ri as Fi /e(H, Ei ) for i = 1, . . . , N and sends (initdb, (Ri , pi )i=1,...,N ) to
T . A0 sends a pair of bits (b1 , b2 ) back to T depending whether the obtained record
is valid (b1 = 1) or not (b1 = 0) and whether the updated wallet is valid (b2 = 1)
or not (b2 = 0). Later purchase queries are treated the same way, but without the
final step of decrypting the database.
One can see that A0 provides A with exactly the same environment as S3 did
above, so we have
(3)
IdealE,A0 (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
Summing up all the above equations yields the lemma statement.
Lemma 13. For all environments E and all real-world adversaries A controlling
some of the customers, there exists an ideal-world adversary A0 such that
RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ) ≤
(N+2)-BDHE
(λ),
2−λ · Q + AdvqG-SDH (λ) + (N + 1) · AdvG,GT

where Q is the total number of create wallet, recharge, and purchase queries, q =
max(qW , bmax + 1, N + 1), qW is the total number of create wallet queries, bmax is the
maximum possible balance in a customer’s wallet, and N is the number of records
in the database.
Proof. Since the UPOT functionality prevents colluding customers from pooling
their wallets we have to consider multiple customers here, some of which are corrupted, and some of which are honest.
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Game 1: Simulator S1 , at each CreateWallet query by a corrupted customer dictated by E, runs the extractor for the proof of knowledge PK {(n0 , r00 )} to
extract from A the witness (n0 ) and adds a pair (n0 , 0) to the list of issued
wallets. If the extractor fails, then S1 outputs ⊥ to E; otherwise, it continues
to run A interacting with the honest database algorithm. The difference between the two games is given by qW times the knowledge error of the proof of
knowledge, where qW is the total number of create wallet queries i.e.,
(0)

(1)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ 2−λ · qW .
Game 2: Simulator S2 , at each Recharge query by a corrupted customer dictated
0
by E, runs the extractor for the proof of knowledge PK {(ri , si , ni+1 , bi+1 , ri+1
,
0
. . .} to extract from A the witness (ni+1 , bi+1 , ri+1 , ri ) and adds (ni+1 , bi+1 )
to the list of issued wallets. If the extractor fails, then S2 outputs ⊥ to E; otherwise, it continues to run A interacting with the honest database algorithm.
The difference between the two games is given by qR times the knowledge error
of the proof of knowledge, where qR is the number of recharge queries, i.e.,
(1)

(2)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ 2−λ · qR .
Game 3: Simulator S3 , at each purchase query by a corrupted customer dictated
by E, runs the extractor for the proof of knowledge PK {(k, ρ, pρ , ri , si , ni+1 ,
0
0
bi+1 , ri+1
, . . .)} to extract from A the witness (k, ρ, pρ , ri , si , ni+1 , bi+1 , ri+1
)
and adds (ni+1 , bi+1 ) to the list of issued wallets. If the extractor fails, then S3
outputs ⊥ to E; otherwise, it continues to run A interacting with the honest
database algorithm. The difference between the two games is given by qP
times the knowledge error of the proof of knowledge, where qR is the number
of purchase queries, i.e.,
(2)

(3)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ 2−λ · qP .
Note that the time required to execute these qP extractions is qP times the
time of doing a single extraction, because the transfer protocols can only run
sequentially, rather than concurrently.
Game 4: Simulator S4 runs exactly like S3 , except that S4 outputs ⊥ to E if in any
Recharge protocol the pair (ni , bi = bi+1 − m) was never issued before (i.e., the
pair (ni , bi ) is not in the list of issued wallets), or if in any Purchase protocol
the pair (ni , bi = bi+1 + pρ ) is not in the list of issued wallets. One can see
that in this case Ai = Ãi U −ti is a forged wallet signature on (ni , bi ). The
difference between Game 1 and Game 2 is bounded by the following claim:
Claim 3.2.1. We have that
HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvqGW -SDH (λ) .
(3)

(4)
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It is obvious that if the extracted wallet was not legitimately obtained then
adversary A forged the wallet signature scheme. By the security proof given
in [ASM06], this directly gives rise to an expected polynomial-time adversary
with non-negligible advantage in solving the qW -SDH problem, where qW is
the total number of issued wallets.
Note that this also includes the case when corrupted customers manage to
pool their wallets. Since the customer can spend money only from one wallet
during the purchase protocol, the colluding customers would have to create a
single combined wallet from all their individual wallets, and hence the wallet
must be forged.
Game 5: Simulator S5 runs exactly like S4 , except that S5 outputs ⊥ to E if the
balance is not positive or is more than bmax after subtracting the price of the
(b
)
purchased record. One can see that in this case Yb i+1 is a forged signature
on bi+1 . The difference between Game 4 and Game 5 is bounded by the
following claim:
Claim 3.2.2. We have that
(4)

(b

(5)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvG max

+1)-SDH

(λ) ,

where bmax is the maximum possible balance in a customer’s wallet. It is obvious that in this case adversary A brokes the set membership scheme of [CCS08]
described in Section 2.7.5, which is actually a zero-knowledge argument of set
membership for our set of possible balances (0, . . . , bmax ), if the (bmax + 1)SDH assumption holds.
Game 6: Simulator S6 runs exactly like S5 , except that S6 outputs ⊥ to E if the
extracted value ρ0 6∈ {1, . . . , N } or the extracted price pρ0 is not the real price of
record Rρ0 . One can see that in this case S = K 1/k is a forged modified BonehBoyen signature as described in Section 2.7.1 on record Rρ0 . The difference
between Game 5 and Game 6 is bounded by the following claim:
Claim 3.2.3. We have that
(5)

(N+1)-SDH

(6)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvG

(λ) .

Game 7: Simulator S7 computes the value L returned in each purchase query as
L←(Fρ /Rρ )k , and replaces the final PoK in the purchase phase is replaced
with a simulated proof.
Note that now the simulation of the purchase phase no longer requires knowledge of H. However, all of the simulated proofs are proofs of true statements
and the change in the computation of L is purely conceptual. Thus by the
perfect zero-knowledge property, we have that
(6)

(7)

HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
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Game 8: Simulator S8 replaces the values F1 , . . . , FN sent to A during the DBSetup
phase with random elements from GT . At this point, the PoK in the previous
game is a simulated proof of a false statement. Intuitively, if these changes
enable an environment E to separate the experiments, then one can solve an
instance of the BDHE problem. This is captured in the following claim:
Claim 3.2.4. We have that
(7)

(8)

(N+2)-BDHE

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ (N + 1) · AdvG,GT

(λ) .

We now construct, based on the real-world adversary A, an ideal-world adversary
A0 that plays the role of the dishonest customers. A0 simply relays all communication
between the environment E and A.
Upon receiving (initdb, {pi }i=1,...,N )) from T , A0 creates an encrypted database
(EDB , sk DB ) encrypting N random records, meaning that F1 , . . . , FN are random
group elements of GT . It sends (EDB , {pi }i=1,...,N ) to all real-world cheating customers managed by A.
To simulate A’s CreateWallet, Recharge, and Purchase protocol queries, A0 plays
the role of a real-world database by extracting from A the wallet signatures (Ai , ri , si ),
(i)
record signatures Eρ and range proof signatures Yb that it uses in the zeroknowledge proofs, and aborting if either a forged wallet signature or a forged range
proof signature is detected. When a cheating customer Uj (controlled by A) makes
a CreateWallet query, A0 simply sends a message (create wallet, j) to T ; when Uj
makes a Recharge query for amount m, A0 sends a message (recharge, j, m) to T .
These never cause Uj0 ’s balance to exceed bmax , because that would imply a forgery
in the range proof signature, which we ruled out above.
When a cheating customer Uj makes a Purchase query, A0 extracts the index
of the record being purchased ρ and the exponent k, and sends (purchase, j, ρ) to
T to obtain the record Rρ . Note that Uj0 ’s balance is always sufficient to purchase
Rρ , because otherwise A would have forged one of the signature schemes, which we
ruled out above. Next, A0 computes L←(Fρ /Rρ )k and simulates the zero-knowledge
proof as in the simulation above.
To simulate A’s CreateWallet, Recharge, and Purchase protocol queries, A0 plays
the role of a real-world database by extracting information as in Game 1–Game 6
above, and aborting if a forged wallet signature, a forged range proof signature, or
a forged record signature is detected. When a cheating customer Uj (controlled by
A) makes a CreateWallet query, A0 sends a message (create wallet, j) to T . When
Uj makes a Recharge query for amount m, A0 sends a message (recharge, j, m) to
T . Note that this will never cause Uj0 ’s balance to exceed bmax , because that would
imply a forgery in the range proof, which we ruled out above.
When a cheating customer Uj makes a Purchase query, A0 extracts the index of
the record being purchased ρ and the exponent k and sends (purchase, j, ρ) to T
to obtain the record Rρ . Note that Uj0 ’s balance is always high enough to purchase
Rρ , because otherwise A would have forged one of the signature schemes, which we
ruled out above. Next, A0 computes L←(Fρ /Rρ )k and simulates the zero-knowledge
proof as done in Game 7–Game 8 above.
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One can see that A0 provides A with exactly the same environment as S8 did,
so we have
(8)
IdealE,A0 (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
Summing up all the above equations yields the lemma statement.
We have left to prove the claims used above.
Proof of Claim 3.2.3. We prove the claim by constructing an adversary B that
breaks the unforgeability under weak chosen-message attack of the modified BonehBoyen signature scheme. By the security proof given in Section 2.7.1, this directly
gives rise to an expected polynomial-time adversary with non-negligible advantage
in solving the (N + 1)-SDH problem.
Given an adversary A for that distinguishes between Game 1 and Game 2,
consider the forger B that outputs message tuples (1, c1,1 , . . . , c1,l ), . . . , (N, cN,1 , . . . ,
cN,` ). When given public key (YDB , Y1 , . . . , YM ) and signatures E1 , . . . , EN it creates
$
an encrypted database using these values E1 , . . . , En and a self-chosen value H ← G.
At the i-th transfer it extracts from A values (ρ, k, {ci }) such that
e(K, YDB )e(K, G)ρ

`
Y

e(K, Yj )ci,j = e(G, G)k

j=1

(This extraction is guaranteed to succeed since we already eliminated failed extractions in the transition from Game 0 to Game 1.) When ρ 6∈ {1, . . . , N } or
ci 6∈ ACLρ for some i then B outputs s←K 1/k as its forgery on message tuple
(ρ, cρ,1 , . . . , cρ,` ).
Proof of Claim 3.2.4. Given algorithms E, A with non-negligible advantage in distinguishing Game 4 and Game 5, consider the following algorithm B solving the
(N + 1)-PDDH problem. The claim follows by the reduction from the PDDH to the
BDHE problem in Theorem 1.
N +1
On input g, Gx , . . . , Gx
, H0 , H1 , . . . , HN +1 , B runs E and A as S4 does until E instructs to create database DB = ((R1 , ACP 1 ), . . . , (RN , ACP N )). At this
$
point B chooses x1 , . . . , x` ← Zp and computes di = i + x1 ci,1 + . . . + x` ci,` for
PN
QN
i = 1, . . . , N . Let f (X) = i=1 (X + di ) = i=0 αi X i and let fi (X) = f (X)/(X +
α
PN −1
QN
j
0
f (x)
xi i
di ) =
=
i=0 (G ) ,
j=0 βi,j X for i = 1, . . . , N . B computes g ←G
QN
i+1 αi
x
YDB ←Gxf (x) = i=0 (Gx ) , and Yi ←G0 i for i = 1, . . . , `. For i = 1, . . . , N ,
1
Q
QN −1
j
N −1
it computes Ei ←G0 x+di = j=0 (Gx )βi,j and Fi ← j=0 (Hj )βi,j . Algorithm B

feeds pk DB = (G0 , H0 , YDB , Y1 , . . . , Y` ), (E1 , F1 ), . . . , (EN , FN ) as the encrypted
database to A, and continues running E and A as under S4 . If E outputs a bit b,
then B outputs the same bit b.
i
It is clear that if Hi = H0x then the database is distributed exactly as in
Game 4, while if H1 , . . . , HN are random it is distributed exactly as in Game 5.
The advantage of B in breaking the (N + 1)-PDDH assumption is the same as E’s
advantage in distinguishing Game 4 from Game 5.
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Fair Purchase and Recharge Protocols

In the recharge and purchase protocols of our basic scheme, the customer has to
spend her current wallet (i.e., reveal the serial number ni ) before obtaining a new
wallet and the decryption key to the purchased record. A malicious database could
abuse this situation by aborting the transaction after the wallet was spent, thereby
leaving the customer with a spent wallet and without a new wallet and the record
that she wanted.
FairPurchase :


U pk DB , ρ, ER ρ , pρ , Wi :

DB(pk DB , sk DB ) :

If Wi =  then return (⊥, ⊥)
Parse Wi as (Ai , ri , si , ni , bi )
Compute Vb , K, Ãi , Bi , A0i+1
$
cmt ← Commit(ni )
Vb , K, cmt, Ãi , Bi , A0i+1

-

0
PK {K k, ρ, pρ , ri , si , ni+1 , bi+1 , ri+1
, . .. : . . .}

c←H(n1 , . . . , nS )
sig←SignDB (cmt, c)
00
Compute L, Ai+1 , si+1 , ri+1
00
c, sig, VETTP (L, Ai+1 , ri+1 , si+1 )
PK 
{K H : HDB = e(G, H) ∧ L = e(H, K)}
Verify sig, PK
Open cmt to ni

Check if ni is fresh



00
L, Ai+1 , ri+1
, si+1

Compute ri+1 , Rρ , Wi+1
Return (Rρ , (1, Wi+1 ))

Return 

Figure 3.12: Fair purchase protocol.
In this section we sketch how to strengthen our recharge and purchase protocols
against this type of attacks by introducing a trusted third party (TTP), which is
only involved in case of conflict. Essentially, we let the customer and the database
engage in an optimistic fair exchange [ASW97, ASW98] of the serial number ni
00
against the record decryption key L and updated wallet (Ai+1 , ri+1
, si+1 ) as shown
on Figure 3.12.
Here the customer and the database proceed as in the simple purchase protocol, except that instead of sending ni in the clear the customer sends a commitment cmt = Commit(ni ) to the database, and performs the proof of knowledge
PK {K ni+1 , si , ...} based on this commitment. If the proof is accepted, the server
sends back a verifiable encryption [CS03] of the decryption key and the new wal00
let (L, Ai+1 , ri+1
, si+1 ) under the trusted third party’s public key, and performs the
proof of knowledge PK {K H : . . .} based on this verifiable encryption. The database
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also computes the hash c of all previously revealed serial numbers and provides the
customer with a signature on cmt, c. Only after receiving the signature and verifying the PK does the customer reveal the serial number ni to the database. The
00
, si+1 to the
database checks if it is fresh serial number, and if so opens L, Ai+1 , ri+1
customer.
If the database tries to cheat by not sending the decryption key or the new
wallet, then the customer can take ni , the verifiable encryption and the database’s
signature to the TTP. The TTP will contact the database to ask for the list of serial
numbers that were included in the computation of c and checks whether ni appears
00
in this list. If not, then the database decrypts L, Ai+1 , ri+1
, si+1 for the customer.
If it does, the TTP decides that the customer’s complaint was unjustified and does
nothing.
If the customer tries to cheat by reusing an old wallet or not opening the com00
mitment cmt, then the database simply doesn’t reveal L, Ai+1 , ri+1
, si+1 to the
customer.
Similarly to the FairPurchase protocol sketched above, one could also design a
FairRecharge protocol to ensure that the customer obtains a recharged wallet after a
payment is made. For this to work, the underlying payment system has to provide
a mechanism by which the customer can prove to the TTP that the payment was
made.

3.3

Oblivious Transfer with
Hidden Access Control Policies

As we mentioned in Chapter 1, when controlling access to a sensitive resource, it
is clear that the applicable access control policies can already reveal too much information about the resource. For example, consider a medical database containing
patient records, where the access control policy (ACP) of each record lists the names
of the treating doctors. The fact that a patient’s record has certain specialists in
its ACP leaks information about the patient’s disease. Many patients may want
to hide, for example, that they are being treated by a oncologist or by a psychiatrist. Also, doctors treating a celebrity may want to remain anonymous to avoid
being approached by the press. But confidentiality of the stored data and associated
ACPs is not the only security concern. Privacy-aware users accessing the database
may be worried about malicious database servers prying information from the query
traffic. For example, the frequency that a patient’s record is accessed gives a good
estimate of the seriousness of his condition, while the identity of the doctors that
access it most frequently may be an indication of the nature of the disorder. Users
may therefore prefer to query the database anonymously, i.e., hiding their identity,
roles, permissions, etc. from the database server, as well as hiding the index of the
queried record. At the same time, the database server wants to rest assured that
only permitted users have access to the data, and that they cannot find out who
else has access to the data.
In this section, we extend the ACOT protocol from Section 3.1, where access
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policies are public, and present the first oblivious transfer protocol with hidden
access control policies (HACOT). It satisfies the hidden policies and revocation
requirements from Section 3. We prove our protocol secure in the standard model
(i.e., without random oracles) under the SDH and SXDH assumptions.
Construction Overview. In this section, we consider access to a database where
each record is protected by a (possibly) different access control policy, expressed in
terms of the attributes, roles, or rights that a user needs to have to obtain access. To
provide the maximal amount of privacy to both users and the database server, we
propose a protocol that provides the basic and two optional requirements specified
in Section 3. Namely, it guarantees that:
• the database does not learn who queries a record;
• the database does not learn the index nor the ACP of the queried record;
• the database does not learn whether a user’s attempt to access a record was
successful or not;
• users can only obtain a single record per query, and can only access those
records for which they satisfy the ACP;
• at each query, users learn no more information about the applicable access
control policy other than whether they satisfy it or not;
• the users’ credentials can be revoked.
Our ACP structure can be used to implement many practical access control models,
including access control matrices, capability lists, role-based access control, and
hierarchical access control.
Our protocol is based on the oblivious transfer protocol with access control
(ACOT) from Section 3.1, which allows users to anonymously query a database
with public ACPs. Adapting their protocol to hidden ACPs is not straightforward,
as the transfer protocol of [CDN09] relies heavily on zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge that the user’s credentials satisfy the applicable ACP. This approach no longer
works for hidden ACPs, as the user doesn’t know the statement she has to prove;
in fact, she doesn’t even know whether the statement is true at all. We overcome
this difficulty by a novel extension of Groth-Sahai (GS) non-interactive proofs of
knowledge [GS08]. Namely, in our protocol, during the setup phase the database
encrypts the ACP of each record and attaches a GS-proof that the ciphertext contains the correct ACP. When querying a record, the user re-encrypts the ACP under
her own public key, and transforms the given GS-proof into a new GS-proof that
the ciphertext still contains the correct ACP – even though the user herself does
not know this ACP. Then, using the homomorphic properties of the encryption, the
ACP is compared to the credential held by the user. The user obtains the queried
record if access is granted, or receives a random value if not.
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Related Work. Oblivious transfer protocols in their basic form [Rab81, NP99,
CNS07] offer users access to a database without the server learning the contents of
the query, but place no restrictions on who can access which records. Herranz [Her08]
was the first to add access control restrictions to records, but has users authenticate
openly (i.e., non-anonymously) to the server. Later, Coull et al. [CGH09] and
Camenisch et al. [CDN09] proposed OT protocols with anonymous access control.
In all of these works, however, the access control policies are assumed to be publicly
available to all users, and the server notices when a user’s attempt to access a record
fails.
There is a line of work devoted to access control with hidden policies and
hidden credentials, but none of them consider oblivious access to data, meaning
that the server learns which resource is being accessed. In trust negotiation systems [LW02, YW03, YWS01], two parties establish trust through iterative disclosure
of and requests for credentials. Hidden credentials systems are designed to protect
sensitive credentials and policies [BHS04, HBSO03]. Neither provide full protection
of policies however, in the sense that the user learns (partial) information about the
policy if her credentials satisfy it. The protocol of Frikken et al. [FAL06] does provide full protection, but for arbitrary policies it requires communication exponential
in the size of the policies.
We note that one could always implement a protocol with all desired properties
by evaluating an especially designed logical circuit using generic two-party computation techniques [Yao82], but the cost of this approach would be prohibitive. In
particular, the computation and communication cost of each record transfer would
be linear in the number of records in the database N , whereas the efficiency of our
transfer protocol is independent of N .
Finally, Camenisch et al. also built a new HACOT protocol [CDEN12] from the
attribute-based encryption [SW05, GPSW06] (HACOT-ABE), in particular with
ABE with hidden policies (HABE) as proposed by Nishide et al. [NYO08]. Although
HABE naturally fits the hidden policies scenario, building an HACOT protocol
from it is far from straightforward, especially implementing revocation with ABE.
On a high level, their approach is the following. They create a dedicated “zeroth”
attribute category of the HABE scheme so that the issuer only issues decryption keys
for one particular attribute aI in this zeroth category, but each database encrypts
records under policies that require a different attribute aDB for the zeroth category.
The database has a “transformation key” that allows it to convert a ciphertext
encrypted for aDB into one for aI . When the user wants to decrypt a record, she
blinds the ciphertext and engages in a joint decryption protocol with the database
to obtain a transformed ciphertext for aI . To make sure that the user blinded a
ciphertext that was previously published by the database, the database signs all
of its ciphertexts. During the decryption protocol, the user proves knowledge of
a valid signature for her blinded ciphertext—without revealing the signature, of
course. Now, that the database is involved in the decryption process of the user, it
becomes much easier to add revocation. Users are issued an anonymous credential
and the database will only run the joint decryption protocol if the user’s credential
has not been revoked. HACOT-ABE from [CDEN12] offers improved efficiency for
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certain types of policies compare to [CDNZ11] that we present in this section.

3.3.1

Definitions of HACOT

Setting and Procedures. We consider a setting with a limited universe of data
categories C = {C1 , . . . , C` } ⊆ {0, 1}∗ . An access control policy ACP ⊆ C contains
those data categories that a user needs to have access to in order to obtain the
record. We will usually encode access control policies as vectors ~c = (c1 , . . . , c` ) ∈
{0, 1}` , where ci = 1 iff Ci ∈ ACP . A database consists of a list of N pairs
((R1 , ACP 1 ), . . . , (RN , ACP N )) of records Ri ∈ {0, 1}∗ and their associated access
control policies ACP i ⊆ C.
Users hold credentials that certify the list of categories that the user is entitled
to access. The list is encoded as a vector d~ = (d1 , . . . , d` ) ∈ {0, 1}` , where di = 1 iff
P`
P`
the user is granted access to category Ci . Letting ~c · d~ = i=1 ci di and |~c| = i=1 ci ,
we say that a user’s credential d~ covers an access control policy ~c iff ~c · d~ = |~c|. This
essentially means that users need to have access to all categories in the ACP in
order to have access to the record. This fits nicely to a number of real-world access
control models. For example, to implement role-based access control, where each
database record can be accessed by users with one particular role, one sets ` to be
the number of roles in the system, one sets ci = 1 for the required role i and cj = 0
for all j 6= i, and one sets di = 1 in the users’ credentials for all roles i that a user
owns. In a hierarchical access control system, users are granted access if their access
level is at least that of the resource. For example, in a military context, the levels
may be “top secret”, “secret”, “restricted”, and “declassified”, so that someone with
“top secret” clearance has access to all records. To implement this in our system,
one would set ` to be the number of levels, set ci = 1 for the level i of the resource,
and set dj = 1 for all levels j lower than or equal to i.
~
Alternatively, one could use a coverage definition where d~ covers ~c iff ~c · d~ = |d|,
effectively meaning that all of a user’s categories have to appear in the ACP in
order to be granted access. Our protocol is easily adapted to implement these
semantics. This definition of coverage could be useful to implement simple access
control matrices: if ` is the number of users, then user i would have a credential
with di = 1, and the ACP sets cj = 1 for all users j that are allowed access.
An oblivious transfer protocol with hidden access control policies (HACOT)
is five polynomial-time algorithms and protocols HACOT = (ISetup, Issue, Revoke,
DBSetup, DBVerify, Transfer).
$

ISetup : I(C) → (pk I , sk I , RL).
The issuer runs the randomized ISetup algorithm to generate a public key
pk I , the and corresponding secret key sk I and an initial revocation list RL for
security parameter λ and category universe C. The public key and revocation
list are published as system-wide parameters.
$
$
~ →
~ →
Issue: I(pk I , sk I , uid , d)
⊥; U(pk I , uid , d)
cred uid or ⊥.
A user obtains an access credential for a vector of categories d~ = (d1 , . . . , d` ) ∈
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{0, 1}` by engaging in the Issue protocol with the issuer. The issuer’s public
key pk I , the user’s identity uid , and the vector d~ are common inputs. The
issuer also uses his secret key sk I as an input. At the end of the protocol, the
user obtains the credential cred uid .
Revoke: I(sk I , RL, uid ) → RL0 .
To revoke the credential of user uid , the issuer runs the Revoke algorithm
to create an updated revocation list RL0 and publishes it as a system-wide
parameter.
$

 $

DBSetup: DB pk I , DB = (Ri , ACP i )i=1,...,N → (pk DB , ER 1 , . . . , ER N ), sk DB .
To create a database containing records R1 , . . . , RN protected by access control
policies ACP 1 , . . . , ACP N , the database server runs the DBSetup algorithm.
This generates the encrypted database consisting of a public key pk DB and
encrypted records along with encrypted access control policies ER 1 , . . . , ER N .
The encrypted database is made available to all users, e.g., by posting it on a
website.3 The server keeps the secret key to the database sk DB for itself.
DBVerify: U pk I , EDB



$

→ b.

Upon receiving an encrypted database EDB , all users perform a one-time
check to test whether EDB is correctly formed (b = 1) or not (b = 0).
$

Transfer: U(pk I , RL, pk DB , uid , i, ER i , cred uid ) → Ri /⊥;
DB(pk I , RL, pk DB , sk DB ) → .
When the user wants to access a record in the database, she engages in
a Transfer protocol with the database server. Common inputs are the issuer’s public key pk I , the revocation list RL, and the database’s public key
pk DB . The user has as a secret input her identity uid , her selection index
i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, the encrypted record with encrypted ACP, and her credential cred uid . The database server uses its secret key sk DB as a private input.
At the end of the protocol, the user obtains the database record Ri if her
credential satisfies the ACP, or receives ⊥ if not.
Like in the previous sections, we assume that all communication links are private. We also assume that the communication links between a user and the issuer
are authenticated, so that the issuer always knows to which user it is issuing a credential. The communication links between a user and the database are assumed to
be anonymous, so that the database does not know which user is making a record
query. (Authenticated communication channels between users and the database
would obviously ruin the strong anonymity properties of our protocol.)
3 We assume that each user obtains a copy of the entire encrypted database. It is impossible to
obtain our strong privacy requirements with a single database server without running into either
computation or communication complexity that is linear in the database size.
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Security Definitions. We define the ideal and real-world functionalities as follows:
The real world. We first describe how the real-world algorithms presented
in Section 3.3.1 are orchestrated when all participants are honest, i.e., honest realworld users U1 , . . . , UM , an honest issuer I, and an honest database DB. Parties
controlled by the real-world adversary A can arbitrarily deviate from the behavior
described below.
All begins with I generating a key pair and an initial revocation list (pk I , sk I ,
$
RL) ← ISetup(C) and sending (pk I , RL) to all users U1 , . . . , UM and the database
DB.
When the environment E sends a message (initdb, DB = (Ri , ACP i )i=1,...,N )
$
to the database DB, the latter encrypts DB by running (EDB , sk DB ) ←
DBSetup(pk I , DB ), and sends the encrypted database EDB = (pk DB , ER 1 , ..,
ER N ) to all users U1 , . . . , UM . All users run DBVerify(pk I , EDB ) and, if it
returns 1, return a message (initdb, N ) to the environment.
~ to user Uuid , Uuid engages in an Issue protocol
When E sends a message (issue, d)
with I on common input pk I , uid , and a vector d~ indicating which categories
the user is allowed to access, with I using sk I as its secret input. Eventually, Uuid obtains the access credential Credυ uid . User Uuid returns a message
(issue, b) to the environment indicating whether the issue protocol succeeded
(b = 1) or failed (b = 0). Each user will engage in an Issue protocol only once;
~ from the environment, it simply
if it receives a second message (issue, d)
returns (issue, 0).
When E sends a message (revoke, uid ) to the issuer I it creates a new revocation
$
list RL0 ← revoke(sk I , RL, uid ) based on the old revocation list RL and
the user identity to be revoked uid . The issuer returns (revoke, uid ) to the
environment.
When E sends a message (transfer, i) to user Uuid , then Uuid engages in a Transfer
protocol with DB on common input pk I , pk DB , on Uuid ’s private input i and
her credential Credυ uid , and on DB’s private input sk DB , until Uuid obtains the
record Ri , or ⊥ indicating failure. If the transfer succeeded the user returns
(transfer, i, Ri ) to the environment; if it failed she returns (transfer, i, ⊥).
We note that I and DB do not return any outputs to the environment.
The ideal world. In the ideal world, all participants communicate through a
trusted party T which implements the functionality of our protocol. We describe
0
the behavior of T on the inputs of the ideal-world users U10 , . . . , UM
, the ideal-world
0
0
issuer I , and the ideal-world database DB .
0
The ideal-world parties U10 , . . . , UM
, I 0 , DB 0 simply relay inputs and outputs between the environment E and the trusted party T .
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0
The trusted party T maintains an initially empty vector ~ for each user Uuid
,
an initially empty list of revoked users RL, and sets DB ←⊥. It responds to
queries from the different parties as follows.

• Upon receiving (initdb, (Ri , ACP i )i=1,...,N ) from DB 0 , T sets
DB ←(Ri , ACP i )N
i=1 and sends the message (initdb, N ) to all users. All
users send the message (initdb, N ) to the environment.
~ from U 0
• Upon receiving (issue, d)
uid for the first time, T sends
0
0
~
(issue, Uuid , d) to I who sends back a bit b. If b = 1 then T initial0
izes the category vector d~uid ←d~ for the user Uuid
and sends (issue, 1)
0
0
to Uuid ; otherwise it simply sends (issue, 0) to Uuid
. T responds to all
~ from the same user U 0 with (issue, 0).
subsequent messages (issue, d)
uid
0
• Upon receiving (revoke, uid ) from I 0 , T adds Uuid
to the list of revoked
users by setting RL←RL ∪ {uid }.
0
• Upon receiving (transfer, i) from Uuid
, T proceeds as follows. If DB = ⊥,
0
it sends (transfer, ⊥) back to Uuid . If DB 6= ⊥, it sends transfer to
DB 0 , who sends back a bit b. If b = 1, d~uid covers ACP i , and uid 6∈ RL,
0
then it sends (transfer, Ri ) to Uuid
; otherwise, it sends (transfer, ⊥) to
0
Uuid .

Figure 3.13: Ideal-World functionality for HACOT.

Security Properties. It is easy to see that the ideal world definition implies
that the users’ privacy is protected: An adversary controlling all parties except
some honest users cannot tell which of the users access which record nor whether
the attempt was successful. Also, the database is guaranteed that (potentially
malicious) users can only access the records for which they were issued credentials
and that users do not learn any information the access control lists apart from the
fact whether or not their credentials allow them to access a record. We note that
colluding users cannot pool their credentials nor can they obtain access with revoked
credentials.
The main differences between our ideal-world functionality and that for ACOT
protocols from [CDN09] is that when the database is created, our functionality only
notifies all users about the number of records in the database, but not the policies,
with a message (initdb, N ).
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Randomizing and Extending Groth-Sahai Proofs

Belenkiy et al. [BCC+ 09] have shown that the Groth-Sahai proofs can be randomized
such that they still prove the same statement but different proofs for the same
statement are indistinguishable. We extend these ideas: we take a proof for one
statement and transform and randomize it into a proof of a related statement.
Independently of our work, Dodis et al. [DHLAW10] also suggested to use GSproofs of an old statement to construct a GS-proof for a modified statement. However, their approach only exploits the additive homomorphism of the GS-proof
scheme, i.e., it allows one to modify an old witness by adding a new value to it
and construct a proof for the new witness, without knowledge of the old one. We
suggest a modification scheme for the GS proof that enables modifying the witness
in a more general way using multiplication and addition.
Later, Chase et al. [CKLM12] generalized this approach by introducing malleable
proofs and showing that GS-proofs are malleable.
We describe our extensions for GS-proofs in the following. We start with the
descriptions of the basic algorithms of an instantiation of the Groth-Sahai proof
system GS defined in Section 2.4.3 for multi-exponentiation equations for the primeorder groups in the group setting Λ = (G, G̃, GT , p, e), i.e., the proof system for the
following statements:
i=1,...,M
S = E (xij )j=1,...,`
:

M
^

Yi =

i=1

`
Y

x

Gj ij .

j=1

where the Yi ’s and Gj ’s are public group elements (cf. [CCS09]). The proof system
for Λ consists of three algorithms GS.Setup, GS.Prove, and GS.Verify. A trusted third
party generates the common (public) reference string by running CRS ←GS.Setup(Λ).
A prover generates a proof as π←GS.Prove(CRS ; (xij ); S) and a verifier checks it
via b←GS.Verify(CRS , π, S), where b = 1 if π is true w.r.t. S and b = 0 otherwise. We now present these algorithms in detail, based on the XDDH assumption [GS08, CCS09]. (For ease of notation, we will denote by (Yi ), (Gj ), and (xij )
the lists (Y1 , . . . YM ), (G1 , . . . , G` ), (x11 , . . . , xM ` ) whenever the indices are clear
from the context.)
$

$

GS.Setup(G, G̃, GT , p, e) → CRS : Return CRS = (χ1 , χ2 , γ1 , γ2 ) ← G4 .
$

GS.Prove(CRS ; (xij ), S) → π:
$

1. Pick rij ← ZP for i = 1 . . . M and j = 1, . . . , `.
2. For each xij in (xij ) compute the set of commitments
(1)

x

r

x

(2)

r

Cij ←γ1 ij χ1ij ; Cij ←γ2 ij χ2ij .
3. For each Yi in (Yi ) compute Pi =
(1)

(2)

Q`

j=1

r

Gj ij .

4. Return π←(Pi , (Cij , Cij )j=1,...` )i=1...M .
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$

GS.Verify(CRS , π, S) → b:
1. If for all i = 1 . . . M we have
`
Y

(1)

e(Cij , Gj ) = e(Yi , γ1 )e(Pi , χ1 ) ;

j=1

`
Y

(2)

e(Cij , Gj ) = e(Yi , γ2 )e(Pi , χ2 )

j=1

then return b←1, else return b←0.
For the security properties of these algorithms we refer to Groth and Sahai [GS08]
and Camenisch et al. [CCS09].
Now, like Belenkiy et al. [BCC+ 09], we extend this basic system with a fourth
algorithm GS.Rand which allows anyone to take a proof π and randomize it to obtain
a proof π 0 for the same statement without knowledge of the witnesses (xij ). Still,
the proofs π and π 0 have the same distribution. This algorithm is as follows.
$

GS.Rand(CRS , π, S) → π 0 :
1. If 0 = GS.Verify(CRS , π, S, (Yi ), (Gj )) abort.
$

0
2. Pick rij
← ZP for i = 1 . . . M and j = 1, . . . , `.

3. Re-randomize all commitments: For every xij compute
0(1)

Cij

0
(1) r

0(2)

= Cij χ1ij ; Cij

0
(2) r

= Cij χ2ij .

4. Re-randomize Pi (consistent with the new randomness), by computing
Q`
r0
Pi0 = Pi j=1 Gj ij .
0(1)

0(2)

5. Return π 0 ←(Pi0 , (Cij , Cij )j=1,...` )i=1...M .
It is not hard to see that the proof π 0 has the same distribution as π and will be
accepted by GS.Verify. Also note that all the security properties of the proof system
are retained (the algorithm essentially only randomizes, cf. [CCS09]).
We now extend the above ideas to a fifth, and new algorithm GS.RMod, which
allows us not only to re-randomize the proof π for the statement S but also to extend
it to a proof π̂ for the related statement
i=1,...,M
:
S 0 = E (x̂ij )j=1,...,`

M
^

Ŷi =

i=1

`
Y

x̂

Gj ij

j=1

QM
x0
x0 Q`
where Ŷi = j=1 Yj j j=1 Gj ij . Similarly to just randomizing a proof, this proof
modification can be done without the knowledge of x̂ij but it is sufficient to know
PM
x0j , x0ij . Note that x̂ij = x0ij + k=1 xkj · x0k will hold w.r.t. the original witnesses
xij . So the new witnesses are W 0 = ((x0k ), (x0ij )).
$

GS.RMod(CRS , π, (W = (x0k ), (x0ij )), S, S 0 ) → π 0 :
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1. If 0 = GS.Verify(CRS , π, S, (Yi ), (Gj )) abort.
$

0
2. Pick rij
← ZP for i = 1, . . . , M and j = 1, . . . , `.

3. Create commitments for each x̂ij using old commitments:
0
0
QM
QM
r0
r0
(1)
(1) 0 x
(2)
(2) 0 x
Ĉij = k=1 (Ckj )xk γ1 ij χ1ij ; Ĉij = k=1 (Ckj )xk γ2 ij χ2ij .
4. Re-randomize and modify Pi (consistent with the new witnesses and randomness), by computing
QM
0 Q`
r0
P̂i = j=1 (pj )xj j=1 Gj ij .
(1)

(2)

5. Return π̂←(P̂i , (Ĉij , Ĉij )j=1,...` )i=1...M .
Again, it is not hard to see that all security properties are retained (cf. [CCS09]).

3.3.3

HACOT Construction

The main ideas underlying our protocol are the following. First, the database server
encrypts each record with a key that is at the same time a signature on the index of
the record and on the access control policy for the record. Furthermore, the server
ElGamal-encrypts the access control policy for each record and creates a commitment to the policy. It then provides a non-interactive GS proof that the commitment
and the encryptions are consistent. All of these values are then published as the
encrypted database.
To be able to access the records, users are issued credentials for the list of data
categories they are allowed to access. To revoke a user’s credential, we use ideas
from the revocation scheme by Nakanishi et al. [NFHF09] about revocable group
signatures, where the revoked user identities are sorted in lexicographical order and
the revocation list contains signatures on each pair of neighboring revoked user
identities. To prove that her credential is not revoked, the user needs to show that
her identity lies within the open interval defined by one of the signed identity pairs in
the current revocation list. For this purpose the issuer signs all possible “distances”
within such intervals, called “revocation distances”. The user then proves that she
possesses a valid signed pair of revoked user identities and valid signatures on the
distances to the edges of the revocation interval. We note that to improve efficiency,
one could make the maximal interval sizes smaller by revoking a number of dummy
user identities by default.
When the user wants to access a record i, she re-encrypts the encrypted ACP
for that record under her own freshly generated public key. She also randomizes the
commitment to the ACP and then modifies the original GS proof into a new one
proving that the new encryptions and the new commitment are consistent. The user
also blinds the database server’s signature on the ACP. Using P
the homomorphism
of
P
ElGamal encryption, the user computes an encryption of δ =
cij dj − cij . Note
that δ is 0 if the user is allowed access and non-zero otherwise. Finally, the user
sends these values to the database server and proves in zero-knowledge that 1) she
computed the encryption of δ correctly from the modified encryptions and w.r.t. the
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dj that appear in her credential, that 2) the blinded signature is a valid signature by
the database on the ACP values in the randomized commitment (without knowing
these values of course), and that 3) her credential was not revoked.
If all of these proofs verify correctly, the database server uses the blinded signature to compute the blinded key of the record and “folds it into” the encryption
of δ so that it contains the blinded key if δ = 0 and contains a random plaintext
otherwise. The server sends these values to the user and proves that they were
computed correctly. Upon receipt, the user decrypts and unblinds the record key.
Issuer Setup. We now describe each step of our scheme in detail. We begin with
the setup procedures of the issuer and the database provider. Users do not have
their own setup procedure.
ISetup(C):
$

$

(G1 , G2 , GT , p) ← G(1λ ) ; GI , H0 , . . . , H`+1 , U, W, Ĝ, Ĝ1 , Ĝ2 , Ĝ3 , Ĝ4 ← G1 ;
$
$
$
x∆
; Yr ←Hrxr ;
HI , Hr , H∆ ← G2 ; Gt , Ht ← GT ; xI , x∆ , xr ← Zp ; YI ←HIxI ; Y∆ ←H∆
$
1 0 ∆max +1 r 1/(xr +s)
r, s ← Zp ; S←(ĜĜ1 Ĝ2 Ĝ3
Ĝ4 )
.
(i)
1/(x +i)
For i = 1, . . . , ∆max do Y∆ ←GI ∆
.
Return (sk I = (xI , x∆ , xr ), pk I = (GI , H0 , . . . , H`+1 , U, W, Ĝ, Ĝ1 , Ĝ3 , Ĝ4 , HI , H∆ , Hr , Gt ,
(1)
(∆
)
Ht , YI , Yr , Y∆ , Y∆ , . . . , Y∆ max ), RL = (1, {0, ∆max + 1}, {(0, ∆max + 1, S, r, s)})) .

Figure 3.14: Issuer setup algorithm for HACOT.
To set up its keys, the issuer runs the randomized ISetup algorithm displayed
in Figure 3.14. This will generate groups of prime order p, a public key pk I and
corresponding secret key sk I for security parameter λ and category universe C.
The values GI , YI , H0 , . . . , H`+1 , U, W from the issuer’s public key and the corresponding xI from the secret key are related used to issue credentials. The values
Ĝ, Ĝ1 , Ĝ3 , Ĝ4 , Yr and xr are used to sign pairs of the revoked user identities in the
revocation list. And, finally, the issuer uses the Boneh-Boyen signature scheme with
secret key x∆ and public key Y∆ to sign all possible “revocation distances” and
(i)
max
makes the set of these signatures (Y∆ )∆
i=1 a part of its public key. It will later become apparent what these revocation distances are (users will need them for proving
that her credential is not on the list of revoked credentials).
He publishes the public key as a system-wide parameter.
Issuing Credentials. To be able to make database queries, a user needs to obtain
a credential for the categories that she is allowed to access. To this end, the user
runs the Issue protocol with the issuer as depicted in Figure 3.15. How the issuer
determines which user has access to which categories is, of course, out of scope of
the scheme.
As a result of the issuing protocol, the user will obtain an access credential for
~ This credential is a triple (A, r, s) which is a signature on the user’s
the vector d.
~ using the signature scheme proposed and proved
identity uid and the messages d,
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Issue :
~ :
U(pk I , uid , d)

~ sk I ) :
I(pk I , uid , d,
$

r, s ← Zp
1
d` r
uid d1
A←(GI H0 H1 · · · H` H`+1 ) xI +s
A, r, s
r
, HI ) then
If e(A, HIs YI ) = e(GI H0uid H1d1 · · · H`d` H`+1
~
return Credυ ←(d, A, r, s).
Figure 3.15: Issuance protocol for HACOT.
secure by Au et al. [ASM06] (see Section 2.7.2). It is based on the schemes of
Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [CL04] and of Boneh et al. [BBS04].
Revoking Credentials. To revoke a user uid ’s credential, the issuer runs the
revocation algorithm Revoke(pk I , sk I , RL, uid ). Recall that in our model each user
has only one credential, in which the user’s identity uid is embedded. We implement
this revocation list with the ideas of Nakanishi et al. [NFHF09] for revocation in
the context of group signatures. Thus the revocation list RL = (t, R1 , R2 ) consists
of its current version number t, a set R1 containing the identities of all revoked
users, and a set R2 of signatures on each pair of neighboring uid ’s in R1 (according
to their lexicographic order). When the issuer revokes a credential, it takes the
latest revocation list RL = (t, R1 , R2 ) and constructs the updated revocation list by
setting the version number to t0 = t + 1, by adding the revoked user identity uid to
R1 , by sorting this list lexicographically, and by issuing a new set R20 of signatures
on each pair of neighboring revoked user identities in the updated set R10 . This
algorithm is described in detail in Figure 3.16.
Revoke(pk I , sk I , RL, uid )):
Parse RL as (t, R1 , R2 ) ; t0 ←t + 1 ; R10 ←R1 ∪ {uid } ; R20 ←∅.
Sort R10 lexicographically as (uid 1 , . . . , uid n ).
For i = 1, . . . , n − 1 do
0
uid
$
i
r̂, ŝ ← Zp ; S←(ĜĜt1 Ĝuid
Ĝ3 i+1 Ĝr̂4 )1/(xr +ŝ) ; R20 ←R20 ∪ {(t0 , uid i , uid i+1 , S, r̂, ŝ)}.
2
0
0
0
0
Return RL = (t , R1 , R2 ).

Figure 3.16: Revocation algorithm for HACOT.

Database Setup. To set up the database, the database server runs the algorithm
shown in Figure 3.17. That is, it uses the issuer’s public key and a pairing group
generator to create groups of the same order p and generate keys for encrypting
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DBSetup G, G̃, GT , p, e, CRS , pk I , DB = (Ri , ACP i )i=1,...,N :
1. Generate system parameters and keys
$
$
$
(G, G̃, GT ) ← G(λ) ; G, H, HDB ← G∗ ; G̃ ← G̃∗ ; HT ←e(HDB , G̃) ;
$
xe , xDB ← Zp ; Ye ←Gxe ; YDB ←GxDB ; CRS ←GS.Setup(G, G̃, GT , p, e) ;
$
For i = 1, . . . , ` + 1 do {xi ← Zp ; Yi ←Gxi };
sk DB ←(HDB , xe , xDB , x1 , . . . , x`+1 ) ; pk DB ←(G, G̃, HT , H, Ye , YDB , Y1 , . . . , Y`+1 ).
2. Create an encrypted database
For i = 1, . . . , N do
2.1 Parse ACP vector c~i as (ci1 , . . . ci` );
2.2 Sign and encrypt records:
1
$

c

P
+i+ `

vi
`+1 i
j=1 j ij
;
vi ← Zp ; Vi ←Gi Y1ci1 . . . Y` i` Y`+1
; σi ←G̃ DB
Fi ←e(HDB , σi ) · Ri .
2.3 Encrypt categories from the record’s ACP:
$
For each bit cij generate rij ← Zp , j = 1 . . . ` ;
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
rij
cij rij
Eij = G Ye ; Eij = G ; Eij = (Eij , Eij )
2.4 Generate a GS proof that the encryptions were computed correctly
V
r
(1)
πi = GS.Prove CRS ; (vi , (cij ), (rij )); E vi , (cij ), (rij ) : `j=1 (Eij = Gcij Ye ij ∧
(2)
ci` vi 
rij
i ci1
Eij = G ) ∧ Vi = G Y1 . . . Y` Y`+1 )
2.5 ER i ←(σi , Vi , Fi , (Ei1 , . . . , Ei` ), πi )
3. Publish an encrypted database and public key 
Return EDB ← (pk DB , ER 1 , . . . , ER N ), sk DB
x

x ·c

+x

v

Figure 3.17: Database setup algorithm for HACOT.

records. First the database provider generates its public and private keys to encrypt
records.
Then the database creates a signature σi to bind the ACP and index to the
encrypted record and “randomizes” it with value vi . It also computes a commitment Vi to the index, ACP and vi . The commitment Vi will be used for signature
verification.
Next it encrypts each record reci as (σi , Fi ), each with its own key σi . In fact,
these keys are verifiably pseudo random values [DY05], but are at the same time
signatures under the the database provider’s secret key (xDB ) on the index of the
record (i) and the categories defined in the access control policy for the record (~ci ).
The pairs (σi , Fi ) can be seen as an ElGamal encryption [ElG85] in GT of reci
under the public key HT . During the transfer phase, this verifiability allows the
database to check that the user is requesting the decryption key for a record with
an access control policy satisfied by the user’s credential.
To hide the records’ ACPs, the database generates ElGamal encryptions of each
bit cij and provides a NIZK GS-proof πi to prove knowledge of the plaintexts. The
statement for this proof for record i is
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Si = E vi , cij , rij :

vi
Vi = Gi Y1ci1 . . . Ylcil Yl+1

`
^
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(1)
(2)
Eij = Gcij Yerij ∧ Eij = Greij .

j=1

Accessing a Record. After obtaining the encrypted database, the user must
first verify it for correctness by checking (for each record i) the GS proof πi and the
signature σi . This step is denoted DBVerify and is defined on Figure 3.18. Also the
user executes PKkey with the database server, which is a zero-knowledge proof of
knowledge of the database’s secret keys HDB and xe , used to encrypt records and
ACPs. This proof will enable the simulator to decrypt the content of the database
in the security proof.
DBVerify :

U pk DB , EDB :

DB(sk DB , pk DB ) :

For i = 1 . . . N do
ER i ←(σi , Vi , Fi , (Ei1 , . . . , Ei` ), πi ) ;
V
?
b0 ←GS.Verify(CRS ; πi , Si ) (e(YDB Vi , σi ) = e(G, G̃))
xe
PKkey {K xe , HDB : Ye = G ∧ HT = e(HDB , G̃)}

If PKkey is successful b00 ←1 ; else b00 ←0
Return b←b0 ∧ b00

Return 

Figure 3.18: Database verification protocol for HACOT.
When the user wants to access a record in the database, she engages in a Transfer
protocol (Figure 3.19) with the database server.
The input of the database server is its secret and public key as well as the public
key of the issuer. The input of the user is the public keys of the issuer and the
database, the index i of the record she wants to access, her credential, and the
encrypted record ER i = ((σi , Vi , Fi , (Ei1 , . . . , Ei` ), πi )).
At a high level, the protocol has three main steps. First, the user takes the
encrypted ACP for the record she wants to access and adds a second layer of encryption to it, using a freshly generated key pair (xu , Yu ). Using the homomorphic
properties of the encryption scheme, the user’s categories in her credential and ACP
(1)
(2)
for the record are compared by constructing a ciphertext (Di , Di ) that encrypts
zero if the user’s credential satisfies the ACP, and a non-zero value if it does not.
Then, the resulting ciphertext is sent to the database together with a proof PK1 by
the user that she constructed it correctly w.r.t. to the credential she possesses and
the encrypted database. If that proof is valid, the database removes one layer of encryption and returns the result to the user. Finally, the user removes the remaining
layer of encryption to recover the key for the record (or a random value if access is
not granted).
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Transfer :

U i, Credυ , pk I , pk DB , ERi , RL :

DB(sk DB , pk DB , pk I , RL) :

1. Parse the encrypted record:
ERi ←(σi , Vi , Fi , (Ei1 , . . . , Ei` ), πi );
2. Re-encrypt categories with fresh user’s key
$

xu ← Zp ; Yu ←Gxu ;
$

0(1)

0
rij

(2)

(1)

0
For j = 1, . . . , ` : rij
← Zp ; Eij ←Eij (Eij )xu (Ye Yu )

0(2)

(2)

; Eij ←Eij G

0
rij

$

xV ← Zp ; Vi0 = Vi H xV

πi0 ←GS.RMod CRS , π, (xu , (rij ), xV ), S 0 , S
P
P
cij dj −
cij :
3. Create an encryption of δ =
$

(1)

rd ← Zp ; Di ←
4. Blind σi

Q`
0(1) dj
j=1 (Eij )
Q`
0(1)
)
(E
j=1
ij

r

r

(2)

Ye d Yu d ; Di ←

Q`
0(2) dj
j=1 (Eij )
Q`
0(2)
)
(E
j=1
ij

Grd

$

kσ ← Zp ; σi0 ←σi kσ
0(1)

0(2)

0

(1)

0

(2)

Yu , (Eij , Eij )j=1,...` , πi , (Di , Di ), σi
0



0

PK1 {Correct(σi , Vi , Di , Credυ )}

-


1. Verify all proofs: b← PK 1 ∧ GS.Verify(CRS ; πi0 ; S 0 )
2. Remove DB encryption from Di
(1)

Li ←

(1)
D
i
(2) xe
)
i

(D

(2)

(2)

; Li ←Di

3. Re-randomize remaining user’s encryption Li
$

0(1)

k

(1)

0(2)

(2)

kδ , kL ← Zp ; Li ←(Li )kδ Yu L ; Li ←(Li )kδ GkL
0(1)
4. Compute M ←e(HDB , σi0 ) · e(G, Li )
0(2)



Ri ←Fi /(M ·
Return Ri

M, Li

0(2)

PK2 {Correct(M, Li

)}

0(2)
e(G, Li )−xu )1/kσ

Return 

Figure 3.19: Transfer protocol for HACOT. The details of the proof protocols PK1
and PK2 are described in the text, as are the definitions of the statements S and
0
S 0 of the GS proofs. The latter essentially say that the encryptions (Eij ) and (Eij
)
0
are consistent with the commitments Vi and Vi , respectively.
Now we describe each step in greater detail. The user takes the ElGamal encryptions of each category bit for the record she wants to access and re-encrypts them
with herP
own key. Then,
P` using these values, she calculates an ElGamal encryption
`
of δ = ( j=1 cij dj − j=1 cij ), which will be 0 if and only if cij = dj . She then
re-randomizes and modifies the GS proof π into the new one π 0 for the statement
vi
H xV
Si0 = E vi , cij , rij , xV : Vi0 = Gi Y1ci1 . . . Y`ci` Y`+1
`
^

0(1)

Eij

0

0(2)

= Gcij (Ye Yu )rij +rij ∧ Eij

= Greij +rij



j=1

to prove that the new encryptions are consistent with the new commitment Vi0 .
Then, the user blinds σi and sends this blinded version σi0 to the database server.
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Note that σi is derived from the database provider’s secret key, the index of the
records, and, most importantly, all the categories associated to the record. Next,
the user proves to the database interactively that σi0 is correctly formed as a randomization of some σi for which she possesses all necessary credentials, that Vi0
is consistent with σi0 (see equations 3.3), that Di is correctly formed from the reencrypted ACP and her credentials (see equations 3.5), and that her credentials
were not revoked (see equations 3.4) That is, she executes with the database server
the step we refer to as PK1 {Correct(σi0 , Vi0 , Di , Credυ )} in Figure 3.19. For this
proof, the user first searches in the current revocation list RL = (t, R1 , R2 ) for a
tuple (uid left , uid right , S, r̂, ŝ) ∈ R2 such that uid left < uid < uid right . Let ∆left
(∆ )
and ∆right such that uid left + ∆left = uid = uid right − ∆right and let Y∆ left and
(∆right )
(∆ )
Y∆
be the issuer’s signatures on these distances. The user next blinds Y∆ left
(∆right )
and Y∆
and her credentials, as described in Section 2.7.2), i.e., she computes
0
0
$
0 $
t1 , t1 ← Zp ; Ã←AU t1 ; B←W t1 U t1 , t2 , t02 ← Zp ; S̃←SU t2 , and S̃1 ←W t2 U t2 to
$
(∆
) 0
(∆ )
blind her credentials and computes t3 , t03 ← Zp ; Ỹ ←(Y∆ left )t3 ; Ỹ1 ←(Y∆ right )t3
to blind the revocation distance signatures.
The user sends Ã, B, S̃, S̃1 , Ỹ , and Ỹ1 to the database server and then executes the
proof of knowledge:
PK {K uid , uid left , uid right , kσ , xV , rd , r, α, β, αr , βr , s, ŝ, r̂, t1 , t01 , t2 , t02 , t3 , t03 , d1 ,
. . . , d` , c1 , . . . , c` , vi :
0

∧ e(YDB Vi0 , σi0 ) = e(G, G̃)kσ e(H, σi0 )xV ∧ S̃1 = W t2 U t2 ∧ 1 =

W αr U βr
∧
S̃1ŝ

`
Y
e(Ã, YI )
= e(Ã, HI )−s e(U, YIt1 HIα )e(H0 , HI )uid e(H`+1 , HI )r
e(Hk , HI )dk
e(GI , HI )
k=1

Vi0 = Gi

`
Y

0

vi
Yici Y`+1
H xV ∧ 1 = B −s W α U β ∧ B = W t1 U t1 ∧

(3.3)

i=1

e(S̃, Yr )
e(Ĝ, Hr )

= e(S̃, Hr )−ŝ e(U, Yrt2 Hrαr )e(Ĝ1 , Hr )t e(Ĝ2 , Hr )uid left e(Ĝ3 , Hr )uid right ·

· e(Ĝ4 , Hr )r̂ ∧ e(Ỹ , Y∆ ) = e(Ỹ , H∆ )−(uid−uid left ) e(GI , H∆ )t3 ∧
0

e(Ỹ1 , Y∆ ) = e(Ỹ1 , H∆ )−(uid right −uid) e(GI , H∆ )t3 ∧

(1)

Di

·

`
Y
j=1

0(1)

Eij

=

`
Y
j=1

0(1)

(2)

(Eij )dj Yerd Yurd ∧ Di

·

`
Y
j=1

0(2)

Eij

=

`
Y

(3.4)

0(2)

(Eij )dj Grd }. (3.5)

j=1

If the proof is successful, then the database decrypts Di , but adds randomization
to the remaining encryption of δ (under the user’s key). The DB does this to prevent
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the user from cheating: if δ 6= 0 the DB sends an encryption of a random value,
which does not allow the user to decrypt the record. In other words, the database
calculates the blinded decryption key for the record but multiplies it with the rerandomized decryption of 0 when access is allowed, or some random value when
access is not allowed.
The database then proves that it was computed correctly by executing with
0(2)
the user the protocol we referred to as PK2 {Correct(M, Li )} in Figure 3.19. It
0(2)
is a database zero-knowledge proof that the values M and Li ) were computed
correctly (whereby γ = −xe kδ ):
0(2)

PK {K HDB , xe , kL , kδ , γ : HT = e(G, HDB ) ∧ Ye = Gxe ∧ Li
(1)

(2)

= (Di )kδ GkL ∧

(2)

1 = Yekδ Gγ ∧ M = e(HDB , σi0 ) · e(G, (Di ))kδ · e(G, (Di ))γ e(G, G)kL }. (3.6)
When the user gets L from the database, removes all randomness and decrypts,
the decrypted value Ri is correct if and only if δ = 0.
We finally remark that the database has to calculate encryptions of all ACPs
and encrypt all records (1, . . . , N ) only once at the setup phase, and the user has
to download and verify the entire encrypted database only once as well. So the
communication and computation complexity of the protocol depends on the number
of the records in the database only in the setup and verify phases. The other parts
of the protocol (issue and transfer) require only O(`) group elements to be sent and
exponentiations and pairings to be computed, where ` is the size of ACP vector.

3.3.4

Security Analysis

The security of our protocol is analyzed by proving indistinguishability between
adversary actions in the real protocol and in an ideal scenario that is secure by
definition.
Given a real-world adversary A, we construct an ideal-world adversary A0 such
that no environment E can distinguish whether it is interacting with A or A0 . We
organize the proof in sub-lemmas according to which subset of parties are corrupted.
We do not consider the cases where all parties are honest, where all parties are
dishonest, where the issuer is the only honest party, or where the issuer is the only
dishonest party, as these cases have no real practical interest.
Theorem 14. If the (N + 2)-BDHE assumption holds in G, GT , the (N + 1)SDH assumption holds in G, (NU + 1)-SDH assumption holds in G1 and the SXDH
assumption holds in G, G̃ then the HACOT protocol in Section 3.3.3 securely implements the HACOT functionality, where N is the number of database records, NU is
the number of the users.
We prove the theorem by separately proving it for all relevant combinations of
corrupted parties in four lemmas.
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Lemma 15. For all environments E and all real-world adversaries A controlling
the issuer and the database there exists an ideal-world adversary A0 such that
RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ) ≤ AdvSXDH
(λ) + 2−λ .
G1 ,G2
Proof. Since the adversary can always simulate additional users himself, we can
simplify the setting to a single honest user U.
Game 0: Simulator S0 runs the adversary A and the honest user U exactly as in
the real world, based on the input queries dictated by E, so that
(0)

HybridE,S (λ) = RealE,A (λ) .
Game 1: Simulator S1 runs the extractor for the proof of knowledge PKkey to extract from A the elements HDB and xe . If the extractor fails, then S1 outputs
⊥ to E. The difference between the two games is given by the knowledge error
of the interactive proof of knowledge, i.e.,
(1)

(0)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ 2−λ .
Game 2: Simulator S2 runs exactly like S1 , except that πi are the simulated proofs
of a different record, which is still a true statement. Due to the (composable)
zero-knowledge property of the Groth-Sahai proofs, we have that
(1)

(2)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvSXDH
(λ) .
G,G̃
Game 3: Simulator S3 runs exactly like S2 , except that S2 replaces the database’s
ElGamal encryptions of categories with random generated group elements,
re-encrypts them with its own ElGamal public key and sends them to the
database. Now the simulated proofs from the previous game are the proofs of
false statements.
The difference between Game 3 and Game 2 is bounded by the following
claim:
Claim 3.3.1. We have that
(2)

(3)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvXDDH
(λ) .
G
The claim follows from the security of ElGamal encryption scheme, which is
semantically secure under the XDDH assumption.
The ability to distinguish between the user’s ElGamal encryptions of the
database’s real ACL ElGamal encryption and the user’s ElGamal encryptions
of the random generated values directly gives rise to an expected polynomialtime adversary with non-negligible advantage in solving the XDDH problem.
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We now construct, based on the real-world adversary A, an ideal-world adversary A0 that plays the simultaneous roles of the issuer and the database, and that
incorporates all steps from the last game. The adversary A0 simply relays all messages between the environment E and A. A0 runs A to obtain the issuer’s public
key pk I and the encrypted database EDB = (pk DB , (ER 1 . . . ER N ) and aborts if
the DBVerify protocol fails.
It extracts HDB and xe from PKkey , and uses it to decrypt reci as Fi /e(HDB , Ei )
(1)
(1)
and categories from ACP i = ~ci = (cij )j=1,...,` by computing Eij /(Eij )xe for i =
~
1, . . . , N and sends (initdb, Ri , ACP i )i=1,...,N to T . Upon receiving (issue, U 0 , d)
from T , it executes the user’s side of the issue protocol with A, maintaining state
as necessary. If the resulting credential is valid, A0 returns b = 1 to T , otherwise
it returns b = 0. When it receives a message transfer from T it then chooses a
random record and simulates an honest user querying for this record. Note, that
according to Game 2 this is indistinguishable from quiring exactly the same record
as in the real world. If the transfer succeeds (i.e., decryption is valid), A0 sends
b = 1 back to T ; if it fails, it sends back b = 0.
Lemma 16. For all environments E and all real-world adversaries A controlling
only the database there exists an ideal-world adversary A0 such that
RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ) ≤ 2−λ + AdvXDDH
(λ) .
G
The proof of Lemma 16 is almost identical to that of Lemma 15, see also Section
3.1.
Lemma 17. For all environments E and all real-world adversaries A controlling
only some of the users, there exists an ideal-world adversary A0 such that
RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ) ≤ 2−λ+1 · qT +
(N+1)SDH
NU -SDH
+ AdvG
(λ) + AdvG
(λ) + AdvSXDH
(λ)
G,G̃
1

(N+2)BDHE

+ (N + 1) · AdvG,GT

(λ) ,

where qT is the total number of transfer protocols, NU is the number of users, and
N is the number of records in the database.
Proof. Since the HACOT functionality prevents users from pooling their credentials,
we have to consider multiple users here, some of which are corrupted, and some of
which are honest. Without loss of generality, we assume that users U1 , . . . , UNU0 are
honest and users UNU0 +1 , . . . , UNU are controlled by the adversary.
Game 0: Simulator S0 runs the adversary A, the honest users U1 , . . . , UM 0 , the
honest issuer I and the honest database DB exactly as in the real world,
based on the input queries dictated by E, so that
(0)

HybridE,S0 (λ) = RealE,A (λ) .
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Game 1: Simulator S1 , at each transfer query by a corrupted user controlled by A,
runs the extractor for the proof of knowledge PK 1 to extract from A the witness (uid , uid left , uid right , kσ , xV , rd , r, α, β, αr , βr , s, ŝ, r̂, t1 , t01 , t2 , t02 , t3 , t03 , d1 ,
. . . , d` , c1 , . . . , c` , vi ). If the extractor fails, then S1 outputs ⊥ to E; otherwise,
it continues to run A interacting with the honest database algorithm. The
difference between the two games is given by the number of transfer queries
qT times the knowledge error of the proof of knowledge, i.e.,
(0)

(1)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ qT /2λ .
Note that to keep the simulator’s running time within polynomially bounds
we insist that transfer protocols can run only sequentially.
Game 2: Simulator S2 runs exactly like S1 , except that S2 outputs ⊥ to E whenever
the extracted vector d~ was never issued as a credential to any of the corrupted
users. One can see that in this case (A = ÃU −t , r, s) is a forged credential
~ so that by the security credential signature scheme [ASM06]
signature on d,
described in Section 2.7.2 we have that
(1)

(2)

U −SDH
(λ) .
HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvN
G

Note that this also means that corrupted users cannot “pool” their credentials
for vectors d~i to create a valid credential for a vector d~ so that d~ is different
from all d~i .
Game 3: Simulator S3 runs exactly like S2 , except that S3 outputs ⊥ to E whenever
the extracted user identity uid has been already revoked. One can see that in
this case S a forged signature on uid left , uid right ,
so that by the security of signature scheme [ASM06] we have that
(2)

(3)

(NR −1)−SDH

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvG

(λ),

where NR is the number of revoked credentials.
Game 4: Simulator S4 runs exactly like S3 , except that S4 outputs ⊥ to E whenever
the extracted “revocation distances” ∆left , ∆right , where ∆left = uid − uid left
and ∆right = uid right − uid are not valid values signed by the issuer (i.e.
∆right , ∆left ∈
/ [1, ∆max ]). The conditions upon which S4 returns ⊥ imply that
(∆
)
(∆ )
the used distance values were not signed by the issuer, i.e., Y∆ left , Y∆ right
are forgeries. By the security of the Boneh-Boyen signature scheme of Section 2.7.1, we have that
(3)

(4)

(∆max +1)−SDH

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvG
where ∆max is the maximum “revocation distance”.

(λ),
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Game 5: Simulator S5 runs exactly like S5 , except that S5 outputs ⊥ to E, if the
extracted record index i 6∈ {1, . . . , N }, the extracted ac cess control list ~c 6= ~ci ,
or the extracted v 6= vi used by the database when it created the signature σi .
The GS proof knowledge πi0 guarantees that the transmitted value Vi0 is of the
Q`
v
H kV . Moreover, PK 1 guarantees that e(σi0 , Vi0 H −kV ) =
form Gi i=1 Yici Y`+1
1/k
e(G, G)kσ , so that σ ∗ = σi0 σ is a valid Boneh-Boyen signature on the list
of messages (i, c1 , . . . , c` , v). The conditions upon which S4 returns ⊥ imply
that this list was never signed by the honest database, i.e., σ ∗ is a forgery. By
the security of the Boneh-Boyen signature scheme from Section 2.7.1, we have
that
(4)
(5)
(N+1)−SDH
HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvG
(λ) .
0(2)

Game 6: At each transfer query, simulator S6 computes Li ←GkL and either com~ ci = |~
putes M ←(Fi /Ri )kσ ·e(G, Yu )kL if d·~
ci | or M ←(Fi /Ri )kσ ·e(G, Gkδ Yu )kL
otherwise. It then runs a simulated proof of knowledge for PK 2 . Note that
now the simulation of the transfer phase no longer requires knowledge of HDB ,
δ, or xe . However, all values are distributed as before and all simulated proofs
are proofs of true statements, so the change is purely conceptional. By the
perfect zero-knowledge property, we have that
(5)

(6)

HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
Game 7: Simulator S7 generates an encrypted database, but replaces the CRS
used for GS-proofs by a simulated CRS, and GS-proof of knowledge πi for
each record with a simulated proof.
By the composable zero-knowledgene property of the GS-proofs we have that
(6)

(7)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvSXDH
(λ).
G,G̃
Game 8: Simulator S8 runs exactly like S7 but replaces the ElGamal encryptions
of the real ACLs with encryptions of the random generated vectors. In this
case GS proof of knowledge πi from the previous game is a proof of false
statement.
The difference between Game 8 and Game 7 is bounded by the following
claim:
Claim 3.3.2. We have that
(7)

(8)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvXDH
(λ) .
G
The claim follows from the security of ElGamal encryption scheme, which is
semantically secure under the XDH assumption.
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Game 9: Simulator S9 runs exactly like S8 but computes the signatures σi and Vi
based on the randomly generated ACL from the previous game.
Note that vi is a randomly generated secret value, which appears only in σi
and Vi , and that Vi is uniquely determined by σi . Therefore, for all possible
ACLs σi is uniformly distributed, and we have that
(8)

(9)

HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
Game 10: Simulator S10 generates the encrypted database based on random access
$
control lists c~0 i ← {0, 1}` rather than the real access control lists ~ci . Note that
due to the changes made in Games 6 – 9, users still obtain records as defined
by the real ACLs ~ci .
We have that
(9)

(10)

HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ) .
Game 11: Simulator S11 replaces the values F1 , . . . , FN in the encrypted database
with random elements from GT . By this change, the simulated PK 2 in Game 6
becomes a simulated proof of a false statement. The proof of the following
claim is a slight variation of the proof of [CDN09, Claim 5.7] and, therefore,
is omitted.
Claim 3.3.3. We have that
(10)

(11)

(N+2)BDHE

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ (N + 1) · AdvG,GT

(λ) .

We now construct, based on the real-world adversary A, an ideal-world adversary
$
A0 that plays the role of the cheating user. A0 first generates a key pair (pk I , sk I ) ←
0
ISetup(C) and runs A on input pk I . A simply relays communication between E and
A. When A0 receives (initdb, N ) from T , it creates an encrypted database with
random access control lists and replacing the Fi with random elements.
When A initiates an Issue protocol for user Ubj and categories d~j , then A0 runs
c0 j send a
the issuer’s side of the Issue protocol on input sk I with A, and lets U
~
message (issue, dj ) to T . When A initiates a Transfer protocol for user Ubj , after
c0 j send (transfer, i) to T , who returns
having extracted the record index i lets U
(transfer, Ri ). If Ri = ⊥, then A0 computes the value M according to the second
way described in Game 6; if Ri 6= ⊥, it does so according to the first way.
The proof of the following lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 17, except
that Games 2-4 are no longer needed.
Lemma 18. For all environments E and all real-world adversaries A controlling
the issuer and one or more users, there exists an ideal-world adversary A0 such that
(N+1)SDH

RealE,A (λ) − IdealE,A0 (λ) ≤ 2−λ+1 · qT + + AdvG

(λ) + AdvSXDH
(λ)
G,G̃
(N+2)BDHE

+ (N + 1) · AdvG,GT

(λ) ,

where qT is the total number of transfer protocols and N is the number of records in
the database.

Chapter 4

Universally Composable
Adaptive Oblivious Transfer
with Access Control
from Standard Assumptions
The protocols from the previous chapter are proven secure only in a stand-alone
model that provides security only if no other protocols are run concurrently. They,
therefore, offer no security guarantees in a real environment where many, possibly
different, protocols are executed concurrently.
In this chapter, we provide the first scheme that realises an attribute-based access
control system for static resources that offers maximal privacy and is secure in the
universal composability framework (UC). More precisely, we offer a protocol for
adaptive oblivious transfer, where the sender can enforce an attribute-based access
control policy for each record and nevertheless learns neither which record a user
retrieves nor which attributes a user has.
As an additional result we provide a new universally composable adaptive oblivious transfer protocol that is the most efficient one secure under the standard “non
q-type” assumptions.
To achieve UC-security, instead of using discrete logarithm based primitives,
including interactive Schnorr proofs, as in the previous chapter, we employ the
structure-preserving framework that makes use of Groth-Sahai proofs and cryptographic primitives compatible with them. Groth-Sahai proofs are not only noninteractive, but also “straight-line”-extractable, i.e., one can extract the witness
from the proof without rewinding, which is a key requirement for a UC-secure protocol.
Our Contribution. In this section, we provide the first ACOT protocol that
is provably secure in the universal composability (UC) framework [Can01b] and
hence offers superior security guarantees. Our scheme assumes a CRS and is secure
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under the XDLIN and SXDH assumptions (which are simple extensions of the DDH
assumption). Note that using a CRS is the best we can hope for as it is known that
UC-secure adaptive OT protocols are impossible without any setup assumptions
[Can00, CF01, CKL06].
We build our universally composable oblivious transfer with access control (UCACOT) scheme from the structure-preserving signature scheme (SPS) by Abe et al.
[ACD+ 12], from the double-trapdoor linear encryption [GH08a] and from GrothSahai proofs [GS08].
Finally, we point out some oversights in prior security definitions for adaptive
OT in the UC model and discuss the impossibility of dynamic adversaries as well
as extensions that allow the adversary to abort a transfer or the provider to add
records iteratively.
Related Work. Green and Hohenberger [GH11] proposed an adaptive oblivious transfer (AOT) protocol from simple assumptions. Their protocol uses an F unforgeable signature scheme [BCKL08, GH08a] that can generate signatures on
group elements. However, they still use standard zero-knowledge proofs and extraction techniques that require rewinding, and thus, their scheme is not UC-secure.
Another scheme by Green and Hohenberger [GH08a] is an AOT scheme that is
UC-secure but only under the q-type (q-hidden LRSW) assumption.
Chase and Kohlweiss mention that one can build an UC-secure AOT protocol
secure under the DLIN assumption from the structure-preserving signature scheme
they propose [CK12]. However, the size of the verification keys and signatures in
their scheme is very large as they use the Waters signature scheme [Wat05] and a
bit-by-bit technique, making the resulting protocol rather inefficient. Constructions
of Kurosawa et al. and Zhang [Zha11] require expensive initialization procedures, so
they are inefficient when dealing with multiple users as pointed out by Green and
Hohenberger [GH11]
All protocols described so far do not put any restrictions on accessing the
database. The only UC-secure protocol that has some form of access control it
the one by Rial, Kohlweiss, and Preneel [RKP09] that allows the database provider
to assign a price to each record. Their scheme is based on the q-hidden strong
Diffie-Hellman (DH) assumption and the q-triple DH assumption [RKP09].

4.1

Definitions of UC-ACOT

In this section, we provide the ideal functionality for UC-ACOT and compare it
with the UC functionalities for adaptive oblivious transfer (without access control)
found in the literature.
An oblivious transfer protocol with access control (UC-ACOT) is run between the
following parties: multiple users (U) known by pseudonyms; an issuer I providing
access credentials to users, and a database DB hosting a number of records and
giving users access to the records that they are entitled to access.
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Each record Rρ in the database is associated with an access control policy ACP ρ
consisting of a set of ` attributes (categories), i.e., ACP ρ = {ai }`i=1 . The length ` of
the policy is fixed for all records. We denote by ACP ρ the policy for the record ρ. An
attribute might be a price to pay, a right, or a role that a user needs to have in order
to access a record. We denote by C the attribute universe - the set of all possible
attributes. The user is issued credentials certifying particular attributes that the
user is entitled to. Every credential certifies one attribute. If a policy consists of
several attributes, then the user must have credentials for all these attributes (Cυ ),
basically implementing an AND condition. If one would want to specify an OR
condition, one could duplicate the record in the database with a different set of
attributes. We use the following notation ACP ρ ⊆ Cυ to specify that the set of user
attributes Cυ satisfies the record policy ACP ρ .
We first define the interfaces of the real protocol.
$

CRSSetup: (1λ , C) → (CRS ).
The CRS is generated by running the randomized CRSSetup algorithm to
generate for a security parameter λ and the attribute universe C. CRS is
published as a system-wide parameter.
$

ISetup: I(CRS ) → (pk I , sk I ).
The issuer runs the randomized ISetup algorithm to generate a public key pk I
and a corresponding secret key sk I for the security parameter λ and the CRS.
He publishes the public key as a system-wide parameter.
Issue: I (CRS , pk I , Cυ , sk I ) →  ; U (CRS , pk I , Cυ ) → Credυ or ⊥.
A user obtains an access credential for the list of attributes Cυ ∈ C by engaging
in the Issue protocol with the issuer. The issuer’s public key pk I and the list
of attributes Cυ are common inputs. The issuer uses his secret key sk I as an
input. At the end of the protocol, the user obtains the access credential.
 $
DBSetup: DB
 CRS , pk I , DB = (Ri , ACP i )i=1,...,N → (pk DB , ER 1 , . . . , ER N ),
sk DB .
To initiate a database containing records R1 , . . . , RN protected by access control policies, the database server runs the DBSetup algorithm and generates
the encrypted database consisting of a public key pk DB and encrypted records
ER 1 , . . . , ER N together with their access control policies. The encrypted
database is made available to all users, e.g. by posting on a website.
 $
AddRecord: DB CRS , pk I , (Rj , ACP j ) → ER j .
To add a record Rj protected by access control policy ACP j to the database,
the database server runs the AddRecord algorithm to generate the encrypted
record ER j and adds it to the database.
Transfer: U (CRS , pk I , pk DB , ρ, ER ρ , ACP ρ , {Credυ }ACP ρ ⊆Cυ ) → Rρ or ⊥ ;
DB: (CRS , pk I , pk DB , sk DB ) → .
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When the user wants to access a record in the database, she engages in a
Transfer protocol with the database server. Common inputs are the CRS, the
issuer’s public key pk I and that of the database pk DB . The user has as a
secret input her selection index ρ ∈ {1, . . . , N }, the required credentials Credυ
for ACP ρ ⊆ Cυ . The database server uses its secret key sk DB as a private
input. At the end of the protocol, the user obtains the database record Rρ or
⊥ indicating a failure.
Universal Composability. We use the UC framework by Canetti [Can00] and
assume static corruptions. In the UC framework one considers a real world and an
ideal world. In the ideal world, there are “dummy parties” (some of them might
be corrupted by the simulator (ideal adversary) S) who get their inputs from the
environment E and deliver their outputs to E. They are dummy in the sense that
they just forward their inputs and outputs to and from an ideal functionality F . The
latter specifies the behavior the desired cryptographic protocol should implement
in the real world. Let IDEALF ,S,E denote the ensemble of random variables when E
interacts with S and F (via the dummy parties). Finally, we denote computation
c
indistinguishability as ≈ and polynomial time as PT. Now, in the real world, parties
(some of them might be corrupted by an adversary A) also obtain there input from
the environment and deliver their output to it. However, the parties interact with
each other by a protocol π. Let EXECπ,A,E denote the ensemble of random variables
when E interacts with A and the parties running a protocol π. We refer to [Can00]
for details.
Definition 38. We say that protocol π securely realizes F if for any A there exists
c
S, such that for any E, we have IDEALF ,S,E ≈ EXECπ,A,E , where A, S, and E are
PPT Turing machines.
Security Definitions. We define the ideal and real-world functionalities. We
denote the messages that parties exchange in the real world by hhtype:sid, payloadii
and in the ideal world by htype:sid, payloadi, where sid is a unique session identifier
and a payload is an optional parameter.
The real world. We first describe how the real world algorithms presented
in Section 3.1.1 are orchestrated when all participants are honest, i.e., honest realworld users U1 , . . . UM , an honest issuer I, and an honest database DB. Parties
controlled by the real-world adversary A can arbitrarily deviate from the behavior
described below.
• When the environment E sends a message hhisinit:sidii to the issuer I, the
$
latter generates a key pair (pk I , sk I ) ← ISetup(1λ , C) and sends hhisinit:sid,
pk I ii to all users U1 , . . . , UM and the database DB.
• When the environment E sends a message hhdbinit:sidii to the database DB,
the latter initializes the database by generating the database’s public and
$
private keys (pk DB , sk DB ) ← DBSetup(1λ ) and sends hhisinit:sid,pk DB ii to
all users U1 , . . . , UM .
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• When the environment E sends a message hhcred:sid:qid,Uυ ,aii, where a is a
requested attribute and qid is a query identifier, to the user Uυ , Uυ executes
the Issue protocol with the issuer on the corresponding input.
• When the environment E sends a message hhrec:sid,ρ,R,ACP ii to DB, where
ρ is the record identifier, the latter encrypts (R, ACP ) as (ρ, ER) and sends
it to all users.
• When the environment E sends a message hhquery:sid:qid,ρii to the user Uυ ,
then Uυ first checks whether she has the necessary credentials to access the
record Rρ . If so, she engages in a Transfer protocol with DB on a common
input pk I , pk DB , on Uυ ’s private input ρ and the relevant credentials Credυ :
ACP ρ ⊆ Credυ , and on DB’s private input sk DB , until Uυ obtains the record
Rρ , or ⊥, indicating a failure. If the transfer succeeded she returns Rρ to the
environment; if it failed, or the user didn’t have the appropriate credentials,
she returns ⊥ to the environment.
Ideal functionality. Below we provide the ideal functionality for UC-ACOT
and for the generation of a common reference string (CRS) [CLOS02]. We denote
D
D
is parameterized by distribu, respectively, where FCRS
these by FACOT and FCRS
tion D.
D
We proved the functionalities FCRS
and FACOT is on Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
D
:
Functionality FCRS
D
waits for a message hcrs:sidi from a party P. If there is no value r
FCRS
$
D
sends a delayed
recorded then choose and record a value r ← D. Finally, FCRS
output hcrs:sid, ri to P.

D
Figure 4.1: Ideal functionality FCRS
.

Security Properties. One can see that the security properties defined in Section
3.1.1 are ensured by the ideal functionality described above. We repeat them here
for convenience.
User Privacy : The database cannot tell which user makes a query, nor can it tell
which record is being accessed. That is, the database only learns that some
user accesses some record for which the user priorly obtained the necessary
credentials. If the database colludes with the issuer and potentially with other
users, then they can only try to identify the user or her selection based on
which credentials were issued to whom, and which credentials are necessary
to successfully access which record.
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Functionality FACOT :
• FACOT waits for a message hisinit:sidi from the issuer I. FACOT checks
that it has not seen the message before and then relays the message to S.
• FACOT waits for a message hdbinit:sidi from DB. FACOT checks that
it has not seen the message before and then relays the message to S.
• Upon receiving hcred:sid:qid, Uυ , ai, where a is a requested attribute,
from Uυ , qid is a query identifier, FACOT checks if υ ∈ qid and there
is an entry (uid , C). If υ ∈
/ qid or the entry exists and a ∈ C, where
C is a set of attributes already issued to the user, FACOT ignores the
message. Otherwise, FACOT sends the message hcred:sid:qid, Uυ , ai to
S. FACOT waits for hcred:sid:qid, I, ai from I, checks υ ∈ qid, and
relays the message to S. FACOT now waits for hcred:sid:qid, oki from
S and relays it to Uυ and I. If there is no entry (uid , C), FACOT creates
an entry (uid , C) with C←∅. Finally, FACOT stores (uid , C 0 ), where
C 0 = C ∪ a.
• Upon receiving hrec:sid, ρ, R, ACP i from DB, where ρ is the record
identifier, and FACOT has not yet stored an entry for the record M , FACOT
stores (R, ACP ) as (ρ, R, ACP ) and sends hrec:sid, ρ, ` (R), ACP i to
S, where ` is a leakage function. FACOT waits for hrec:sid, ρ, oki from
S. FACOT then sends hrec:sid, ρ, ACP , donei to all users.
• Upon receiving hquery:sid:qid, ρi from Uυ , where qid is a query identifier, check that qid is unique and FACOT has stored (ρ, R, ACP ) and (uid ,
C), FACOT sends hquery:sid:qidi to S. FACOT now waits for hquery:
sid:qid, bi from S, where b ∈ {0, 1}. If b = 1 and ACP ⊆ C, it sends
hquery:sid:qid, ρ, Ri to Uυ , otherwise it sends to Uυ hquery:sid:qid, ρ,
⊥i.

Figure 4.2: Ideal Functionality for FACOT .

Database Security : A cheating user alone cannot access a record for which she
does not have the necessary credentials. Colluding users cannot pool their
credentials, meaning that they cannot access any records that none of them
would have been able to obtain individually. If the issuer colludes with one or
more users, they can only obtain as many records from the database as the
number of transfer queries that were performed.

4.2. Analysis of UC-AOT Functionalities

4.2
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Analysis of UC-AOT Functionalities

The functionality we have defined in the previous section is the first one that specified universally composable adaptive oblivious transfer with access control. Putting
the access control feature aside, our functionality is further different from previous
definitions of universally composable adaptive oblivious transfer in two ways.
First, we allow the database to add records iteratively instead of submitting all
records at once to FACOT . This is to model the respective property of our protocol
and makes our model more flexible, but ultimately is a matter of choice.
Second, we allow the adversary to abort a transfer. Let us expand on this.
All definitions for UC OT that we have found in the literature [GH08a, RKP09,
CLOS02, Gar04, PVW08, DNO08] are based on the definition in Canetti’s original
UC paper [Can01b, Can01a]. They all have the property that a transfer will always
succeed if the database and the user are honest as the functionality delivers the
result to the user immediately upon receiving the input from database and user.
This, however, is not achievable in the real world where the adversary has control
over the network and hence can make a transfer abort by not letting a message
pass. The exception to this is the definition by Canetti in the latest update of
his original paper [Can00] where the user is given the result of the transfer by
private delayed output which enable the ideal adversary to control when (if at all)
the message is delivered. In our definition, we choose to model explicitly that the
ideal adversary can prevent the transfer to succeed via the bit b. This allows our
real world protocol to output a failure message if the protocol did not succeed or
timed out. Some authors did not consider the case where both database and user
are honest in their security proof while other seem to assume that the adversary
can only eavesdrop but not manipulate or delay messages (which is in contrast to
the communication model of the UC framework [Can01b]). It seems, however, that
all these protocols (possibly with slight modifications) would all satisfy an updated
definition where the result to the user is delivered via private delayed output.
Finally, our functionality assumes static corruptions as do all other OT functionalities in the literature except the one in Canetti’s updated paper [Can00], which
allows the adversary to dynamically corrupt the database (database in the original
OT definition). This is not astonishing: all known constructions for adaptive OT
(in the UC model or otherwise) follow the “assisted decryption” approach, where
the database first published the encryption of all the records and then (repeatedly)
runs a protocol with the user by which the latter obtains the decryption key for the
record of her choice. This means that the database has to hold on to some secret
information that allows the derivation of the decryption key of any of the records.
As this information has to be handed to the adversary upon a (dynamic) corruption,
the adversary will be able to decrypt all the records. However, in the simulation, the
simulator will have to encrypt dummy records if the database is honest and thus will
get caught by the real world adversary if it corrupts the database. In fact, we are
not aware of any adaptive OT protocol that is secure against dynamic corruption.
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UC-Secure Adaptive Oblivious Transfer with
Access Control

On a high level our UC-ACOT scheme works as follows: the issuer I generates
a key pair for issuing credentials and publishes the public key as a system-wide
parameter. The database provider DB generates an encrypted database containing
records protected by access control policies and makes it available to all users Uυ .
Users contact the issuer to obtain credentials for the attributes that they want or are
entitled to access. When a user wants to access a record in the database, she proves
to the database in zero-knowledge that she was issued credentials for all attributes
from the access control policy associated with this record. If the proof is successful
then she can decrypt that record, otherwise, she cannot.
Although, on a high level the UC-ACOT protocol is similar to ACOT presented
in Section 3.1, technically it differs from the latter one in the following ways. First,
it allows adding records to the database one-by-one - this functionality is explicitly
modeled. Second, it is built in GS-proofs based framework. Therefore, we use noninteractive GS-proofs, structure-preserving signature scheme and double-trapdoor
linear encryption. Furthermore, the index and the attributes on ACP are mapped
to the group elements to be extractable from GS-proofs. Making these changes
to meet requirements of the UC-framework is far from trivial, however, due to
the F -extractability of GS-proofs. The protocol from this chapter is less efficient
than un Section 3.1, but provides better security guarantees described in Chapter 1
(universal composability, standard model, and standard assumptions).
We now describe the protocols in more detail. An adaptive oblivious transfer
protocol with access control consists of a tuple of the following algorithms and
protocols: UC-ACOT= (CRSSetup, ISetup, DBSetup, AddRecord, Issue, Transfer). We
start with the setup for the CRS, Issuer and Database. Users do not have their own
setup procedure.
CRS Setup. CRSSetup generates two common reference strings: one for the
$
$
user’s proof CRS U ← NIWI.Setup(1λ ), and one for the database’s proof CRS DB ←
NIZK.Setup(1λ ), and the public parameters for encryption and credential schemes:
$
$
a, b, c ← Zp , (G1 , G2 , H , G̃1 , G̃2 , H̃ )←(Ga , Gb , Gc , G̃a , G̃b , G̃c ) ; aj ← Zp , Fj = Gaj
correspond to the attribute j, j = 1, . . . , |C|. It outputs a CRS that consists of all
generated parameters: CRS = λ, Λ, G1 , G2 , H , G̃1 , G̃2 , H̃ , CRS U , CRS DB , {aj , Fj }).
Issuer Setup. To set up its keys, the issuer runs the probabilistic ISetup algorithm
$
that takes CRS as an input and generates issuer secret and public keys: (pk I , sk I ) ←
SPS.Key(Λ). It publishes the public key pk I as a system-wide parameter.
Database Setup. To set up a database, the database provider runs the algorithm
DBSetup. The algorithm takes as an input a CRS and generates the secret and public
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keys of the database as follows:
$

x1 , x2 ← Zp ; (U1 , U2 )←(H 1/x1 , H 1/x2 ), (Ũ1 , Ũ2 )←(H̃ 1/x1 , H̃ 1/x2 ),
(sgk DB , vkDB )←SPS.Key(Λ).
The secret key sk DB ←(sgk DB , x1 , x2 , pk DB ) consists of the signing key sgk DB ,
secret values x1 , x2 and the public key. The public key pk DB ←(vkDB , U1 , U2 , Ũ1 , Ũ2 )
consists of values (U1 , U2 , ũ1 , ũ2 ) corresponding to x1 , x2 , and the verification key of
the signature scheme vkDB .
Add Record. The database provider can add records by running AddRecord algorithm shown in Figure 4.3, which takes the CRS, the record index ρ, the database’s
secret key sk DB , a record R and a corresponding policy ACP as an input and
outputs an encrypted record ER.
AddRecord(CRS , sk DB , i, R, P ) :
$
ri , si ← Zp ; C1 = U1ri ; C2 = U2si ; C3 = Gr1i ; C4 = Gs2i ;
C5 = RH ri +si ;
σ←SPS.Sign(sgk DB , (C1 , C2 , {Gaj }`j=1 )), where aj ∈ ACP .
ER i ←(P, C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 , σ).
Return ER i .
Figure 4.3: Add Record algorithm for UC-ACOT
These encryptions depend not only on the database provider’s secret key, but also
on the index i of the record (the random values ri , Si are unique for each record). The
tuple (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 ) can be seen as a double linear encryption [BBS04, GH08a]
in G of the record Ri . For every record the database also signs a part of the
ciphertext (C1 , C2 ), which determines the index of the record, together with the
record policy. This signatures allow the database to check during the transfer phase
that the user is indeed asking for a decryption key for one of the database records
and that she has enough credentials to access the record. The database also includes
one “dummy” record with a policy that all users have credentials for.
Once the user gets the encrypted database, she verifies the correctness of the
encryptions by checking weather for every record i:
SPS.Vrf(vk DB , C1 , C2 , {Gaj }aj ∈ACP i ) = 1, e(C1 , G̃1 ) = e(C3 , Ũ1 ), and e(C2 , G̃2 ) =
e(C4 , Ũ2 ) hold.
Credential Issuance. To be able to query the database, a user needs to obtain
the credentials for her attributes. To this end, the user runs Issue protocol with the
issuer as depicted on Figure 4.4.
We assume that the communication links are authenticated so that the issuer
knows which user it is issuing credentials to. The issuer also knows which attributes
this user is eligible to have credentials for. To bind together the credentials that
belong to one user, the user generates a unique secret xυ and a corresponding
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Issue :
Uυ (pk I , Credυ ) :

I(CRS , sk I , pk I , Cυ ) :

υ
Parse Credυ as Pυ , xυ , {Aυ,j , Fj , aj }N
j=1
$
xυ
(If first time xυ ← Zp ; Pυ = G̃

;

Add Credυ ∪ Pυ ) ;
Pυ

Aυ,j ←SPS.Sign(sgk I , Pυ , Fj ) ;
Fj = Gaj , aj ∈ Cυ

 Aυ,j , aj
If SPS.Vrf(vk I , Aυ,j , (G̃xυ , Fj )) = 1 then
Credυ ∪ {(Aυ,j , Fj , aj )}
Return Credυ .

Return .

Figure 4.4: Issuance protocol for UC-ACOT
pseudonym G̃xυ during the first issuance protocol. A credential is a signature on
the user’s pseudonym and the attribute. Later, when accessing a record with certain
attributes, the user can pick the corresponding combination of her credentials and
besides proving the attribute match, she also proves that all credentials are bound
to the same secret (pseudonym). This mechanism prevents users from pooling their
credentials to access records.

Transfer. When a user wants to access a record in the database, she engages in a
Transfer protocol (Figure 4.5) with the database server. The input of the database
server is the CRS and its public and private keys. The input of the user is the index
ρ of the record that she wants to access, her credentials, the encryption and the
access policy of the record ER ρ , and the public keys of the issuer and the database.
The user randomizes her choice and sends it to the database together with a
proof that the request is correctly formed as a randomization of some ER ρ . She
also proves that the attributes from her credentials match the record policy. We
note that the user does not need to prove knowledge of her secret exponent, but
only its equality for all credentials. If the database provider accepts the proof, it
blindly computes the decryption key s, sends it to the user together with a proof
that the computation was done correctly. We note that the user’s proof is only
witness-indistinguishable. The database’s proof, however, is a composable ZK proof
that can be simulated without rewinding. We use special type of pairing product
equations that allow for composable GS NIZK proofs [GS08]. The protocol is easily
R H rρ +sρ
seen to be correct by observing that Rρ = S·H −vC15H −v2 = C x1 H v1 C xρ2 H v2 ·H −v1 H −v2 .
1

2
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Transfer :

U CRS , ρ, pk I , pk DB , ER ρ , Credυ :

DB(CRS , sk DB , pk DB ) :

Parse ER ρ as (ACP ρ , C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 , σρ ) ;
υ
Parse Credυ as ACP υ = Gxυ , xυ , {Aυ,j , Fj , aj }N
j=1 ;
$

v1 , v2 ← Zp ; D1 = C1 U1v1 ; D2 = C2 U2v2 ; T1 = H v1 ; T2 = H v2 .
πU = NIWI.Prove(CRS U , (C1 , C2 , T1 , T2 , σρ , {Fj }, ACP υ , {Aυ,j }, xυ ),
K C1 , C2 , T1 , T2 , σρ , {Fj }, ACP υ , {Aυ,j } ; E xυ :
{e(C1 , H̃ )e(T1 , Ũ1 ) = e(D1 , H̃ )∧
e(C2 , H̃ )e(T2 , Ũ2 ) = e(D2 , H̃ )
∧SPS.Vrf(vk
DB , σρ , {C1 , C2 , {Fj }) = 1
V
xυ , F ) = 1}})
j
j|aj ∈ACP ρ {SPS.Vrf(vk I , συj , G
D1 , D2 , πU

-

If NIWI.Verify(CRS U , πU ) = 0, output ⊥ ;
else s←D1x1 D2x2 ;
πDB ←NIZK.Prove(CRS DB ; (S1 , S2 , S̃3 ); K S1 , S2 , S̃3 :
e(S1 , Ũ1 )e(D1−1 , S̃3 ) = 1 ∧ e(S2 , Ũ2 )e(D2−1 , S̃3 ) = 1∧
e(S1 S2 , S̃3 )e(S −1 , S̃3 ) = 1 ∧ e(U1 , S̃3 ) = e(U1 , H̃ )).


If NIZK.Verify(CRS DB , πDB ) = 0, output ⊥
C5
Rρ ←
S·H −v1 H −v2
Return Rρ .

S, πDB

Return .

Figure 4.5: Transfer protocol for UC-ACOT

4.3.1

Efficiency Analysis

The complexity of the database setup algorithm is linear to the size of the database
N : each encrypted record ER i consists of 16 group elements, i = 1, .., N . But the
communication and computation complexity of the transfer protocol is only linear
in the number of the attributes ` of a record: 125 + 64` group elements from G and
G̃ are sent between the user and the database.

4.3.2

Revocation

An anonymous credential system allow one to revoke users’ credentials. A way to implement revocation is that the issuer embeds a unique number (so called revocation
handle) into each credential. The credential is revoked by adding the revocation
handle to a public “black list” of revoked credentials. Later during the transfer
phase the user provides a proof that her credential was not revoked. More details
are given in Section 3.3.

4.3.3

UC-Secure Adaptive Oblivious Transfer

An efficient UC-AOT protocol can be derived from our UC-ACOT protocol by eliminating the record policies and users’ credentials. The database will also encrypt
all records, but only with keys that are based on the indices as there are no access
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policies attached to the records. There will be no ISetup and Issue protocols, and
during the Transfer protocol the user does not have her credentials and the record
policy as an input.

4.4

Security Analysis of UC-ACOT

Theorem 19. If the SXDH and XDLIN1 assumptions hold, then UC-ACOTsecurely
D
realizes functionality FACOT in the FCRS
-hybrid and static corruption model.
Proof. For any static adversary A interacting with users and the database, we construct a simulator S interacting with FACOT such that no environment E can distinguish the ideal world with S and FACOT from the real world of UC-ACOT (hereafter
ΠACOT ) with A. S starts by invoking a copy of A and simulates the interaction of
A with E and parties running the protocol. Remember that we denote the messages
that parties exchange in the real world by hhtype:sid, payloadii and in the ideal
world by htype:sid, payloadi. Our ideal functionality allows for multiple users as
the functionality FCRS returns the same values (G1 , G2 , H) as part of the CRS to
all users and the same encrypted database is distributed to everyone. The simulator
can set the values (G1 , G2 , H) and then decrypt all records in the database using
the CRS trapdoor.
To prove the security of the protocol for every combination of the corrupted
parties, we define a sequence of games Game i (or, i-th hybrid execution). Let
(i)
HybridE,S (λ) denote the ensemble of variables when E interacts with S in Game i.
We consider all possible cases of different parties being corrupted.
All Parties are Honest. S generates a common reference string CRS using
CRSSetup algorithm and when the parties query FCRS returns hhcrs:sid, CRS ii.
Upon receiving hisinit:sidi from FACOT it runs ISetup on behalf of the real issuer
and broadcasts hhisinit:sid,pk I ii. When receiving hdbinit:sidi from FACOT S
runs DBSetup on behalf of the real database and broadcasts hhdbinit:sid,pk DB ii.
When receiving hrec:sid, ρ, R, ACP i from FACOT S runs AddRecord on behalf of
the real database and broadcasts hhrec:sid,ρ,ERii. After receiving hcred:sid:qid,
Uυ , ai from FACOT S waits for hcred:sid:qid, I, ai from FACOT , checks if υ ∈ qid,
and simulates the protocol between the issuer and the user. If the user outputs hhcred:sid:qid,a,Credυ ii, S sends hcred:sid:qid, oki to FACOT . When S
receives hquery:sid:qidi from FACOT , it simulates all parties, and if the user
outputs hhquery:sid:qid,Rii it sets b = 1. In case the simulated user outputs
hhquery:sid:qid,⊥ii it sets b = 0. Finally, it sends hquery:sid:qid, bi to FACOT .
Only the Issuer is Corrupted. In this case, CRS and Database setup and
adding records are handled in the same way as when all parties are honest. After receiving hhisinit:sid,pk I ii from the issuer controlled by A, S sends hisinit:sidi to
FACOT . Upon receiving hcred:sid:qid, Uυ , ai from FACOT , it sends hcred:sid:qid,
I, ai to FACOT and executes the user’s side of the issue protocol with the real
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corrupted issuer, maintaining the state as necessary. If S receives the credential
successfully, it sends hcred:sid:qid, oki to FACOT .
The query simulation is the same as in the previous case where all parties are
honest.
All Parties are Corrupted. The case when all parties are corrupted is handled
internally by the adversary A, and S does not need to do anything.
The Issuer and the Database are Corrupted. Since the adversary can always
simulate additional users himself, we can simplify the setting to a single honest user.
S behaves as the honest user U. In this case, S does not have inputs from E to U.
Thus, S must simulate the honest user without knowing selected index ρ of U.
$
CRS Setup: S simulates CRS as follows: it generates Λ←(p, G, G̃, GT , e, G, G̃) ←
$
$
$
G(1λ ), CRS DB ← NIZK.ExtSetup(Λ), selects H ← G and η1 , η2 , {aj } ← Zp , j = 1,
$
. . . , |C|, sets G1 , G2 satisfying H = Gη11 = Gη22 , and CRS U ← NIWI.Setup(Λ). It
sets CRS ←(Λ, CRS DB , CRS U , g1 , g2 , H , H̃ , G̃1 , G̃2 , {aj , Fj = Gaj }, j = 1, . . . , |C|).
When the parties query hhcrs:sidii, it returns hhcrs:sid, CRS ii. Note that S has
the trapdoor η1 , η2 .
Extracting the database: When S receives a message hhdbinit:sid,pk DB ii, it
checks if it already has pk DB , and, if not, stores pk DB and sends hdbinit:sidi.
When A sends hhrec:sid, ρ, ERii, S verifies with pk DB that ER is valid. If it is not,
it aborts. Otherwise, it parses ER as (ACP , C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 , σ), decrypts the ciphertext (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 ) by using η1 , η2 . That is, it computes R←C5 /(C3η1 C4η2 )
and sends hrec:sid, ρ, R, ACP i to FACOT .
Credential request: Upon receiving hcred:sid:qid, Uυ , ai from FACOT , it checks
if υ ∈ qid, sends hcred:sid:qid, I, ai to FACOT , and executes the user’s side of
the issue protocol with the real corrupted issuer, maintaining a state as necessary.
If S receives the credential successfully, it sends hcred:sid:qid, oki to FACOT .
Dummy record request: Upon receiving hquery:sid:qidi from FACOT , S queries
a randomly picked record ρ0 ∈ [N ] for which it has the necessary credentials (or
a “dummy” record for which all users have credentials). Remember, that S does
not have the honest receiver’s selection ρ. But S can honestly generate proof πU
without rewinding since the input ρ0 ∈ [N ] is valid. It returns hquery:sid:qid, bi
to FACOT , where b = 1 if the transfer completed successfully, and b = 0, otherwise.
Claim 4.4.1. When A corrupts the database DB and the issuer I then
1
|IDEALFACOT ,S,E − EXECΠ,A,E | ≤ AdvXDLIN
(λ) + AdvSXDH
(λ).
G
G,G̃

Proof. Intuitively, the claim holds since the distribution of the CRS is the same as
that of the real protocol, and A cannot detect the difference between a proof with the
real input ρ and a proof with the simulator’s input due to the (composable) witness
indistinguishability property of the NIWI Proof system (Groth-Sahai proofs). The
messages extracted by S are identical to the real messages obtained by the honest
U due to the double-trapdoor property of the Linear encryption and a consistency
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check that the encryption was done correctly, performed on the encrypted database.
This can be easily checked by simple calculation.
In more detail, the proof is through the sequence of the following games:
Game 0: This is identical to the real protocol execution, i.e.,
(0)

HybridE,S (λ) = RealE,A (λ) .
Game 1: This is the same as Game 0 except that S generates extractable CRS
$
(CRS DB , tdext ) ← NIZK.ExtSetup(Λ) and sets CRS ←(Λ, CRS DB , CRS U , tdext ).
In this and the following games, S has the trapdoor tdext . Since the distribution of generated CRS with a trapdoor is identical to the distribution of the
CRS from the real game, it holds that
(0)

(1)

HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ).
Game 2: This is the same as Game 1 except that during each transfer phase S
lets the user algorithm query a record Rj chosen at random among those for
which it has the necessary credentials (or a “dummy” record, for which all
users have credentials), rather than querying ρi as imposed by E. We claim
that
(1)
(2)
1
HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvXDLIN
(λ) · q,
G
where q Since one can always represent D1 , D2 using different witness (D1 =
0
C1 H v1 = c01 H v1 ), the claim follows from the witness indistinguishability property of the user’s (Groth-Sahai) proof πU (see Section 2.4.3).

Only the database is corrupted. In this case, the simulation is very similar to
the case where the issuer is corrupted as well, except there is no Credential request
simulation.
Only Some of the Users are Corrupted. Since the UC-ACOT functionality
prevents users from pooling their credentials (every user has a unique secret key
embedded into each of her credentials), we have to consider multiple users here,
some of which are corrupted, and some of which are honest.
Now, S does not have inputs from E to DB. Thus, S must simulate the database
without knowing the records (R1 , . . . , RN ) of DB. We split the simulation description into several logical steps for convenience.
CRS Setup: S simulates a CRS for the parties as follows: it generates Λ←(p,
$
G, G̃, GT , e, G, G̃) ← G(1λ ), creates a simulated CRS with a simulation trapdoor for
R
the database (CRS DB , tdsim ) ← NIZK.SimSetup(Λ) and a CRS with an extraction
$
$
trapdoor for the user (CRS U , tdext ) ← NIWI.ExtSetup(Λ), selects ā, b̄, c̄ ← Zp , and
$
sets g1 ←Gā , g2 ←Gb̄ , H ←Gc̄ , {aj } ← Zp , j = 1, . . . , |C|). It sets CRS ←(Λ, CRS DB ,
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|C|

CRS U , g1 , g2 , H , H̃ , G̃1 , G̃2 , {aj , Fj = Gaj }j=1 ). When the parties query hhcrs:sidii,
it returns hhcrs:sid, CRS ii.
Dummy records: Upon receiving hdbinit:sidi from FACOT , S generates a key
pair by running DBSetup algorithm and sends hhdbinit:sid,pk DB ii to the adversary.
When receiving hrec:sid, ρ, ` (R), ACP i from FACOT S must generate the ciphertext of the record R for A without the input R from the honest database. S selects
$
a random record R ← G, and computes ER = AddRecord(CRS , sk DB , ρ, R, ACP ),
and sends hhrec:sid, ρ, ERii to the adversary.
Witness extraction: When A sends a transfer request D1 , D2 , πU , S uses tdext to
extract the “extractable” witness of the NIWI proof πU in the decryption request
of A (corrupted U): it computes (ω1 , . . .)←NIWI.Extract(CRS U , tdext , πU ). This extraction is essentially decryption using a trapdoor of the CRS, and does not require
rewinding.
Checking credentials: S checks if any of the extracted credentials was not issued
during any of the Issue protocols and aborts if this is the case. Note that this also
includes the case when corrupted users manage to pool their credentials.
Determining index: For each ciphertext ER i = (ACP i , C1 , C2 , . . .) S checks
whe-ther (C1 , C2 ) = (ω1 , ω2 ) and ACP i = {ωj }, j = 6, . . . , ` + 5 hold. If there are
no matching ciphertexts or multiple ciphertexts match, then S aborts. Otherwise,
S can determine index ρ0 of the matching ciphertext from these values. S sends
hquery:sid:qid, ρ0 i to FACOT to obtain the real requested record Rρ0 .
Simulated proof: If FACOT returns hquery:sid:qid, ρ0 , Ri such that Rρ0 6=⊥,
$
then S computes S←(C5 ω3 ω4 )/Rρ0 and generates a simulated proof π S ← NIZK.
SimProve(CRS DB , tdsim , S) by using trapdoor tdsim . This simulated proof convinces
A that S is correctly computed as in the real protocol. S returns the response
(S, π S ) to A, who (blindly) “decrypts” the dummy ciphertext ER ρ0 to the correct
value Rρ0 .
Claim 4.4.2. When A corrupts only some of the users then
1
|IDEALFACOT ,S,E − EXECΠ,A,E | ≤ AdvXDLIN
(λ) + AdvSXDH
(λ).
G
G,G̃

Proof. Intuitively, the claim holds because the distribution of a simulated CRS DB
is the same as that of the real protocol and A cannot detect the difference between a proof with the real input ρ and a simulated proof due to the properties
of Groth-Sahai proofs stated in Section 2.4.3 and [GS08]. Semantic security of the
encryption scheme prevents A from distinguishing the encrypted database with random records from the real database (the proof is given in [GH08a]). And, finally, the
probability of witness extraction failure (both for credentials and records) is equal
the probability of forging the SPS signature from Section 2.7.4
Game 0: This is identical to the real protocol execution, i.e.,
(0)

HybridE,S (λ) = RealE,A (λ) .
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Game 1: This is the same as Game 0, except that S generates simulated CRS:
$
(CRS DB , tdsim ) ← NIZK.SimSetup(Λ) and a CRS with a trapdoor(CRS U , tdext )
$
← NIWI.ExtSetup(Λ) instead of generating them honestly, and sets CRS ←(Λ,
CRS DB , tdsim , CRS U , tdext ). In this and the following games, S has trapdoors
tdsim and tdext . Composable zero-knowledge property of GS-proofs 2.4.3 ensures that if the SXDH assumption holds, the CRS DB is indistinguishable
from CRS DB , user’s CRS has the same distribution as in the real game. So
we have that
(0)
(1)
HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ).
Game 2: This is the same as Game 1 except that for each transfer phase (i =
1, . . . , k), if πU passes the verification algorithm, S extracts the witness of πU
by using a trapdoor tdext .
That is, S computes (ω1 , ω2 . . .)←NIWI.Extract(CRS ; tdext ; πU ). In the GrothSahai proof system (Section 2.4.3), this extraction never fails if πU is valid.
Thus, it holds that
(1)

(2)

HybridE,S (λ) = HybridE,S (λ).
Game 3: This is the same as Game 2 except that S outputs Fail (aborts) if the
extracted credential signature was not issued before. The probability that S
outputs Fail is negligible by Lemma 20. Thus, it holds that
(3)

(2)

1
(λ) + AdvXSDH
(λ).
HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvXDLIN
G
G,G̃

Game 4: This is the same as Game 3 except that S computes index ρi (U’s selection) by searching ciphertext Ci = (C1 , C2 , C3 ) such that C1 = ω1 , C2 = ω2
and ACP i = (ω6 , . . . , ω`+5 ), and outputs Fail (aborts) if there is no match, or
there are multiple matching ciphertexts. Let ρi be the index of the matching
ciphertext (during the i-th transfer). The probability that S outputs Fail is
negligible by Lemma 21. Thus, it holds that
(3)

(4)

1
HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvXDLIN
(λ) + AdvXSDH
(λ).
G
G,G̃

Game 5: This is the same as Game 4 except that S computes a (simulated) response S without using sk DB as follows: S parses the matching ciphertext
Cρi = (C1 , C2 , C3 , . . .) and computes S → (C5 ω3 ω4 )/Rρi by using the extracted witness. U obtains Rρi from S since it computes (C5 /(SH −v1 H −v2 ) =
Rρi H ri +si
H ri H si H v1 H v2 H −v1 H −v2

= Rρi . S executes a simulated proof NIZK.SimProve
(CRS DB , tdsim , S) where S is the statement proved by the honest DB. From
the first to i-th transfer phase, S must learn (Rρ1 , . . . , Rρi ) obtained from the
extracted witnesses. The simulated proofs are computationally indistinguishable from the honestly generated responses in Game 4 by Lemma 22 (due to
the composable ZK property of GS proofs).
That is, it holds that
(4)

(5)

HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvXSDH
(λ).
G,G̃
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Game 6: This is the same as Game 5 except that S selects dummy messages
$
] ←
(R̃1 , . . . , R̃N ), computes EDB
DBSetup(CRS , R̃1 , . . . , R̃N ) (dummy cipher] it sends hrec:sid,
texts), sends hdbinit:sidi and for every record R̃ρ in EDB
ρ, R̃, P̃ i.
If the XDLIN1 assumption holds, these dummy ciphertexts are computationally indistinguishable from the real ones due to the semantic security of the
Linear encryption (see Lemma A.8 of [GH08a] for details). Although S is
illegally generated for the i-th transfer phase (i ∈ [k]), the database still runs
the simulated proof about S, which is indistinguishable from the proof of a
true statement. Thus, it holds that
(5)

(6)

(λ).
HybridE,S (λ) − HybridE,S (λ) ≤ AdvDLIN
G
Issuer and Some Users are Corrupted. Upon receiving hcred:sid:qid, Uυ ,
ai from FACOT , S can simulate issuance protocol by generating the real messages
exchanged between all parties, since it knows all inputs. The rest simulation is the
same as in the case of the some corrupted users.

4.4.1

Proofs of Lemmas

Lemma 20. When some of the users are corrupted, if the SXDH and XDLIN1
assumptions hold, then the probability that S outputs Fail in Game 3 is negligible.
Proof sketch. If any of the extracted credentials were not issued before, it means
that the adversary forged the issuer’s signature(s). The security of the signature
scheme from Section 3.3 gives rise to an expected polynomial-time adversary with
non-negligible advantage in solving the SXDH and XDLIN problems [ACD+ 12].
The soundness of the proofs prevents users from pooling their credentials, since all
of them must be issued to the same pseudonym.
Lemma 21. If the SXDH and XDLIN1 assumptions hold, then the probability that
S outputs Fail in Game 4 is negligible.
Proof. The main idea of the proof is as follows. If S outputs Fail with non-negligible
probability, then S cannot determine the selected index of the corrupted U (or A)
and the simulation fails. We show that if S outputs Fail (there is no matching
ciphertext), then it means A breaks the EUF-CMA security of the signature scheme.
In short, if A produces a valid proof πU where the witness (ω1 , 6= C1 . . . for ERi =
(C1 , . . .), ACP i = (F1 , . . . , F` ) for any i ∈ [N ], then it means that A generates a
new ciphertext with C10 , C20 and attaches a policy (F1 , . . . , F` ) to it. This encrypted
record together with the policy was not included in EDB generated by the simulator.
This means that A produces a signature forgery.
We now provide more details. So in Game 4, simulator S extracts witness
(ω1 , . . .)←NIWI.Extract(CRS , tdext ) from the proof of knowledge of the corrupted
user. If S outputs Fail, then for j ∈ [N ] we need consider the following cases:
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1. There are multiple ciphertexts with the same policies (since policies are not
necessary unique for every record) whose first elements are equal to ω1 , ω2 .
That is, there exists i, j such that i 6= j and ω1 = C1j = C1i , ω2 = C2j =
C2i . The simulator honestly generates Ci , Cj , so Ci,1 , Ci,2 and Cj,1 , Cj,2 are
uniformly distributed on G, thus the probability that Ci,1 = Cj,1 , C2j = C2i
holds for i 6= j is negligible.
2. There is no ciphertext Cj = (Cj,1 . . .) such that ω1 = Cj,1 and ω2 = Cj,2 . This
contradicts the SXDH and XDLIN1 assumptions.
If ω1 is not contained in any of the ciphertexts, it means that A outputs a
forgery for CMA-signature, signing a freshly generated ciphertext. We construct an adversary A that breaks the unforgeability against adaptive chosen
message attack of the signature scheme from Section 3.3. When encrypting
the database, for each ciphertext A asks the signing oracle for a structurepreserving signature. When it receives the signature, A attaches it to the
encrypted record. After extracting a fresh message together with a signature
from the user’s proof it uses them as an output in EUF-CMA game.
3. There is a ciphertext with matching index Cj = (Cj,1 . . .), but the policy
does not match the extracted attributes. This means that the user forged the
database’s signature in a same way as in the previous case.
Since the SPS scheme described in Section 2.7.4 is existentially unforgeable against
chosen message attack under the SXDH and XDLIN1 assumptions, this concludes
the proof of this lemma.
Lemma 22. If the SXDH assumption holds, then the simulated response in Game 5
is computationally indistinguishable from the honestly-generated response in Game
4.
Proof sketch. The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma A.7 in the full version [GH08b] of [GH08a] so we only sketch it here. The honestly generated response is computed as S←D1x1 D2x2 = C1x1 U1v1 x1 C2x2 U2v2 x2 . The simulated response is
computed as S←(C5 ω3 ω4 )/Rρi that can be written as (C1x1 C2x2 Rρi H v1 H v2 )/Rρi =
C1x1 U1v1 x1 C2x2 U2v2 x2 .
One can see that the computed value is the same in both cases, and the simulated
proof is indistinguishable from the honestly generated one if the SXDH assumption
holds due to (composable) zero-knowledge property of GS-proofs (see Section 2.4.3).
This concludes the proof of the lemma.

Chapter 5

Structure-Preserving Primitives
In this chapter, we consider structure-preserving building blocks that were not yet
covered by the existing GS-proofs based framework. Although deterministic primitives such as (verifiable) pseudorandom functions or verifiable unpredictable functions play an important role in the construction of many cryptographic protocol, no
structure-preserving realization of them are known so far. This is no coincidence:
in this chapter, we show that it is impossible to construct structure-preserving verifiable unpredictable functions. Namely, in Section 5.1, we prove a number of impossibility results for structure-preserving verifiable unpredictable functions, verifiable
random functions, and unique signatures. We further extend our negative results to
pseudorandom functions and deterministic public key encryption as well as “nonstrictly” structure-preserving primitives that also allow target group elements to be
present in their ranges and public keys.
Furthermore, we show how to make use of the algebraic properties of the building
blocks to minimize the witness size of non-interactive proofs of knowledge. We apply
these techniques and, in Section 5.2 present a new efficient structure-preserving
signature scheme secure under standard assumptions.

5.1

On The Impossibility of Structure-Preserving
Deterministic Primitives

GS-proofs and structure-preserving primitives are a powerful instrument to achieve
strong security guarantees while remaining efficient. However, as we mentioned in
Chapter 1, just replacing Schnorr-type proofs with GS-proofs is not enough due to
the limitations of GS-proofs.
As an example, one can see that to achieve UC-security for ACOT we replaced Schnorr proofs that require rewinding for extraction with GS-proofs that
allow “straight-line” extraction of group elements, but not exponents. However,
this so-called F -extractability is not compatible with scalar attributes and indicies.
Therefore, other building blocks such as VRFs and signatures need to be compatible with GS-proofs. F -unforgeable [BCKL08] primitives could solve this problem.
But they require mapping from exponents to group elements and thus, are less
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efficient. Therefore, constructing structure-preserving cryptographic primitives to
enable simple and efficient “compiler” for obtaining UC-secure protocols is an important research direction.
Structure-preserving realizations exist for primitives such as signature schemes
[AFG+ 10, AGHO11, HJ12, CDH12, ACD+ 12], commitment schemes [AFG+ 10,
AHO12], and encryption schemes [CHK+ 11]. However, so far no structure-preserving
constructions are known for important primitives including pseudorandom functions (PRF) [GGM84, Dod03], verifiable unpredictable functions (VUF) [MRV99],
verifiable random functions (VRF) [MRV99, HW10], simulatable verifiable random
functions (VRF) [CL07], unique signatures (USig) [GO92, MRV99, Lys02], and deterministic encryption (DE) [BFOR08, BFO08] despite the fact that these primitives
are widely employed in the literature.
Examples include efficient search on encrypted data [BFO08] from deterministic encryption; micropayments [MR02] from unique signatures; resettable zeroknowledge proofs [MR01], updatable zero-knowledge databases [Lis05], and verifiable transaction escrow schemes [JS04] from verifiable random functions. PRFs
together with a proof of correct evaluation have been used to construct compact
e-cash [CHL05], keyword search [FIPR05], set intersection protocols [HL08], and
adaptive oblivious transfer protocols [CNS07, CDN09, JL09].
Our Results. In this section, we show that it is not a coincidence that no structurepreserving constructions of PRF, VRF, VUF, USig, and DE are known: it is in fact
impossible to construct them with algebraic algorithms. To this end, we provide a
generic definition of a secure Structure-Preserving Deterministic Primitive (SPDP)
and show that such a primitive cannot be built using algebraic operations only. The
latter is a very reasonable restriction, indeed all constructions of structure-preserving
primitives known to date are algebraic. We then show that PRF, VRF, VUF, and
USig are special cases of a SPDP. We further extend our results to deterministic
encryption and to “non-strictly” structure-preserving primitives which are allowed
to have target group elements in their public keys and ranges. Regarding the latter,
we show that such primitives cannot be constructed for asymmetric bilinear maps
and that the possible constructions for symmetric maps are severely restricted in
the operations they can use.
Let us point out that of course our results do not rule out the possibility of
constructing efficient protocols from GS-proofs and non-structure-preserving primitives. Indeed a couple of such protocols are known where, although, some of the
inputs include exponents (e.g., x) it turned out to be sufficient if only knowledge of
a group elements (e.g., Gx ) is proved. Examples here include the construction of a
compact e-cash scheme [BCKL09] from the Dodis-Yampolskiy VRF [DY05] and of a
so-called F -unforgeable signature scheme [BCKL08] and its use in the construction
of anonymous credentials.
Related Work. Some impossibility results and lower bounds for structure-preserving primitives are known already. Abe et al. [AGHO11] show that a signature from
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a structure-preserving signature scheme must consist of at least three group elements
when the signature algorithm is algebraic. They also give constructions meeting this
bound. Lower bounds for structure-preserving commitment schemes are presented
by Abe, Haralambiev and Ohkubo [AHO12]. They show that a commitment cannot
be shorter than the message and that verifying the opening of a commitment in a
symmetric bilinear group setting requires evaluating at least two independent pairing product equations. They also provide optimal constructions that match these
lower bounds. There are no results about the possibility of structure-preserving
deterministic primitives.

5.1.1

Definitions and Impossibility Results for Algebraic
Structure-Preserving Deterministic Primitives

Definitions of Structure-Preserving Deterministic Primitives. Before providing the definitions for the structure-preserving primitives we first recall the definition of an algebraic algorithm.
For bilinear groups Λ generated by G, an algorithm A that takes group elements
(X1 , . . . , Xn ) as an input and outputs a group element Y is called algebraic if A
“must know” a representation of Y with respect to (X1 , . . . , Xn ), i.e., there
Q is a
corresponding extractor algorithm E that outputs (c1 , . . . , cn ) such that Y = Xici .
We consider this property with respect to the source groups only. A formal definition
for the minimal case, where A only takes group elements from one group G and
outputs one element of this group, is provided below.
Definition 39 (Algebraic Algorithm). Let A be a probabilistic PT algorithm that
takes as input a bilinear group description Λ generated by G, a tuple of group elements (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ∈ Gn for some n ∈ N, and some auxiliary string aux ∈ {0, 1}∗
and outputs a group element Y and a string ext. The algorithm A is algebraic
with respect to G if there is a probabilistic PT extractor algorithm E that takes the
same input as A (including the random coins) and generates output (c1 , . . . , cn , ext)
$
such that for all Λ ← G(1λ ), all polynomial sizes n, all (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ∈ Gn and all
auxiliary strings aux the following inequality holds over the choice of the coins r:


Y
(Y, ext)←A(Λ∗ , X1 , . . . , Xn , aux; r) ;
ci
Pr
Y
=
6
X
≤ negl(λ).
i
(c1 , . . . , cn , ext)←E(Λ∗ , X1 , . . . , Xn , aux; r)
It is straightforward to extend this definition to algorithms that output multiple
elements of the groups G and G̃ of Λ. We note that all known constructions of
structure-preserving primitives are algebraic in the sense defined here. Indeed if the
considered algorithms were non-algebraic one could no longer prove their correct
execution with GS-proofs.
We define the syntax of a structure-preserving deterministic primitive (SPDP).
An SPDP consists of the tuple of the following algorithms: (Setup, KeyGen, Comp,
Prove, Verify). Besides the parameters generation (Setup), key generation (SecGen),
and main computation function (Comp), it includes proving (Prove) and verification
(Verify) algorithms that guarantee that the output value was computed correctly
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using Comp. We call it provability property. It captures the verifiability notion of
some deterministic primitives such as verifiable random functions, unique signatures,
and verifiable unpredictable functions. Furthermore, for the deterministic primitives
that do not have an inherent verification property such as pseudorandom functions
and deterministic encryption, it covers their widely used combination with noninteractive proof systems. Indeed, one of the main advantages of the structurepreserving primitives and one of the reasons to construct those is their compatibility
with the existing non-interactive zero-knowledge proof systems.
Definition 40 (Provable Structure-Preserving Deterministic Primitive). Let G be a
bilinear group generator that takes as an input a security parameter 1λ and outputs
a description of a bilinear group Λ = (p, G, G̃, GT , e, G, G̃). Let SK, PK, X , Y, P
be a secret key space, a public key space, a domain, a range, and a proof space,
respectively. Let F : SK × X → Y be a family of deterministic PT computable
functions. A primitive P = (Setup, KeyGen, Comp, Prove, Verify) that realizes F is
called a Structure-Preserving Deterministic Primitive with respect to Λ, SK, PK, X ,
Y, and P if:
• PK, X , Y, P ⊂ {G, G̃}∗ . Namely, the public key space, the domain, range and
the proof space consist only of the source group elements.
$

• CP ← Setup(Λ) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as input the group
description Λ and outputs the common parameters CP . Without loss of generality we assume Λ ∈ CP .
$

• (PK , SK ) ← KeyGen(CP ) is a probabilistic key generation algorithm that takes
as input the common parameters and outputs a public key PK ∈ PK and a
secret key SK ∈ SK. It is assumed without loss of generality that PK includes
CP , and SK includes PK .
• Y ←Comp(X, SK ) is a deterministic algorithm that takes X ∈ X and a secret
key SK as input and outputs Y ∈ Y.
$

• π ← Prove(X, SK ) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes X, SK as input and
outputs a proof π ∈ P for relation Y = Comp(X, SK ).
• 0/1←Verify(X, Y, π, PK ) is a deterministic verification algorithm that takes
(X ∈ X , Y ∈ Y, π ∈ P, PK ∈ PK) as input and accepts or rejects the proof
that Y was computed correctly. The verification operations are restricted to
the group operations and evaluation of pairing product equations (PPE), which
for a bilinear group Λ and for group elements A1 , A2 , . . . ∈ G, B1 , B2 , . . . ∈ G̃
contained in X, Y, π, PK and constants c11 , c12 , . . . ∈ Zp are equations of the
form:
YY
e(Ai , Bj )cij = 1.
i

j

The following properties are required from a provable structure-preserving deterministic primitive:
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$

1. Uniqueness: For all λ, Λ, CP ← Setup(Λ) there are no values (PK , X, Y, Y 0 ,
π, π 0 ) such that Y 6= Y 0 and Verify(X, Y, π, PK ) = Verify(X, Y 0 , π 0 , PK ) = 1.
$

$

2. Provability: For all λ, Λ, CP ← Setup(Λ) ; (PK , SK ) ← KeyGen(CP ) ; X ∈
$
X ; Y ←Comp(X, SK ) ; π ← Prove(X, SK ) it holds that Verify(X, Y, π, PK )
= 1.
Now, we define two security properties. The unpredictability property states
that no PT adversary can predict the output value Y for a fresh input X after
having called the Comp and Prove oracles with inputs that are different from X.
The pseudorandomness property states that no PT adversary can distinguish the
output value Y from a random value.
Definition 41 (Unpredictability). A Structure-Preserving Deterministic Primitive
P is unpredictable if for all probabilistic PT algorithms A


$
CP ← Setup(Λ) ;
Y = Comp(X, SK )∧ 

$
Pr  (PK , SK ) ←
 ≤ negl(λ),
KeyGen(CP ) ;
X∈
/S
Comp(·,SK ),Prove(·,SK )
(X, Y )←A
(PK )
where S is the set of inputs queried to the oracles Comp and Prove.
Definition 42 (Pseudorandomness). A Structure-Preserving Deterministic Primitive P is pseudorandom if for all probabilistic PT distinguishers D = (D1 , D2 )


$
$
CP ← Setup(Λ) ; (PK , SK ) ← KeyGen(CP ) ;
 (X, state)←D Comp(·,SK ),Prove(·,SK ) (PK ) ;

b = b0 ∧  1

1
Pr 
 ≤ + negl(λ),
$
$
X∈
/S  2
 Y(0) ←FSK (X) ; Y(1) ← Y ; b ← {0, 1} ;
$
b0 ← D2 Comp(·,SK ),Prove(·,SK ) (Y(b) , state)
where S is the set of queries to the oracles Comp and Prove.
One can see that a provable SPDP having the unpredictability property is a
structure-preserving verifiable unpredictable function (VUF), and a provable SPDP
with the pseudorandomness property is a structure-preserving verifiable random
function (VRF).

5.1.2

Inexistence of Structure-Preserving Verifiable Unpredictable Functions

Now, we prove that a structure-preserving VUF as defined in the previous section
cannot exist. Namely, we show that a provable SPDP cannot unpredictable according to Definition 41 because of its uniqueness property.
Theorem 23. Let G be a bilinear group generator that takes as input a security parameter 1λ and outputs a description of bilinear groups Λ = (p, G, G̃, GT , e, G, G̃).
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Let P = (Setup, KeyGen, Comp, Prove, Verify) be a Provable Structure-Preserving Deterministic Primitive as in Definition 40. Suppose that the discrete logarithm problem is hard in the groups G, G̃ of Λ and let KeyGen, Comp, and Prove be restricted
to the class of algebraic algorithms over Λ. Then P is not unpredictable according
to Definition 41.
Proof. For simplicity, we first consider a symmetric bilinear setting (Λ = Λsym ),
where PK, X , Y, P ⊂ {G}∗ . Furthermore, we suppose that the input X consists
only of a single group element. We then show that the same result holds when the
input is a tuple of group elements from G and also in the asymmetric setting, for
both Type 2 pairings (where an efficiently computable homomorphism from G̃ to
G exists and there is no efficiently computable homomorphism from G to G̃), and
Type 3 pairings (where there are no efficiently computable homomorphisms between
G and G̃) [GPS08].
The outline of the proof is as follows. First, in Lemma 24 we show that because of
the provability and uniqueness properties of P as specified in Definition 40, the output of Comp must have a particular format, namely Comp(X, SK ) = (Ga1 X b1 , . . . ,
Ga` X b` ) for (secret) constants a1 , . . . , a` , b1 , . . . , b` ∈ Zp . Then, in Lemma 27, we
prove that if the output of Comp has this format then the unpredictability property
from Definition 41 does not hold for P. This means that a structure-preserving VUF
cannot exist.
Lemma 24. Let P = (Setup, KeyGen, Comp, Prove, Verify) be a Structure-Preserving
Deterministic Primitive such that KeyGen, Comp, and Prove are algebraic algorithms
over Λ. If the discrete-logarithm problem is hard in the base group of Λ and P
meets the provability and uniqueness property as defined in Definition 40, then with
overwhelming probability it holds that Comp(X, SK ) = (Y1 , . . . , Y` ) = (Ga1 X b1 , . . . ,
Ga` X b` ) for constants a1 , . . . , a` , b1 , . . . , b` ∈ Zp .
$

$

Proof. Fix (PK , SK ) ← KeyGen(CP ), where PK ⊂ {G}∗ . Let x ← Zp , X = Gx .
First, notice that because Comp, Prove and KeyGen are algebraic algorithms,
their outputs can be expressed as
Comp(X, SK ) = Y = (Y1 , . . . , Y` ) with Yi = Gai X bi ,
Prove(X, SK ) = π = (π1 , . . . , πn ) with πj = Guj X vj , and
PK = (S1 , . . . , Sm ) with Sf = Gsf ,
where ai = H1,i (X, SK ), bi = H2,i (X, SK ), vj = H3,j (X, SK ; r), uj = H4,j (X, SK ;
r),and H`,m are arbitrary functions, and r is the randomness used by the Prove
algorithm. We note that ai , bi , uj , and vj can depend on X in an arbitrary manner,
but, as Comp and Prove are algebraic, one can extract ai , bi , uj , and vj as values
from Zp using the extractors of algorithms Comp and Prove.
Second, we recall that according to Definition 40 the verification algorithm consists of pairing product equations (PPE). Let the k-th PPE used in the verification
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The intuition behind the proof is the following. We note that Comp should
perform the computation without necessarily knowing the discrete logarithm of the
input – otherwise one can use Comp to solve the discrete logarithm for the input
X. Now, one can see that the relation in the exponents of the k-th PPE for the
tuple (X, Y, π, PK ) induce a polynomial Qk (x) in the discrete logarithm x = logG X.
Basically, we can re-write the k-th PPE as e(G, G)Qk (x) = 1. So, first, we prove
that Qk (x) is a constant function, otherwise it is possible to solve the discrete
logarithm problem for the given X by solving Qk . Second, we show that if Qk is
trivial then, by the uniqueness property, ai and bi are constants. Let ai , bi , uj , and
vj be the values computed for one specific X : Yi = Gai X bi , πj = Guj X vj , and
Verify(PK , X, Y, π) = 1. Proposition 26 shows that these values can be reused to
compute a correct Ŷ for any other X̂ ∈ X . So, if Ŷi is computed as Gai X̂ bi and πˆj
as Guj X̂ vj , instead of using the normal computation procedures, then X̂, Ŷ , π̂, PK
is also accepted by the verification algorithm due to the triviality of Qk . Then, from
the uniqueness property, it follows that these ai , bi are the only valid values, i.e.,
constants.
Now we provide the proof in detail. First, we prove that all polynomials Qk induced by the verification PPEs, as described above, are constants with overwhelming
probability.
Proposition 25. If the discrete logarithm problem in the base group of Λ is hard,
then Qk is a trivial function.
Proof. The proof is done by constructing a reduction algorithm R that takes as an
input a group description Λsym = (p, G, GT , e, G) generated by a group generator
G(1λ ) and a random element X ∈ G and outputs x ∈ Zp that satisfies X = Gx with
a high probability.
The reduction algorithm R works as follows. It first takes Λ as an input and sets
the common parameters CP = Λ. R then runs SecGen(CP ), Comp(X, SK ), and
Prove(X, SK ) for the given X. It also runs the corresponding extractors for SecGen,
Comp, and Prove. The extractor for SecGen outputs representations sf that satisfy
Sf = Gsf with overwhelming probability. Similarly, the extractor for Comp outputs
representations ai and bi such that Yi = Gai X bi , and the extractor for Prove outputs
uj and vj such that πj = Guj X vj as concrete values in Zp .
This set of extracted exponents sf , ai , bi , uj , and vj induce a quadratic equation
Qk in the exponents of the k-th pairing product verification equation (PPE). Let
us call the variable of this exponent equation x̂, then we can write the k-th PPE as
e(G, G)Qk (x̂) = 1. Given the representations, R can compute Qk (x̂) : d2 x̂2 + d1 x̂ +
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d0 = 0 in Zp . The condition that Qk (x̂) is non-trivial guarantees that d2 6= 0, d1 6= 0.
But then R can solve Qk (x̂) for x̂ with standard algebra. Due to the provability
property, x is one of the possible solutions to x̂. So if the equation is non-trivial,
then we can solve this equation for x̂ and obtain the discrete logarithm of X : x̂ = x.
Therefore, if the discrete logarithm problem is hard in the base group of Λ, Qk must
be trivial.
Now we show that if Qk is trivial then by the provability and uniqueness properties ai and bi are constants.
Proposition 26. Fix (PK , SK , X) and let ai ←H1,i (X, SK ), bi ←H2,i (X, SK ), uj ←
H3,j (X, SK , r) and vj ←H4,j (X, SK , r). If all the relations in the exponents of the
PPEs are trivial, then, for any X̂ ∈ G, Ŷ = (Ŷ1 , . . . , Ŷ` ) with Ŷi = Gai X̂ bi and
π̂ = (π̂1 , . . . , π̂n ) with π̂j = Guj X̂ vj , it holds that (X̂, Ŷ , π̂, PK ) will be accepted by
the verification algorithm.
Proof. Consider fixed (PK , SK , X), any X̂ ∈ G, and Ŷ and π̂ computed from X̂
as specified in the proposition. Note that the verification algorithm only evaluates
PPEs and performs group memberships tests. First, all group memberships tests
are clearly successful for the above tuple (X̂, Ŷ , π̂, PK ). Since all polynomials Qk
are trivial and due to the way in which Ŷ and π̃ are defined, it holds that the
result of evaluating the k-th PPE will be the same for any tuple (X̂, Ŷ , π̂, PK ).
Therefore, Verify(X̂, Ŷ , π̂, PK ) should output the same value for every X̂ ∈ G.
Now, considering the case where X̂ = X we have that Ŷ = (Ŷ1 , . . . , Ŷ` ) with
Ŷi = Gai X bi and π̂ = (π̂1 , . . . , π̂n ) with π̂j = Guj X vj . But due to the correctness of the extractors of Comp and Prove, these Ŷ and π̂ are exactly the outputs of Comp(X, SK ) and Prove(X, SK ). Therefore, by the provability property,
it holds that Verify(X, Ŷ , π̂, PK ) = 1 for X̂ = X; and thus, for any X̂ ∈ G,
Verify(X̂, Ŷ , π̂, PK ) = 1 also.
Now, for an arbitrary X̂ ∈ G, consider the tuple (PK , SK , X̂, Ŷ , π̂, a1 , . . . , a` , b1 ,
. . . , b` ) of values as defined above. π̂ is valid proof for (X̂, Ŷ ) and thus the uniqueness
property guarantees that there is no other Ŷ 6= Ŷ for which there is a valid proof
that Ŷ is the output corresponding to X̂. But the provability property guarantees
that for (X̂, Comp(X̂, SK )) there is a valid proof of correctness. Hence, for any
X̂ ∈ G, it holds that
Comp(X̂, SK ) = Ŷ = (Ŷ1 , . . . , Ŷ` ) = (Ga1 X̂ b1 , . . . , Ga` X̂ b` ).

Lemma 27. Suppose that P = (Setup, KeyGen, Comp, Prove, Verify) is a provable
Structure-Preserving Deterministic Primitive such that Comp(X, SK ) = (Y1 , . . . , Y` ) =
(Ga1 X b1 , . . . , Ga` X b` ) for some constants a1 , . . . , a` , b1 , . . . , b` ∈ Zp . Then P does
not satisfy the unpredictability requirement from Definition 41.
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2

Proof. Pick X, X̃ and define X 0 , such that X 0 = X /X̂ ∈
/ {X, X̂}. Then an adversary that learns
Comp(X, SK ) =

(Y 1 , . . . , Y ` ) =

Comp(X̂, SK ) =

(Ŷ1 , . . . , Ŷ` ) =

b1

b`

(Ga1 X , . . . , Ga` X ) and
(Ga1 X̂ b1 , . . . , Ga` X̂ b` )

can compute the value of Comp(X 0 , SK ) as:
2

Y1
Ŷ1

2

,...,


Ga1

X

Y`

Ŷ`
!
2 b1

X̂

!
=

G2a1 X

2b1

G2a` X

2b`

!

,...,
=
Ga1 X̂ b1
Ga` X̂ b`
! 
2 b`

X
 = Ga1 X 0b1 , . . . , Ga` X 0b` = Comp(X 0 , SK ),
, . . . , Ga`
X̂

and therefore P is not unpredictable.
Now, we show that the same result holds for the input being a tuple of group
elements from G.
X is a Tuple of Group Elements. Both Lemmas 24 and 27 can be easily
modified to the case where X consists of more than one (say t) group element as
follows. The reduction algorithm, after receiving the discrete logarithm challenge
X1 , will choose t − 1 random exponents x2 , . . . , xt and fix Xi as Gxi for i = 2, . . . , t.
Then the lemmas use the first group element X1 in the place of the original X.
Note that in the computation of the Yj and πj the exponents corresponding to
X2 , . . . , Xt can essentially be incorporated into H1,j (X, SK ) and H3,j (X, SK ) since
the prover knows x2 , . . . , xt . If the quadratic equations Qk (x̂1 ) in the exponents
of the PPEs are not trivial, then the first element of the input X can be used
to solve the discrete logarithm problem; otherwise, supposing that the uniqueness
and provability properties hold, the elements of the output will be of the form
bi
Ŷi = Gai X̂1 (for the fixed values x2 , . . . , xt ) and this can be used to break the
unpredictability by asking two queries in which only the first elements of the inputs
are different (i.e., X 1 and X̂1 ) and then learning the output corresponding to a third
2
input which has X10 = X 1 /X̂1 and the remaining elements equal to the ones of the
oracle queries.
Asymmetric Bilinear Groups Setting. Lemmas 24 and 27 can be generalized
to the asymmetric setting as well. We consider both Type 2 and Type 3 pairings.
The case where there are efficiently computable homomorphisms in both directions
can be reinterpreted as a symmetric setting [GPS08]. If X consists of t group
elements, we choose t − 1 random exponents x2 , . . . , xt and fix Xi as Gxi if the
i-th input element is in group G, or G̃xi if the i-th input element is in group G̃.
Then either some quadratic equation Qk (x̂1 ) in the exponents of the PPEs is not
trivial in x1 and this can be used to solve the discrete logarithm problem in the base
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group in which X1 is contained, or one of the three security properties (provability,
uniqueness and unpredictability) does not hold.
In the case of Type 3 pairings, where there are no efficiently computable homomorphisms between the groups, each Yj (let Gc denote the group in which it is and
Gc its generator) is of the form
H2,j (X,SK )

1,j (X,SK )
Yj = GH
X1
c

(where H2,j (X, SK ) = 0 if X1 and Yj are not in the same group) and each πj (that is
H (X,SK ) H4,j (X,SK )
in the group Gc ) is of the form πj = Gc 3,j
X1
(where H4,j (X, SK ) =
0 if X1 and πj are not in the same group), in both cases with the exponents corresponding to X2 , . . . , Xt incorporated into H1,j (X, SK ) and H3,j (X, SK ). Then the
argument continues as in the previous cases.
In the case of Type 2 pairings, there is an efficiently computable homomorphism
φ : G̃ → G. Then an element Yj of the output (or an element πj of the proof) that
is in the group G can depend on both group generators and on X1 or its mapping
φ(X1 ) into G.
I.e., if X1 ∈ G, Yj and πj have the form:
H2,j (X,SK )

Yj = GH1,j (X,SK ) X1

H4,j (X,SK )

πj = GH3,j (X,SK ) X1

φ(G̃)H5,j (X,SK ) ;

· φ(G̃)H6,j (X,SK ) ;

or if X1 ∈ G̃, Yj and πj have the form:
Yj = GH1,j (X,SK ) φ(X1 )H2,j (X,SK ) φ(G̃)H5,j (X,SK ) ;
πj = GH3,j (X,SK ) φ(X1 )H4,j (X,SK ) φ(G̃)H6,j (X,SK ) .
Then we should have H1,j (X, SK ) = aj , H2,j (X, SK ) = bj and H5,j (X, SK ) = zj
for constants aj , bj , and zj if the provability and uniqueness hold. But in this case
the unpredictability does not hold for the same reasons as before.
Putting Lemmas 24 and 27 together completes the proof of Theorem 23.

5.1.3

Impossibility Results for “Non-strictly”
Structure-Preserving Primitives

One can see that the definition above only captures so-called “strictly” structurepreserving primitives, i.e., PK and Y can contain only source group elements. Let
us discuss the case of structure-preserving primitives that also have target group
elements in their public key space and/or their range. A target group element can
be represented by 2 source group elements using pairing randomization techniques
[AFG+ 10] or even deterministically, by fixing the “randomization” exponents. By
this the provability property can be preserved. Now, the question is: if the uniqueness property holds is the output unpredictable according to the definition above?
In this section, we show that our impossibility result can be extended to some cases
of “non-strictly” structure-preserving primitives, formally defined below:
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Definition 43 (“Non-strictly” Structure-Preserving Deterministic Primitive). Let
G be a bilinear group generator that takes as an input a security parameter 1λ and
outputs a description of bilinear groups Λ = (p, G, G̃, GT , e, G, G̃). Let SK, PK,
X , Y, P be the secret key space, public key space, domain, range, and the proof
space, respectively. Let P = (Setup, KeyGen, Comp, Prove, Verify) be a StructurePreserving Deterministic Primitive as defined in Definition 40, except that the range
of Comp and KeyGen can contain also target group elements (Y, PK ⊂ {G, G̃, GT }∗ ).
Then the primitive P is called a “non-strictly” structure-preserving deterministic
primitive.
First, we extend the notion of the algebraic algorithms from Definition 39 to
operate in all groups of Λ. We provide a formal definition as follows.
Definition 44 (Algebraic Algorithms over Λ). Let A be a probabilistic PT algorithm
that takes as an input a bilinear group description Λ generated by G, two tuples of
group elements (X1,1 , . . . , X1,n ) ∈ {G}n and (X2,1 , . . . , X2,m ) ∈ {G̃}m for some
n, m ∈ N, and some auxiliary string aux ∈ {0, 1}∗ and outputs group elements
Y ∈ G, W ∈ G̃, and Z ∈ GT and a string ext. The algorithm A is algebraic with
respect to G if there is a probabilistic PT extractor algorithm E that takes the same
input as A (including the random coins) and generates output (c = (c1 , . . . , cn ), d =
$
(d1 , . . . , dm ), f = (f1 , . . . , fnm ), ext) such that for all Λ ← G(1λ ), all polynomial
n
sized n, m, all (X1,1 , . . . , X1,n ) ∈ {G} , (X2,1 , . . . , X2,m ) ∈ {G̃}m and all auxiliary
strings aux the following inequality holds over the choice of the coins r and for
X = (X1,1 , . . . , X1,n , X2,1 , . . . , X2,m ):

 (Y, W, Z, ext)←A(Λ∗ , X, aux; r) ;
Pr 
 (c, d, f, ext)←E(Λ∗ , X, aux; r)

Qn
ci
Y 6= i=1 X1,i
∨
Qm
d
W 6= j=1 X2,jj ∨
Qn Qm
Z 6= i=1 j=1
e(X1,i , X2,j )f(j−1)n+i



 ≤ negl(λ),


where the probability is taken over the choice of the coins r.
Similarly to Definition 39, this definition can be extended to algorithms that
output multiple elements of the groups of Λ. Then one can use the extractors of
SecGen and Comp to also extract representations for target group elements output
by them.
Now, as we discussed in Section 5.1.1, pairing randomization techniques allow us
to preserve the provability property. Here we show that if the uniqueness property
(according to Definition 40) holds, then the unpredictability property does not hold
in the asymmetric setting and also in some cases for the symmetric setting.
Theorem 28. Let P = (Setup, KeyGen, Comp, Prove, Verify) be a “non-strictly”
struc-ture-preserving deterministic primitive as defined in Definition 43. Suppose
that the discrete logarithm problem is hard in the source groups of the asymmetric
bilinear groups Λ and let KeyGen, Comp, and Prove be restricted to the class of
algebraic algorithms over Λ. Then P is not unpredictable according to Definition 41.
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Proof. The outline of the proof is the same as the one for Theorem 23. First,
in Lemma 29 we show that for any P that is provable and has the uniqueness
property as specified in Definition 40, the output of Comp must have a particular format, namely Comp(X, SK ) = (Y1 , . . . , Y` , W1 , . . . , Wn , Z1 , . . . , Zm ) with Yi =
0
0
0
0
a
b
a
b
G1 1,i X1 1,i , Wi = G2 2,i X2 2,i , and Zi = e(G1 , G2 )ai e(X1 , G2 )bi e(G1 , X2 )ci e(X1 , X2 )di
for X1 , G1 ∈ G, and X2 , G2 ∈ G̃ and for constants aj,i , bj,i , a0i , b0i , c0i , d0i ∈ Zp . Then
in Lemma 30 we prove that if the output of Comp has this format then the unpredictability property from Definition 41 does not hold for P, and thus the latter
cannot exist.
We note that Lemma 29 holds for both symmetric and asymmetric settings.
Lemma 30, however, holds only for the asymmetric setting, thus the result of this
theorem holds only for the asymmetric setting.
Lemma 29. If the discrete-logarithm problem is hard in the source groups of Λ and
P has the provability and the uniqueness properties (Definition 40), then with overwhelming probability it holds that Comp(X, SK ) = (Y1 , . . . , Y` , W1 , . . . , Wn , Z1 , . . . ,
0
0
a
b
a
b
Zm ) with Yi = G1 1,i X1 1,i , Wi = G2 2,i X2 2,i , and Zi = e(G1 , G2 )ai e(X1 , G2 )bi ·
0
0
e(G1 , X2 )ci e(X1 , X2 )di for X1 , G1 ∈ G; X2 , G2 ∈ G̃; and for constants aj,i , bj,i , a0i , b0i ,
c0i , d0i ∈ Zp .
Proof. Similarly to Lemma 24, we start with the symmetric setting (G = G̃ = G)
$
and a single group element as an input for simplicity. Fix (PK , SK ) ← KeyGen(CP ),
where a public key consists of both source and target group elements:
$
PK ⊂ {G, GT }∗ . Let x ← Zp , X = Gx .
First, since Comp is deterministic and KeyGen, Comp and Prove are all algebraic
algorithms over Λ, without loss of generality, their outputs can be expressed as
Comp(X, SK ) = Y = (Y1 , . . . , Y` , Z1 , . . . , Z`0 ) with Yi = Ga1,i X b1,i ,
0

0

0

0

Zi = e(Gai X bi , Gci X di ) = e(G, G)ai e(X, G)bi e(G, X)ci e(X, X)di ;
Prove(X, SK ) = π = (π1 , . . . , πn ) with πj = Guj X vj ,
PK = (S1 , . . . Sm , T1 , . . . Tm0 ) with Sf = Gsf , Tf 0 = Gtf 0 ;
where ai = Ha,i (X, SK ), bi = Hb,i (X, SK ), a0i = Ha0 ,i (X, SK ), b0i = Hb0 ,i (X, SK ),
c0i = Hc0 ,i (X, SK ), d0i = Hd0 ,i (X, SK ), vj = Hv,j (X, SK , r), uj = Hu,j (X, SK , r),
and H∗,∗ are arbitrary functions. We note that ai , bi , a0i , b0i , c0i , d0i , uj , vj can depend
on X in an arbitrary manner, but since Comp and Prove are algebraic, one can
extract ai , bi , a0i , b0i , c0i , d0i , uj , and vj as values from Zp using the extractors of algorithms KeyGen, Comp and Prove.
Second, we recall that, according to Definition 40, the verification algorithm
consists of pairing product equations (PPE). Let the k-th PPE from the verification
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algorithm be
e X, X

ck,6

`
Y

c
Yi k,7,i

i=1

·

m
Y
f =1

e Sf , X ck,1,f

q
Y


c
πj k,8,j

c

St k,2,f,t

t=1

e Yw ,

w=1

j=1
m
Y

`
Y

`
Y
i=1

c

Yi k,3,f,i

`
Y

c
Yi k,9,w,i

i=1
q
Y

c

πj k,4,f,j

0


c
πj k,10,w,j

j=1
n
Y
q=1

j=1

n
Y

e πq ,

`
Y

c

Zi k,i ·

i=1
n
Y


c
πj k,5,q,j = Tk .

j=1

The proof works very similarly to the one of Lemma 24. One can see that
the relation in the exponents of the k-th PPE for the tuple (X, Y, π, PK ) induce
a polynomial Qk (x) in the discrete logarithm x = logG X. Basically, we can rewrite the k-th PPE as e(G, G)Qk (x) = 1. So, first, we prove that Qk (x) is a trivial
function, otherwise it is possible to solve the discrete logarithm problem for the
given X by solving Qk . Second, if Qk is trivial, then by the uniqueness property
ai , bi , a0i , b0i , c0i , and d0i are constants. Let ai , bi , a0i , b0i , c0i , d0i , uj , and vj be the correct
values computed for one specific X. Then we have that Yi = Ga1,i X b1,i , Zi =
0
0
0
0
e(G, G)ai · e(X, G)bi e(G, X)ci e(X, X)di , πj = Guj X vj , and Verify(PK , X, Y, π) = 1.
Proposition 26 shows that these values can be reused to compute a correct Ỹ for
any other X̃ ∈ X . So if Ỹi , Z̃i , and π̃i are computed as Ỹi = Ga1,i X̃ b1,i , Z̃i =
0
0
0
0
e(G, G)ai e(X̃, G)bi e(G, X̃)ci e(X̃, X̃)di , and π˜j = Guj X̃ vj , respectively, instead of
using the normal computation procedures, then (X̃, Ỹ , π̃) are also accepted by the
verification algorithm due to the triviality of Qk . Then, from the uniqueness property, it follows that these ai , bi , a0i , b0i , c0i , and d0i are the only valid values, i.e., constants.
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 24 the proof above can be extended to the
asymmetric setting and to the case when the input consists of a tuple of group
elements.
Lemma 30. Let Λ be a description of asymmetric bilinear groups. Let P = (Setup,
KeyGen, Comp, Prove, Verify) be a “non-strictly” structure-preserving deterministic
primitive as defined in Definition 43. If P is provable and unique according to Definition 40 then P does not satisfy the unpredictability requirement of Definition 41.
Proof. We consider an input X = (X1 , X2 ) consisting of a single element from
the first source group X1 ∈ G and a single element from the second source group
X2 ∈ G̃. Applying Lemma 29, the output of Comp looks as follows, without loss of
generality:
a

b

Comp(X, SK ) = (Y1 , . . . , Y` , W1 , . . . , W`00 , Z1 , . . . , Z`0 ) with Yi = G1 1,i X1 1,i ,
a

b

Wi = G2 2,i X2 2,i , and Zi = e(Ga1 i X1bi , Gc2i X2di ) =
0

0

0

0

e(G1 , G2 )ai e(X1 , G2 )bi e(G1 , X2 )ci e(X1 , X2 )di .
Pick X̂1 , X 1 ∈ G and X2 ∈ G̃, set X̂ = (X̂1 , X2 ) and X = (X 1 , X2 ) and define
X 0 , such that X10 = X̂12 /X 1 ∈
/ {X̂1 , X 1 }, and X20 = X2 . As we proved in Lemma
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27, the unpredictability does not hold for source group elements. Now we show
that with this choice of the input the adversary can also compute the target group
elements of the output. For simplicity, let us now assume the output to consist only
of the target group elements.
An adversary that learns Comp(X̂, SK ) = (Ẑ1 , . . . , Ẑ`0 ) with Ẑi = e(Ga1 i X̂1bi ,
0
0
0
0
ci di
G2 X̂2 ) = e(G1 , G2 )ai e(X̂1 , G2 )bi e(G1 , X̂2 )ci e(X̂1 , X̂2 )di and Comp(X, SK ) = (Z 1 ,
0
0
0
bi
di
. . . , Z `0 )with Z i = e(Ga1 i X 1 , Gc2i X 2 ) = e(G1 , G2 )ai e(X 1 , G2 )bi e(G1 , X 2 )ci
0
e(X 1 , X 2 )di can already compute the value of Comp(X 0 , SK ) = (Z 1 , . . . , Z `0 ) as

Ẑ 2
Ẑ12
, . . . , Z`00
Z1
`

, because we have that
0

0

0

0

Ẑi2
e(G1 , G2 )2ai e(X̂1 , G2 )2bi e(G1 , X̂2 )2ci e(X̂1 , X̂2 )2di
=
=
0
0
0
0
Zi
e(G1 , G2 )ai e(X 1 , G2 )bi e(G1 , X 2 )ci e(X 1 , X 2 )di
!b01
!d01
0
X̂12
X̂12
a0i
0
0 c1
e(G1 , G2 ) · e
, G2
, X2
· e (G1 , X2 ) · e
= Z i.
X
X1
Therefore, P is not unpredictable for the target group elements either.

One can see that for the symmetric setting the result above holds only if there is
0
no element e(X1 , X2 )di in the output. I.e., since X1 = X2 = X, when X appears on
both sides of the pairing, the relation will not be linear – X 2 will induce the power
of 4 in the output: e(X, X)4 .
Corollary 31. Let P = (Setup, KeyGen, Comp, Prove, Verify) be “non-strictly” structure-preserving deterministic primitive as defined in Definition 43. Suppose that the
discrete logarithm problem is hard in the source groups of the symmetric bilinear
groups Λsym and let KeyGen, Comp, and Prove be restricted to the class of algebraic
0
algorithms over Λ. If the output of Comp algorithm is not of the form e(X, X)di ,
then P is not unpredictable according to Definition 41.
Finally, allowing just a public key to contain target group elements would also
induce the impossibility result in both symmetric and asymmetric settings (see the
following corollary).
Corollary 32. Let G be a bilinear group generator that takes as an input a security
parameter 1λ and outputs a description of bilinear groups Λ = (p, G, G̃, GT , e, G,
G̃). Let SK, PK, X , Y, and P be a secret key space, public key space, domain, range
and a proof space, respectively. Let P = (Setup, KeyGen, Comp, Prove, Verify) be a
Structure-Preserving Deterministic Primitive as defined in Definition 40, except that
the public key can contain also target group elements (PK ∈ {G, G̃, GT }∗ ). Then P
is not unpredictable according to Definition 41.
One can see that if Comp does not contain target group elements, but the public
key does, then the result follows from Lemmas 24 and 27 with a slight modification
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of Lemma 24. Namely, in this case SecGen is algebraic according to Definition 44
and one can use its extractor to compute the exponents for both source and target
group elements of the public key.

5.1.4

Impossibility Results for Structure-Preserving PRFs,
VRFs and Unique Signatures

In this section, we show how the definition of an abstract provable structurepreserving deterministic primitive (SPDP) given in Section 5.1.1 relates to the
definitions of structure-preserving verifiable random function (VRF), and unique
signatures (USig). We show that the security properties of an SPDP are necessary
conditions for any VRF or USig to be secure.1 We also discuss how the SPDP
definition relates to structure-preserving PRF.
We recall the standard definitions of PRF and USig with a slight adaptation to
our notation in Section 2.8. Here we only explain how the requirements for structurepreserving variants of these primitives are captured by our SPDP definition.
Impossibility of Structure-Preserving Unique Signatures. Applying the
definition of an SPDP to the context of unique signatures (see Definition 35), one
can see that Comp is the signing algorithm, and that the Prove algorithm does not
exist, which is equivalent to a Prove algorithm that always returns an empty string.
From the security point of view, the uniqueness of the unique signatures according
to Definition 35 is the same as in Definition 40. Now we see the match for the
unpredictability property.
One can see that in the security game from Definition 35 an adversary can
output a forgery Y that passes the verification equation, but it can be computed
in an arbitrary manner. However, in the unpredictability game from Definition
41 a forgery must be computed using the Comp algorithm. But because of the
provability and uniqueness properties the former condition (Verify(X, Y, PK ) = 1)
actually implies the latter one (Y = Comp(X, SK )). Therefore, the unpredictability
property from Definition 41 is equivalent to the Security property of USig described
above. Thus, the following corollary holds:
Corollary 33. Assuming the hardness of the discrete logarithm problem in the base
groups of Λ, there is no unique signature that is algebraic and secure.
Impossibility of Structure-Preserving Verifiable Random Functions. The
syntax of a verifiable random function (VRF) follows our generic definition of an
SPDP: VRF consists of Setup, SecGen, Comp, Prove, and Verify algorithms. Structure-preserving VRF has the same restriction on the public key space, domain,
range and proof space as an SPDP, namely, they consist only of source group elements. VRF is also provable and unique, but instead of unpredictability, VRF has
a pseudorandomness property (see Definition 42).
1 Note that the requirements are necessary conditions, but maybe not sufficient conditions, e.g.,
in the case of VRF pseudorandomness is a stronger requirement than unpredictability.
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Lemma 34. If a verifiable random function is pseudorandom according to Definition 42 then its translation to a generic deterministic primitive satisfies unpredictability as defined in Definition 41.
Proof. The distinguisher D = (D1 , D2 ) of the pseudorandomness from Definition 42
can use the adversary A that breaks the unpredictability according to Definition 41.
D1 executes a copy of A internally and forwards the oracle queries/answers appropriately. If A produces an output pair (X, Y ) where Y is an output value for a fresh
input X that was not queried to the oracle before, then D1 uses X as his output
and forwards Y to D2 who uses Y to distinguish if the returned challenge Y(b) is a
random value or the output of the real function. If no such pair (X, Y ) is produced
by A, then D makes a random guess.
Given the above, the impossibility of an SPDP that provides unpredictability
implies the impossibility of a VRF that provides pseudorandomness:
Corollary 35. Assuming the hardness of the discrete logarithm problem in the base
groups of Λ, there is no verifiable random function that is algebraic and secure.
One can see that this result also rules out the construction of a structurepreserving simulatable VRF (sVRF) [CL07], which is a special case of a VRF with
the public parameters (see Definition 1 from [CL07]) and is a key building block in
some e-cash schemes [BCKL09].
Impossibility of Structure-Preserving Pseudorandom Functions. The standard definition of a PRF (Definition 32 in Section 2.8) does not feature Prove and
Verify algorithms. However, the reason one wants a PRF to be structure-preserving
is that one can use GS-proofs so that one party can prove to another party that
the Comp algorithm was followed as prescribed. As we mentioned before, one of the
examples of using PRF coupled with non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proofs
is in e-cash systems [CHL05, BCKL09].
This approach essentially adds Prove and Verify algorithms to the definition of
a PRF. We formalize it later in this section. First, note that adding a proof that a
PRF was computed correctly does not result in a VRF as in the latter case there
is a public key and one wants to verify that the VRF was really computed with a
specific public key. Whereas here one is interested in proving that the PRF was
correctly computed w.r.t. any secret key, which is a weaker requirement. We are
thus interested in the question of whether it is possible to construct a PRF for which
one can prove the correctness of computation with GS-proofs. Or, more generally,
with NIZK proofs that use only PPE for verification. With this in mind, we define
a variant of Definition 40 and Definition 42, which are extensions of PRF definitions
with Prove and Verify algorithms and further have Setup generate parameters for
NIZK proofs. Note that one can of course always trivially prove that a PRF was
computed correctly without using NIZK proofs by just revealing the secret key (as is
for instance done in the Hohenberger-Waters signature scheme [HW09]). Formally,
this proof method follows the definition we give, nevertheless, it is easy to see that a
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straightforward adaptation of our impossibility proof rules out the existence of PRFs
(or even functions which instead of being pseudorandom are only unpredictable) that
are algebraic and secure according to the suitable modification of Definition 40 and
Definition 42 to allow the verification algorithm to use SK .
In this work we refer to Groth-Sahai proofs [GS08] described in Section 2.4.3 as
the instantiation of the NIZK proof system. We also note that the results from this
section and Section 5.1.5 hold for non-interactive witness-indistinguishable proofs as
well that can be also instantiated with NIWI proofs by Groth and Sahai ([GS08]).
Combining Structure-Preserving PRF with a NIZK Proof System. Below we provide a formal definition for the construction of a PRF coupled with NIZK
proofs, where verification operations are restricted to checking group membership
and evaluating pairing product equations. Note that Π.Prove and Π.Verify algorithms take NIZK parameters and a proof statement as an input as well. Since in
our case the statement is always a correctness of Comp algorithm, for consistency
of notation with Definition 40 we omit the statement input.
In order to distinguish functions and variables with the same name among different primitives, we may give the prefixes that represent the primitive in an obvious
manner. For instance, PRF.Comp denote Comp of the PRF in mind.
Definition 45 (Structure-Preserving Pseudorandom Function with a Proof of Computation Correctness). Let G be a bilinear group generator that takes as an input
a security parameter 1λ and outputs a description of a bilinear group Λ = (p, G, G̃,
GT , e, G, G̃). A structure-preserving pseudorandom function with a proof of computation correctness with respect to Λ is a set of the following algorithms:
$

$

$

• CP ← Setup(Λ): Run CP prf ← PRF.Setup(Λ) and CP nizk ← Π.Setup(Λ), and
return CP = (CP prf , CP nizk ).
$

$

• (PK , SK ) ← KeyGen(CP ): Run SK ← PRF.KeyGen(CP prf ). Set an empty
string to PK . Return (PK , SK ).
• Y ←Comp(X, SK ): Run Y ←PRF.Comp(X, SK ). Return Y .
$

$

• π ← Prove(X, SK ): Run Y ←PRF.Comp(X, SK ) and π ← Π.Prove(CP nizk ;
SK ; K SK : Y = FSK (X)). Return π.
• 0/1←Verify(X, Y, π): Run b←Π.Verify(CP nizk ; π; K SK : Y = FSK (X)) and
return b.
We now show that the above primitive provides provability, uniqueness and
pseudorandomness based on the security of underlying PRF and NIZK.
Lemma 36. The above pseudorandom function with a proof of computation correctness is a provable structure-preserving deterministic primitive defined in Definition
40 and provides unpredictability according to Definition 41 if the underlying PRF is
pseudorandom and NIZK is correct and sound.
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Proof. Syntactical consistency can be verified by inspection. We focus on the security properties. First of all, provability holds from correctness of NIZK as Verify
is identical to Verifynizk . Uniqueness holds due to the soundness of NIZK and the
fact that a PRF is deterministic. Namely, if (SK , X, Y ) satisfies the relation defined
by the PRF, (SK , X, Y 0 ) for Y 6= Y 0 does not satisfy the relation since a PRF is
deterministic. Thus, by the soundness of NIZK, there is no π 0 that is accepted by
the verification algorithm for (SK , X, Y 0 ). The pseudorandomness holds due to the
definition of a PRF (see Definition 32). The unpredictability follows from it due to
the same reason as stated in Lemma 34.
We observe, that similarly to a pair VRF-VUF, where the pseudorandomness
implies unpredictability, one can follow Lemma 36 and show that any unpredictable
function can be coupled with NIZK to get SPDP with required properties.
Corollary 37. Assuming the hardness of the discrete logarithm problem in the base
groups of Λ, there is no triple of pseudorandom function (or even functions that
are only unpredictable), and prove and verification algorithms that is algebraic and
satisfies Definition 45.
The Corollary follows by a trivial adaptation of the proof in the context of Definition 45. As discussed in Section 5.1.4, if the adversary can break the unpredictability
property and compute the output value himself, then he can obviously break the
pseudorandomness property.

5.1.5

Impossibility Results for Structure-Preserving
Deterministic Encryption

Since deterministic encryption (DE) does not fit into Definition 40 both from the
syntax and security perspective, we discuss it separately here. DE consists of the
following algorithms: Setup, SecGen, Enc, Dec (see Definition 36 from Section 2.8).
A structure-preserving encryption scheme has public keys, messages, and ciphertexts that consist entirely of source group elements. Moreover, the encryption and
decryption algorithms perform only group and bilinear map operations.
Following Definition 40, one can view Comp as the encryption algorithm Enc
from Definition 36. If we add Prove and Verify algorithms, then Prove will output a
proof of the correct computation of the encryption algorithm. Below we provide a
formal definition for the DE with this in mind, similarly as we did for the PRF in
Section 5.1.4. We note that even though we assume the instantiation of Prove and
Verify with GS-proofs our result holds in general for proofs that require only PPE
for verification.
Definition 46 (Structure-Preserving Deterministic Encryption with a Proof of Encryption Correctness). Let G be a bilinear group generator that takes as an input a
security parameter 1λ and outputs a description of a bilinear group Λ = (p, G, G̃,
GT , e, G, G̃). Structure-Preserving Deterministic Encryption with a NIZK proof of
encryption correctness with respect to Λ is a tuple of the following PT algorithms:
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$

• CP ← Setup(Λ): Run CP de ← DE.Setup(Λ) and CP nizk ← Π.Setup(Λ), and
return CP = (CP de , CP nizk ).
$

$

• (PK , SK ) ← KeyGen(CP ): Run (SK , PK ) ← DE.KeyGen(CP de ), and return
(PK , SK ).
• Y ←Comp(X, SK ): Compute PK from SK . Run Yde ←Enc(X, PK ), and return
Y = (Yde , PK ).
$

$

• π ← Prove(X, SK ): Compute PK from SK , run Yde ←Enc(X, PK ) and π ←
Π.Prove(CP nizk ; X; K X : Yde = Enc(X, PK )).
Return π.
• 0/1←Verify(X, Y, π): Run b←Π.Verify(CP nizk ; π; K X : Yde = Enc(X, PK ))
and return b.
Note that X is not really referred in Verify but it is anyway consistent with the
syntax of an SPDP.
We would like to point out that since Comp, as an encryption algorithm, takes a
public key as an input, no unpredictability-style property can hold in this case. Thus,
we cannot require both uniqueness and unpredictability properties (see Definitions
40 and 41) to hold for the primitive from the Definition 46 to be secure. Nevertheless,
we show that the latter primitive, which is provable and unique, cannot exist.
First, we show that two security properties, provability and uniqueness, of an
SPDP hold for the above DE coupled with (GS) NIZK-proofs. Formally:
Lemma 38. The above deterministic encryption scheme with a proof of encryption
correctness has the provability and uniqueness properties defined in Definition 40, if
NIZK is correct and sound.
The proof of the above lemma is the same as that for Lemma 36 with obvious
modification and thus omitted.
Theorem 39. Assuming the hardness of the discrete logarithm problem in the
base groups of Λ, there is no algebraic structure-preserving deterministic encryption scheme, which is secure and where encryption can be verified by an algorithm,
which takes X, Y, π, PK as input and only performs group operations and PPE evaluations.
Proof. As we mentioned before, by the definition of DE and the correctness of decryption, the uniqueness property holds if we consider Enc to be the Comp algorithm.
According to Lemma 24 the ciphertext that encrypts a group element X looks as
follows: Comp(X, PK ) = Y = (Ga1 X b1 , . . . , Ga` X b` ), where a1 , . . . , a` , b1 , . . . , b` are
constants in Zp , and G is a group generator. To encrypt X, it is obvious that Gai
and bi , i = 1, . . . , ` should be efficiently derivable from the public key. This means
that the ciphertext can be decrypted using the public key.
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Structure-Preserving Signature Scheme from
Standard Assumptions

In this section, we present an efficient signature scheme that facilitates Groth-Sahai
proofs [GS08] of knowledge of a message, a verification key, and a valid signature
on the message, without the need to reveal any of them. Such schemes are called
structure-preserving. More precisely, the structure-preserving property of the signature scheme requires that verification keys, messages, and signatures are group
elements and the verification predicate is a conjunction of pairing product equations. Our structure-preserving signature scheme supports multiple messages and
is proven secure under the DLIN assumption. The signature consists of 53 + 6n
group elements, where n is the number of messages signed, and to the best of our
knowledge is the most efficient one secure under a standard assumption.
We build our scheme from a structure-preserving encryption scheme which supports labels that are also group elements, non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs
(NIZK), and a hard relation or publicly verifiable random function. We follow an
approach that is similar to ones from [Gro06, KV09, DHLW10]. We present a scheme
that works as follows. The verification key contains the public parameters for the
NIZK proofs, the public key for the encryption scheme, and the public value of a
hard relation. The signing key consists of the verification key and a witness for the
hard relation. Instead of encrypting both the message m and a witness of the hard
relation, like in [Gro06], or binding m and the ciphertext inside the zero-knowledge
proof, like in [KV09], we make use of labels and their non-malleability and encrypt
only a witness of the hard relation under a label m, which results in a more efficient
construction. So a witness for the public value of the hard relation is encrypted
under multiple labels M1 , . . . , Mn (the messages to be signed), and a NIZK proof is
created that 1) the encryption is valid and 2) indeed a witness for the public value
of the hard relation is encrypted. The signature consists of the ciphertext and the
NIZK proof. The verification of a signature is done by verifying the NIZK proof.
To optimize our scheme, we also revisit techniques for combining structure-preserving encryption with NIZK proofs and present a new technique for doing efficient
proofs for mixed types of equations, namely for multi-exponentiation and pairing
product equations, using pairing randomization techniques. We believe this new
technique to be of interest for other applications of GS-proofs as well.
Together with non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs, our scheme can be used
as a building block for constructing efficient pairing-based cryptographic protocols
that can be proven secure without assuming random oracles, such as anonymous
credential systems [BCKL08], oblivious transfer [GH10, CDNZ11], e-cash schemes
[CHL05], range and set membership proofs [CCS08], blind signatures [Fis06, AO09],
group signatures [BMW03].
Related Work. Groth, who initiated the research on structure-preserving signature schemes, suggested a scheme secure under the DLIN assumption [Gro06], but
the scheme is not practical due to its large constant factor. Green and Hohenberger
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[GH08a] presented a structure-preserving signature scheme that provides security
against random message attacks under a q-Hidden LRSW assumption. Fuchsbauer
[Fuc09] presented an efficient scheme based on the Double Hidden Strong DiffieHellman Assumption (DHSDH). However, the messages must have a particular
structure.
Cathalo, Libert and Yung [CLY09] provided a scheme based on a combination
of the q-Hidden Strong Diffie-Hellman Assumption (HSDH), the Flexible DiffieHellman Assumption, and the DLIN assumption. Their signature consists of 9n + 4
group elements, where n is a number of group elements signed and it was left as an
open problem to construct constant-size signatures. Abe et al. [AFG+ 10] proposed
the first constant-size structure-preserving signature scheme for messages of general
bilinear group elements. A signature consists only of 7 group elements regardless of
the size of the message. However it is proven unforgeable against adaptive chosen
message attacks based on a novel non-interactive “q-type” assumption called the
Simultaneous Flexible Pairing Assumption (SFP). While all these works provide
interesting constructions, their security proofs rely on “q-type” assumptions.
In a different line of work, Abe et al. [AGHO11] established lower bounds on
the complexity of structure-preserving signatures, i.e. the signature size must be at
least 3 group elements, and gave a scheme matching those bounds. However, the
security proof of the construction relies on interactive assumptions which are even
stronger than “q-type” and are not falsifiable [Nao03]. A variant of their scheme
which increases the signature size with 1 or 3 group elements (depending whether the
message contains elements from both base groups) is shown secure under a “q-type”
assumption.
Finally, Chase and Kohlweiss [CK12] presented a framework for creating a structure-preserving signature scheme from a stateful signature, F-unforgeable under
weak chosen message attacks, and efficient non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs.
Their scheme is proven secure under the well established DLIN assumption, but the
size of a signature is still 100 + 24n + 9x, where n is the number of group elements
signed and N = 2x is an upper bound on the number of signatures generated per
key pair.
Below we provide a table (Table 1), in which we compare our work with other
structure-preserving signature schemes both in terms of the assumption used and
the size of a signature. One can see that our scheme is the most efficient one from
those that rely on the standard, not “q-type”, DLIN assumption.

5.2.1

Combining Camenisch et al. Structure-Preserving Encryption and Groth-Sahai Proofs

The encryption scheme from [CHK+ 11] described in Section 2.6.1 is the first efficient
CCA-secure scheme that stays within the structure of the algebraic groups. But to
say that it is structure-preserving, we need to be able to combine it with NIZK
proofs.
$
Examining the encryption equations more closely: r, s ← Zp ; U1 = Gr1 , U2 =
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Paper

Assumption

[GH08a]
[AFG+ 10]
[CLY09]
[Gro06]
[CK12]
This work

q-type: Hidden LRSW
q-type: SFP
q-type: HSDH
DLIN
DLIN
DLIN

Size of the signature
(gr el.)
5 (single msg)
7
9n + 4
O(n)
100 + 24n + 9x
53 + 6n

Size of the vk
(gr el.)
5
12 + 2n
13 + n
O(n)
17 + s
25 + 2n

Table 5.1: Comparison of the structure-preserving signature schemes. (n is the
number of group elements signed and N = 2x is an upper bound on the number of
signatures generated per key pair, s - bit-length of the message signed).

Q3
r s
r
s
r
s
r
s
Gs2 , U3 = Gr+s
3 , C = M H 1 H2 , V =
i=0 e(Fi,1 Fi,2 , Ui )e(F4,1 F4,2 , c)e(F5,1 F5,2 , L),
we notice that the last one needs further discussion. Although it is a pairing product
equation, if one wants to prove correctness of encryption, e.g. when proving another
statement about the plaintext, the witness consists of scalars (r, s) rather than
group elements. But only the latter ones are compatible with Groth-Sahai proofs,
i.e. pairing product equations should contain no exponents as part of the witness.
Given that the authors of [CHK+ 11] do not provide any details how to address this,
we take the time to discuss this here.
So, to be able to prove a statement about the last equation and its scalar witr
nesses one would have to introduce new variables {Wi = Fi,1
Fis2 }5i=0 , commit to
5
{Wi }i=0 in order to use them as witnesses for the pairing product equation, and
also produce proofs that these commitments were computed correctly. Moreover,
if zero-knowledge proofs are needed, V has to be replaced by a product of pairing equations, for which the authors suggest the one-sided randomization technique
described in 2.2.1, that yields
V =

3
Y
i=0

e(Fi0 , Ui )e(F40 , c)e(F50 , L)

=

3
Y

r
s
r
s
r
s
e(Fi,1
Fi,2
, Ui )e(F4,1
F4,2
, c)e(F5,1
F5,2
, L),

i=0

r
s
and the ciphertext being (U1 , U2 , U3 , C, {Fi0 }5i=0 ). Note that Fi0 6= Fi,1
Fi,2
as the
0 5
{Fi }i=0 is the output of the one-side randomization which is oblivious to r and s.
While all these equations would be compatible with Groth-Sahai proofs, they seem
rather inefficient - the size of such proof would be more than 100 group elements if
one assumes one label.
Instead of looking at the randomization trick and the encryption scheme in
isolation, we propose to combine them. This results into significantly more efficient
proofs.
r
s 5
In the following let {Fi = Fi,1
Fi,2
}i=0 , U0 = G, U4 = C, U5 = L. Also, let
0 5
5
{Fi }i=0 ← RandOneSide({Ui , Fi }i=0 ).
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As mentioned earlier, the ciphertext is (U1 , U2 , U3 , c, {Fi0 }5i=0 ), where the el$
ements {Fi0 }5i=0 are computed as follows: t0 , . . . , t4 ← Zp , Now to prove that
the ciphertext is correctly formed, we need to generate a proof only for multiexponentiation equations, namely:
U1 = Gr1 ,

U2 = Gs2 ;

U3 = G3r+s ;

C = M H1r H2s ;

r
s
r
s
r
s
v0 = F0,1
F0,2
U1t0 ; F10 = F1,1
F1,2
U0−t0 U2t1 ; F20 = F2,1
F2,2
U1−t1 U3t2 ;
r
s
r
s
r
s
F30 = F3,1
F3,2
U2−t2 C t3 ; F40 = F4,1
F4,2
U3−t3 Lt4 ; F50 = F5,1
F5,2
C −t4 .

The new proof now costs only 41 group elements, so one can see that this trick
sufficiently reduces the size of the proof. We believe this new technique to be of
interest for other applications of GS-proofs as well.

5.2.2

Structure-Preserving Signature Scheme

First, we describe the main idea for creating a structure-preserving signature scheme
from encryption schemes, NIZK proofs, one-time signatures and hard relations.
Then we give a construction, analyze its efficiency and prove it secure.
Main Idea. We build our scheme from a CCA2-secure structure-preserving encryption scheme, which supports labels that are also group elements, non-interactive
zero-knowledge proofs (NIZK), and a hard relation or publicly verifiable random
function. The scheme works as follows. The signing key contains a public key of the
encryption scheme and a witness for a hard problem. The verification key contains
public parameters for the NIZK proofs, the public key for the encryption scheme,
and the public value of the hard relation. To sign a message m, the signer encrypts
the witness with the label m and produces a proof that the plaintext is a witness
for the hard problem. To verify a signature, one checks the validity of the zeroknowledge proof. Intuitively, the construction is secure because the encryption is
non-malleable and the proofs are zero-knowledge, hence queried signatures cannot
be modified and reveal no information about the witness, and only the signer has
the witness required to produce a new signature.
Similar approaches were presented in [Gro06] for a structure preserving signature,
and in the context of leakage-resilient signatures in [KV09, DHLW10]. The actual
construction of [Gro06] uses a relaxation of the CCA notion of security, i.e. RCCA,
and it encrypts the message together with a witness for the hard problem instead
of using labels. While the signatures are of constant size, the constant is rather
big, hence the scheme is inefficient. The scheme of [KV09] used a CPA-secure
encryption scheme and simulation-sound NIZK proofs, treating m as a label for the
proof statement. As pointed out in [DHLW10], both CCA2 + NIZK and CPA +
simulation-sound NIZK can be viewed as variants of specific simulation-extractable
NIZK proofs, which yields a scheme generalizing both constructions. However, the
previous instantiations of this scheme are not structure-preserving as they require
hash functions or use the bit representation of group elements.
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As discussed in Section 5.2.1, a structure-preserving encryption scheme secure
under DLIN assumption was recently introduced. Therefore, we revisit the approach of creating a structure-preserving signature scheme and provide an efficient
construction proven secure under the DLIN assumption. Furthermore, when instantiating it with Camenisch et al. encryption scheme, we present a new technique for
combining structure-preserving encryption with NIZK proofs using pairing randomization techniques. To the best of our knowledge the proposed scheme is the most
efficient structure-preserving signature scheme secure under a standard assumption.
Efficient Structure-Preserving Signature Scheme from the Decisional Linear Assumption. We apply our approach described above in the symmetric setting. The building blocks we use are efficient structure-preserving CCA secure
encryption scheme with labels by [CHK+ 11], Groth-Sahai NIZK proofs [GS08] and
the computational Diffie-Hellman problem [DH76]. We consider the case where a
label m is a single group element, but we show how to extend the scheme to support
messages being vectors of group elements. The scheme consists of the key generation (KeyGen), signing (Sign), and verification (Verify) algorithms and is presented
on Figure 5.1.
Signing Multiple Messages. Our scheme can also support multiple messages
or messages that consist of multiple group elements. To sign multiple messages
M1 , . . . , Mn one needs to encrypt
the challenge under a set of labels M1 , . . . , Mn : in
Q3
r
s
r
s
r
s
this case V
=
e(F
i,1 Fi,2 , Ui )e(F4,1 F4,2 , C)e(F5,1 F5,2 , M1 ) · . . . ·
i=0
r
s
e(F(n+4),1 F(n+4),2 , Mn ). Public key will also contain Fi,1 , Fi,2 for i = 6, . . . , n + 4,
r
s n+4
and the proof will be extended to prove statements about {Fi0 = Fi,1
Fi,2
}i=6 .
The size of the verification key is 25 + 2n group elements, and the signature
consists of 53 + 6n group elements, where n is the number of elements to sign. The
proof optimization technique from Section 5.2.1 reduces almost twice the size of a
signature.

5.2.3

Security Analysis

Correctness follows from the correctness of the encryption scheme and Groth-Sahai
proofs.
Theorem 40. The digital signature scheme Σ described in Section 5.2.2 is unforgeable against adaptive chosen message attacks, if the DLIN assumption holds.
Proof. We consider an adaptive chosen message attack described in Section 2.7,
where the polynomial time adversary Asig , given a verification key vk , adaptively
queries the signing oracle OSign q times with messages Mi , and obtains signatures
σi = Sign(sk , Mi ), where 1 ≤ i ≤ q. We show that any such adversary Asig has
only negligible probability p of producing a valid signature σ ∗ on a fresh message
m∗ that was not queried before.
The proof is through a sequence of games. We define the success probability of
Asig to produce a successful forgery in Game i as pi . Game 0 is the real attack
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$

Sig.KeyGen(1λ ) → (sgk , vk ):
1. Generate CRS for GS-proofs NIZK.Setup(1λ ) → CRS ;
2. Generate keys for encryption Enc.KeyGen(Λ) → (sk e , pk e ):
$
G1 , G2 , G3 ←G, ~x ← Z3p ; H1 = Gx1 1 Gx3 3 , H2 = Gx2 2 Gx3 3 .
$

y

y

y

y

~y0 , . . . , ~y5 ← Z3p ; for i=0, . . . , 5: Fi,1 = G1i,1 G3i,3 , Fi,2 = G2i,2 G3i,3 .
sk e = (~x, {~yi }5i=0 ); pk e = (G1 , G2 , G3 , H1 , H2 , {Fi,1 , Fi,2 }5i=0 ).
3. Generate an instantiation of CDH challenge ch:
$
$
x ← Zp , Gs , Us ← G; Hs = Gxs ; ch = (Gs , Us , Hs ).
Return signing and verification keys (sgk , vk ):
sgk = (x, vk ); vk = (CRS , ch, pk e ).
$

Sig.Sign(sgk , m) → σ:
1. Parse sgk as (x, CRS , ch, pk e ).
2. Compute Y = Usx .
$
3. Encrypt Y with the label M : Enc.Encrypt(pke , M, Y ) → E :
$
r, s ← Zp ; U1 = Gr1 , U2 = Gs2 , U3 = Gr+s
c = Usx H1r H2s ;
3 ,
$
For i = 0 . . . 5 : ti ← Zp ;
r
s
r
s
r
s
F00 = F0,1
F0,2
U1t0 ; F10 = F1,1
F1,2
g −t0 U2t1 ; F20 = F2,1
F2,2
U1−t1 U3t2 ;
r
s
r
s
r
s
F30 = F3,1
F3,2
U2−t2 C t3 ; F40 = F4,1
F4,2
U3−t3 M t4 ; F50 = F5,1
F5,2
C −t4 .
0
0
E = (U1 , U2 , U3 , c, F0 , . . . , F5 ).
4. Generate GS-proof that E is correct:
$
NIZK.Prove CRS ; (x, r, s, t0 , . . . , t5 ); S) → π(E), where the statement S is:
r
∧ C = Usx H1r H2s ∧
S = E x, r, s, t0 , . . . , t5 : U1 = G1 ∧ U2 = Gs2 ∧ U3 = Gr+s
3
t0
−t0 t1
0
r
s
0
r
s
0
r
s
F0 = F0,1 F0,2 U1 ∧ F1 = F1,1 F1,2 U0 U2 ∧ F2 = F2,1 F2,2 U1−t1 U3t2 ∧
r
s
r
s
r
s
F30 = F3,1
F3,2
U2−t2 ct3 ∧ F40 = F4,1
F4,2
U3−t3 M t4 ∧ F50 = F5,1
F5,2
C −t4 ∧
Hs = Gxs .
Return the signature σ = {E, π(E)}.
Sig.Verify(vk ; m; σ) → 1/0 :
1. Parse σ as (E, π);
2. Compute b←NIZK.Verify(CRS , π, S).
Return b.
Figure 5.1: Signing and verification algorithms.

game (p0 = p), and in Game 4 the adversary only sees encryptions of 1 instead of
the encryption of a solution to the CDH problem. Thus from an adversary how
wins Game 4, we can construct an algorithm to break the CDH assumption, thus
p4 = negl .
Now we show that |p4 − p0 | is negligible, i.e., p4 = p + negl . This means that p =
negl , i.e., no adversary Asig can forge a signature with non-negligible probability.
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Game 0: We define Game 0 as the original attack game described above. More for$
mally, the keys are generated using KeyGen algorithm: (sgk , vk ) ← KeyGen(1λ ).
The signature on a message Mi is computed as σi ←Sign(sgk , Mi ), i = 1, . . . , q.
The adversary’s forgery is σ ∗ = (E ∗ , π ∗ ). The forgery is successful, if
Verify(σ ∗ , M ∗ ) = 1 and M ∗ ∈
/ {M1 , . . . , Mq }.
As this is the real attack game, the success probability of the adversary in this
game p0 = p.
Game 1: Game 1 is the same as Game 0, except that during the key generation the challenger keeps the secret key for encryption scheme as part of
the signing key (sgk = (sgk , sk e )). After the adversary produces a forgery
σ ∗ = (E ∗ , π ∗ ), the ciphertext E ∗ is decrypted under the label m∗ using sk e :
∗
y 0 ←Decryptm (sk e , E ∗ ) and the following condition is checked: e(Y 0 , Gs ) =
e(Us , Hs ). The adversary wins Game 1 when this condition is not satisfied.
The forgery is successful, if NIZK.Verify(CRS , (E ∗ , vk ), π) = 1, m∗ ∈
/ {M1 , . . . ,
Mq }, and e(y 0 , Gs ) = e(Us , Hs ). In this case the adversary may have less
advantage of winning Game 1 compare to Game 0 only if the decryption did
not work correctly, or the proofs were proofs of a false statement.
From the correctness of the encryption scheme follows, that, if the adversary
has a non-negligible advantage in winning Game 1 compare to Game 0 by generating a proof of a false statement, then one can use it to break the soundness
of the NIZK proofs: |p1 − p0 | ≤ pSnds(N IZK) . By the perfect soundness of
GS-proofs described in [GS08] and Section 2.4.3, p1 = p0 .
Game 2: Game 2 is the same as the previous one, except that now the real CRS in
key generation is replaced by a simulated CRS with a trapdoor, and GS-proofs
are simulated using zero-knowledge simulator, described in Section 2.4.3.
By the zero-knowledge property of the GS-proofs, described in [GS08] and
Section 2.4.3, the adversary cannot distinguish between this game and the
previous one if the DLIN assumption holds, so he must still produce a successful forgery with probability only negligibly different from one in the previous
game, i.e., |p2 − p1 | ≤ pZK(N IZK) = pDLIN .
Game 3: Game 3 is the same as Game 2 except that σi = (Ei , πi ) contains an
encryption of 1 under the label Mi instead of Y = Usx .
To prove that it will only negligibly change the success probability of the adversary we use a hybrid argument. In the Hybrid-3.0 the adversary sees only
ciphertexts with Y = Usx , and in the Hybrid-3.q - only encryptions of 1, where
q(λ) is a polynomial number of queries.
It is easy to see that Hybrid-3.0 is the same as Game 2, so we have p3.0 = p2 .
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Hybrid-3.k. When the adversary makes the ith query, the signatures are computed
in the following way:
• for all i < k 1 is encrypted under the label Mi ;
• for i ≥ k y is encrypted under the label Mi .
Now we show that if the adversary Asig can distinguish between Hybrid-k and
Hybrid-k + 1 then we can use it to break CCA-2 security of the encryption
scheme, i.e., to construct an adversary ACCA2 who plays the CCA-2 game and
also represents a challenger with Asig in adaptive chosen message attack, and,
after Asig produces a successful forgery, wins the CCA-2 game.
After receiving pk e from the CCA-2 challenger, ACCA2 proceeds as follows:
$

KeyGen(1λ ) → (sgk , vk ):
1. Generate simulated CRS and a trapdoor for GS-proofs:
$
(CRS , td ) ← NIZK.SimSetup(1λ );
2. Generate keys for signing (CDH challenge):
$
$
x ← Zp , Gs , Us ← G; Hs = Gxs ; ch = (Gs , Us , Hs );
Output signing and verification keys:
sgk ←(x, vk , td ); vk ←(CRS , ch, pk e ).
$

Sign(sgk , Mi ) → σi :
For the queries 1, . . . , k − 1 the signature is generated as follows:
1. Parse sgk as (x, CRS , ch, pk e , td ).
2. Encrypt 1 with label Mi :
Ei = Enc.Encrypt(pke , Mi , 1) = (U1 , U2 , U3 , c, F00 , . . . , F50 ).
3. Simulate GS-proof that Ei was formed correctly:
π(Ei ) = NIZK.SimProve(CRS ; td ; S).
Output σi = (Ei , π(Ei )).
For the queries k, . . . , q the signature is generated as follows:
1. Parse sgk as (x, CRS , ch, pk e , td ).
2. Compute Y = Usx .
3. Encrypt Y with label Mi :
Ei = Enc.Encrypt(pke , Mi , Y ) = (U1 , U2 , U3 , C, F00 , . . . , F50 ).
4. Generate GS-proof that Ei was formed correctly:
π(Ei ) = NIZK.Prove(CRS ; sgk ; S), where S is from Figure 5.1.
Output σi = (Ei , π(Ei )).
For the query Mk we define two challenge messages M0 = 1, M1 = Y = Usx
for ACCA2 .
When ACCA2 receives a challenge encryption E 0 = Encrypt(pke , Mk , Mb ) of
one of these messages under the label Mk , its goal is to break CCA-2 security
by distinguishing which one it received. It answers query k by simulating the
proof and returning the challenge ciphertext E 0 together with the simulated
proof. Namely, it does the following:
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$

Sign(sgk , Mi ) → σi :
1. Parse sgk as (x, CRS , ch, pk e , td ).
2. Take: E 0 = (U1 , U2 , U3 , C, F00 , . . . , F50 ).
3. Simulate GS-proof that E 0 was formed correctly:
π(E 0 ) = NIZK.SimProve(CRS ; td ; S).
Output σi = (E 0 , π(E 0 )).
If the challenge encryption has the plaintext 1, then this corresponds exactly
to the Hybrid-k, while if the challenge encryption has plaintext Usx , then it
corresponds exactly to the Hybrid-k + 1.
The adversary Asig now produces a forged signature (E ∗ , π ∗ ) on message M ∗
that was not queried before.
ACCA2 sends (M ∗ , E ∗ ) to the decryption oracle. Note, that ACCA2 is not allowed to submit a pair label-ciphertext equal to the challenge pair (M ∗ , E ∗ ) =
(Mk , E 0 ) . If this was the case or the ciphertext was formed incorrectly then
the decryption oracle will return ⊥.
In case the received M ∗ is equal Usx ACCA2 outputs 1, else it outputs 0. In
case of receiving ⊥ it outputs 0 as well. By definition, to be successful Asig
had to produce a ciphertext for Usx with a fresh label M ∗ (i.e., it is never
successful if the answer is  or ⊥).
Therefore, if Asig has more than negligible difference in success probability in
respectively Hybrid-3.i and Hybrid-3.(i + 1), then ACCA2 can break the CCA2 security of the encryption scheme. By the CCA-2 security of the encryption
scheme under DLIN assumption (see Section 2.3), the success probability of
the Asig changes negligibly, i.e. p3.k − p3.k+1 ≤ pCCA2 ≤ pDLIN is negligible.
Summing up all hybrids we have that |p3.q − p3.0 | ≤ q · pDLIN .

Game 4: Now the adversary sees only an encryption of 1 under the label Mi on the
i-th query, for i = 1, . . . , q, yet to be successful it has to produce an encryption
of Y = Usx under the label m∗ such that e(Y, Gs ) = e(Us , Hs ).
We show how to construct an algorithm ACDH that plays a challenger with
Asig in adaptive chosen message attack game, and, after Asig produces a
successful forgery, solves CDH problem.
Since the adversary sees the same the distribution as in Game 3.q, p4 = p3.q .
First ACDH (Asig ) gets an input Gs , Gas , Gbs and plays a role of a challenger in
the adaptive chosen message attack game with an adversary Asig . It embeds
the received input in a verification key and simulates the signature scheme as
follows:
$

KeyGen(1λ ) → (sgk , vk ):
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1. Generate simulated CRS and a trapdoor for GS-proofs:
$
(CRS , td ) ← NIZK.SimSetup(1λ ).
2. Incorporate the received CDH challenge:
ch←(Gs , Hs = Gas , Us = Gbs ).
Output signing and verification keys:
sgk ←(x, vk , td ); vk ←(CRS , ch, pk e ).
$

Sign(sgk , Mi ) → σi :
1. Parse sgk as (x, CRS , ch, pk e , td );
2. Encrypt 1 with label Mi :
Ei = Enc.Encrypt(pke , Mi , 1) = (U1 , U2 , U3 , c, F00 , . . . , F50 );
3. Simulate GS-proof that Ei was formed correctly:
π(Ei ) = NIZK.SimProve(CRS ; td ; S) as on Figure 5.1;
Output σi = (Ei , π(Ei )).
Verify(vk , m∗ , σ ∗ ) → 1/0:
1. Parse σ ∗ as (E ∗ , π ∗ ), parse E ∗ as (U1 , U2 , U3 , C, F00 , . . . , F50 ).
2. Verify GS-proofs: b←NIZK.Verify(CRS ; π ∗ ; S).
3. Decrypt Y 0 ←Enc.Decrypt(sk e , M ∗ , E ∗ ).
4. Check if (e(Y 0 , Gs ) = e(Us , Hs )) ∧ (M ∗ ∈
/ {M1 , . . . , Mq }).
If b = 1 and equations (4) hold, output y 0 to the CDH challenger.
Since in order to win the Game 4 it needs to solve the CDH problem, the
adversary has a negligible success probability in Game 4: p4 ≤ pCDH .
Summing up, we have that p ≤ pCDH + q · pDLIN + pDLIN = negl.

Chapter 6

Unlinkable Quotable Signatures
and Their Application to
Anonymous Credentials
As we have shown in the previous chapters, an anonymous credential system is
a key element of many privacy-preserving protocols protocols. In this chapter, we
review the design principles of anonymous credentials and similar privacy-enhancing
protocols and propose a new kind of signature scheme, a two-tiered quotable blocksignature (QBsig) scheme as a new building block for privacy-enhancing protocols.
Structure-preserving signatures together with Groth-Sahai proofs [GS08] can be
used to construct an anonymous credentials system. They overcome some of the
drawbacks of CL-signatures coupled with Schnorr proofs that are described in Section 1. First, they provide non-interactivity without switching to ROM and second,
the UC-security can be easily achieved. Unfortunately, such constructions are not
very efficient, at least when signing many messages that is typically required in
applications like anonymous credentials. Indeed, like for CL-signatures, the size of
proofs for structure preserving signatures grows linearly with the number of messages. As the constants are larger than for generalized Schnorr protocols they loose
their attractiveness as a building block for applications. Moreover, it appears that
structure-preserving signatures fail to address the third issue (that the proof of such
signature is linear to all signed messages, not only on those that are revealed) for
fundamental reasons [AHO12]. This is beacause a Groth-Sahai proof-of-knowledge
of a signature on hidden group elements can be seen as a degenerate commitment.
We take a different approach that has the goal of both being employable by realworld applications and of addressing the above drawbacks: we propose a signature
schemes, where instead of proving that one owns a signatures on some subset of
messages, one can quote a signature. Such schemes can be seen as a special case of
malleable signatures or generic quotable signatures [CKLM13, ABC+ 12]. Following
this approach, our contribution is threefold.
First, we formally defined QBsig schemes: We give property-based security def145
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initions for QBsig schemes, i.e., unlinkability and unforgeability. To validate that
these definitions are sufficient, we provide a UC functionality for quotable block
signatures and then show that a secure QBsig scheme implements the UC functionality.
Second, we construct an efficient QBsig scheme from vector commitments
[KZG10, LY10, CF13], structure-preserving signatures [AFG+ 10, AGHO11], and
(a minimal dose of) non-interactive proofs of knowledge (NIPoK), which in practice
can be instantiated by Groth-Sahai proofs [GS08]. As we are interested in practical
efficiency, we deliberately instantiate our scheme with concrete building blocks, and
rely on stronger assumptions. Our modular approach does, however, facilitate the
construction of ‘paranoid’ instantiations, e.g., by falling back on the CDH based
vector commitment scheme of [CF13], expectedly at a large penalty in performance.
Instead, we show how to make use of algebraic properties in our building blocks to
minimize the witness size of the NIPoK. Our main target is Groth-Sahai proofs, but
we also discuss extensions for optimizing the efficiency of generalized Schnorr proofs
of knowledge in case one is willing to accept random oracles.
Third, to demonstrate the versatility of our QBsig scheme as a ‘CL-signature
replacement’, we employ it in Section 6.3 to design a novel anonymous credential
system without random oracles. For that we require a blind issuing protocol (that
allows users to obtain credentials using pseudonyms) and a protocol to prove possession of credentials for the revealed attributes. While the latter follows for free from
quotable signatures, the former needs a specific protocol. Because of efficient selective disclosure, our scheme is very attractive and quickly surpasses schemes based
on CL-sigantures or blind signatures [Bra95, CL04] when the number of attributes
grows.
Related work. The first efficient multi-show anonymous credential scheme is
[CL01]. Its success led to implementations [CV02] and related protocols are even
contained in standards [BCC04]. Many cryptographic papers on anonymous credentials often focus on a base protocol, with pseudonyms, but without attributes.
A notable exception is [CG08] which studies an extension to the identity mixer system for efficient attribute disclosure. Their result is in the random oracle model,
however.
The first non-interactive anonymous credential scheme that does not rely on
random oracles is [BCKL08]. P -signatures, the primitive underlying their construction is an almost structure preserving signature scheme, as only messages are in
Zp . This unsurprising, as the design of privacy preserving protocols was one of the
driving factors behind the development of structure preserving signatures [AFG+ 10,
AGHO11, AGO11]. Anonymous delegatable credentials [BCC+ 09, Fuc11] allow the
owner of a credential to not only proof access rights, but also to delegate them.
Both P -signatures, and the work on delegatable credentials consider a base protocol
without attributes. Belenkiy et al. [BCKL09] define multi-block P -signatures with
a proof size linear to the number of blocks.
Canard and Lescuyer [CL13] proposed an anonymous credential system built
from sanitizable signatures—a special case of malleable signatures. Apart from
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being less efficient than ours, their scheme is only proven secure in the random
oracle model.
A variety of signature schemes with flexible signing capabilities and strong
privacy properties have been proposed [CKLM13, BGI13, BMS13, BF13]. Such
schemes generalize existing privacy preserving schemes such as group signatures,
and anonymous credentials. Our work is most closely related to the work of Chase
et al. [CKLM13] on controlled malleable signatures. They define simulatable malleable signatures and show how to instantiate (a base scheme without attributes for)
delegatable credentials.
In principle, malleable signatures allow the owner of a signature to hide part
of the message, while still being able to produce a signature that verifies for the
remaining message. Anonymity is implied by the context hiding property of malleable signatures, which requires derived signatures to be indistinguishable from
freshly generated signatures on the derived messages. Existing malleable signature
constructions, however, do not meet our requirements in terms of efficiency. Ahn
et al. [ABC+ 12] and Attrapadung et al. [ALP12] consider quotable signatures but
for a different quoting operation that allows to quote substrings. While a quote in
the Attrapadung et al. scheme is independent of the number of total messages, this
comes at the cost of increasing the size of the original signatures as signatures for
signing n blocks consist internally of n [AFG+ 10]-signatures. While these works do
not aim at being directly applicable in real world protocols, especially when quotes
need to be taken for a large number of attributes, they provide a fresh definitional
approach. Indeed, our definitions of unlinkability and unforgeability are inspired by
[CKLM13], which in turn build on [ABC+ 12].
Similar approach of achieving anonymous credential scheme from structurepreserving signatures and GS-proofs is taken in [ILV11]. Although their techniques
are similar to ours, we list some crucial differences here. First, we aim for modularity of constructions and proofs, formalizing security properties for all building
blocks, including vector commitments, from which we build our QBsig and then
anonymous credentials. Thus, all building blocks we define can be used for modular
design of other protocols (e-cash, group signatures, e-voting, etc.). Furthermore, we
provide UC definitions that allow one to build UC-secure protocols based on our
QBsig scheme. All this is not the case for [ILV11]. Indeed, their non modular design
makes it hard to validate their proofs. Second, their credential scheme is less (at
least twice) efficient than ours and requires more communication rounds. Third,
there is no prevention of a replay attack for presentation (showing the credentials)
algorithm in [ILV11] - the adversary can reuse the proof from another user and this
is not considered a forgery. This is crucial for a non-interactive credential scheme
and is taken care of in this work.
Vector commitments [CFM08, LY10, CF13], a cryptographic building block introduced by Catalano, Fiore and Messina [CFM08], are our starting point for achieving practical efficiency. Kate et al. [KZG10] suggest how to build one-time-show credentials by using their polynomial commitments scheme to commit to the attributes,
which the issuer then certifies by signing the resulting commitment. Their original
suggestion has a couple of drawbacks, however. First, they provided neither any
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details for the sketched construction, including the choice of the signature scheme
and protocol descriptions, nor the security proofs. Second, they assume opening of
the original commitment, which implies the one-time show credentials to preserve
unlinkability. Still, the work by Kate et al. is a useful generic recipe and our work
can be seen as lifting their intuition to multi-show credentials and putting it on
a formal basis. Also, recently, Kohlweiss and Rial [KR13] built a private access
control protocol with efficient selective attribute disclosure from combining vector
commitments with interactive zero-knowledge proofs for discrete logarithm relations
and structure-preserving signatures. Their scheme, however, uses generic building
blocks and is less efficient. Furthermore, they do not consider non-interactive proofs
and do not provide a full credential construction that supports key binding and
other advanced features.

6.1

Definitions of Unlinkable Quotable Signatures

Quotable signatures are an instance of homomorphic [ABC+ 12] or controlled-malleable signatures [CKLM13]. For our credentials application the most useful quoting
operation is to selectively quote a subset of attributes and their positions from an
attribute vector of length n. To distinguish the original vector from the quote of
all messages we denote the original vector as m
~ = (1, m1 , . . . , mn ) and a quote as
m
~ I = (2, m01 , . . . , m0n ). We represent each valid quoting transformation by a set
I ⊂ [1, n] of attribute positions and denote quoting either by I(m)
~ or m
~ I . We
denote the ith message element either by m[i]
~
or mi . A quote m
~ I from m
~ is of the
form
(
mi i ∈ I
0
m
~ I [i] = mi =
.
⊥ otherwise
Note that the message itself already reveals whether it is a quote. Chase et al.
[CKLM13] call such a scheme tiered and we refer to the vectors m
~ and m
~ I as tier 1
and tier 2 vectors respectively. The vector m
~ I can be sparse and can have encodings
much shorter than m.
~
One could define security of quotable signatures by instantiating the controlledmalleable signature definitions for simulation unforgeability and simulation contexthiding of Chase et al. with the quoting transformation class T = {I(·)|I ⊂ [1..n]}
above. We prefer, however, to give our own unforgeability and unlinkability definitions that are weaker and thus more efficiently realizable. Together with key
extractability, they are nevertheless sufficient to realize the strong guarantees of
our UC functionality. Chase et al. already observe the connection between key
extractability and simulatability of signatures: the extracted signing key can be
used to simulate. Our work confirms the intuition that the definitions in [CKLM13]
are sufficiently strong to achieve UC security and one could hope to extend our
functionality to more general transformation classes.
Definition 47 (Unlinkable Quotable Signatures). Unlinkable quotable signature
scheme QBsig consists of the following algorithms:
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$

QBsig.SGen(1κ ) → SP . SGen is a system parameters generation algorithm that takes
the security parameter 1κ as input and outputs the system parameters SP .
$

QBsig.Kg(SP ) → (pk , sk ). Kg is a key generation algorithm that takes the system parameters SP as an input and outputs the signing and verification keys (pk , sk ).
QBsig.CheckPK(pk ) → 0/1. CheckPK is a deterministic algorithm that takes a public
key pk as an input and checks that it is correctly formed. It outputs 1 if pk is
correct, and 0 otherwise.
$

QBsig.Sign(sk , m)
~ → σ. Sign is a signing algorithm that takes the signing key sk and
a message m
~ as input and produces a signature Σ.
$

QBsig.Derive(pk , I, m,
~ σ) → σI . Derive is a derivation algorithm that takes the public
key pk , a selection vector I, a message m
~ and a signature σ (both of tier 1)
as input. It produces a tier 2 signature σI for m
~ I.
QBsig.Verify(pk , σ, m)
~ → 0/1. Verify is a verification algorithm that takes the public
(verification) key pk , a signature Σ and a message m
~ of tier 1 or tier 2 as
input. It either accepts by returning 1 or rejects by returning 0.
For our security analysis (to define the key extractability property) we also require the following algorithms:
$

QBsig.SGenT(1κ ) → (SP , td pk ). SGenT is a system parameters generation algorithm
that takes the security parameter 1κ as input and outputs the system parameters SP and a trapdoor td pk for the key extraction algorithm.
QBsig.CheckKeys(pk , sk ) → 0/1. CheckKeys is an algorithm that takes a public pk
and a private sk keys and checks if they constitute a valid signing key pair as
defined below in the correctness definition of the extended scheme.
QBsig.ExtractKey(pk , td pk ) → sk . ExtractKey is an algorithm that takes a public key
pk and a trapdoor td pk as input. It extracts the corresponding secret key sk .
We note that for all security definitions in this chapter, for the algorithms we
omit the prefixes of the scheme, for which the definition holds. For example, in the
following Definition 48, it is assumed that QBsig.∗ to be the prefix for all algorithms,
for obvious reasons.
Definition 48 (Correctness). A quotable signature scheme QBsig = (SGen, Kg,
CheckPK, Sign, Derive, Verify) is correct if for any message m
~ ∈ M and I ⊂ [1, n]
there exists a negligible function negl(·) such that
$

$

$

Pr[(SP ) ← SGen(1k ); (sk , pk ) ← Kg(SP ); σ ← Sign(sk , m);
~
$

σI ← Derive(pk , I, m,
~ σ) : CheckPK(pk ) = 0 ∨ Verify(pk , σ, m)
~ = 0∨
Verify(pk , σI , m
~ I ) = 0] = 0.
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Definition 49 (Soundness of CheckKeys). CheckKeys is sound if for any message
m
~ ∈ M there exists a negligible function negl(·) such that
Pr[CheckKeys(pk , sk ) = 1 ∧ Verify(pk , Sign(sk , m),
~ m)
~
= 0] ≤ negl(λ).
Parameter Indistinguishability. Informally, parameter indistinguishability ensures that the SP produced by SGenT and SGen have the same distribution. It is
formally define as follows:
Definition 50 (Parameter Indistinguishability). A quotable signature scheme QBsig
= (SGen, Kg, CheckPK, Sign, Derive, Verify) with alternative parameter generation
SGenT is parameter indistinguishable if for any polynomial time adversary A there
exists a negligible function negl(·) such that
$

$

$

Pr[(SP 0 , td qsig−pk ) ← SGenT(1k ); SP 1 ← SGen(1k ); b ← {0, 1};
b0 ← A(SP (b) ) : b = b0 ] <
$

1 + negl(λ)
.
2

Key Extractability. Informally, the key extractability ensures that if SGenT was
run and if CheckPK outputs 1, then the extraction algorithm ExtractKey(pk , td pk )
will output a valid secret key sk , such that CheckKeys(pk , sk ) = 1. Key extractability
is formally defined as follows:
Definition 51 (Key Extractability). A quotable signature scheme QBsig = (SGen,
Kg, CheckPK, Sign, Derive, Verify) with additional algorithms (SGenT, CheckKeys,
ExtractKey) is key extractable if QBsig.CheckKeys is sound according to Definition
49 and for any polynomial time adversary A there exists a negligible function negl(·)
such that
$

$

Pr[(SP , td pk ) ← SGenT(1k ); (state, pk ) ← A(SP , td pk );
sk ←ExtractKey(pk , td pk ) : CheckPK(pk ) = 1 ∧ CheckKeys(pk , sk ) = 0] ≤ negl(λ)
Unforgeability. Unforgeability captures the requirement that an attacker, who
is given tier 1 and tier 2 signatures on messages of his choice, should not be able
to produce a signature on a message that is not derivable from the set of signed
messages in his possession. More formally:
Definition 52 (Unforgeability). For a quotable signature scheme QBsig = (SGen,
Kg, CheckPK, Sign, Verify, Derive), tables Q` , ` = {1, 2, 3}, a handle space H, and
an adversary A, consider the following game:
$

$

• Step 1. SP ← SGen(1k ); (pk , sk ) ←
− Kg(SP ); Q1 , Q2 , Q3 ← ∅.
$

• Step 2. (m
~ ∗I , σ ∗ ) ←
− AOSign (·),ODerive (·,·),OReveal (·) (pk ), where OSign , ODerive , and
OReveal behave as follows:
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OSign (m)
~
$

h←H
σ←Sign(sk , m)
~
add (h, m,
~ σ) to Q1
return h
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ODerive (h, I)

OReveal (h)

if (h, m,
~ σ) ∈ Q1
σ 0 ←Derive(pk , I, m,
~ σ)
add m
~ I to Q2
return σ 0

if (h, m,
~ σ) ∈ Q1
add m
~ to Q3
return σ

A signature scheme QBsig satisfies unforgeability if for all such PPT algorithms A
there exists a negligible function negl(·) such that the probability (over the random
~ ∈ Q3 , m
~ ∗I 6=
choices of Kg, Sign, Derive and A) that Verify(pk , σ ∗ , m
~ ∗I ) = 1 and ∀m
∗
/ Q2 is less than negl(λ).
m
~ I , and m
~I ∈
Note that A cannot win by outputting a tier 1 signature forgery. A tier 1
signature forgery on message m
~ can however be used to break unforgeability, unless
Sign(m)
~ was called to obtain handle h and either Derive(h, I) was called on all
subsets I ⊂ [1, n] or Reveal(h) was called.
Unlinkability. Informally, unlinkability ensures that an adversarial signer cannot
tell if two tier 2 signatures on the same messages are derived from the same or from
different tier 1 signatures. It can be formally define as follows:
Definition 53 (Unlinkability). For the signature scheme QBsig = (SGen, Kg,
CheckPK, Sign, Derive, Verify) with alternative parameter generation SGenT and an
adversary A, consider the following game:
$

• Step 1. (SP , td pk ) ← SGenT(1k ).
$

• Step 2. (state, pk , I, m
~ (0) , m
~ (1) , σ (0) , σ (1) ) ←
− A(SP , td pk ), where I 6= ⊥,
(0)
(1)
m
~I = m
~ I , CheckPK(pk) = 1, Verify(pk , σ (0) , m
~ (0) ) = 1, Verify(pk , σ (1) ,
(1)
m
~ ) = 1.
(b)

$

$

• Step 3. Pick b ← {0, 1} and form σI ←
− Derive(pk , I, m
~ (b) , σ (b) ).
$

(b)

• Step 4. b0 ←
− A(state, σI ).
The signature scheme QBsig is unlinkable if for any polynomial time adversary A
there exists a negligible function negl(·) such that Pr[b = b0 ] < 1+negl(λ)
.
2
We would like to stress that the trapdoor td pk must only enables key-extraction,
and crucially does not allow the adversary to extract a tier 1 signature from a tier
2 signature (this would break unlinkability). In our instantiation this is achieved
by splitting SP into several parts. The trapdoor is only generated for the part
that is used for key extraction. As a first step toward our full solution, we will
construct an unforgeable and unlinkable QBSig scheme without trapdoor (td pk is
an empty string). This scheme should be of independent interest, in case universal
composability is not a design requirement.
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6.1.1

Ideal Functionality for Unlinkable Quotable Signatures

We point out some aspects of the ideal functionality. The functionality needs to
output concrete values as signatures of messages and quoted signatures, as well
as key material. To generate and verify these values, FQBsig requires the adversary/simulator S to provide it with a number of polynomial-time algorithms. This
is in line with how signatures, and in particular blind signatures, have been defined
before [AO09, Can01b, Fis06, HS11, KZ08]. We consider static corruptions, but
model the leakage of the signer key by introducing leakSK message. The functional
and security properties are enforced by the functionality no matter how these (adversarial) algorithms compute the values. Unforgeability is enforced by the fact
that FQBsig will output false (0) for verification queries for which the message (or a
corresponding original message) has not been signed, provided that the signer is not
corrupted and the signing key not leaked. (If the signer is corrupted, (keygen, sid)
will not be called and hence kg not set and unforgeability not be enforced.) Unlinkability of quoted signature is enforced by the FQBsig as follows. It generates a
quoted signature only from the parts of original message that are quoted, i.e., the
hidden message parts are set to zero, and thus quoted signatures from FQBsig do not
contain any information about the hidden parts of messages. More precisely, this
is enforced for the keys generated by FQBsig , as well as for any keys that an honest
party successfully checked before generating a quoted signature. Unless mentioned
otherwise, the reply of the functionality upon a failed check or verification is ⊥. Finally, we define Zero(m,
~ I) = (1, m̃1 , . . . , m̃n ), with m̃j = mj for j ∈ I and m̃j = 0
for j ∈
/ I. This should not be confused with the operator I that outputs a tier 2
message with ⊥ elements on certain positions.
The ideal functionality of an unlinkable quotable signature scheme is defined as
follows:
Functionality FQBsig
The functionality maintains tables K and M initialized to ∅ and flags kg and
keyleak which are initially unset.
• On input (keygen, sid) from S, verify that sid = (S, sid0 ) for some sid0
and that flag kg is unset. If not, then return ⊥. Else, send (initF, sid)
to S and wait for a message (initF, sid, SP , Kg, Sign, Derive, Verify)
from S, where Kg, Sign, and Derive are PPT algorithms and Verify
a deterministic algorithm. Then, store SP , Kg, Sign, Derive, and
Verify, run (pk , sk )←Kg(SP ), set flag kg, store (pk , sk ), and return
(verificationKey, sid, pk ) to S.
• On input (checkPK, sid, pk 0 ) from some party P , verify that the flag
kg is set. Check whether pk 0 = pk or whether (pk 0 , sk 0 ) for some sk 0
was stored in K. In this case, return (checkedPK, sid, true). Else, send
(checkPK, sid, pk 0 ) to S, wait for (checkedPK, sid, sk 0 ) from S, if sk 0 6= ⊥,
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add (pk 0 , sk 0 ) to K and return (checkedPK, sid, true) to P . Otherwise,
return (checkedPK, sid, false) to P .
• On input (leakSK, sid) from S verify that sid = (S, sid0 ) for some sid0 .
If not, return ⊥. Else, if flag kg is set, set flag keyleak and return
(leakSK, sid, sk ).
• On input (sign, sid, m)
~ from S, verify that sid = (S, sid0 ) for some sid0
and that the flag kg is set. If not, return ⊥. Else, run σ←Sign(sk , m)
~ and
Verify(pk , σ, m).
~ If Verify is successful, return (signature, sid, m,
~ σ) to S
and add m
~ to M, otherwise return ⊥.
• On input (derive, sid, pk 0 , I, m,
~ σ) from some party P , verify that the flag
kg is set. Run Derive(pk 0 , I, m,
~ σ) and if it fails, return ⊥. Otherwise, if
pk = pk 0 then set sk tmp = sk. If there is an entry (pk 0 , sk 0 ) ∈ K recorded,
$
set sk tmp = sk 0 . If sk tmp was set run σ 0 ← Sign(sk tmp , Zero(m,
~ I))
0
0
and return Derive(pk , I, Zero(m),
~ σ ). Otherwise, return the output of
Derive(pk 0 , I, m,
~ σ).
• On input (verify, sid, pk 0 , σ, m
~ I ) from some party P .
Compute
result←Verify(pk 0 , σ, m
~ I ). If the flag kg is set, pk 0 = pk , flag keyleak
is not set, and @ m
~ ∈ M such that m
~ I = I(m),
~
then output
(verified, sid, m,
~ 0). Otherwise, output (verified, sid, m,
~ result).

6.1.2

Security of Unlinkable Quotable Signatures

We call πQBsig the implementation of FQBsig with QBsig where essentially each call
to FQBsig is replaced by running one of the algorithms of QBsig. First, we show
how the ideal functionality is implemented with the real algorithms of QBsig from
Definition 47. We define protocol πQBsig on Figure 6.1.
Theorem 41. Let QBsig be the unlinkable quotable signature scheme according to
Definition 47. Then πQBsig securely realizes FQBsig in the FCRS -hybrid model if QBsig
is correct, parameter indistinguishable, key-extractable, unforgeable, and unlinkable
according to Definitions 48, 50, 51, 52, and 53, respectively.
Proof. We prove the theorem by proving the indistinguishability of the ideal world
and the real world. In the ideal world, the environment Z interacts with the simulator S and the ideal functionality FQBsig . In the real world, the environment Z
interacts with the real adversary A and the protocol πQBsig . For any real world adversary we construct an ideal world adversary such that if the environment can
distinguish weather it interacts in the real or in the ideal world, one can construct a reduction algorithm that uses Z to break correctness, key-extractability,
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Functionality πQBsig :
• On input (keygen, sid) from S, verify that sid = (S, sid0 ) for some sid0
and that flag kg is unset. If not, then ignore the request. Else, ask
FCRS for SP , run (pk , sk )←Kg(SP ), set flag kg, store (pk , sk ) and return
(verificationKey, sid, pk ) to S.
• On input (checkPK, sid, pk 0 ) from some party P , compute b
CheckPK(pk 0 ) and return (checkedPK, sid, b) to P .

=

• On input (leakSK, sid) from S verify that sid = (S, sid0 ) for some sid0 . If
not, ignore the request. Else, if flag kg is set, set flag corrupt and return
(leakSK, sid, sk ).
• On input (sign, sid, m)
~ from S, verify that sid = (S, sid0 ) for some sid0
and that flag kg is set. If not, ignore the request. Else, return the output
of Sign(sk , m)
~ to S.
• On input (derive, sid, pk 0 , I, m,
~ σ) from some party P return the output
of Derive(pk 0 , I, m,
~ σ).
• On input (verify, sid, pk 0 , σ, m
~ I ) from some party P , return the result of
Verify(pk 0 , σ, I, m
~ I ).

Figure 6.1: Functionality πQBsig .

CRS-indistinguishability, unforgeability, and unlinkability of the quotable signature
scheme.
First, we provide a description of the simulator in the ideal world. When receiving (initF, sid ) message from FQBsig , S generates (SP , td ) by running SGenT(1κ )
algorithm, stores td and returns (initF, sid, SP , Kg, Sign, Derive, Verify). On receiving (checkPK, sid , pk ) message, S uses the ExtractKey(pk , td ) algorithm to extract
the secret key sk and returns sk to FQBsig . If extraction fails, it returns ⊥.
The proof is done through the sequence of games. In Game 0, Z interacts with
FQBsig and S as in the ideal world, and, in Game 6, Z interacts with A and πQBsig
as in the real world. In each game we make a step towards the real world and
show that if the environment can distinguish between the current and the previous
game, then one can build an adversary that breaks a security property of QBsig.
We define the success probability of Z to distinguish between Game i and Game j
as |pi − pj |. We show that |p6 − p0 | ≤ pcorr + pcrs−ind + q · punlink + punf + pkey−extr ,
where pcorr , pcrs−ind , punlink , punf , and pkey−extr are the probabilities of breaking
the correctness, parameter indistinguishability, unlinkability, unforgeability, and key
extraction properties of the quotable signature scheme, respectively.
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Game 0: implements the ideal world, where the environment Z interacts with the
simulator S and the functionality FQBsig as described above.
Game 00 : is the same as Game 0 except the simulator S and the functionality
FQBsig are subsumed in a single entity that we denote C, i.e., C runs S and
FQBsig internally and interacts with the environment on behalf of S and FQBsig .
The change from Game 0 to Game 00 is purely conceptual and hence |p00 − p0 | = 0.
Game 1: Here C behaves as in Game 00 except when receiving (derive, sid , pk 0 , I, m,
~
σ), C just returns the output of Derive(pk 0 , I, m,
~ σ), in particular C will never
$
compute a fresh signature σ 0 ← Sign(sk tmp , Zero(m,
~ I)) and return Derive(pk 0 , I,
0
Zero(m,
~ I), σ ).
Using an hybrid argument, we prove that if Z can distinguish between Game 00
and Game 1 then one can break the unlinkability of QBsig. We define Hybrid k as
follows:
Hybrid k: Upon input the ith (derive, sid , pk 0 , I, m,
~ σ) query, the derived signature is computed as follows:
• for all i < k, C returns the output of Derive(pk 0 , I, m,
~ σ) (as in Game 1);
• for i ≥ k, C first runs Derive(pk 0 , I, m,
~ σ) and if it fails, outputs ⊥. Otherwise, if pk = pk 0 then let sk tmp = sk. If there is an entry (pk 0 , sk 0 ) ∈ K
$
recorded, let sk tmp = sk 0 . Then C runs σ 0 ← Sign(sk tmp , Zero(m,
~ I)) and
0
returns Derive(pk , I, Zero(m,
~ I), σ 0 ). Otherwise, C returns the output of
Derive(pk 0 , I, m,
~ σ) (as in Game 00 ).
One can see that Hybrid 0 is the same as Game 00 and Hybrid q is the same
as Game 1. Now, we show that if the environment can distinguish between Hybrid k and Hybrid k-1, then we can construct the adversary Aunlink that wins
the unlinkability game for QBsig. The reduction is as follows. Upon the k th input (derive, sid , pk 0 , I, m,
~ σ), Aunlink runs the verification protocol, sets messages
m
~0 = m
~ and m
~ 1 = Zero(m,
~ I), computes two signatures σ0 = Sign(sk , m
~ 0 ) and
σ1 = Sign(sk , m
~ 1 ), outputs the tuple (pk , I, m
~ 0, m
~ 1 , σ0 , σ1 ) to the unlinkability challenger, and waits for the challenge signature. When it receives the challenge derived
(b)
signature σI it forwards it to the environment. It is easy to see that if b = 1 then
it is Hybrid k-1, and if b = 0 then it is Hybrid k. Thus, if the environment can
(0)
(1)
distinguish between the two hybrids, Aunlink can distinguish between σI and σI .
Thus, summing up over all hybrids, one can see that |p1 − p00 | ≤ q · punlink .
Game 2: Here C behaves as in Game 1 except when the environment sends the message (checkPK, sid , pk 0 ), C computes b = CheckPK(pk 0 ) and returns (checkedPK,
sid , b). In particular, C does not attempt to extract the secret key from pk 0 .
If the environment can distinguish between Games 1 and 2, then we can build an
adversary Akey−extr that breaks the key extractability of QBsig. Let E be the event
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when ExtractKey() algorithm fails to output a valid sk even though CheckPK(pk )
outputs 1. As long as this event does not occur, Z’s view in Game 2 and Game 1
is identical. Now, the reduction works as follows. When receiving an (keygen, sid )
message, Akey−extr uses SP received from the challenger. On input CheckPK(pk )
Akey−extr runs ExtractKey(pk) and, if it fails, outputs pk to the challenger. One
can see that when event E happens then Akey−extr breaks the key extractability
property. Therefore, |p2 − p1 | ≤ pkey−extr .
Game 3: Here C behaves as in Game 2 except when the environment sends the message (keygen, sid ), C computes SP using SGen() algorithm instead of SGenT.
If the environment can distinguish between Games 2 and 3, then we can build an
algorithm Acrs−ind that breaks the parameter indistinguishability of QBsig. Let
b = 0 if it is Game 2 (since in Game 2 SP is generated using SGenT) and b = 1
if it is Game 3 (since in Game 3 SP is generated using SGen). Then Acrs−ind just
forwards the output of Z to the parameter indistinguishability challenger. Hence
|p3 − p2 | ≤ pcrs−ind .
Game 4: Here C behaves as in Game 3 except when the environment sends (sign,
sid , m),
~ C does not run the verification algorithm before outputting the signature.
Let E1 be the event when Verify(pk , σ, m)
~ algorithm outputs 0 even though σ is
output of the signing algorithm run with the corresponding secret key and the
message vector. As long as this event does not occur, Z’s view in Game 3 and Game
4 is identical. One can see that when event E happens then the correctness property
does not hold. Hence we can write that |p4 − p3 | ≤ pcorr .
Game 5: Here C behaves as in Game 4 except when receiving verification request
input (verify, sid , pk 0 , σ, m
~ I ), C returns the result of Verify(pk 0 , σ, m
~ I ).
Now, we show that if the environment can distinguish between Game 5 and Game
4 then we can construct the adversary Aunf that breaks the unforgeability of the
quotable signature scheme. The reduction algorithm Aunf works as follows:
• On input (keygen, sid) from S, verify that sid = (S, sid0 ) for some sid0 and
that flag kg is unset. If not, then ignore the request. Get pk from the unforgeability challenger, set flag kg, store (pk and return (verificationKey,
sid , pk ) to S.
• On input (sign, sid , m)
~ from S, verify that sid = (S, sid0 ) for some sid0 and
that flag kg is set. If not, ignore the request. Else, ask the signing oracle
Sign(·) for the signature σ on m
~ and output (signature, sid , m,
~ σ) to S.
• On input (verify, sid , pk 0 , σ, I, m
~ I ) from some party P , compute result←
Verify(pk , σ, I, m
~ I ) and do the following: If result = 1 and @ m
~ 0 such that
0
0
m
~ = Zero(m ) and m was not queried before, then output (m, σ) as a forgery
to the unforgeability challenger and (verified, sid , m,
~ result) to Z. Otherwise, continue the simulation.
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Let us analyze the success probability of Aunf . Let E 0 denote an event when Z sends
a verification request (verify, sid , m
~ I , pk ) on a message that was never signed before
(or that cannot be derived from any message m
~ 0 that was signed before: m
~ 6= I(m)
~
and the signer S is uncorrupted. As long as the event E 0 does not occur, Z’s
view between Game 4 and Game 5 is the same. Therefore, the probability that Z
distinguish between Game 4 and Game 5 is equal to the probability that event E 0
occurs. Notice, that event E 0 can occur only before the signer S is corrupted (or the
secret key gets leaked). This means that whenever event E 0 occurs, Aunf outputs a
successful forgery. So the probability of the event E 0 is actually the probability of the
adversary Aunf to win the unforgeability game. Thus, we have that |p5 −p4 | ≤ punf .
Game 6: is the realization of the real world where C is replaced with real A and
πQBsig .
One can see that Game 5 is the same as Game 6, since already in Game 5 C runs A
and πQBsig internally and interacts with the environment on behalf of A and πQBsig .
So the change from Game 5 to Game 6 is purely conceptual and hence |p6 − p5 | = 0.
By summing up over all games, the probability that the environment can distinguish between interacting with the ideal functionality FQBsig and S and with the real
protocol πQBsig and A is |p6 −p0 | ≤ pcorr +pcrs−ind +q ·punlink +punf +pkey−extr .

6.2

Construction of Our Unlinkable Quotable
Signature Scheme

Our construction makes use of a structure preserving signature (SPS) scheme SPsig =
(Kg, Sign, Verify) and a vector commitment scheme VC = (Setup, Commit, Open,
Check). The intuition behind our construction is susceptible simple: Use SPsig.Kg
to generate a signing key pair and VC.Setup to add commitment parameters to the
public key. To sign a vector m,
~ first, commit to m
~ and then sign the resulting
commitment C. To derive a quote for a subset I of the messages, simply open the
commitment to the messages in m
~ I . We verify a signature on a quote, by verifying
both the structure-preserving signature (SPsig.Verify) and checking the opening of
the commitment (VC.Check).
Such a scheme has, however, several shortcomings. First, it is linkable, as the
same commitment is reused across multiple quotes of the same message. Even if
both the underlying SPS scheme and the commitment scheme are individually rerandomizable, this seems hard to avoid as it is implied by the unforgeability of
the SPS scheme. Second, such a construction is only heuristically secure. Existing
vector commitments do not guarantee that multiple openings cannot be combined
and mauled into an opening for a different sub-vector. We call vector commitment
schemes that prevent this opening non-malleable.
Our main design goal is to address both of these weaknesses while avoiding
a large performance overhead. Our main tool for this is efficient non-interactive
proofs-of-knowledge. Intuitively, we hide the commitments and their openings, as
well as a small part of the signature to achieve unlinkability. Hiding the commitment
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opening also helps in the treatment of malleability problems in commitments. To
achieve real-world efficiency we show how to exploit re-randomizability properties
in the SPS (and optionally in the commitment scheme).
Before describing our quotable signature scheme in more detail, we present a
vector commitment scheme that uses a variant of polynomial commitments from
[KZG10]. While our changes are partly cosmetic, they simplify the assumptions
needed for opening non-malleability.

6.2.1

Vector Commitments Simplified

A vector of messages m
~ ∈ Znp is committed using a polynomial f (x) that has a value
f (i) = mi at the
position
i. In Lagrange form such a polynomial is aQ
linear combiPn
n
nation f (x) = i=1 mi fi (x) of Lagrange basis polynomials fi (x) = j=0,j6=i x−j
i−j .
To batch-open a vector
P commitment for a position set I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, one uses a
polynomial fI (x) = i∈I mi fi (x). For such a polynomial, it holds that fI (i) = mi
for i ∈ I; and fI (0) = 0. (The additional root at 0 is necessary to achieve opening non-malleability. The reuse of the same Lagrange basis polynomials, which
yields polynomials of not the lowest possible degree, reduces the number of variable bases in the equation of Check below and increases efficiency when used for
the construction of bigger protocols such as anonymous credential.)
Also, note that
Q
f (x) − fI (x) is divisible
by
the
polynomial
p
(x)
=
x
·
(x
−
i).
We use the
I
i∈I
Qn
polynomial p(x) = x · i=1 (x − i) which is divisible by pI (x) for any I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
to randomize commitments to make them perfectly hiding.
Construction. We reuse the notation of Section 6.1 and use tier 1 vectors m
~ for
the vectors being committed and tier 2 vectors m
~ I for batch openings at positions
I. We also let Λ = (p, G, G̃, GT , e, G, G̃) be bilinear map parameters generated by
a bilinear group generator G(1k ).
$

VC.Setup(Λ). Pick α ← Zp and compute (G1 , G̃1 , . . . , Gn+1 , G̃n+1 ), where Gi =
i
i
G(α ) and G̃i = G̃(α ) . Output parameters pp = (Λ, G1 , G̃1 , . . . , Gn+1 , G̃n+1 ).
Values G1 , . . . , Gn+1 suffice to compute Gφ(α) for any polynomial φ(x) of maximum degree n + 1 (and similarly for G̃φ(α) ).
Furthermore, for the above defined fi (x), p(x), and pI (x), we implicitly define
Fi = Gfi (α) , P = Gp(α) , PI = GpI(α) , and P̃I = G̃pI(α) . These group elements
can be computed from the parameters pp.
VC.Commit(pp, m,
~ r). Output C =

Qn

VC.Open(pp, I, m,
~ r). Let w(x) =

f (x)−fI (x)+r·p(x)
pI (x)

w(α)

G

i=1

Fimi P r .
and compute the witness W =

using the parameters pp.

Q
VC.Check(pp, C, m
~ I , W ). Accept if e(C, G̃) = e(W, P̃I )e( i∈I Fimi , G̃).
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Note that pI (x) always has the factor x. This is essential for achieving opening
non-malleability. If pI (x) would be 1 for I = ∅, as in the original polynomial
commitment scheme of [KZG10], then C would be a valid batch opening witness for
the empty set of messages.
Security. We require the commitment scheme to be complete, batch binding, and
opening non-malleable. Completeness is defined as usual for any commitment scheme
and follows easily from the following equation:
e(C, G̃) = e(G, G̃)f (α)+r·p(α) = e(G, P̃I )

f (α)−fI (α)+r·p(α)
pI (α)

e(G, G̃)fI (α)
= e(W, P̃I )e(

Y

Fimi , G̃).

i∈I

Next, we define the batch binding and opening non-malleability properties:
Definition 54 (Batch binding). For a vector commitment scheme VC = (Setup,
Commit, Open, Check) and an adversary A consider the following game:
• Step 1. Λ←G(1λ ) and pp←VC.Setup(Λ)
• Step 2. C, m
~ I , W, m
~ 0I 0 , W 0 ←A(pp)
Then, the commitment scheme satisfies batch binding if for all such PPT algorithms
A there exists a negligible function negl(·) such that the probability (over the choices
of G, Setup, and A) that 1 = VC.Check(pp, C, m
~ I , W ) = VC.Check(pp, C, m
~ 0I 0 , W 0 )
and that there exist i ∈ I ∩ I 0 such that mi 6= m0i is at most negl(λ). (Note that m
~I
and m
~ 0I 0 are tier 2 vectors, and thus encode the sets I and I 0 respectively.)
Definition 55 (Opening non-malleability). For a vector commitment scheme VC =
(Setup, Commit, Open, Check) and an adversary A consider the following game:
• Step 1. Λ←G(1λ ) and pp←VC.Setup(Λ)
• Step 2. m,
~ I←A(pp)
• Step 3. Pick random r, compute C←VC.Commit(pp, m,
~ r), and
W ←VC.Open(pp, I, m,
~ r).
• Step 4. W 0 , I 0 ←A(C, W )
Then the commitment scheme satisfies opening non-malleability if for all such PPT
algorithms A there exists a negligible function negl(·) such that the probability (over
the choices of G, Setup, Commit, and A that 1 = VC.Check(pp, C, m
~ I 0 , W 0 ), and I 6=
0
I is at most negl(λ).
In the following theorems we make use of the n-BSDH assumption [Goy07] and
the J-RootDH assumption which is defined next. The assumption makes use of the
notation used in the commitment scheme above.
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Definition 56 (J-RootDH Assumption).
Let J be a subset of [1..n], let α, r ∈ Z∗p ,
Q
Qn
and X = (Gα· i=1 (α−i) )r , Y = (G i∈J (α−i) )r . For all PPT algorithms
A, the
Q
i
i
0
i∈J 0 (α−i) )r
probability P r[A(G, G̃, {Gα , G̃α }n+1
,
X,
Y
)
=
J
,
Z]
such
that
Z
=
(G
i=1
and J 0 ⊂ [1..n] and J 0 6= J, is at most a negligible function negl(λ).
The assumption is proven to hold in the generic group model. The proof is
provided in [CDHK].
Theorem 42. The commitment scheme (Setup, Commit, Open, Check) defined in
Section 6.2.1 is batch binding under the n-BSDH assumption.
The proof of the theorem is analogous to that [KZG10] and could be omitted.
Nevertheless, we present a proof; the correctness of theorem follows as a corollary
of Theorem 44 presented in the next section.
Theorem 43. The commitment scheme VC = (Setup, Commit, Open, Check) defined
in Section 6.2.1 is opening non-malleable under the J-RootDH assumption.
Proof. The implicit quantification over all J ⊂ [1, n] gives us some flexibility as to
which instance to attack. Alternatively, one can interpret this assumption as an
interactive assumption in which the adversary is allowed a one-time query for J.
We follow the steps of the game to build a reduction:
i

i

1. We create pp as usual using the G, G̃, {Gα , G̃α }n+1
i=1 that form part of every
assumption instance and provide it to A.
2. When A outputs (m,
~ I) we will attack a J-RootDH instance with J = [1, n]\I.
Q
mi
3. We compute C =
· X. Similarly we represent W = Gw(α) as
i∈I Fi
G

f (α)−fI (α)
pI (α)

· Y . The reduction hands C and W to A.

4. When A returns I 0 , W 0 we know from the verification equations that
e(C, G̃) = e(W 0 , P̃I 0 )e(Fm
~ I 0 , G̃)
Let w0 = logG W 0 . We have
f (α) + rp(α) = w0 pI 0 (α) + fI 0 (α)


fI 0 (α) − f (α)
+ w0 .
rp(α)/pI 0 (α) =
pI 0 (α)
Thus the reduction
break
 f 0 (α)−fcan
 the J-RootDH assumption below by outputing
(α)
I
[1, n] \ I 0 , G pI 0 (α) · W 0 .
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Re-randomizable Vector Commitments

We consider the vector commitment scheme VC = (Setup, Commit, Open, Check)
from Section 6.2.1 together with a randomization algorithm:
$

VC.Rand(pp, C, W, I, ρ) → (C 0 , W 0 ). Compute the re-randomized commitment C 0 =
C · PIρ and the witness W 0 = W · Gρ , and return a couple (C 0 , W 0 ).
Also, we revisit our batch-binding and opening non-malleability definitions in
the presence of such randomization algorithm.
Definition 57 (Randomizable batch binding). For a vector commitment scheme
VC = (Setup, Commit, Open, Check, Rand) and an adversary A consider the following
game:
• Step 1. Λ←G(1k ) and pp←Setup(Λ)
• Step 2. C, I, m,
~ W, ∆, C 0 , I 0 , m
~ 0 , W 0 , ∆0 ←A(pp)
Then the commitment scheme satisfies randomizable batch binding if for all such
PPT algorithms A there exists a negligible function negl(·) such that the probability
(over the choices of Λ, Setup, and A) that Rand(C, W, I, − logG ∆) = Rand(C 0 , W 0 , I 0 ,
− logG ∆0 ), 1 = Check(pp, C, I, m,
~ W ) = Check(pp, C 0 , I 0 , m,
~ W 0 ), and that there ex0
0
ist i = ij = ij 0 such that mi 6= mi is at most negl(k).
Note that this definition corresponds to the standard batch binding if ∆ and ∆0
are fixed to 1.
Definition 58 (Randomizable opening non-malleability). For a vector commitment commitment scheme (Setup, Commit, Open, Check, Rand) and an adversary A
consider the following game:
$

$

• Step 1. Λ ← G(1k ) and pp ← Setup(Λ)
• Step 2. m,
~ I←A(pp)
• Step 3. Pick random r, compute C←Commit(pp, m),
~ r), and W ←Open(pp, I,
m,
~ r).
• Step 4. C 0 , W 0 , ~i0 , ∆0 ←A(C, W )
Then the commitment scheme satisfies opening non-malleability if for all such PPT
algorithms A there exists a negligible function negl(·) such that the probability (over
the choices of Λ, Setup, Commit, and A) that Rand(C, W, I 0 , − logG ∆0 ) = (C 0 , W 0 ),
1 = Check(pp, C 0 , I 0 , m
~ I 0 , W 0 ), and I 6= ~i0 is at most negl(k).
Theorem 44. The vector commitment scheme VC = (Setup, Commit, Open, Check,
Rand) is randomizable batch binding under the BSDH assumption.
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Proof. From the randomization and verification equations we know that
e(C, G̃)e(∆, P̃~ı) = e(W, P̃~ı)e(F~ı, G̃)e(∆, P̃~ı) =
= e(W 0 , P̃~ı0 )e(F~ı00 , G̃)e(∆0 , P̃~ı0 ) =
= e(C 0 , G̃)e(∆0 , P̃~ı0 ).
If A is successful, there exists i = ij = i0j 0 such that mij 6= m0i0 0
j

π0 :

The polynomials f~i , f~i00 , p~i , p~i0 can be factored as follows using polynomials φ, φ0 , π,
f~i (x) = φ(x)(x − i) + mi

f~i00 (x) = φ0 (x)(x − i) + m0i

p~i (x) = π(x)(x − i)

p~i0 (x) = π 0 (x)(x − i)

We denote w = logG W , w0 = logG W 0 , and ρ = logG̃ ∆, and rewrite the above
equations expressed using exponents
p~i (α)w + f~i (α) + p~i (α)ρ = p~i0 (α)w0 + f~i00 (α) + p~i0 (α)ρ0
π(α)(α − i)(w + ρ) + φ0 (α)(α − i) + mi = π 0 (α)(α − i)(w0 + ρ0 ) + φ0 (α)(α − i) + m0i
(π(α)(w + ρ) − π 0 (α)(w0 + ρ0 ) + φ0 (α) − φ0 (α)) (α − i) = m0i − mi
1
π(α)(w + ρ) − π 0 (α)(w0 + ρ0 ) + φ0 (α) − φ0 (α)
=
m0i − mi
α−i
Now moving back to computing over group elements and using pairings to do
multiplication, we get that
0

0

0

e(W, G̃π(α) )e(Gπ(α) , ∆)e(W 0 , G̃π (α) )−1 e(Gπ (α) , ∆0 )−1 e(Gφ (α) , G̃)
 1 0
0
1
e(Gφ (α) , G̃)−1 mi −mi = e(G, G̃) α−i .
Which contradicts the BSDH assumption.
Theorem 45. The batch openings of VC = (Setup, Commit, Open, Check, Rand) are
non-malleable under the J-RootDH assumption.
Proof. The implicit all quantification over all J ⊂ [1, n] gives us some flexibility as to
which instance to attack. Alternatively we could make the assumption interactive.
We follow the steps of the game to build a reduction:
1. We create pp as usual using the G, Gα , . . . , Gα
instance and provide it to A.

n+1

part of every assumption

2. When A outputs m,
~ I we will attack an J-RootDH assumption instance with
J = [1, n] \ I.
QI
m
3. We compute C = j=1 Fij j X. Similarly we represent W = Gw(α) Y . The
reduction hands C and W to A.
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4. When A returns I 0 , W 0 we know from the verification equations that
e(C 0 , G̃) = e(W 0 , P̃I 0 )e(Fm
~ I 0 , G̃)
Let w0 = logG W 0 , ρ0 = logG ∆. We have
f (α) + rp(α) + ρ0 pI 0 (α) = w0 pI 0 (α) + fI 0 (α)


fI 0 (α) − f (α)
0
0
+w −ρ .
rp(α)/pI 0 (α) =
pI 0 (α)
Thus,
reduction can 
break the J-RootDH assumption by outputting [1, n]\
 the
f 0 (α)−f (α)
I
I 0 , G pI 0 (α) · W/∆0 .

6.2.3

Unlinkable Quotable Signature Scheme

We build our quotable signature scheme QBsig = (SGen, Kg, Sign, Derive, Verify)
using a structure-preserving signature scheme SPsig = (Kg, Sign, Verify), a vector commitment scheme VC = (Setup, Commit, Open, Check), and an extractable
witness-indistinguishable non-interactive proof system Π = (Setup, Prove, Verify),
see Section 2.4.3. Some SPS and vector commitment schemes might also support
randomization; we already discussed such a property for vector commitments in the
previous subsection; for signatures we refer the reader to [AFG+ 10, AGHO11]. We
denote the randomization algorithms of commitments and signatures by VC.Rand
and SPsig.Rand, respectively. We denote the randomizable elements of a SPS signature Σ by ψrnd (Σ) and the other elements by ψwit (Σ). (For a non-randomizable
SPS signature Σ, it is true that ψwit (Σ) = Σ.)
Construction. We first give a simplified construction that does not utilize the
randomization algorithm of the vector commitment scheme and, therefore, is slightly
less efficient.
QBsig.SGen(1κ ). Compute Λ←G(1k ), pp←VC.Setup(Λ), crs←Π.Setup(Λ), output
SP = (Λ, pp, crs).
QBsig.Kg(SP ). Obtain Λ from SP , generate (pk sps , sk sps )←SPsig.Kg(Λ), output
pk = (pk sps , SP ) and sk = (sk sps , pk ).
QBsig.Sign(sk , m).
~ Pick r←Zp , compute C = VC.Commit(pp, m,
~ r) and Σ←SPsig.
Sign(sk sps , C), and return σ = (Σ, C, r).
QBsig.Derive(pk , m,
~ I, σ). First, compute W = VC.Open(pp, I, m,
~ r). Then, if a
SPsig.Rand algorithm is present, randomize the signature as Σ0 ←SPsig.
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Rand(pk sps , Σ); otherwise, set Σ0 ←Σ. And compute the proof
π←Π.Prove(crs, (C, W, ψwit (Σ0 )), K C, W, ψwit (Σ0 ) :
SPsig.Verify(pk sps , Σ0 , C) ∧ VC.Check(pp, C, m
~ I , W ) )).
Return σ = (ψrnd (Σ0 ), π) as the signature for m
~ I.
QBsig.Verify(pk , σ, m
~ I ). Check that

Π.Verify crs; π; K C, W, ψwit (Σ0 ) : SPsig.Verify(pk sps , Σ0 , C) =
VC.Check(pp, C, m
~ I , W ) = 1.
Theorem 46. QBsig = (SGen, Kg, Sign, Derive, Verify) is an unforgeable two-tier
quotable signature scheme, if the SPS scheme is unforgeable, the vector commitment
scheme satisfies the batch binding and opening non-malleability properties, and the
proof-of-knowledge system is witness-indistinguishable.
Proof. The proof is done through the sequence of games.
We proceed with the proof through a sequence of games. Game 0 is the original
unforgeability game, while Game 5 is such that the adversary has zero probability
of winning it. We denote the success probability of A in Game i as pi .
Game 0: is the original malleable signatures unforgeability game; p0 = pqbsig−unf .
Game 1: is the same as the previous game except that Derive computes a fresh commitment and signature, i.e., r←Zp , C←VC.Commit(pp, m,
~ r), W ←VC.Open
(pp, I, m,
~ r), Σ←SPsig.Sign(sk sps , C), and compute π←Π.Prove(crs; (C, W,
ψwit (Σ)); K C, W, ψwit (Σ) : SPsig.Verify pk sps , Σ, C) ∧ VC.Check(pp, C, I, m
~ I,

W ) to return (ψrnd (Σ), π).
This change is perfectly indistinguishable because of the witness indistinguishability of the proof system and the perfect randomization of the ψrnd (Σ),
hence |p1 − p0 | ≤ pnip−wi .
Game 2: proceeds like Game 1, but the proof-of-knowledge system parameters are
switched to extraction parameters; |p2 − p1 | ≤ pniwi−crs .
Game 3: simulates the view of adversary in the same way it is done to Game 2;
using the extraction parameters, the SPS signature σ ∗ and the commitment
C ∗ of the forgery are extracted; if (σ ∗ , C ∗ ) are not a signature/message pair
produced by any of the signing oracles, the forgery is rejected.
The success probability of the adversary decreases at most by the success
probability of breaking unforgeability for the SPS scheme, i.e. |p3 − p2 | ≤
psps−unf .
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Game 4: is the same as Game 3, except for rejecting any forgery which contains
C, I ∗ , m
~ ∗ such that the Sign or Derive query corresponding to C was made for
a message m,
~ but m
~ ∗ 6= I ∗ (m).
~
The success probability of the adversary decreases at most by the success
probability of breaking the binding property of the commitment scheme (since
the adversary would have to open a commitment to a different value). Thus,
|p3 − p2 | ≤ pcom−bind .
Game 5: proceeds like Game 4, but any forgery for which the extracted commitment
C corresponds to a Derive query with a set I, but I ∗ 6= I;
The success probability of the adversary decreases at most by the success
probability of breaking the non-malleability property of the vector commitment scheme. Thus, |p5 − p4 | ≤ pcom−nmal .
Note that as both I ∗ and I ∗ (m)
~ =m
~ 0 are bound to queried values, the success
probability of A in Game 5 is 0.
Overall, the adversary’s probability of winning Game 0 is pqbsig−unf ≤ pniwi−crs +
psps−unf + pcom−bind + pcom−nmal + pnip−wi .

Theorem 47. QBsig = (SGen, Kg, Sign, Derive, Verify) is an unlinkable two-tier quotable signature scheme if the proof-of-knowledge system is witness indistinguishable.
(N.B. to match the Section 6.1 definition, SGenT is the same as SGen but in addition
produces an empty trapdoor.)
Proof. We define two experiment E0 and E1 which correspond to the experiment in
the unlinkability game definition (cf. Definition 53) with, respectively, b = 0 and
b = 1 chosen in the step 3.
E0 and E1 are indistinguishable due to the perfect witness indistinguishability of
the proof system and the perfect randomization of the ψrnd (Σ0 ). Hence, pqbsig−unlk =
pnip−wi .
Alternative Construction. This construction utilizes the VC.Rand algorithm of
the vector commitment scheme.
QBsig.{SGen, Kg, Sign} algorithms are unchanged.
QBsig.Derive(pk , m,
~ I, σ). If the SPS scheme has a SPsig.Rand algorithm, randomize the signature as Σ0 ←SPsig.Rand(pk sps , Σ); otherwise, set Σ0 ←Σ. Next,
compute W = VC.Open(pp, I, m,
~ r) and (C 0 , W 0 )←VC.Rand(pp, C, W, I, ρ) for
a randomly chosen ρ←Zp . Finally, let

π←Π.Prove crs; (ψwit (Σ0 ), ρ); K ψwit (Σ0 ), ρ : SPsig.Verify(pk sps , Σ0 , C 0 /PIρ ) .
Return σ = (ψrnd (Σ0 ), C 0 , W 0 , π) as the signature for I, m
~ I.
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QBsig.Verify(pk , σ, I, m
~ I ). Check that

Π.Verify crs; π; K ψwit (Σ0 ), ρ : SPsig.Verify(pk sps , Σ0 , C 0 /PIρ ) =
VC.Check(pp, C 0 , m
~ I , W 0 ) = 1.
Theorem 48. QBsig = (SGen, Kg, Sign, Derive, Verify) of the alternative construction is an unforgeable and unlinkable two-tier quotable signature scheme, if the SPS
scheme is unforgeable, the vector commitment scheme satisfies the batch binding and
opening non-malleability property, and the proof-of-knowledge system is witness indistinguishable.
The proof of the theorem follows similarly to the proofs of Theorem 46 and
Theorem 47 using the randomizable properties of the commitment described in
Section 6.2.2.
Strengthened Scheme for Universally Composable Construction. To emulate the UC functionality we require an quotable signature scheme with the additional key-extraction property. We build such a strengthened quotable signature
scheme QBsigUC = (SGen, Kg, CheckPK, Sign, Derive, Verify) using a quotable signature scheme QBsig = (SGen, Kg, Sign, Derive, Verify) and a zero-knowledge noninteractive proof-of-knowledge scheme Π = (Setup, Prove, Verify).
$

QBsigUC.SGen(1κ ). Compute SP ←SGen(1κ ), obtain Λ from SP , run crs sk ← Π.
Setup(Λ), and output SP = (SP , crs sk ).
QBsigUC.Kg(SP ). Obtain Λ and crs sk from SP , (pk , sk )←QBsig.Kg(Λ). Compute
the proof
πsk ←Π.Prove (crs sk ; (sk , r); K sk E r : (pk , sk ) = QBsig.Kg(Λ; r)) ,
and output pk = (SP , pk , πsk ) and sk = (sk , pk ).
QBsigUC.CheckPK(SP , pk ). Check that
Π.Verify(crs sk ; πsk ; K sk E r : (pk , sk ) = QBsig.Kg(Λ; r)) = 1.
Sign, Derive, Verify are almost unchanged and use pk sps internally. SGenT and
ExtractKey use the extraction setup and extractor of the proof system respectively,
while CheckKeys checks that the relation R holds for pk and sk .
Theorem 49. The strengthened scheme QBsigUC = (SGen, Kg, CheckPK, Sign,
Derive, Verify) is an unforgeable, unlinkable, and key extractable two-tier quotable
signature scheme, if the underlying quotable signature scheme QBsig is unforgeable
and unlinkable, and the proof system is Π is zero-knowledge and extractable.
Unforgeability and unlinkability are simple corollaries of Theorem 46 and Theorem 47. Key-extractability follows directly from the extractability of the proof
system.
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Extending QBsig to Sign Additional Group Elements

In this section we extend our quotable signature scheme to sign additional group
elements besides the commitment. Namely, we extend Sign to take as additional
~ of group elements. For that we use a SPS scheme that supinput a vector M
ports signing multiple messages. In the Derive algorithm these elements will either be part of the derived message, and given in the clear after derivation, or be
treated as part of the witness, i.e., hidden from the verifier. We extend our in~) =
put vector of exponents by appending a vector of group elements to it (m,
~ M
~ )I ,
(m1 , . . . , mN , MN +1 , . . . , MN +|M
~ M
~ | ). A set I applied to this extended vector (m,
will now indicate not only which exponents, but also which group elements are revealed.
Construction. We denote the extended algorithms as QBsigX = (SGen, Kg,
CheckPK, Sign, Verify, Derive). We make use of a structure-preserving commitment
scheme SPCom.Setup, SPCom.Commit, SPCom.Check, SPCom.Open. The parameter
and key generation algorithms are modified to generate parameters for the commitment scheme as well, we omit the straightforward details here. We define the
extended signature, derivation, and verification algorithms as follows.
~ ) Compute Λ←G(1k ), pp VC ←VC.Setup(Λ), crs←Π.Setup
QBsigX.SGen(sk , m,
~ M
(Λ), (pp SPCom , td com )←SPCom.Setup(Λ). Output SP = (Λ, pp VC , pp SPCom , crs).
QBsigX.Kg(SP ). Obtain Λ from SP , generate (pk sps , sk sps )←SPsig.Kg(Λ), output
pk = (pk sps , SP ) and sk = (sk sps , pk ).
~ )). Pick r ← Zp , compute C = VC.Commit(pp VC , m,
QBsigX.Sign(sk , (m,
~ M
~ r) and
~ )), and return σ = (Σ, C, r).
Σ←SPsig.Sign(sk sps , (C, M
$

~ ), I, σ). First, compute W = VC.Open(pp VC , I, m,
QBsigX.Derive(pk , (m,
~ M
~ r). Then,
if an SPsig.Rand algorithm is present, randomize the signature as Σ0 ←SPsig.
Rand(pk sps , Σ); otherwise, set Σ0 ←Σ.
Compute the proof π←Π.Prove crs; (C, W, ψwit (Σ0 )); S), where
~ )) =
S = K C, W, ψwit (Σ0 ) : SPsig.Verify(pk sps , Σ0 , (C, M
VC.Check(pp VC , C, I, m
~ I , W ) = 1.
Output (σI = ψrnd (Σ0 ), π).
~ )). Check that Π.Verify crs; π; S) = 1.
QBsigX.Verify(pk , σ, (m,
~ M
Security properties. Definitions of the correctness, parameter indistingishability, and key extractability are similar to the ones of the original scheme.
In the unforgeability definition successful forgeries now also need to be defined
with respect to group elements. For revealed messages this is done in a similar
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way as for exponents in Definition 52. We note, however, that for group elements
unforgeability is not only about the revealed, but also the committed messages in
~ , which requires a notion of extraction.
M
Definition 59 (Unforgeability). For a quotable signature scheme QBsigX, tables
Q` (` = {1, 2, 3}), and an adversary A, consider the following game:
$

$

• Step 1. (SP ) ← SGen(1k ); (pk , sk ) ←
− Kg(SP ); Q1 , Q2 , Q3 ← ∅.
$
~ )∗ , σ ∗ ) ←
− AOSign (·,·),ODerive (·,·),OReveal (·) (pk ), where OSign , ODerive ,
• Step 2. ((m,
~ M
I
and OReveal behave as follows:

~)
OSign (m,
~ M
$

h←H
~)
σ←Sign(sk , m,
~ M
~
add (h, m,
~ M , σ) to Q1
return h

ODerive (h, I)
~ , σ) ∈ Q1
if (h, m,
~ M
~ ), I, σ)
σI ←Derive(pk , (m,
~ M
0
~
add ((m,
~ M )I , σ ) to Q2
return σI

OReveal (h)
~ , σ) ∈ Q1
if (h, m,
~ M
~ , σ) to Q3
add (h, m,
~ M
return σ

A signature scheme QBsigX satisfies unforgeability if for all PPT algorithms A there
exists a negligible function negl(·) such that the probability (over the random choices
~, ) ∈
~ )∗ ) = 1, and ∀( , m,
~ M
of Kg, Sign, Derive and A) that Verify(pk , σ ∗ , (m,
~ M
I
~ )I , and ((m,
~ )∗ , , , ) ∈
~ )∗ 6= (m,
~
M
~
M
Q3 : (m,
~ M
/
Q
is
at
most
negl(λ).
2
I
I
In the unlinkability definition the new Derive algorithm will output both the
commitments and the openings for unrevealed messages that are group elements.
However, the unlinkability adversary does not get the openings, only the commitments, as a part of his input.
Definition 60 (Unlinkability). For the signature scheme QBsigX and the adversary
A consider the following game:
$

• Step 1. SP ← SGen(1k ).
$
~ (0) , M
~ (1) , σ (0) , σ (1) ) ←
• Step 2. (state, pk , I, m
~ (0) , m
~ (1) , M
− A(SP , td pk ), where
~ (0) )I = (m
~ (1) )I , Verify(pk , σ (0) , (m
~ (0) )) = 1, and
I 6= ⊥, (m
~ (0) , M
~ (1) , M
~ (0) , M
(1)
(1) ~ (1)
Verify(pk , σ , (m
~ , M )) = 1.
$
(b) $
~ (b) ), I, σ (b) ).
• Step 3. Pick b ← {0, 1} and form σI ←
− Derive(pk , (m
~ (b) , M

$

(b)

• Step 4. b0 ←
− A(state, σI ).
The signature scheme QBsigX is unlinkable if for any polynomial time adversary A
there exists a negligible function negl(·) such that 2 Pr[b = b0 ] − 1 < negl(λ).
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Theorem 50. The extended signature scheme QBsigX = (SGen, Kg, CheckPK, Sign,
Verify, Derive) is an extended unforgeable, unlinkable, and key extractable two-tier
quotable signature scheme, if the underlying SPS scheme is unforgeable and randomizable, the vector commitment scheme is batch-binding and opening non-malleable,
and the proof system is zero-knowledge and extractable.
Proof. The proofs follows from Theorems 46-47. Intuitively, the unforgeability property holds due to unforgeability of the underlying QBsig scheme and the unforgeability of the SPS scheme. The unlinkability holds due to witness-indistinguishability
of the proof-of-knowledge system.

6.3

From Unlinkable Quotable Signatures to
Anonymous Credentials

An (unlinkable) quotable signature scheme can be seen as a simple version of anonymous credentials supporting user attributes [Cha90, Dam88, Bra95, CL04] already:
the attributes issued to users are the messages signed in tier 1 signature, and a
user can later reveal a subset of these attributes to a verifier using the Derive algorithm. However, in an anonymous credential system users also have secret keys
and pseudonyms (pseudonymous public keys), on which credentials can be issued.
These secret keys also allow users to prove that they got several credentials issued
from different parties on the same secret key [Bra95, CL04]. In this section, we show
how these properties can be added to our quotable signature scheme and we thereby
obtain an anonymous credential system, where the presentation of a credential to a
verifier is independent of the number of attributes in the credential. Furthermore,
the security of our scheme does not rely on random oracles.

6.3.1

Definitions of Credential System

Let us now define an anonymous credential systems supporting user attributes
(cf. [Bra95, CL04]). We recall that credential is a certified container of attributes
or, cryptographically, a signature on a set of attributes [CDL+ ]. An anonymous
credential system consists of users (U), issuers (I), and verifiers (V). Each user
has a secret key X , from which she can derive (cryptographic) pseudonyms P . To
get a credential issued, a user sends to the issuer a pseudonym P together with a
(non-interactive) proof πX ,P that she is privy to the underlying secret key. The
issuer will then issue her a credential Cred on P containing the attributes m
~ the
issuer vouches for. The user can then present the credential to a verifier by sending
the verifier a (non-interactive) proof πX ,Cred that she obtained the credential from
the issuer on the attributes m
~ I , where I defines which attributes shall be revealed.
More precisely, a credential system for users, issuers, and verifiers consists of the
following algorithms that the parties run to generate their keys, issue and present
credentials, and to verify credentials and presentation proofs. We assume that the
number of attributes is fixed for each issuer and is publicly known.
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Definition 61. A credential system Cred is a set of the following basic algorithms
and protocols:
$

Cred.Setup(1λ ) → CP is a system setup algorithm that generates the common
system-wide parameters CP .
$

Cred.ISetup(CP ) → (pk I , sk I ) is an issuer setup algorithm, with which the issuer
generates a key pair for issuing credentials and publishes the public key pk I .
$

Cred.SecGen(CP ) → X is a secret generating algorithm that takes the common
parameters as an input and outputs a fresh user secret X .
$

Cred.NymGen(CP , pk I , X ) → (P , aux (P )) is an pseudonym generating algorithm
that takes a user secret as an input and creates a pseudonym P and some
auxiliary information aux (P ) for P .
$

Cred.RequestCred(CP , pk I , X , P , aux (P )) → (πX ,P , aux (Cred )) takes the common
parameters CP , the public key of the issuer pk I , the secret X , and a pseudonym
P together with the corresponding auxiliary information aux (P ), and produces
a request for issuing a credential (a proof of knowledge of the user secret) πX ,P
and some optional auxiliary information aux (Cred ) for the requested credential.
$

Cred.IssueCred(CP , sk I , P , m,
~ πX ,P ) → Cred /⊥ takes the common parameters CP ,
a request for issuing a credential received from the user πX ,P , the issuer key
pair, and the vector of attributes m
~ assigned to the user as an input, and, if
the issuance token verifies, produces a credential, otherwise it outputs ⊥.
Cred.CheckCred(CP , pk I , X , P , aux (P ), Cred , aux (Cred ), m)
~ → 0/1 verifies if a credential received from the issuer is valid.
$

Cred.Prove(CP , pk I , X , P , aux (P ), Cred , aux (Cred ), m,
~ I, cxt) → πX ,Cred is an algorithm executed by the user, that takes the user secret X , a credential Cred ,
a pseudonym P , and a context cxt as an input and outputs a (presentation)
proof πX ,Cred that reveals only a required subset I of the attributes m
~ from the
credential.
Cred.Verify(CP , pk I , m
~ I , πX ,Cred , cxt) → 1/0 is an algorithm executed by the verifier, that verifies a presentation proof provided by the user.
We note that instantiating such non-interactive credential scheme with re-randomizable NIZK (GS)-proofs allows an adversary to perform a so-called “replay” attack. Namely, the adversary, who eavesdrops the presentation proof from one user,
can just reradomize and replay the proof without knowing the user secret. To overcome this, we introduce a context cxt for the credential presentation proof. The
context is picked by the verifier and is unique for each proof. Since the context is
strongly bound to the presentation proof, by checking the context the verifier can
notice the replay attack.
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This basic version of an anonymous credential system does not support the additional features such as advanced issuance, revocation, inspection, predicates over
attributes [CDL+ ]. However, we discuss here shortly how they can be implemented.
The advanced issuance allows the user to issue a new credential bound to the same
secret or pseudonym, or carry over attributes from another credential. Since the
secret/pseudonyms are already realized in the presented scheme, the advanced issuance can be easily implemented by adding a presentation proof to the credential
request. Adding revocation of credentials is also quite straightforward: one of the attributes is used for adding the credential to the white/black list. GS-proofs would allow for a pairing-based accumulator [Ngu05] and a range-proof [NFHF09, CDNZ11]
revocation mechanisms. The inspection (verifiable encryption of the pseudonym or
attributes) of pseudonyms can be implemented by encrypting the pseudonym using
Cramer-Shoup [CS98] encryption and proving its correctness. Since the attributes
are exponents and cannot be extracted from GS-proofs, implementing inspection for
the attributes is more tricky, but can be achieved by introducing a one-to-one mapping from the exponents to the group elements. Adding predicates over attributes,
however, is limited by the capabilities of non-interactive proofs.

6.3.2

Construction of a Credential System from Quotable
Signatures

Now, using the interfaces defined above, we provide a construction of a credential
system that supports key binding and selective disclosure functionality. We build the
scheme from a variant of the unlinkable quotable block signature scheme presented in
Section 6.2. Our construction only uses non-interactive proofs (for example, GrothSahai zero-knowledge proof system [GS08]), and both presentation and issuance
only require one round of communication. So we call the scheme non-interactive.
We prove it secure in the standard model, i.e., without random oracles.
To support key binding we use a structure-preserving commitment scheme
(SPCom) [AHO12] that is composed from the following algorithms: SPCom =
(Setup, Commit, Check). A user secret is a group element and the commitment
scheme is used to generate a pseudonym, i.e., to commit to the secret. That is, during the issuance and presentation the user proves knowledge of her secret with noninteractive proofs. Since for the blind issuance we cannot use the original quotable
signature scheme as a black box, we use its variant from Section 6.2.3 that allows
to sign also a fixed vector of group elements, besides a vector of exponents.
To prevent a replay attack for a non-interactive presentation proof, we also use
a keyed collision-resistant hash function Hashkey : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n [Dam87, BR97,
RS04]. The key is generated during the setup phase and is a part of the CRS.
To bind a context non-malleably to the proof we use the Boneh-Boyen [BB04]
signature scheme Sig = (Kg, Sign, Verify).
A credential system consists of the following algorithms:
$

Cred.Setup(1λ ): Generate a CRS for SP QBsigX ← QBsigX.SGen(1λ ) that contains
also the group parameters Λ and a CRS for a proof of knowledge of a secret
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$

CRS X = Π.Setup(Λ). Generate a key for a keyed hash function: key ←
Hash.Kg(1λ ). Return CP = (SP QBsigX , CRS X , key).
Cred.ISetup(CP ): Parse CP as (SP QBsigX , CRS X , key).
Generate (sk QBsig ,
$
$
pk QBsig ) ← QBsigX.Kg(SP QBsigX ), pp SPCom ← SPCom.Setup(CP ).
Return sk I = sk QBsig , pk I = (pk QBsig , pp SPCom ).
$

$

Cred.SecGen(CP ): Generate a fresh user secret x ← Zp , X ← Gx .
Return X 0 = (X , x).
Cred.NymGen(CP , pk I , X ): Compute (P , O) = Commit(pp SPCom , X ).
Return (P , aux (P )) = (P , O).
$

Cred.RequestCred(CP , pk I , X , P , aux (P ), m):
~
Parse aux (P ) as O; compute xn ←
Zp , Yn = Gxn ,
$

πX ,P ← Π.Prove(CRS X ; (X , O); K X , O :
SPCom.Check(pp SPCom , X , P , O) = 1). P 0 ←(P , Yn ), aux (Cred )←(Yn , xn ).
Return (πX ,P , aux (Cred )).
Cred.IssueCred(CP , sk I , P 0 , πX ,P , m):
~ Verify the proof of knowledge of the user secret: If Π.Verify(CRS ; πX ,P ; K X , O : SPCom.Check(pp SPCom , X , P , O) = 1) =
0 then abort, else generate a credential by creating a tier 1 signature on the
vector of messages, and a pseudonym: σ = QBsigX.Sign(sk I , (m,
~ P , Yn )). Return Cred ←σ.
Cred.CheckCred(CP , pk I , P , aux (P ), Cred , aux (Cred ), m):
~
Return QBsigX.Verify(pk I , Cred , (1, m,
~ P )).
Cred.Prove(CP , pk I , X , P , aux (P ), Cred , aux (Cred ), m,
~ I, cxt): Derive a tier 2 signature on a set of messages I: σI = QBsigX.Derive(pk , I, (m,
~ P , Yn ), σ). Update the context by appending m
~ I to cxt and hashing it using the key from the
CRS: cxt←Hashkey (cxt||m
~ I ). Sign the updated context with the user secret:
1
$
(rn , σcxt ) ← Sig.Sign(x, cxt) = G̃ x+cxt+xn rn , where sk Sig = (x, xn ), pk Sig =
(X , Yn ) are the signing and verification keys for the signature.
Compute a proof of knowledge of the secret inside the commitment and that
the pseudonym was revealed by running the QBsigX.Derive algorithm:
πX ,cxt = Π.Prove(CRS X ; (P , σcxt , X); S);
S = K X , P , O, Yn , σcxt : Check(CP , P, X , O) = 1∧
cxt

e(X G

Ynrn , σcxt ) = e(G, G̃) ∧ QBsigX.Verify(pk I , σ, (m,
~ P, Yn )I )) = 1).

Here the statement QBsigX.Verify(pk I , σ, (m,
~ P ))) = 1 means only re-proving
a part of the original proof produced by QBsigX.Derive algorithm - to hide P .
Namely, it requires committing to P and proving that the proof equations,
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where P appeared in clear, hold. This does not require reproving the rest
of the proof. We note that πX ,cxt includes σI produced by QBsigX.Derive.
Return (cxt, πX ,Cred = (πX ,cxt , rn )).
Cred.Verify(CP , pk I , m
~ I , πX ,Cred , cxt): Verify that the context is fresh and verify
the proof of knowledge that also includes verifying the tier 2 signature and
output the result of verification. Return
b←(Π.Verify(CRS X , πX ,cxt , S) ∧ (cxt is correct).
Alternatively, one can replace a hash function with a one-time signature scheme
(OTS) and sign a public key of OTS with the Boneh-Boyen (or any other) signature.
In this case, a short version of the BB-signature scheme secure against weak chosen
message attacks would suffice, since the adversary can produce all OTS keys before
making oracle queries.

6.3.3

Security Definitions of Credential System

Now, we formally define the following properties of a credential system: correctness, unforgeability and unlinkability. Since we do not aim here for the UC-secure
construction of the credential system, we do not introduce the key extractability
property. However, it can be easily added since the underlying QBsigX supports it.
Correctness. Informally, if the user who has a secret and a valid credential that
is bound to this secret, creates a proof using Cred.Prove, then verification should
succeed.
Definition 62 (Correctness of Credential System). A credential scheme Cred according to Definition 61 is correct if for any attribute vector m
~ ∈ M, context cxt,
and I ⊂ [1, n] there exists a negligible function negl(·) such that
$

$

$

Pr[CP ← Setup(1λ ); (sk I , pk I ) ← ISetup; X ← SecGen(CP );
$

$

(P , aux (P )) ← NymGen(CP , X ); (πX ,P , aux (Cred )) ← RequestCred(CP , pk I , X , P ,
$

$

aux (P )); Cred ← IssueCred(CP , sk I , m,
~ πX ,P ); (πX ,Cred , aux (Cred )) ←
Prove(CP , pk I , X , P , aux (P ), Cred , aux (Cred ), m,
~ I, cxt) : CheckPK(pk I ) = 0 ∨
CheckCred(CP , pk I , X , P , m,
~ Cred ) = 0 ∨ Verify(CP , pk I , m
~ I , πX ,Cred ) = 0]
≤ negl(λ).
Unlinkability. The unlinkability property guarantees that after seeing a presentation token, the issuer cannot tell to which issuance the token is related.
Definition 63 (Unlinkability of Credential System). For a credential scheme Cred
from Definition 61 and an adversary A, consider the following game:
$

• Step 1. (CP ) ← Setup(1k );
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(state, pk I , I, X (0) , X (1) , P (0) , P (1) , aux (P )

• Step 2.

(0)

(0)

, aux (P )

(1)

,m
~ (0) , m
~ (1) ,

$

(1)

aux (Cred ) , aux (Cred ) , Cred (0) , Cred (1) ) ←
− A(CP , td pk ), where I 6= ⊥,
(0)
(1)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
m
~I =m
~I =m
~ I , Prove(CP , pk I , X , P , aux (P ) , Cred (i) , aux (Cred ) ,
(i)
m
~ , I, cxt) 6= ⊥, i = {0, 1}.
(b)

$

$

• Step 3. Pick b ← {0, 1} and form (m
~ I , πX ,Cred ) ←
− Prove(CP , pk I , P (b) ,
aux (P )

(b)

(b)

, Cred (b) , aux (Cred )
$

,m
~ (b) , I).

(b)

• Step 4. b0 ←
− A(state, m
~ I , πX ,Cred ).
The credential scheme is unlinkable if for all such PT algorithms A there exists a
negligible function negl(·) such that 2 Pr[b = b0 ] < 1 + negl(λ).
Unforgeability. Informally, unforgeability means that no PPT adversary can produce a presentation proof that verifies and that reveals a subset of attributes that
was never signed by the issuer. Furthermore, to prevent the adversary from replaying
the proof that was presented by another user, the unique context is non-malleably
attached to each proof. Therefore, the adversary should not be able to repeat a
proof with a fresh context that was not seen before.
Definition 64 (Unforgeability of Credential System). For a credential scheme Cred
from Definition 61, tables Q` (` = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}), a handle space H, a set PX
of pseudonyms and auxiliary information for the pseudonyms and credentials bound
for a secret X , and an adversary A consider the following game:
$

$

• Step 1. CP ← Setup(1k ); (pk I , sk I ) ←
− ISetup(SP ); Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , Q4 , Q5 ← ∅.
$

− AO∗ (CP,pk I ,sk I ,·) , where O∗ (CP , pk I , sk I , ·) denotes
• Step 2. (m
~ ∗I , π ∗ , cxt ∗ ) ←
all oracles parameterized with CP , pk I , and sk I :

OSecGen (CP )
$
hX ← H;
$
X 0 = (X , x) ← SecGen(CP );
0
add (hX , X ) to Q0 ;
return hX .

ONymGen (CP , hX )
if (hX , X 0 ) ∈
/ Q0 abort, else
$
hP ← H;
$
(P , aux (P )) ← NymGen(CP , X);
add (hP , hX , P , X 0 , aux (P )) to Q1 ;
return (hP , P ).

OIssueCred (CP , sk I , m,
~ hP )
$
if (hP , hX , P , X 0 , aux (P )) ∈
/ Q1 abort, else hCred ← H;
$
(πX ,P , aux (Cred )) ← RequestCred(CP , pk I , X , P , aux (P ));
Cred ←IssueCred(CP , sk I , P , m,
~ πX ,P );
add (hCred , X 0 , P , aux (P ), m,
~ Cred , aux (Cred ))to Q2 ;
add (hP , hCred , aux (Cred ))to Q5 ;
return (hCred , πX ,P , Cred ).
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OIssueToAdv (CP , sk I , P , πX ,P , m)
~
Cred ←IssueCred(CP , sk I , P , m,
~ πX ,P );
add (⊥, ⊥, P , ⊥, m,
~ Cred , ⊥) to Q2 ;
return (Cred )
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OReveal (hX )
if (hX , X 0 ) ∈
/ Q0 abort, else
for all P : (hP , hX , P , X 0 ,
aux (P )) ∈ Q1
(hP , hCred , aux (Cred )) ∈ Q5
add (P , aux (P ), {hCred ,
aux (Cred )}) to PX ;
add X to Q3 ;
return (X 0 , PX ).

OProve (CP , pk I , hCred , I, cxt)
if (hCred , X 0 , P , aux (P ), m,
~ Cred ) ∈
/ Q2
abort, else
πX ,Cred ←Prove(CP , pk I , X , P , aux (P ), Cred , aux (Cred ), m,
~ I, cxt)
add (m
~ I , X , πX ,Cred , cxt) to Q4 ;
return (m
~ I , πX ,Cred ).
A credential scheme satisfies unforgeability if for all such PPT algorithms A there
exists a negligible function negl(·) such that the probability (over the random choices
~ , )
of Setup, ISetup, O∗ , and A) that Verify(CP , pk , π ∗ , m
~ ∗I ) = 1and ∀( , X, , , m,
∗
∗
∗
~ I , and (m
~ I , , , cxt ) ∈
∈ Q2 s.t. X ∈ Q3 ∪ ⊥ : m
~ I 6= m
/ Q4 is less than negl(λ).
One can see that even though the adversary is given Cred , which is a tier 1
signature, after querying the Issue oracle, he still cannot use it until he queries the
Reveal oracle for the corresponding secret. In this regard the Reveal oracle in the
definition above has the same meaning as the Reveal oracle from Definition 52.
User Privacy. Unlinkability against the issuer as defined above is also called
untraceability [Cha82]. One can see that it implies unlinkability against the verifier,
who does not have the issuer keys, does not know the user secret, and cannot link any
two different presentation tokens. Therefore, unlinkability according to Definition
63 ensures user privacy.
UC-security. Since our credential scheme is derived from a UC-secure quotable
signature scheme QBsigX, UC-security is trivially achieved for a credential scheme
without key binding by implementing key extractability. For the version of the
credential system that supports both key binding and selective disclosure, our construction is a big step towards achieving UC-security.
Theorem 51. The credential scheme given in Section 6.3.2 is unforgeable according to Definition 64, if QBsigX is unforgeable, Sig is secure under chosen message
attacks, the commitment scheme is binding, the hash function Hashkey is collision
resistant, and a non-interactive proof-of-knowledge system is extractable.
Proof. The proof is done through the sequence of games. Game 0 is the original
unforgeability game, while in Game 6 the adversary has zero probability of winning
the game.
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We denote the success probability of A in Game i as pi . We show that |p6 −p0 | ≤
pqbsigx −unf + pcom−bind + psig−unf + phash−col , where pqbsigx −unf is the probability of breaking the unforgeability of the quotable signature scheme from Section
6.2.4, pcom−bind is the success probability of breaking the binding property of the
structure-preserving commitment scheme, pbb−unf is the probability of breaking the
unforgeability of the Boneh-Boyen signature scheme, and phash−col is the success
probability of finding a collision for the hash function.
Game 0: is the original unforgeability game.
We say that p0 = pcred−unf .
Game 1: is the same as Game 0, but when generating the common parameters
Π.ExtSecSetup algorithm is used instead of Π.Setup to generate CRS X .
Since the parameters produced by NIZK.Setup and NIZK.ExtSetup algorithms respectively, have the same distribution, p1 = p0 .
Game 2: is the same as Game 1, except it extracts the witnesses (X , P , O, . . .)
from the proof and aborts if the extraction fails.
Due to the perfect extractability of the NIZK proof system (Section 2.4.3), p2 = p1 .
Game 3: is the same as Game 2, except it aborts if the extracted pseudonym P ∗
or the revealed subset of attributes m
~ ∗I were never signed by the IssueCred or
∗
∗
~ I, , ) ∈
/ Q2 .
IssueToAdv, i.e. ( , , P , , m
The advantage of the adversary between Game 3 and Game 2 is bounded by the
success probability of breaking the unforgeability property of QBsigX. Therefore,
|p3 − p2 | ≤ pqbsigx −unf .
Game 4: is the same as Game 3, except it aborts if the adversary’s forgery contains
a pseudonym P ∗ , X ∗ , and O ∗ such that ( , X , P ∗ , , , , ) ∈ Q2 ; X 6= ⊥ and
( , , P ∗, X ∗, O ∗) ∈
/ Q1 .
The advantage of the adversary between Game 4 and Game 3 is bounded by the
success probability of breaking the binding property of the commitment scheme.
Hence, we can write that |p4 − p3 | ≤ pcom−bind .
Game 5: is the same as Game 4, except it aborts if the adversary’s forgery con/ Q3 and
tains m
~ ∗I , cxt ∗ , P ∗ , and X ∗ such that ( , X ∗ , P ∗ , , , ) ∈ Q2 ; X ∗ ∈
E (m
~ I , , , cxt) ∈ Q4 : m
~I =m
~ ∗I , cxt 6= cxt ∗ .
The advantage of the adversary in Game 5 is bounded by the success probability of
breaking the unforgeability property of the (Boneh-Boyen) signature scheme. Hence,
we can write that |p5 − p4 | ≤ psig−unf .
Game 6: is the same as Game 5, except it aborts if the adversary’s forgery contains m
~ ∗I , cxt ∗ , P ∗ , and X ∗ such that ( , X ∗ , P ∗ , , , ) ∈ Q2 ; X ∗ ∈
/ Q3 and
E (m
~ I , , , cxt) ∈ Q4 : cxt = cxt ∗ , m
~ I 6= m
~ ∗I .
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The advantage of the adversary between Game 6 and Game 5 is bounded by the
probability of finding a collision for a hash function Hashkey . Hence, we can write
that |p6 − p5 | ≤ phash−col .
By summing up over all games, the probability that the adversary can win
Game 0 (the unforgeability game) is |p6 − p0 | = pcred−unf ≤ psig−unf + pqbsigx −unf +
pcom−bind + phash−col .
Theorem 52. The credential scheme given in Section 6.3.2 is unlinkable according
to Definition 64, if QBsigX is unlinkable and the proof-of-knowledge system is zeroknowledge.
Proof sketch. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 47. The derived
signature part of the presentation token is indistinguishable due to unlinkability
of QBsigX and due to the zero-knowledge property of the NIZK proof system that
hides the revealed pseudonym and the Boneh-Boyen signature, and due to the fact
that rn is chosen uniformly at random for every presentation.

6.3.4

Instantiation and Efficiency Analysis

To analyze the efficiency we consider a concrete instantiation and scenario for our
scheme. We assume that the user, who has a key-bound credential with n attributes,
reveals a set of k attributes m
~ I , k = |I|, k ≤ n to the verifier. We instantiate our
non-interactive construction with Groth-Sahai proofs [GS08], structure-preserving
commitment scheme from [AHO12], and a quotable signature scheme presented
in Section 6.2.3. The latter we instantiate with a structure-preserving signature
scheme by Abe et al. [AFG+ 10], Groth-Sahai proofs, and a vector commitment
scheme from Section 6.2.1, the details for which are described in Chapter 2. The
proof of Theorem 11 follows from Theorems 49-52.
Theorem 53. The credential system described above is unforgeable, unlinkable, key
extractable if the SXDH, J-RootDH, n-BSDH, q-SDH and SFP assumptions hold.
We refer to the discussion of related work in the beginning of Chapter 6 for
the comparison with prior work. We stress that the complexity of the Prove and
Verify algorithms is independent from the number of all attributes contained in a
credential. It is only linear (the number of exponents in the proof) in the number
of disclosed attributes due to the randomizable vector commitment properties. Table 6.1 contains the detailed efficiency analysis of the instantiation of our scheme
described above.
Interactive Proofs of Ownership of Credentials. We would like to point out
that another construction can be built from the alternative construction of QBsig
from Section 6.2 and interactive zero-knowledge proofs in a similar manner, as it
is done now for some credential schemes [CL04, ASM06]. Briefly, the interactive
construction works as follows. The user secret is an exponent. A credential is a
tier 1 signature on a vector of attributes, where the user secret is a fixed attribute.
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PK
O(n) ||G||
O(n) ||G||

Tier 1 Signature/Credential
8 ||G||, (n + 1) ||Zp ||
13 ||G||, (n + 3) ||Zp ||

Tier 2 signature/Proof
19 ||G||, k ||Zp ||
40 ||G||, (k + 1) ||Zp ||

Table 6.1: Efficiency Analysis of our QBsig and credential schemes. ||G|| and ||Zp ||
are the bit-lengths of the group elements and exponents respectively.

During the presentation the user derives a tier 2 signature on the required set of
messages (except the secret, of course) and also provides a ZK proof about her secret
key. This construction is more efficient than the non-interactive one because of the
efficiency of sigma-protocols and also allows for efficient range proofs over attributes.
However, it requires more rounds of communication and does not provide so-called
“straight-line extractability”, i.e., the extraction protocols require rewinding.

Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks
We proposed a number of efficient oblivious transfer protocols that provide privacypreserving access control for databases. These protocols are crucial for the databases that are not sold as a whole but on a per record basis. Our protocols are the first
that provide the (hidden) attribute-based access control functionality and payments
with superior privacy guarantees. Although our protocols already support several
attribute-based and role-based access models, it would be an interesting challenge
to extend these protocols to support arbitrary policies.
We developed the first universally composable oblivious transfer with access
control protocol that is secure in the standard model and under well-established
cryptographic assumptions. To the best of our knowledge, this protocol is the most
efficient one from those that provide the same level of security. However, achieving
even better efficiency, which is crucial to support devices with limited computation
capabilities, is a good future research direction.
We presented a new efficient structure-preserving signature scheme (SPS) secure
under the standard assumptions. We used a constructive approach to build the
scheme from two building blocks: a CCA2-secure encryption scheme and simulationsound zero-knowledge proofs. Unfortunately, until now, the constructive approach
is the only successful one for creating structure-preserving signature schemes from
standard, non “q-type”, assumptions. We think it is important to tackle how to
build “from scratch” an efficient SPS secure under the standard assumptions.
We also proposed new methods and techniques for GS-proofs optimizations and
performing multiplicative homomorphisms, which we used in constructing our signature scheme and achieving hidden access control policies functionality. We believe
these techniques to be a useful tool for building different privacy-enhancing protocols.
We provided a number of impossibility results for unique signatures, (verifiable)
pseudorandom and unpredictable functions, and deterministic public key encryption. Although our results are restricted to the class of algebraic algorithms, all
known constructions of structure-preserving primitives consist of algebraic algorithms. Finding constructions of secure structure-preserving algorithms that allow
non-algebraic operations, but whose correctness of computation still can be verified using a system of PPE, is an interesting open problem. We also would like to
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point out that it might be possible to extend our impossibility result to the quasideterministic case where the uniqueness condition can be relaxed to have at most
polynomial (in the security parameter) number of output values corresponding to
each input value.
We introduced a new kind of signature scheme, a two-tiered quotable blocksignature (QBsig) scheme as a new building block for privacy-enhancing protocols.
We gave both property-based security definitions and a UC functionality for QBsig
and validated the former by showing that they imply the latter. Our definitional
approach may be of independent interest beyond quotable signatures as a framework
for UC-secure malleable signatures and we expect our QBsig scheme to be useful
for the construction of many privacy-preserving protocols.
Finally, we built a new anonymous credential system, for which a presentation
proof is independent of the number of attributes in a credential. Our scheme makes
use of GS-proofs and, therefore, provides non-interactivity without switching to
the random oracle model. Furthermore, since it is built from a quotable block
signature scheme, which is UC-secure, our credential construction is a big step
towards achieving an UC-secure anonymous credential system.
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